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Prepare Now For The Higher Rewards 
The Electronics Age Offers You 

There is an immediate and grow- 
ing need for trained technicians 
in Industrial -Military Electron- 
ics, Radio -TV Servicing and 
Communications. Better than 
average jobs with high pay, in- 
teresting work, bright futures 
await you in the fast growing 
industry of the 1960's. Join thou- 
sands of NRI graduates now 
benefiting from career oppor- 
tunities in this Electronic Age. 

Training Equipment Included 
NRI "learn -hy- 
practice" training 
is the time -proved 
way to higher earn- 
ings and advance- 
ment. Except for 
FCC License 

course, all NRI courses include -at 
no extra cost -special training equip- 
ment to give shop and laboratory 
experience in your own home. Makes 
NRI training come to life in an easy - 
to- grasp, interesting manner. Take 
the advice of job counselors, investi- 
gate Electronics if you are dissatisfied 
with your present job or pay, or you 
want to prepare for militari' service. 

Oldest and Largest School 
For nearly 50 years NRI has featured 
Electronics training at reasonable 
cost because it is the oldest, largest 
home -study school of its kind. Take 
the first step to a new career now. 
Mail postage -free card. 
National Radio Institute, 
Washington 16, D. C. 

Industrial ELECTRONICS 
The NRI course in Electronics - 
Principles, Practices, Mainte- 
nance prepares you for a career 
as an Electronic Technician in 
industry, business, government. 
the military. Computers, teleme- 
try, automation, missiles, rockets 
all employ the same basic Elec- 
tronic principles ... and that is 
what this NRI course stresses 
with illustrated lessons, special 
training equipment. 

Commercial 
You must have an FCC License 
if you want to operate or service 
transmitting equipment used in 
TV and Radio Broadcasting. 
aviation, marine, microwave, fac- 
simile or mobile communica- 
tions. Even a service Technician 
needs an FCC License today to 
work on C -Band Radio equip- 
ment. From Simple Circuits to 
Broadcast Operation, this new 
NRI course trains you quickly 
to take Government exams. 

FCC LICENSE 

TV -Radio COMMUNICATIONS 
In NRI's Communications course 
you get actual experience as NRI 
trains you for your choice of 
Communications fields. Commer- 
cial methods and techniques of 
Radio -TV Broadcasting; tele- 
type; facsimile; microwave; ra- 
dar; mobile and marine radio; 
navigation devices; multiplexing 
are some of the subjects covered. 
You work with special training 
equipment. 

Radio and TV SERVICING 
NRI's time- tested course in Serv- 
icing not only trains you to fix 
radios, TV sets, hi -fi. etc., but 
also shows you how to earn spare - 
time money starting soon after 
enrolling. Fast growth in num- 
ber of sets means money -making 
opportunities for you in your 
own spare -time or full -time busi- 
ness. or working for someone 
else. Special training equipment 
at no extra cost. Mail postcard. 
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Pick The Career 
You Want in 

The Wonderful 
Field of 

ELECTRONICS 

TRAIN AT HOME 
WITH THE LEADER 

WHERE YOU TRAIN IS AS IMPORTANT 
AS YOUR DECISION TO TRAIN 

That% wily sou .hould take a careful look at the courses 
and services offered by NRI- America's oldest and largest 
home -study Electronics Radio -TV training school- before 
you enroll anywhere. The interests and efforts of the care- 
fully selected NRI staff are devoted exclusively to home - 
study ... and have been for nearly half a century. That's 
why NRI has earned the confidence and respect of stu- 
dents, graduates and the Electronics Industry for con- 
stantly providing the best possible home -study training at 
the lowest possible cost. Read the brief descriptions of 
NRI courses given here. Then, for the complete story 
about Electronic opportunities and NRI training, mail the 
postage -free card. 

FIRST CLASS 
Permit No. 20 -R 

(Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.) 

Washington, D. C. 

BUSINESS REPLY CARD 
No Postage Stomp Necessary if Mailed in the United States 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 

Washington 16, D. C. 
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Join The Thousands 

Who Trained For 

Advancement With NRI 
Thousands of NRI graduates throughout the U.S. and 
Canada are proof that it is practical and profitable to 
train at home for a career in Electronics. NRI graduates 
can be found in every field of Electronics: inspectors, 
maintenance men, lab technicians, testers, broadcast and 
mobile radio operators, TV and Radio service technicians; 
or in essential research and development posts with mili- 
tary and government agencies. Hundreds of letters re- 
ceived from NRI graduates tell us what they do and earn. 
Here are excerpts from some of them: 

"The Finest Job I Ever Had," Thomas 
Bilak, Jr., Cayuga, N. Y., says of his posi- 
tion with G.E. Advanced Electronic Center. 
"Thanks to NRI, I have a job which I enjoy 
and pays well." 

"I Owe My Success to NRI" says Cecil E. 
Wallace, Dallas, Texas. He holds a First Class 
FCC License, is a Recording Engineer at 
station KRLD -TV. 

Marine Radio Operator is the job of E. P. 
Searcy, Jr., New Orleans, La. He has also 
worked as a TV Transmitter engineer. He 
says, "I can recommend NRI training very 
highly." 

From Factory Laborer to His Own Business 
with sales of $158,000 in one year. That's the 
success William F. Kline of Cincinnati. Ohio. 
has had since taking NRI training. 

Cut Out and Mail 
Postage-Free Card 

NO STAMP NECESSARY NRI PAYS POSTAGE 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
WASHINGTON 16, D.C. 2DE 

Please send 64-page Catalog on how to train 
at home for new careers in Electronics. I am 
interested in course checked below: 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

FCC LICENSE 

RADIO -TV SERVICING 

COMMUNICATIONS 

The Amazing 
Field of 

Electronics 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL 
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YOU'RE LOOKING AT ALL THE TRANSISTOR INVENTORY YOU NEED 
TO SERVICE EVERY TRANSISTOR CAR RADIO ON THE ROAD! 

]Delcci 
There are millions of transistors in car radios today ... and with just five Delco numbers in stock, you're ready 
to service this entire replacement market. Simply say Delco and get these advantages! 

Five transistor numbers service all PNP Transistor Auto Radios! 
Delco's DS -25 and DS -26 cover small signal transistor needs in all Delco radios! 
De!co's DS -501 and DS -503 cover audio output transistor needs in all Delco radios! 
Delco's DS -520 fits all non -Delco radios -actually improves performance (up to 1.5 watts)! 
DS -25 and DS -26 replace practically every PNP transistor used in portable radios! 
Application and cross reference charts are packaged with your Delco transistors! 
All these advantages are yours at a low cost! 

Cash in now on the coverage you get from top -quality Delco Radio Automotive Radio Service Parts 
and Electro- Mechanical devices, distributed nationally through Uriited Delco. 

DELCO RADIO. Division 01 General Motors. Kokomo. Indiens A 
ELECTRONICS WORLD is poldisped monthly by Zif.Davl Publishing Company at 34 South Wabash Avenue. Chicago S. Illinois. subscription 

oRn. rues: 
one rear United Staten anti possessions 

nmr.00 :A Authorized as second 
American Union 

bcountries 
55.50: 

OMe 
all other foreign counlrle. $U.DU. Second Class postage paid 

cash. April. 1002: 
Illinois 

isrl 
and at 

at 
additional mailing 

sa nm c mn by Department. ltlnwa. t mana and for payment of postage pr 4. 

Y 

-MOP 
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TVL TWIST -LOK® 
CAPACITORS 

These'lytics take on the toughest 

TV and radio duty, give maxi- 

mum trouble -free service, without 

HUMMM! They are dependable 

at extremely high and low tem- 

peratures. Cathodes are etched 

to meet the needs of 
high 

ripple 

currents, high surge 

_J ! 
Ms i 

Atom tubulars are service favor- 
ites because they fit anywhere, 
work anywhere. They're the only 
small size 85 C (185 F) capaci- 
tors in ratings up to 450 WVDC. 
They have low leakage current, 
long shelf life, and withstand 
high ripple currents, high surge 
voltages. TE LITTL 

-LYTIC 
CAPACITORS 

The very best ultra- miniature re- placements for transistor 
circwts, offering unusual reliability through 

a11- welded construction. No pressure joints open" or intermittentto cause Long shelf life_extremel circuits. 

the Y ar.tn sets used only part of 

VL VERTI- LYTIC* 
CAPACITORS 

These single -ended molded tu- 
bulars are the ideal replacement 
for units of this type found on 
printed wiring boards. 
Keyed terminals assure fast man- 
ual mounting and correct polar- 
ity. Resin end fill protects against 
drying of electrolyte or entrance 
of external moisture. 

pCCAPACITORS 

The printed circuit version of 

the Twist -Lok. Universal a 
base 

replaces any of the printed 

cuit 'lytics in use today. Noo 

makeshift mounting adapters 

damage capacitor or add extra 

height - . no possibility of high 

resistance contacts. 

every value 
every rating 
every style 

Shown here are the more popular of Sprague's big family 

of Electrolytic Capacitors, the broadest in the industry. 

Other types include Metal- encased Screwbase; Plastic - 

encased High -MF; Metal- encased Octal -base; Ultra -low 

leakage Photoflash. All are listed and described in Sprague's 
NEW Catalog C -614. Get your copy from any Sprague 
distributor, or write Sprague Products Company, 51 Marshall 
Street, North Adams, Massachusetts. 

TRAD SPRAGUE' 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

WORLD'S LARGEST CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER 

i 

2 ELECTRONICS WORLD 

c 
t 
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THE HARMON 
P -315A 

REGULATED 
POWER 
SUPPLY 

GIVES 
YOU 

.. all these features 
at this low price * 
. . . and it is lightweight and compact 
enough to make it ideal for field work, 
despite the fact that it is in the category 
of the finest laboratory equipment by 
performance standards. 

Whether you are working with transistor- 
ized circuits, hybrid tubes, or are involved 
in any test, maintenance or design work 
requiring 0 to 15 volts of d.c. at up to 
3 amps, you will be delighted with this 
new Harmon Power Supply. The full wave 
filtered output will supply "lab- type" power 
at continuous current loads and the .1% 
regulation at inputs varying from 105 to 
125 volts A.C. (55 to 65 cycles) insures 
100 microsecond recovery time during 
voltage surges. This compact package 
weighs but 51/ pounds and measures 
83 /a" X 67 /e" X 53/e ". 

Input 
Voltage 
Regulation 

Output 

Circuitry 

Ripple 

Fusing 

Recovery Time 

Voltage Control 

SPECIFICATIONS 
115 volts a.c., 55.65 cps. 
±1% at 115 volts. Input voltage 
may vary from 105 to 125 volts. 

0.15 volts d.c., fully regulated, 
at up to 3 amperes. 

Solid -state. 4 power transistors, 
heat-sink mounted. 
10 mv. RMS at 50% load 
current; 30 mv. RMS at full load. 

All components short- circuit 
protected. 
Less than 100 microseconds after 
full load surge. 

Precision Potentiometer 

*INTRODUCTORY 8 9 50 
PRICE 

Available through your electronic distributor. 
Write for technical brochure and name of 
nearest distributor. 

* GEORGE ._ HARMON 
Company Inc. 

18141 Napa St. Di 5 -1620 Northridge, Calif. 
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COMING 
NEXT MONTH 
NOISE & ITS MEASUREMENT 
Man, the noisemaker, spends millions 
each year to reduce noise. In order to 
check the effectiveness of his remedies, 
instruments must be used to measure 
noise levels. Here is how the instruments 
do the job. 

DIRECT HEAT TO ELECTRICITY 
ENERGY CONVERSION 
Much work has been done on direct 
heat -to- electricity conversion systems 
for use in military and industrial labora- 
tories and space vehicles. The article 
surveys some of these systems that pro- 
duce electricity directly from heat with- 
out the use of moving parts or chemical 
batteries. 

DESIGN OF TRANSISTOR 
HI -FI AMPLIFIERS 
Solid -state amplifiers with performance 
that equals the best of their vacuum -tube 
counterparts are just around the corner. 
Article suggests circuits for 7% to 12 
watt amplifiers using new diffused silicon 
transistors. 

MULTI -WATT TRANSISTORIZED 
CB TRANSCEIVERS 
Design and construction of fully transis- 
torized CB equipment which delivers sev- 

I':IeeI moles Ilorkl . 

eral watts of r.f. output and operates 
close to the maxitttunt legal power limit. 

TRANSISTORIZED PHOTORHYTHMICON- 
DANCING LIGHTS 
Construction of a simple semiconductor 
color organ whose colored -light display 
varies in hue and intensity to follow mu- 
sical signals. 

MISMATCHING HI -FI AMPLIFIERS 
What happens to distortion and fre- 
quency response when your power am- 
plifier is mismatched? Here are some 
results of deliberate mismatching as 
measured on a typical medium -power 
hi -fi amplifier. 

1962 TUBE INVENTORY FOR 

SERVICE SHOPS 
Annual, up -to -date list of tubes that 
should he stocked by the service shop, to- 
gether with an estimate of the relative 
quantity of each type that should be on 
hand. A separate set of recommended 
quantities is listed for the outside -call 
caddy. 

All these and many more interesting and 
informative articles will be yours in the 
May issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD 
...on sale 

April 24th 
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F.C.C. 
; IAL OPERATOR 

ANS 
/14 Cata, I 

Opt Jobs ea Electronics 
F. C. C. LICENSE - THE KEY TO BETTER JOBS 

An F. C. C. commercial (not amateur) license is your ticket to 
higher pay and more interesting employment. This license is Fed - 
.eral Government evidence of your qualifications in electronics. 
Employers are eager to hire licensed technicians. 

WHICH LICENSE FOR WHICH JOB? 
The THIRD CLASS radiotelephone license is of value primarily 

in that it qualifies you to take the second class examination. The 
scope of authority covered by this license is extremely limited. 

The SECOND CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies you to 
install, maintain and operate certain radiotelephone equipment 
but not commercial broadcast station equipment. 

The FIRST CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies you to in- 
stall, maintain and operate every type of commercial radiotele- 
phone equipment including all radio and television stations in the 
United States, its territories and possessions. This is the highest 
class of radiotelephone license available. Many companies which 
employ industrial electronics technicians require this license. 

GRANTHAM TRAINING PREPARES YOU 
The Grantham Communications Electronics Course prepares 

you for a FIRST CLASS F. C. C. license, and it does this by 
TEACHING you electronics. Each point is covered simply and in 
detail, with emphasis on making the subject easy to understand. 
The organization of the subject matter is such that you progress. 
step -by -step, to your specific objective -a first class F.C.C. license. 

CORRESPONDENCE OR RESIDENCE CLASSES 

Grantham training is available by correspondence or in resi- 
dent classes. Either way, you are trained quickly and well. Write. 
or mail the coupon below, to any division of Grantham School of 
Electronics. Our free booklet will be sent to you immediately. 

HERE'S PROOF ... 
that Grantham students prepare for F. C. C. examinations in a 

minimum of time. Here is a list of a few of our recent graduates, 
the class of license they got, and how long it took them: 

License Weeks 
James C. Bailey, 217 Behrends Ave., Juneau, Alaska 1st 12 
Edward R. Barber, 907 S. Winnifred, Tacoma, Wash. 1st 20 
M. A. Dill, Jr., 20 Cherry St., Gardiner, Maine 1st 12 
Bernhard G. Fokken, Route 2, Canby, Minn. 1st 12 
Kenneth F. Foltz, Broad St., Middletown, Md. 1st 12 
James C. Greer, Mound City, Kansas 1st 12 
Thomas J. Hoof, 216 S. Franklin St., Allentown, Pa. 1st 22 
Clyde C. Morse, 7505 Sharronlee Dr., Mentor, Ohio . . 1st 12 
Louis W. Pavek, 838 Page St., Berkeley 10, Calif. 1st 16 
Wayne Winsauer, 2009 B St., Bellingham, Wash. 1st 12 

FOUR SCHOOLS TO SERVE YOU 
To better serve our many students throughout the entire coun- 

try, Grantham School of Electronics maintains four Divisions - 
located in Los Angeles, California: Kansas City, Mo.: Seattle, 
Wash.: and Washington. D.C. Grantham offers rapid courses in 
F. C. C. license preparation, either by home study or in resident 
classes. 

Get your First Class Commercial F.C.C. License in 12 weeks by training at 

ranidiam School OF ELECTRONICS 

April, 1962 

1505 N. Western Ave. 

Les Angeles 27, Calif. 

(Phone: HO 7 -7727) 

40D Marion Street 
Seattle 4, Wash. 

(Phone: MA 2 -7227) 

3123 Gillhate Road 
Kansas City 9, Mo. 

(Phone: JE 1.6320) 

821-119th Street, N. W. 
Washlagton S, B. C. 

(Phone ST 33614) 

for FREE Booklet CLIP COUPON and mail 
in envelope or paste on postal card. 

To: GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS I 

- .J 

1505 N. Western 408 Marion 3123 Gd Ilnm Rd 921.19th, NW 

los Angeles Seattle Kansas City Washington 

Please send me your free booklet telling how I can get 
my commercial F. C. C. license quickly. I understand there 
is no obligation and no salesman will call. 

Age 

Address 

City State 

I am interested in: Home Study, L 1 
Resident Classes 'a 
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The BLONDER -TONGUE Model 
TTVC -1 Automatic Transistorized 
TV Camera is a self- contained 
unit used for closed- circuit 
work in strategic applications 
such as control of industrial 
processes and surveillance for 
plant and bank security. All cir- 
cuit connections of the TTVC -1 

are fail -proof - joined with 
ERSIN Multicore 5 -Core Solder - assuring its dependability 
for continuous trouble -free 
operation. 

ERSIN Multicore 5 -Core Solder 
costs BLONDER -TONGUE a trifle 
more than ordinary solders - 
but this is more than compen- 
sated for by the vital savings 
realized through more joints - 
per- pound, and virtually no 
costly rejects due to cold or 
H/R joints. For production effi- 
ciency, guaranteed by 5 cores 
of exclusive ERSIN flux and fast 
melting thin -wall construction, 
quality manufacturers have 
come to rely on ERSIN Multi - 
core, the world's finest cored 
solder. 

Multicore is approved under all 
.applicable Federal Specifications 

For information, write 
Department MC42 

MULTICORE SALES CORPORATION 
PORT WASHINGTON NEW YORK 

... for the Record 
By W. A. STOCKLIN 

Editor 

WILL 50 MILLION TV SETS BECOME OBSOLETE? 

NO ONE really knows if most of the 
TV sets now in use will become 

obsolete but there is that possibility. 
At least to the degree that a u.h.f. con- 
verter or a u.h.f. tuner strip and a new 
antenna system will be required if all 
our TV stations move into the u.h.f. 
band. It happened to FM back in 1945 
when the FCC changed transmission 
frequency from 42 -50 mc. to the present 
88 -108 mc. There is no doubt in our 
mind that a similar change is going to 
occur with television. As to when this 
will occur, is anyone's guess. The final 
decision will have to be made by the 
FCC. There are rumors that it may 
take up to ten years for complete con- 
version to u.h.f. by the broadcasters, 
but it is rather difficult for us to con- 
ceive that the FCC would wait this long. 
We believe that the FCC will start 
making regulation changes as soon as 
it is technically possible and that those 
areas that have limited TV service at 
the present time will be the first to 
make the change to all- u.h.f. operation. 

The television industry and the FCC 
are fully aware of the fact that the 
present 12 v.h.f. channels are insufficient 
to give proper television coverage 
across the nation, and there appears to 
be only one solution. Changing the 
present TV frequencies to the u.h.f. 
band will provide 70 separate channels. 
When the present frequencies were as- 
signed, the electronic industry had very 
little knowledge of u.h.f. transmission 
characteristics and could not conceive 
of a television application for this band. 
Much has been learned over the past 
years and the present state of the art 
is such that u.h.f. television presents no 
problems that have not been solved. In 
some areas u.h.f. may even provide bet- 
ter performance than v.h.f. The televi- 
sion industry did try to expand some 
years ago by permitting both v.h.f. and 
u.h.f. stations to operate, sometimes 
separately, and in many cases, inter- 
mixed in the same area. Intermixing, as 
it turned out, proved to be disastrous 
financially to many u.h.f. stations. View- 
ers, wherever they had a choice be- 
tween the two, usually chose the less - 
expensive v.h.f. receivers. 

The FCC, directed by Chairman New- 
ton N. Minow, is fully cognizant of the 
problem involved and of the Commis- 
sion's responsibility, not only to the TV 
broadcasters, but particularly, to the 
viewer. With this thought in mind, 
Chairman Minow is asking Congress to 
pass a law to be effective as soon as 
possible to require all TV set manufac- 
turers to include both v.h.f. and u.h.f. 
tuners in all new TV sets. In time, as 

users replace their present sets with 
the new, all- channel receivers, this will 
provide a growing viewing audience 
for u.h.f. stations. If this law is passed 
by Congress, and we feel sure that it 
must be, television sets should increase 
in cost by some $20.00 to $40.00. 

At the present time Jerrold Electron- 
ics Corporation, under an FCC contract, 
is making an extensive field test of u.h.f. 
reception in the New York City area. 
Since July, 1961, TV station WUHF 
(channel 31) has been transmitting pro- 
grams for the sole purpose of making 
these field tests. A total of 5000 u.h.f. 
receiving installations and measure- 
ments are being made and the con- 
tract is scheduled for completion on 
July 15 of this year. An interesting 
factor is that the choice of individual 
test locations was not left up to the 
judgment of the technicians involved, 
but all 5000 individual sites were chosen 
by the Census Bureau and no substitu- 
tions are permitted. Analysts conclude 
that at least 90 per -cent of the total 
of 5000 sites must be tested or else the 
results are considered to be invalid. All 
present indications are that the 90 per- 
cent quota will be met. 

Obviously, final results of the test 
have not been evaluated, but expecta- 
tions are that u.h.f. performance will 
not involve any technical difficulties be- 
yond those normally encountered in 
v.h.f. transmission. In fact, it has been 
noted already that u.h.f. signal penetra- 
tion through buildings is much better 
than v.h.f. There seems to be no differ- 
ence in picture quality and signal 
strength. Problems involving "ghosts" 
seem to be the same. Such u.h.f. trans- 
missions have a much more line -of -sight 
characteristic and signals therefore 
have much less tendency to bend with 
the curvature of the earth. This does 
mean that far fringe reception will not 
be as good as v.h.f., but this is more of 
an advantage than a disadvantage. On 
the other hand, v.h.f. has more of a 
tendency to skip and, as a result, co- 
channel interference is a serious prob- 
lem in some areas. 

Since there are 70 channels in the 
u.h.f. band, it is conceivable that sta- 
tions will be permitted to use more than 
one channel to cover a given area. This 
is not costly and has the tremendous ad- 
vantage in that dead areas, which also 
plague the industry today, will be 
blanketed. 

Television must go u.h.f. With such 
a change, TV will be made available to 
more areas and will be able to reach 
more people -with no more technical 
difficulties than we have today. 

6 ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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CET YOUR ELECTRONICS -TV -RADIO 

HOME TRAINING FROM N.T.S. RESIDENT SCHOOL 
BREAK THROUGH 

TO HIGHER PAY, 

GREATER JOB SECURITY 

START NOW! Break through 
the Earning Barrier that stops 
"half- trained" men. N.T.S. 
"All- Phase" Training prepares 
you ... at home in spare time ... 
for a high -paying CAREER as a 

Over 1 City Block of Modern School 
Facilities, Laboratories and 

Shops Housing Over 
1,000 Students. 

50,000 Graduates - 
all over the World - 

since 1905 MASTER TECHNICIAN in Electronics - TV - Radio. One Master Course 
at One Low Tuition trains you 
for unlimited opportunities in All 
Phases: Servicing, Communications, 
Preparation for F.C.C. License, 
Broadcasting, Manufacturing, 
Automation, Radar and Micro -Waves, 
Missile and Rocket Projects. 
A MORE REWARDING JOB ... a 

secure future ... a richer, fuller life 
can be yours! As an N.T.S. 
MASTER TECHNICIAN you can 
go straight to the top in 
industry ... or open your 
own profitable business. 

NATIONAL 101icài SCHOOLS 
WORLD -WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

THE SCHOOL BEHIND YOUR 
HOME -STUDY TRAINING 

BETTER 

...MORE COMPLETE 

... LOWER COST 

...WITH NATIONAL 

SCHOOLS' SHOP -METHOD 

HOME TRAINING! 

par BETTER 
. Training that is proved and 

tested in N.T.S. Resident School 
shops and laboratories, by a 

School that is the OLDEST and 
LARGEST of its kind in the world. -' MORE COMPLETE 

. You learn ALL PHASES OF 
Television - Radio - Electronics. 

LOWER COST 
... Other schools make several 

courses out of the material in our 
ONE MASTER COURSE ... and 

you pay more for less 
training than you get in 

our course at 
ONE LOW TUITION! 

In these modern School Headquarters 
your Home Training is: 

Classroom- Developed, Lab -Studio 
Planned, Shop -Tested, 

Industry- Approved, 
Home Study -Designed. 

19 BIG KITS YOURS TO KEEP 

Friendly Instruction and 
Guidance 
Graduate Advisory Service 
Unlimited Consultation 
Diploma Recognized 
by Industry 

EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED FOR SUCCESS 

N.T.S. IS NOT JUST A 

MAILING ADDRESS ON A COUPON 
N.T.S. is a real school ... a world famous 

training center since 1905. Thousands of men 
from all over the world come to train in our shops, 

labs. studios and classrooms. 
You learn quickly and easily the N.T.S. Shop- Tested 

way. You get lessons, manuals, job projects, personal 
consultation from instructors as you progress. You build a 

Short-Wave, Long -Wave Superhet Receiver plus a large screen 
TV set from the ground up with parts we send you at no additional 

cost. You also get a Professional Multitester for your practical 
job projects.. The Multitester will become one of your most valuable 
instruments in spare time work while training, and afterwards, too. 

Many students pay for their entire tuition with spare time work. 
You can, too ... we show you how. 

SEND FOR INFORMATION NOW ... TODAY! 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING TO INVESTIGATE 

AIN ' HOME IN YOUR 

SPARE TIME.. . AT YOUR OWN PACE! 

RESIDENT TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES 
If you wish to take your Electronics -TV- 
Radio training in our famous Resident 
School in Los Angeles - the oldest and 
largest school of its kind in the world - 
write for special Resident School cata- 
log and information, or check special 
box In coupon. 

ACCREDITED 
MEMBER 

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR 

FREE BOOK 
& ACTUAL LESSON 

After you graduate you can open your 
own TV -Radio repair business or 

go into high paying jobs 'ike these: 
Communications Technicians. Hi-Fi. 

Stereo and Sound Recording 
Specialists, TV -Radio Broadcasting 

Technician. Technician in 
Computers & Missiles, Electronics 

Field Technician, Specialist 
in Micro -Waves and 

Servomechanisms, Expert 
Trouble Shooter. All -Phase 

Master Technician, 
TV -Radio Sales, Service 

and Repair. 

NATIONAL!! SCHOOLS (, 
WORLD -WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

No 
obligation. 

No 
salesman 
will call. 

April, 1962 

WORLD -WIDE TRAINING SINCE 19C5 

4000 SO. FIGUEROA ST., LOS ANGELIS 37, CALIF., U.S. A. 

Moil Now To 
National Technical Schools. Deal. RH -42 
4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 37, Calif. 

I 

Please rush FREE Electronics- TVRadio 
"Opportunity" Book and Actuol lesson. 

Ncme Age- i 
Address t 

g City Zone State 

'- Chen here it letnelbe ONLY .0 Re1,11,1 name, at le, 1e,ete. 

VETERANS: Gi..e date of discharge - 

l'i 
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NEW From a deluxe VTVM to a VOM with the flick of a switch! 
Typical examples where 

a VTVM performs best ... 
minimum circuit loading 

very high resistance measurement 

measuring peak to peak voltage 

alignment, ACC trouble shooting or 
ratio detector touch up 

reading 2nd anode voltage 

transistor radio voltage measurements 

Typical examples where a 

portable VOM is best ... 

For the First Time in Electronic History ... a VTVM with laboratory accuracy for bench, 
lab, or anywhere 115 volt AC current is available ... flick the function switch and it's a 

portable VOM that you can use anywhere, anytime. 

Look! Another Sencorc first ... automatic scale indi- 
cation. What a lime saver! Rotate the controls and 
watch the indicating lights follow you. You can't go 
wrong! 

1 

instant action when you can't wait for 
warm up and stabilization. The VTVM 
can be warming up while you are using 
the VOM. 

working on a hot TV chassis 

checking anything remote where power 
isn't available such es antennas, auto, 
etc. 

reading DC current 

And look at these specifications! 

Voltage 
6 AC and DC ranges from 0 to 1000 volts 
on both VTVM and VOM 
6 peak to peak ranges from 0 to 2800 
volts peak to peak on VTVM 

Zero center scale on VTVM 

Resistance 
6 ranges from 0 to 1000 megohm on 
VTVM 
2 ranges from 0 to 1 megohm on VOM 

Current 
one easy reading scale from 0 to 1000 
milliamp on VOM 

Batteries 
one 1.5 volt "D" cell 

Accuracy 
3 percent on DC volts; 5 percent AC 
volts with a 6 inch, 200 microamp, 2 per 

1l 
cent meter. 

Circuit Loading 
10 megohms on VTVM, 15,000 ohms on 
VOM low range, 5 megohms on 
range. 

Special Servicing Features for 

the Man on the Go! 

Unbreakable steel case and protective 
removable cover. No leads to drag or line 
cord to "hank". 

Inside the cover is a real surprise, short 
cut technical data to make every job 
easier and faster ... standard transformer 
lead color code, fuse resistor burn out 
voltage, transistor testing guide, etc. 

8 

You'll like this! One permanent lest lead 
for every job. Even the Hi- voilage probe 
lits on the end of it. And look at this 
storage compartment for test lead and 
line cord. The two 115 volt AC outlets 
sure come in handy on service calls! Model SM112 Only 19 

No more than a complete VTVM alone! 

95 

Ask your Sencore distributor for the New Combination VTVM -VOM -there is no other' 

MADE IN AMERICA 

BY AMERICANS 

S E N C O R E 
ADDISON, ILLINOIS 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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how to get 
a Commercial 
FCC LICENSE 

An FCC License, 

Or Your Money Back! 
Completion of the Master Course (both Sections) will pre- 
pare you for a First Class Commercial Radio Telephone 
License with a Radar Endorsement. Should you fall to 
pass the FCC examination for this license after success- 
fully completing the Master Course, you will receive a 
full refund of all tuition payments. This guarantee is 
valid for the entire period of your enrollment agreement. 

Get This Handy Pocket 
Electronics Data Guide 

Free 
Puts all the commonly used conversion factors, for- 
mulas, tables, and color codes at your fingertips. Yours 
absolutely free if you mail the coupon today. No 
further obligation. 

TO GET THIS FREE GIFT 
MAIL COUPON TODAY 

Cleveland Institute Training Results in 

Job Offers Like These... 
ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIANS: 

RCA has positions for 
technicians, field engi- 
neers & instructor tech- 
nicians to install, main- 
tain, and teach military 
radar, communications, 
and fire control equip- 
ment. Company benefits. 

RADIO OPERATORS 
& TECHNICIANS 

American Airlines -Chi- 
cago, Detroit, St. Louis, 
Cincinnati and Cleve- 
land - has openings for 
radio operators and ra- 
dio mechanics. Opera- 
tors must have a 2nd 
class FCC license and 
ability to type 40 wpm. 
Many company benefits. 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS 
1776 E. 17th St. Desk RN -64A Cleveland 14, Ohio 
RN -6M 

April, 1962 

a successful plan loi .. . 

Electronics Training 

good training 
doesn't cost ... 
it pays! 

get all three FREE! 
Increase Your Technical Knowledge 
Get a government license plus an understanding of such electronic 
applications as computers . . . industrial electronics . . . radar . . . 

communications . . . and many more. 

Not For Beginners 
Please inquire only if you really want to get ahead and 
to add to what you have already learned in school, in the 
service, or on the job. Some previous schooling or 
experience in electronics. electricity. or related fields 
is necessary for success In Cleveland Institute programs. 

Accredited by the National Home Study Council 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 

Desk RN -64A, 1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland 14, O. 

Please send Free Career Information pre- 

pared to help me get ahead in Electronics. 

I have had training or experience in Elec- 

tronics as indicated below. 

Military 

Radie.TV Servicing 

Manufacturing 

Amateur Radio 

In whot kind of work are 
you now engaged? 

Nome 

Address 

City 

Broadcasting 

Home Experimenting 

Telephone Company 

Other 

In what branch of Electronics 
are you interested? 

Zone - State 

Age 

RN-64A 
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those who ' : Serve Best 
' Use 

QUIETROLE 
There's never any doubt 

with QUIETROLE ... it 
always says "Sh, Sh" to 

noisy controls and 
switches on TV, radio and 

electronics instruments. 
Now, Quietrole is even 

easier to use ... has 
FREE EXTENDER TUBE 
that hits those hard to 

reach places right on the 
button. Its Quality 

Quietrole that makes 
those once pesty repairs 

easier than ever. 
See how Quietrole can 

ease the jangled nerves 
of even your hardest to 

please customers. 
Quietrole, helps the 

serviceman serve better 
than ever. 

6 oz. SPRAY PACK CAN 
(with FREE Extender Tube) 

2, 4, B Ez. Bottles 
(with dropper) 

Product of 

QUIETROLE 
COMPANY 

Spartanburg, South Carolina 
in Canada: CROSS CANADA ELECTRONICS 

12 Laurel Street, Waterloo, Ontario 

THE INDUSTRY'S 
ONLY COMPLETE 

"LOOK- ALIKE" LINE 
Exact Replacement 
Needles/Cartridges 

Highest quality 
guaranteed! At your 

EV distributor's or write 
for FREE replacement guide, 

today) ElectroVoice, Inc., 
Buchanan, Michigan. Dept. 427 N 
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FROM OUR READERS 
MUSIC POWER 

To the Editors: 
Since so many manufacturers of hi -fi 

equipment use the music -power rating, 
why do you persist in using steady- state, 
sine -wave measurements in your lab 
reports? 

RICHARD A. SCOTT 
Westfield, New Jersey 

We are aware that many manufac- 
turers in our industry use music -power 
ratings and we have stated our own feel- 
ings on this subject many times in the 
past. See the editorials "The New Music - 
Power Rating" (June 1960 issue), and 
"Hirsch -Houck Lab Reports" (Febru- 
ary 1961 issue). Briefly, we find nothing 
wrong with a manufacturer's use of mu- 
sic- power rating providing he clearly 
states that this is the power rating 
quoted in his specs. But we also sug- 
gested that it would be a good idea to 
provide the continuous sine -wave power 
rating as well, as an additional specifi- 
cation. Further, we believe that the 
continuous sine -wave power rating is 
a fair way of comparing one amplifier 
with another for two reasons: (1) it is 
the more severe test that represents 
how the amplifier will perform under 
very stringent conditions, and (2) it is 
readily duplicated by our readers, most 
of whom are technically oriented. 

We realize that there is much to be 
said on the side of music-power mea- 
surements. After all, hi -fi amplifiers 
were designed to reproduce music rather 
than steady -state sine waves. As a mat- 
ter of fact, this publication has featured 
several stories by proponents of the 
music -power system (see "Music -Power 
Rating -Help or Hindrance ?" by 
Norman H. Crowhurat in our October 
1960 issue, and "How to Make Music - 
Power Measurements" by Daniel R. von 
Recklinghausen, in our June 1961 is- 
sue.) Therefore, although we can appre- 
ciate some of the arguments on behalf of 
the music -power method, for the pres- 
ent, we will stick to our guns. Editors. 

"TECHNICIAN" AND "ENGINEER" 
To the Editors: 

I have noted your editorial in the 
January issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD, 
and the previous correspondence. May 
I suggest that you are completely "on 
the beam," and these editorials should 
be very helpful in straightening out the 
confusion which has been created by the 
meaning of the word "engineer" and 
"technician" by past years' training of 
many technician -level engineers by our 
engineering colleges. This practice, I 
feel, is disappearing as our engineering 
colleges become more aware of their 

real responsibilities to their profession 
and to our society as a whole. 

I would also like to suggest that you 
are merely a little ahead of time in sug- 
gesting that a college degree be a re- 
quirement for professional engineering 
work. This will come, and very soon. 
Otherwise, engineering can not hope to 
achieve real status as a profession. The 
other professions require a degree and 
additional training beyond the B.S. level, 
and have for many years. 

J. D. RYDER, DEAN 
Michigan State University 
College of Engineering 
East Lansing, Michigan 

On the other hand, there are many 
who feel that the terms "engineer" and 
"technician" should describe a person's 
junction and not his education. Editors. 

a a 

DOUBLE -CHAMBER ENCLOSURES 

To the Editors: 
When I first read the article "Double - 

Chamber Speaker Enclosure" by George 
Augspurger in your December 1961 is- 
sue, I could not help but feel doubtful, 
since I have seen so many of these 
"specials" turn out to be unsatisfactory. 
To make a long story short, I finally 
decided to try it. 

I built two units as my system is 
stereo. The units were built of %" ply- 
wood, glued and screwed together. For 
a trial, I used two inexpensive 8 -inch 
extended -range speakers, and two in- 
expensive 3 -inch tweeters that I had 
on hand. The first time I tried them I 
was amazed at their good performance. 
As a matter of fact, I prefer them to 
some more expensive units owned by a 
friend. I have not measured them in any 
way and don't intend to, as I am more 
interested in what they sound like, 
rather than what they measure up or 
down to. 

ARNOLD GOVAIN 
Wolcott, Connecticut 

To the Editors: 
I have received letters from readers 

inquiring about the design of a double - 
chamber reflex enclosure for 12 -inch 
loudspeakers. Unfortunately, this in- 
volves more than simply increasing the 
dimensions listed in my article (Decem- 
ber 1961 issue). 

To fully utilize the capabilities of the 
larger cone diameter, the tuned frequen- 
cies of the enclosure should be set 
slightly lower than when an 8 -inch 
speaker is used. Frequencies of about 22 
and 45 cps should give good results. 

Since the uppermost impedance peak 
should not lie too far above the higher 
resonant frequency, the larger of the 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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See Only the Scale You Want... in the Exact Range You Want / 
just set the range switch 

and the correct scale appears 

AUTOMATICALLY 

A.0 

1000 

ir-1100 -.. 
0 

-100yA 
''`--SMra 

100 

0 MA 

I 

in the new 

VOM and VTVM 

V O MATIC 360 
AUTOMATIC VOLT -OHM MILLIAMMETER 
Greatly simplifies your VOM use. Individual full -size scale for each range -and 
only one scale visible at any one time, automatically. Once you set the range 
switch, it is impossible to read the wrong scale. Reading in the range you want is 
amazingly easy -and direct. No reading difficulties, no multiplying, no errors. 

Sensitivity 20,000 ohms per volt DC; 5000 ohms per volt AC. Accuracy ±3 %a DC; ±5 %a AC; 
(full scale). DC Volts in 6 ranges 0 -6000. AC Volts in 6 ranges 0 -6000. AF (Output) in 4 ranges 
0.300 volts. DC Current in 5 ranges 0.10 amps. Resistance in 4 ranges 0.100 megohms. 
Supplemental ranges also provided on external overlay meter scales. Meter protected 
against extreme overload and burn -out. Polarity reversing switch. Automatic ohms -adjust 
control. Mirrored scale. Complete with 11/2-volt and 9 -volt batteries, test leads, 
and easy- viewing stand. Net, $5995 

WITH 
BURN -OUT PROOF 

METER 

DYNAMATIC 375 
AUTOMATIC VACUUM -TUBE VOLTMETER 

Once you set the range switch, you automatically see only the scale you 
want and read the exact answer directly. Saves time, eliminates calcula- 
tion, avoids errors. Individual full -size direct -reading scale for each range. 
Simplifies true reading of peak -to -peak voltages of complex wave forms in 
video, sync and deflection circuits, pulse circuits, radar systems, etc. 
Includes DC current ranges, too. 

Accuracy ±3 %a full scale AC and DC. Sensitive 100 microampere meter movement. 
DC Volts in 7 ranges 0.1500. AC Volts (rms) in 7 ranges 0.1500. AC Volts (peak -to- 
peak) in 7 ranges 0 -1500. DC Current in 3 ranges 0 -500 ma. Ohms in 7 ranges 0.1000 
megohms. Utilizes single DA -AC ohms probe and anti -parallax mirror. Swivel stand 
converts to carry -handle. Includes 11/2 volt battery. 
Operates on 117 volts 50-60 cycle AC. Net, 58995 

Ask Your B &K Distributor 
for Demonstration, or 

Write for Catalog AP18 -N 

B&K MANUFACTURING CO. 
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE CHICAGO 13, ILL. 

Canada: Atlas Rodio Corp., 50 Win gold, Toronto 79, Ont. 
Export: Empire Exporters, 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A. 

Aprii, 1962 11 
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New 
Accessories 

ko,\\\\ 

es 

4. 

407. 

FOR DON BOSCO'S 
VERSATILE, PEN -SIZE 

Stethotracer 
A vest -pocket partner of thousands of engineers, the basic STETHOTRACER, 

an electronic high gain (1000x) signal tracer, extends its use with 7 

all -new detachable wide range probes! Replacing cumbersome test 
equipment, this reliable and highly accurate transistorized STETHO- 

TRACER is ideal for probing hard -to -reach areas in hydraulics, ultrasonics, 
chemical, acoustics and mechanical applications. Examine these handy 

new, precision -built attachments - 
i. MICROWAVE DEMODULATOR - Detects, demodulates any modulated 

frequency signals from 300 MC up to 10 KMC. 

2. MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD (MONAURAL) - Monitors recorded information 
of magnetic sheet or tape in motion - from simplest to most 
sophisticated magnetic tape recording devices. 

3. VIBRATION PICKUP - Detects minute mechanical vibrations such as 

ticking of watch, flow of gases and liquids through pipes, and 
movement of bearings, shafts, etc. Range from 200 cycles through 
ultrasonic frequencies (oscilloscope and output adapter required for 
observation). 

4. MINIATURE MICROPHONE - Frequencies cover speech range. Rugged, 

miniature, dynamic microphone may be used with STETHOTRACER 

as hearing aid. Handy for acoustical measurement. 

5. INPUT ADAPTER - Connects STETHOTRACER to output of any device 

through any standard miniature phono pin plug. 

6. OUTPUT ADAPTER - Connects STETHOTRACER to oscilloscope or 
recording instrument for accurate output measurement. Provides 
600 ohms impedance with DC level of 0.80 volts (use AC input on 

scope). Excellent high gain (1000) preamplifier. 

7. TELEPHONE PICKUP - Pickup attaches to receiver end of telephone 
by rubber suction cup. Used with input adapter. 

See your local distributor or write for details to: 

12 

Oon Bosco 
ELECTRONICS INC. 
Littell Road Hanover, N. J. TUcker 1 -5575 

A Subsidiary of Howell Electric Motors Company 

two chambers should have sufficient volume to keep this 
impedance peak below 65 cps. For most good, high -efficiency, 
12 -inch speakers, this means a larger chamber internal vol- 
ume of 3 -4 cu. ft. 

The lower tuned frequency of the system is established 
by the two outer ports in relation to the total size of both 
chambers. The smaller chamber should probably be about 
111/2-2 cubic feet in volume, making the total internal volume 
of the enclosure on the order of six cubic feet. 

In such a design, each of the three ports should have a 

cross -sectional area on the order of 15 square inches, and a 
duct long enough to set the two, tuned frequencies at the 
desired points. Offhand, the ducts would probably turn out 
to be about 10- inches long. 

Starting from these rather vague guesses, one would have 
to construct the enclosure, install the speaker, and then 
make impedance measurements of the complete system. The 
lengths of the ducts would be adjusted to set the tuned fre- 
quencies at about 22 and 45 cps. (With an extremely efficient 
speaker, stronger apparent bass might be achieved by tuning 
the enclosure higher, say, 30 and 55 cps.) 

Unfortunately, I have not had the opportunity to build a 

larger double -chamber enclosure, nor do I expect to be able 
to do so in the near future. If the constructor has access to 
an audio generator and a v.t.v.m., he should not be afraid 
to go ahead with the project since he can adjust its operation 
by changing duct lengths and checking his results with im- 
pedance measurements. This is exactly how I would go 
about it if I were building such an enclosure. 

GEORGE L. AUGSPURGER 
Chicago, Illinois 

Author Augspurger's original article described an experi- 
mental hi -fi loudspeaker enclosure that extended bass re- 
sponse of almost any good 8 -inch loudspeaker down to a 
useful .35 cps. 

We hare been swamped with requests from our readers 
who want us to re- design the enclosure for their particular 
10 -. 12 -, or 15 -inch loudspeaker. Although we would like to 
help. the enclosure was originally built only for 8 -inch 
speakers so that the only construction information we hare 
is for this speaker size. We hope the above suggestions by 
the author avill be of some help to those of our readers who 
want to try out such an enclosure for other speaker sizes. 
We hare also heard from quite a few of our readers who 
have built the enclosure as described and all were very 
pleased with their results. Editors. 

s s s 

PARALLEL -RESISTANCE SHORTCUT 

To the Editors: 
Mr. Quinn's "Parallel Resistance Shortcut" in the De- 

cember issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD is ingenious and his 
pragmatic test proves it. However, as my old mathematics 
teacher used to say, "a thousand proofs that a thing is right 
are not as good as one proof that it can't be wrong." 

So let's dig out our old high -school algebra and see if we 
can make the latter demonstration. 

Our formula for R, and R, in parallel uses the conductance 
formula 1 /R, +1 /R,= (R, +R.) /R,R. and the resistance is 
the reciprocal R,R, /(R, +R.) =Rr. 

Now, using Mr. Quinn's formula and retaining R,, R., Rr 
and adding n representing any number, we were told to do 
the following to find the values of R, and R.:nRr =R,, nRr/ 
(n -1) =R_ The numerator of the fraction for Rr (using the 
previous basic formula) is n'Rr' /(n --1), and the denominator 
is [(n-- 1)nRr +nRr] /(n -1). This reduces the basic formula 
to: n'R,' /[(n- 1)nRr +nRr]; dividing by nRr gives us nRr/ 
[(n -1) +11 or nRr /n, which reduces to R,, and "like the 
man says," it works. 

Extending Mr. Quinn's idea, suppose you have R, and you 
want to arrive at R,. Consider R, as (R, /Rr)Rr, then R. will 
be [R, /(R, -R7)] Rr. 

As an example, you want R, to be 300 ohms and you have 
an R, value of 800 ohms. What value must R, be? R,= 800= 
(800 /300) x 300 or 8/3 x 300, and R, = [8/(8 - 3) ] x 300 or 8/5 
x300 =480 ohms. 

LUCILLE COOKE 
Seattle. Washington 

Reader Cooke's letter proves that Author Quinn's shortcut 
is certainly worthwhile. -Editors. 
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In All theorId Never a Kit Yalve Like This 

FM STEREO BY knight-kit® 

ONLY 
9 oi 

95 
NO MONEY 
DOWN 

STEREO FM 
MULTIPLEX KS -10A 

ADAPTER KIT 

a pleasure 
to build... 

a revelation 
in performing 

quality 

irr .r rv.uw e are 

enjoy beautiful Stereo FM reception at unbelievably low cost 

IDEAL FOR USE WITH ANY FM OR FM -AM 

TUNER WITH MULTIPLEX OUTPUT JACK 

PROOF OF SUPERIOR VALUE 
Self- powered -installs out of sight Separation control 

for precise stereo adjustment (23 db separation) Input 
sensitivity 0.2 volts Frequency response 50- 15,000 
cps, 1 db Noise filter (switchable) for use in weak 
signal areas Top -performing circuit using 2 dual and 1 

triple- purpose tubes Power supply is transformer - 
operated; uses selenium rectifier Pi- filter network for 
ripple -free B +voltage - hum is practically inaudible 
Prealigned coils AC on -off switch Three 36" connect- 
ing cables included. 

Simply plugs into your tuner's Multiplex output and 
your amplifier's tuner inputs. With all connecting 
cables, tubes, parts, and famous Knight -Kit step -by- 
step instructions. 3% x 8jß, x 4'. For 110 -125 v. 60 
cycle AC. Shpg. wt., 4 lbs. 

typical of the value and quality of over 
100 other great KNIGHT -KITS 

order from 

KNIGHT ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

ALLIED RADIO 
April, 1962 

Now you can have the pleasure of an easy kit -building 
experience. Now you can enjoy all the tonal beauty and 
realism of Stereo FM broadcasts just by adding this 
quality Knight -Kit Multiplex adapter to your present 
stereo music system. The savings simply can't be 
duplicated. The quality can't be matched for anywhere 
near the price. Order the KS -10A Knight -Kit Multiplex 
adapter today -no money down (just check =1(195 coupon). An unbeatable value at only ... 
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back 

Ship me 

Ship on Allied's Credit Fund Plan -no money down 
f enclosed (check) (money order) 

Send Free 1962 Allied 444 -Page Catalog 

KNIGHT ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 72 -D2 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 

KS.IOA Knight.Kit Multiplex Adapter(s) 83YX6561 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
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Electronics World LAB TESTED 

Product Test Report 
4UDIO PRODUCTS TESTED BY HIRSCH-HOUCK LABS 

Fisher 500 -B FM Stereo Multiplex Receiver 
G -E VR -1000 Stereo Cartridge 
Conar Model 211 Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter 
Sencore 55117 Sweep- Circuit Analyzer 
"Knight -Kit" Laboratory Oscilloscope 

Fisher 500 -B FM Stereo Multiplex Receiver 
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 56 on coupon (page 108). 

THE Fisher 500 -B is a complete FM 
stereo receiver, in one compact unit 

measuring 171/2" wide x 6%" high x 
14" deep. It contains an FM tuner, mul- 
tiplex demodulation circuits, and a two - 
channel audio amplifier rated at 65 
watts music -power output. With the ad- 
dition of a pair of loudspeakers, it be- 
comes a fine FM mono /stereo receiving 
system. There are input facilities for a 
magnetic phono cartridge, a tape head, 
a tape recorder playback amplifier, and 
a high -level input for a ceramic car- 
tridge, TV sound, or other signal source. 

The audio section of the Fisher 500 -B 
is exceptionally complete. Each channel 
uses a pair of 7591 output tubes, with 
terminals for 4 -, 8 -, and 16 -ohm speak- 
ers. A switch on the rear of the chassis 
reverses the phase of one speaker, 
which is convenient for initial installa- 
tion adjustments. Each phono input has 
its own level control, also at the rear, 
where it may be set to match the tuner 
level. 

loo 

20 

I- 
D 

10 

i; 7 
5 

3 3 

2 

IM Distortion: 2' /r at 16 watts per 
channel output (continuous). 

Frequency Response: 30- 20,000 cps 
± 0.6 db, down 4.8 db at 20 cps. 

RIAA Phono Equalization: 30- 15,000 
cps ± 1 db. 

NAB Tape Playback Equalization: 
50- 15,000 cps ± 1.9 db. 

Tone- Control Range: 30 cps, +8.5 db, - 12.5 db; 15,000 cps, +10.6 db, -14.2 
db. 

Sensitivity (for 10 -watts output per 
channel) : " Phono" 1.5 mv.; "Tape 
Head" 0.8 mv.; "Aux." 110 mv. 

Hum (referred to 10 watts) : " Phono" - 69 db; "Tape Head" -54 db; "Aux" - 71 db. 
The power response of the Fisher 

5OO-B amplifiers measured exception- 
ally fiat, with full power available (at 
2',; harmonic distortion) from 30 cps up 
to 20,000 cps. The power curve at 1% 
harmonic distortion was nearly identical 
to that obtained at 2e/ distortion, and 
even at 0.5'/o distortion over 23 watts 
per channel could be obtained from 40 
to 7000 cps. The IM distortion was un- 
der 0.5 "; for all powers up to 3 watts, 
which is not likely to be exceeded except 
on peaks. There was a sharp drop in 
response below 30 cps, which was accen- 
tuated by an additional loss of response 
below 40 cps on "Phono" and "Tape 
Head" inputs. This drop is intentional 
due to the insertion of a fixed subsonic 
rumble filter. The total loss was not 
significant above 30 cps and we couldn't 
hear any loss of bass. 

On the front panel are the input selec- 
tor, with a separate position for FM 
stereo multiplex, concentric tone con- 
trols for the two channels, a stereo bal- 
ance control, a volume control com- 
bined with power switch, the tuning 
knob, and a multiplex filter switch for 
noise reduction when a poor signal -to- 
noise ratio exists. There are also six 
slide switches, operating the high filter 
(scratch), low filter (rumble), tape 
monitoring from a machine with sepa- 
rate recording and playback amplifiers. 
mono /stereo selection for all inputs, 
channel reversing, and loudness com- 
pensation. It is hard to think of any 
useful control function which has been 
omitted from the 500 -B. 

The following are the results of our 
tests on the audio section: 

Power Output (continuous) at 2 ", 
distortion: 25 watts /channel, 50 watts 
total. 

IHFM Power Bandwidth: Greater 
than 20- 20,000 cps. 

CONTINUOUS SINE -WAVE POWER PER CHANNEL WITH BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN 

u:u::-uu:u;u: monsuelim --n1111 Wlñiiii rGiRr11 I9111.11I 
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POWER OUTPUT -WATTS 
)EQO VALENT SNE -WAVE 

The amplifiers were stable with ca- 
pacitive loads, and the tubes and capaci- 
tors were operated well within their 
ratings. In spite of the nineteen tubes 
used in the 500 -B, it ran quite cool dur- 
ing extended periods of use. Power -line 
leakage was under 0.5 milliampere -a 
negligible value. 

The FM tuner had a measured IHFM 
usable sensitivity of 3.1 or.. compared 
to its rated 2.2 µv. The difference is well 
within the limits of normal tube -char- 
acteristic variations and measurement 
errors. The distortion at 100'; modula- 
tion was under 0.5' ; for signal strengths 
over 300 pv. The a.g.c. action was very 
good. with no measurable change in 
audio level for signals stronger than 4 
µv. About 5 volts is available at the 
tape output jack from a 100 per -cent 

(Contimr, l! nn pli!M(' 20) 
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Hermon Scott 
could make 
this new kit 
for $30 less, 
If... 

Hermon Scott faced a basic choice ... bring out his new 
LK -48 amplifier kit at $124.95 or make it to sell for $30 less 
like many other amplifier kits. All his engineering depart- 
ment had to do was make a few compromises. 

The LK -48 is rated at 48 watts. By using a smaller power 
supply, ordinary output transformers, and pushing the 
output tubes to their limits, the amplifier might still pro- 
duce 48 watts at 1000 cycles where many amplifier kits 
are rated. But measured at 20 cycles, where Scott en- 
gineers feel power is really important, output would be 
down considerably. No compromise was made. The 
LK -48 actually produces 28 watts per channel at 20 cycles, 
and delivers full power throughout the audio range. 

Many kits use a one color instruction book. Hermon Scott 
decided to continue to use full color to insure factory - 
built performance, even at the hands of a novice. 

Important Scott engineering extras like the all- aluminum 
chassis, DC operated preamp heaters and unique hum - 
null balancing could have been eliminated. Hum would 
have been audibly higher and distortion at levels normal 
to many kits, but Hermon Scott felt thatthe kit builder was 
entitled to the same performance he has come to expect 
from Scott factory -wired units. 

Yes ... Hermon Scott could have made the LK -48 to sell 
for $30 less ... but it would have meant compromising 
life -long standards. This is something he would never do. 
You can choose any Scott kit with complete confidence - the LK -48, the LK -72 80 watt complete stereo amplifier, 
the LK-150 130 watt stereo poweramplifier,the LC -21 pro- 
fessional preamplifier, the LT -110 multiplex tuner, LT -10 
FM tuner or the LM -35 multiplex adaptor. These superb 
kits have all the features and performance you've come 
to expect from the world's leader in audio engineering. 

0 H.H. SCOTT 
H. H. SCOTT INC., Ill Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass. Dept. 160.04 

Please rush me your new full -color brochure telling 
about Scott's full line of superb stereo kits. 

Name.............................. ...... .. 

Address 

City.................. ..............State............ 
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, N.Y.C. 
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp.. 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto. 
Prices slightly higher West of Rockies. 
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RCA Announces 

2 NEW 
HOME TRAINING 
COURSES to Help You 

Build a Career 
in Electronics! 

RCA Institutes has created two 

new home training courses de- 

signed to give you the very latest, 

up -to- the -minute training in the 

fastest -growing areas of this im- 

portant field. With the addition of 

these courses, RCA Institutes now 

offers you the widest selection in 

its 53 -year history! 

Founded in 1909, RCA Institutes 

is one of the largest technical 
schools in the United States de- 

voted exclusively to electronics. A 

service of the Radio Corporation 
of America, RCA Institutes offers 

the finest facilities for technical 

instruction, especially designed to 

fit your needs. The very name 

"RCA" means dependability, in- 

tegrity and scientific advance. 

Computer Programming 
You learn the fundamentals of business computer 
programming -for electronic data processing - 
one of the fastest growing opportunities in the 
business world today. 

No Previous Technical 
Experience Necessary! 

16 

Communications Electronics 
You get the latest technical training needed to 

service and maintain 2 -way radio and mobile 
communications, plus the technical foundation 
for today's space and aviation communications. 

Prepares You for 
an FCC License 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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HOME STUDY COURSES 
in Electronic Fundamentals TV Servicing Color TV 
Communications Electronics Automation Electronics 

Computer Programming Transistors 

Voluntary Tuition Plan. All RCA 
Institutes Home Study courses are 
available under the Voluntary Tuition 
Plan. This plan affords you the most 
economical possible method of home 
study training. You pay for lessons 
only as you order them. If, for any 
reason, you should wish to interrupt 
your training, you can do so and you 
will not owe a cent until you resume 
the course. No other obligations! No 
installment payments required. 

RCA Personal Instruction. With 
RCA Home Study training you set 
your own pace in keeping with your 
own ability, finances, and time. RCA 
Institutes allows you ample time to 
complete the course. Your lesson as- 

signments are individually graded by 
technically trained personnel, and 
helpful comments are added where re- 
quired. You get theory, experiment, 
and service practice beginning with 
the very first lesson. All lessons are 
profusely illustrated. You get a com- 
plete training package throughout the 
entire course. 

You Get Prime Quality Equip- 
ment. All kits furnished with the 
course are complete in every respect, 
and the equipment is top grade. You 

keep all the equipment furnished to 
you for actual use on the job ... and 
you never have to take apart one piece 
to build another. 

RESIDENT 
SCHOOLS 
in Los Angeles and 
New York City - 
You can study 
electronics in the 
city of your choice. 
No Previous Technical Training 
Required For Admission. You 
Are Eligible Even If You Haven't 
Completed High School. RCA In- 
stitutes Resident Schools in Los An- 
geles and New York City offer training 
that will prepare you to work in re- 
warding positions on research and pro- 
duction projects in fields such as auto- 
mation, transistors, communications, 
technical writing, television, compu- 
ters, and other industrial and ad- 
vanced electronics applications. If you 
did not complete high school, RCA 
will prepare you for such training with 

SEND POSTCARD FOR FREE 

ILLUSTRATED BOOK TODAY! 

SPECIFY HOME STUDY OR 

NEW YORK OR LOS ANGELES 

RESIDENT SCHOOL 

courses specially designed to provide 
the basic math and physics required 
for a career in electronics. 

Free Placement Service. RCA In- 
4itutes graduates are now employed 
in important jobs at military installa- 
tions such as Cape Canaveral, with 
important companies such as IBM, 
Bell Telephone Labs, General Electric, 
RCA, and in radio and TV stations 
all over the country. Many other 
graduates have opened their own 
businesses. A recent New York Resi- 
dent School class had 92.06% of the 
graduates who used the FREE Place- 
ment Service accepted by important 
electronics companies . . . and had 
their jobs waiting for them on the day 
they graduated! 

Coeducational Day and Evening 
Courses. Day and Evening Courses 
are available at Resident Schools in 
New York City and Los Angeles. You 
can prepare for a career in electronics 
while continuing your normal full - 
time or part -time employment. Regu- 
lar classes start four times each year. 

3 NEW LOCATIONS 
In addition to RCA Institutes Inc. 
courses, Radio Corporation of America 
offers a limited selection of basic Resi- 
dent School Courses in Electronics at 
three new locations ...Chicago, Phila. 
delphia, and Cherry Hill, N. J., (near 
Camden). For complete information, 
write the city of your preference next to 
your name on the attached postcard. 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. DEPT. EW42 A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 350 WEST 4TH ST., NEW YORK 14, N. Y. 

PACIFIC ELECTRIC BLDG., 610 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES 14, CALIF. 

ei1P1 
VDir. 

April, 1962 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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Outperforms them all ! 

Outsells them all ! 

20 

JE RIO LO 
TRANSISTOR 

POWERMATE 
PREAMPLIFIER 

BY FAR THE BEST antenna preamplifier in the business -that's 
POWERMATE! On black- and -white, and where it really counts -on 
color TV- POWERMATE's superiority shows up across the country. 

The better VSWR (impedance match), flat response, ultra -high 
gain, special broad -band neutralizing transformer, and better power - 
supply filtering -all add up to an outstanding product. No polarity 
problems ... no call -backs ... transistor protected from lightning - 
coupled surges ... remote a -c power supply feeds 2 sets. 

Step up to POWERMATE, and step up to a tremendous new profit 
opportunity. See your Jerrold distributor now. 

Model APM -101 $39.95 list, complete 

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
Distributor Sales Division, Dept. IDS - -217 Philadelphia 32, Pa. 

Jerrold Electronics (Canada) Ltd., Toronto Export: CBS International, New York 22, N. Y. 

I :.1?# 11 :.i1.., 
&&100 OUTPUT RT TAPE RECORDER JAC 000, i VOLTS 

TOTAL MpSE.."M. DSSTORIOR RE'. xRW. MOOULATM 
2 S 10 20 50 ÌO0 200 SR OR 

INPUT- MICROVOLT$ 

modulated FM signal. Residual FM hum 
in the tuner was down 52 db from 100', 
modulation. AM rejection was 50 db, a 
very good figure. The Fisher 500 -B has 
no a.f.c. and we measured a drift of less 
than 3 kc. in the first 5 minutes from 
a cold start, increasing to 10 kc. in 10 
minutes. This is one of the most stable 
FM receivers we have yet tested. The 
frequency response of the FM tuner 
was ± 1 db from 40- 20,000 cps, falling 
to -10 db at 20 cps. 

The multiplex performance of the 
500 -B was judged by listening to FM 
stereo broadcasts, since we do not have 
a multiplex signal generator in the lab 
at present. The tuning -eye tube, when 
the selector switch is set for FM stereo, 
indicates the presence of the 19 -kc. pilot 
carrier, eliminating all guesswork as to 
whether or not a station is transmitting 
in stereo. The high sensitivity of the 
500-B proved itself when we operated 
it in a basement, with a folded dipole 
antenna on the floor, and received ex- 
cellent, noise -free stereo programs. The 
sound quality, especially on live or taped 
broadcasts, left nothing to be desired, 
with definite channel separation (no 
blurring of directionality at high fre- 
quencies) and no significant increase of 
noise level over monophonic reception. 

Our conclusion is that the 500 -B is 
an excellent basis for a good stereo 
music system, eliminating at one stroke 
the matching and interconnection prob- 
lems sometimes encountered with sepa- 
rate components. It is simple to use, 
highly flexible, sensitive enough for 
most locations, and has adequate power 
for the average listening room with 
speakers of moderate efficiency. 

The Fisher 500 -B sells for $359.50. It 
is also available as the Model 800 -B, 
with the addition of an AM tuner sec- 
tion, for $429.50. 

G -E VR -1000 
Stereo Cartridge 

For copy of manufacturer's brochure, 
circle No. 57 on coupon (page 108). 

GENERAL Electric has developed 
a new stereo cartridge which is 

called the "Orthonetic." Like the earlier 
G -E cartridges which have made their 
mark on the high -fidelity world, the new 
cartridges employ the variable- reluc- 
tance principle. In the (let:(ils of their 
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- 
LAFAYETTE tADIOETTE 

340 PAGE 1962 
ELECTRONICS CATALOG 

"America's Hi -Fi & 
Electronics Shopping Center" 

/UM I: -, - 
I-ti 

1 ELECTRONICS :E 
OUR l.t YeR 

ARAM 

Yours free for the asking - the biggest, best and 
most comprehensive catalog in the 41 -year history 
of Lafayette Radio. Audiophile, Experimenter, Hobbyist, Technician, 
Engineer, Student, Serviceman, Dealer - you'll find what you want 
in this latest Lafayette catalog. 

NNW -.. r gi 

1962 :MK ,rsM L L, la 14 
Jt 

- MAP M M-IR -II. W1 . as =WM. MMf1Ya Me. FRO MrCi...,t MnM.q Row M sM ,+ II 
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IRam. 
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NEW! CB TRANSCEIVER 
with 8 CRYSTAL CON- 
TROLLED CHANNELS. 
HE -20B 109.50 

CB " WALKIE- TALKIE" 
CRYSTAL CONTROL 
RECEIVE AND TRANSMIT. 
HE29AL Net 39.95 

2 for 79.88 

10,000 
OHMS- PER -VOLT 

MULTITESTER 
TE -10 9.95 

itirs,4e 

LAFAYETTE'S 
NEW MAIL ORDER and SALES CENTER 

111 JERICHO TURNPIKE 
(2 Blocks West of South Oyster Bay Rd.) 

SYOSSET, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK 

LARGEST STOCK SELECTION. Stereophonic Hi -Fi equipment, Citizens Band, 
Ham and Amateur equipment, Radio & TV parts, Optics, Industrial Supplies, 

and much more, including all the favorite name brands. 

LAFAYETTE EXCLUSIVES. Featured are the famous Lafayette Kits ... 
dollar for dollar the best value for your money today. You'll also see 

hundreds of Lafayette specials... available only from Lafayette. And, 
as always, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED. 

LOWEST PRICES. You'll save money too with Lafayette's low, low 
prices. The lowest prices are always in the Lafayette catalog. 

24 -HOUR SERVICE. Quick, courteous service is your guarantee 
at Lafayette. Most orders are fully processed within 24 hours 

after receipt in the mail Order Division. 

NEW EASY -PAY PLAN. 
Now, NO MONEY DOWN... 

up to 24 months to pay. 
SUPERHETERODYNE 

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 
KT -200, Kit 64.50 
HE -10, Wir,d 79.95 

FM MULTIPLEX ADAP- 
TOR Kit. Fits wid.- 
bond tuners with or 
without MPX output 
jocks. 
KT -220 _ Not 19.95 

ft 
"F, . 

CITIZENS 
BAND 
MOBILE ANTENNA WHIP 
HE -800WX 6.95 

i 
LAFAYETTE RADIO DEPT. RD -2 
P.O. BOX 10,SYOSSET, L. I., N. Y. 

Rush my FREE Lafayette 1962 Catalog 620 

Please send me * , shipping charges collect. 

1 am enclosing $ 340 PAGES 

Name 

Addres. 

City Zone State 
rJ 
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These two points 
tell the whole story of 

antenna specialists' brand 

MODEL 

VERTICAL / ORIZONTAL 

BEAM NTENNA 
5995(NET) 

41 8 db. gain! (8 -15 db. where conditions 

are very hairy) 

* Only 9' tall! 1/4-wave, full length ver- 

tical element 

* Rugged aluminum castings and heavy 

wall 13/e" boom tubing for maximum 

rigidity! 

11 Loaded horizontal 3- element beam 

functions also as vertical ground plane! 

It may sound corny, but the "hybrid" 
concept of our new M -77 actually gives 
you two antennas for the price of one. 
It combines the characteristics of verti- 
cal and horizontal beams to capture the 
maximum possible useable signal in mo- 
bile -to -base communication - especially 
in obstructed areas, where signal polari- 
zation becomes "confused ". 
The secret: M -77 is polarized both ver- 
tically and horizontally. It operates as an 
efficient beam horizontally in one direc- 
tion and vertically in the other. Or, each 
element may be fed separately- which- 
ever is best for your terrain. The im- 
provement in your performance will be 
noticeable. Very noticeable. 

Reg. T.M. "Stripes of Quality" 

For complete 
information, see your 

Citizens Band supplier... 
or write for specifications to: 

the antenna specialists co. 
12435 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 6, Ohio 

Export Div., 15 Moore St., New York 4, N.Y. 
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construction and performance, however, 
they reflect the current state of the art 
in cartridge design. The cartridge is 
available in two versions, essentially 
similar except for their required track- 
ing forces and the compliance and tip 
radius of their styli. 

The VR- 1000 -5, which we tested for 
this report, has a 0.5 -mil diamond stylus 
and tracks at 1 to 3 grams; the VR- 
1000-7 has a 0.7 -mil stylus and tracks at 
the 3 to 7 gram forces required by many 
record changers. 

G -E lists the following specifications 
for the VR-1000-5 : lateral compliance, 
6 x 10-s cm. /dyne; vertical compliance, 
9 x 10-° cm. /dyne; frequency response, 
20- 20,000 cps -!- 3 db; load resistance 
47,000 ohms /channel; output, 1 mv./ 
channel. /cm. /sec. ( minimum) ; channel 
separation, 25 db (nominal) at 1000 cps; 
channel balance, 2 db or better at 1000 
cps; resistance, 1100 ohms /channel 
( nominal) ; and inductance, 400 mhy./ 
channel (nominal). 

The new armature design of the 
VR- 1000 -5 has very low mass (less than 
1 milligram at the stylus tip) and is 
mounted in a resilient suspension. The 
armature is part of the magnetic circuit 
and its motion, whether lateral or ver- 
tical, varies the amount of magnetic 
flux through the armature and the two 
pole pieces. This variation induces volt- 
ages into the coils surrounding the 
pole -piece extensions. 

Our first test of the VR- 1000 -5 was to 
determine the optimum tracking force. 
The large 32 -cps amplitudes on the Cook 
Series 60 record were tracked nicely at 
2 grams. The 30 cm. /sec. velocities (at 
1000 cps) on the Fairchild 101 record 
were a little too high to be tracked 
without distortion and some symmetri- 
cal clipping of the waveform was ob- 
served. However, forces higher than 1 

gram did not improve the results from 
this record. We made all subsequent 
measurements with a 2 -gram tracking 
force. 

The G -E frequency response ratings 
are based on the use of the RCA 12 -5 -71 
test record. We used this in addition to 
the Westrex 1A, which we have used in 
the past, along with the new CBS Lab- 
oratories' STR -100 record. With any 
record, the response of this cartridge 
was outstanding for flatness and free- 
dom from peaks. The curve shown is 
the one using the RCA test record and 

+to 
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-25 
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indicates a response within -±.1.5 db 
from 1000 to 15,000 cps. This variation 
was not exceeded all the way down to 
20 cps with the other records. 

The 1000 -cps output was approxi- 
mately 7.5 mv. at 5 cm. /sec. The chan- 
nels were balanced to within 1.5 db at 
all frequencies. Crosstalk was about 20 
db up to 5 kc., better than 13 db up to 
17 kc., and 7.5 db at 20 kc. Hum shield- 
ing was only moderately effective, in 
spite of triple Mumetal shielding. (It is 
very difficult to completely shield vari- 
able- reluctance cartridges, where the 
armature is part of the magnetic cir- 
cuit.) We did not find any audible in- 
duced hum in our tests, however, and 
no such problems should be encoun- 
tered with any good turntable. 

The VR- 1000 -5 has a clean, extended 
high end which can really be appre- 
ciated when using a very -wide -range 
loudspeaker and good records. There is 
no fuzziness at high levels, and instru- 
mental separation is exceptional. Nee- 
dle talk is moderately low. The good 
stereo separation at all frequencies re- 
sults in a well- defined spatial sense, 
with no tendency for instruments or 
vocalists to wander from side to side. 

The price of the General Electric 
VR- 1000 -5 is $29.95. The VR- 1000 -7, for 
record changers, sells for $24.95. 

200C. 

Conar Model 211 Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter 
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 58 on coupon (page 108). 

ONE of the most useful pieces of test equip- 
ment on the service bench is the v.t.v.m. 

This is the instrument that the technician usually 
turns on in the morning and keeps on through- 
out the day so that he can take d.c. and 
a.c. readings on circuits with minimum loading. 
Advantages of the Cana, Model 211 v.t.v.m. kit, 
which we have just assembled and tested, are 

its utter simplicity, lack of frills, and ease of 
construction. These characteristics not only make 

the meter easy to build (it took us only 6 hours), 

but, once completed, there is little to go wrong. 

Unlike most v.t.v.m.'s, which use either three 

test leads or a switchable probe, this meter uses 

only two test leads for all m ments. There 

(Continued on page 71) 
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3,516,032 
facts of life! 

At Seneca Falls, New York, Ottawa, 
Ohio, and Fullerton, California -where 
Sylvania manufactures picture tubes - 
engineers give Silver Screen 85's hours 
upon hours of severe performance and 
life tests. Tubes taken at random from 
production lines are actually operated 
in commercial TV sets typical of those 
your customers own. Additional tubes 
are placed in specially designed life test 
racks, where operating conditions are 
even more severe than in normal re- 
ceivers. In this way, Sylvania gets all 
the facts of tube -life. These facts pro- 
vide the feedback data that are essen- 
tial to a continuing program of pro- 
ducing top -level quality picture tubes. 

What is the significance of 3,516,032? 
This is the number of hours of severe 
life testing to which Silver Screen 85's 
were subjected in the year 1961! Cov- 
ering some 120 tube types, these over 
31 million life test hours assure 
Sylvania and you that Silver Screen 85 
picture tubes remain second to none in 
life and sustained top performance. It 
is your most reliable assurance of no 
costly callbacks due to premature pic- 
ture tube failure, or complaints of 
unsatisfactory picture performance. 
Remember Sylvaniá s 3,516,032 hours 
of quality monitoring -they can mean 
more profits for you. 

Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania 
Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broad- 
way, New York 19, N. Y 

Sylvania Silver Screen 85- 
available wherever there is TV. 

SYI M\N IA 
. uea,o,a,,. , 
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A great tape recorder made greater: 
1. New professional studio recording hysteresis- synchronous capstan motor: 24 stator slots 
for ultra -smooth drive, ultra -quiet and vibrationless professional bearing system. 
2. Two new take -up and rewind reel motors, both extra -powered for effortless operation. 
3. New cored -out steel capstan flywheel with all the mass concentrated at the rim for improved 
flutter filtering. 
4. New optimally designed capstan drive belt brings wow down to negligibility. 
5. New relay provides instantaneous extra power to the take -up reel motor at start to mini- 
mize tape bounce. Provides near -perfect stop- and -go operation and eliminates any risk of 
tape spillage when starting with a nearly full take -up reel. 
6. New automatic end -of -tape stop switch cuts off take -up reel motor power. Also permits 
professional editing techniques, whereby tape being edited out runs off the machine while 
you are listening to it. 
7. Playback preamps remain "on"during stop -standby mode to permit cueing. 
8. Recording level adjustment during stop- standby. 
9. Shock- absorbent helical spring tape lifters practically eliminate tape bounce at start of fast 
winding. 

_Ind All These Well -known BP -100 Fflatu¡'es: 
Separate stereo 1/4 track record and playback heads permitting off -the -tape monitor and true 
sound -on -sound recording; separate transistor stereo record and stereo playback amplifiers 
meeting true high fidelity standards; monaural recording on 4 tracks; digital turns counter; 
electrodynamic braking (no mechanical brakes to wear out or loosen); all- electric push- 
button transport control (separate solenoids actuate pinch -roller and tape lifters); unequalled 
electronic control facilities such as mixing mic and line controls, two recording level meters, 
sound -on -sound recording selected on panel, playback mode selector, etc. Modular plug -in 
construction. 

Wow and flutter: under 0.15% RMS at 73/4 IPS; under 0.23/4 RMS at 33/4 IPS. Timing Accuracy: ± 0.153/4 ( ±3 seconds in 30 minutes). Frequency Response: ± 2db 30- 15,000 cps at 71/2 IPS, 
55db signal -to -noise ratio ± ;2db 30- 10,000 cps at 31/4 IPS, 50db signal -to -noise ratio. Line 
Inputs Sensitivity: 100mv. Mike Inputs Sensitivity: 0.5mv. 

FM -AM Stereo Tuner ST96 
Kit $09.95 Wired $129.95 
Includes Metal Cover and FET 

e. e 

70 watt Integrated 
Stereo Amplifier ST10 
Kit $94.95 Wired $149.95 
Includes Metal Cover 
40 -Watt Integrated 
Stereo Amplifier ST40 
Nit $70.55 Wired $129.95 
includes Metal Cover 

Listen to the EICO (lour, 

FM MULTIPLEX AUTODAPTOR MX99 (Patent Pending) 
Kit $39.95 Wired $64.95 Cover Optional $2.95 

An original FICO contribution to the art of FM- Multiplex 
.-.. _ reception 

The MX -99 employs the EICO -originated method of zero phase -shift filterless 
detection of FM Stereo signals (patent pending) described in the January 1962 
issue of AUDIO Magazine (reprints available). This method prevents loss of channel 
separation due to phase shift of the L R sub -channel before detection and matrix - 
ing with the L +R channel signal. In addition, the oscillator synchronizing circuit 
is phase -locked at all amplitudes of incoming 19kc pilot carrier, as well as ex- 
tremely sensitive for fringe -area reception. This circuit also operates a neon lamp 
indicator, whenever pilot carrier is present, to indicate that a stereo program is 
in progress. The type of detection employed inherently prevents SCA background 
music interference or any significant amount of 38kc carrier from appearing in the 
output. However, very sharp L -C low pass filters are provided in the cathode -fol- 
lower audio output circuit to reduce to practical extinction any 19kc pilot carrier, 
any slight amounts of 38kc sub -carrier or harmonics thereof, and any undesired 
detection products. This can prove very important when tape recording stereo 
broadcasts. The MX -99 is self -powered and is completely factory pre- aligned. A 
very high quality printed board is provided to assure laboratory performance from 
every kit. The MX -99 is designed for all EICO FM equipment (ST96, HFT90, HFT92) 
and component quality, wide -band FM equipment. 

WAItC -F'St, N. Y. 95.5 SIC. 5100. -Fri.. 7:15 -8 F.M. Export Dept.. Roburn Agencies 

9 
New 
Features 
Now 
In The 
New 1962 
EICO RP100 
Transistorized 
Stereo Mono 
4-Track 
Tape Deck 
Semikit: Tape transport 
assembled and tested; 
electronics in kit form $299.95 

Factory- assembled: Handwired 
throughout by skilled 
American craftsmen $399.95 

An original, exclusive EICO 
product designed and 
manufactured in the U.S.A. 
(Patents Pending) 

Carrying Case $29.95 
Rack Mount $9.95 

1 962 E I CO Electronic Instrument Co. Inc. 
3300 Northern Boulevard. L. I. C.. I. N. Y. 

EICO, 3300.N. Blvd., I.I.C. 1, N.T. EW -4 

p Send free 32 -page catalog & 
dealer's name 

Send new 36 -page Guidebook to 
HI -FI for which I enclose 25(: 
for postage & handling. 

Name 

Address 

City 'one- Stata_ 
L 

Over 2 MILLION EICO Instruments In use. 
Nest EICO Dealers offer budget terms. 
Add 5% In West. 

Inc.. 431 Greenwich St., New York 13 
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electric engines for outer space 

PROPELLANT NOZZLE 

PLASMA JET 

ELECTRICAL INPUT 

ARC CHAMBER 

SOMETIME within the next year, if all goes well, 
a four -stage Scout rocket will blast off from a 
launching pad at Wallops Island, Virginia, and 

hurl into space a payload which may prove to be the 
most important since Sputnik I went into orbit. Installed 
in the nose of the Scout will be the first electrical rocket 
propulsion units to be tested in actual flight. 

These advanced electrical space engines- already suc- 
cessfully bench -tested in a dozen or more scientific 
laboratories around the country- promise to open up 
a new era in space travel. Unlike today's fuel -hungry 
chemical rockets which burn tons of fuel in seconds and 
exhaust themselves in one mammoth push, the new 

. electrical engines will operate for days, months, or even 
years, consuming only moderate amounts of fuel. Thus, 
they will make possible extended, fully powered flight 
into deep space. 

The electrical space engines achieve their tremendous 

Fig. 1. Electrothermal engine heats propellant gas by a 
high -temperature electric arc. The heated gas then expands 
supersonically through the noccle, producing the thrust. 

fuel economy by operating in a way quite different from 
today's chemical rockets. Nevertheless, the basic prin- 
ciple of propulsion on which they work is the same as 
that which propels an Atlas or a Fourth of July rocket. 
Any rocket- chemical or electrical -is a reaction motor. 
It pushes itself ahead by shoving something else back- 
wards. A jet aircraft engine, which operates the same 
way, sucks in huge quantities of air, then shoves the air 
backwards to propel itself. A space rocket, operating in 
a vacuum, has no air to shove, so it must throw some of 
its own mass overboard in order to move. 

In all chemical rockets the mass thrown backwards 
is the combustion product of the rocket's burning fuel. 
The force which throws these gases backwards is the 
combustion of that same fuel. This system works well 
enough, as evidenced by the fact that it has put scores 
of satellites and a couple of men into orbit. But it has 
severe limitations. Worst is its insatiable propellant 

Beams of ions and jets of gaseous plasma will be used to 
propel future space vehicles on long interplanetary trips. 

Here are details on some of these engines soon to be tested. 
By KEN GILMORE 
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appetite. To make maximum use of 
every pound of propellant, engineers 
try to increase propulsion efficiency in 
several ways. Propulsion is proportional 
to the rate of flow and the velocity of 
the expelled matter. In other words, 
the more pounds per second of mass 
expelled, or the faster the expulsion 
velocity, the more propulsive power 
realized from every pound of fuel. The 
amount of propellant available for ex- 

pulsion is limited by the fuel capacity of a rocket. Thus, 
about the only way to increase the efficiency of an engine 
is to expel the propellant at a higher velocity. 

The velocity of expulsion, in turn, is dependent on the 
engine's operating temperature. Modern chemical rockets 
run, for the most part, in the vicinity of 7000° F. At this 
temperature, most chemical bonds between elements have 
been destroyed, so a rough upper limit to combustion tem- 
perature is established at this point. To put it another way, 
chemical rockets have about reached the limit of their effi- 
ciel 

efficient is the fuel? 
Engineers calculate the efficiency in terms of specific im- 

pulse -that is, the ratio of thrust produced to the rate of 
mass (fuel) consumed. To define it differently, specific im- 
pulse is a measure of how much thrust is realized from every 
pound of fuel. It is expressed in seconds, and can be thought 
of as the amount of time a pound of propellant would last 
if burned at a rate which would continuously provide one 
pound of thrust. The higher the specific impulse, the more 
thrust from every pound of fuel. Best current rocket fuels 

This Plasmadyne Corp. arc -jet 
with fuel, delivers a fraction 
much bigger than a football. 
ellites into exact orbit and 

engine weighs 12 pounds complete 
of a pound of thrust, and is not 

It may be used to nudge space sat - 
for other precise space functions. 

achieve a specific impulse of approximately 300 seconds. 

Mass & energy, one package or two? 
Chemical rockets combine both the mass to be expelled 

and the source of energy to do the expelling in one package; 
that is, the liquid or solid fuel burns, and simultaneously 
expels its own combustion products. But there is no inherent 
reason why some other source of power could not be used 
to expel a mass specifically designed as a propellant. The 
proposed atomic rockets now being developed will work on 
that principle. Since they will use nuclear power as a heat 
source, they can use hydrogen as a propellant. Hydrogen has 
an extremely high specific heat index; that is, a great ability 
to store thermal energy. Its expansion and acceleration are 
consequently higher than the combustion gases of present 
fuels. 

Although atomic rockets will be somewhat more efficient, 
they will still be held to the same approximate temperature 
limits as chemical rockets, and for the same reasons. Thus the 
specific impulse of an atomic rocket will be about the same 
as that of a chemical rocket. 

Both the chemical and atomic rockets are "impulse" type 
engines; power plants which generate large amounts of thrust. 
They can easily produce up to several pounds of thrust per 
pound of weight. But they supply it for only a brief time, 
since the fuel, which has a relatively low specific impulse, is 
expended rapidly. For really long space journeys -to the 
planets, for example -we will need engines which can achieve 
far more efficient use of propellant. 

The answer: electrical space drives 
At present, the best bet for a radically increasing specific 

impulse seems to lie with the electric engine. Using electrical 

Close -up of battery -powered pinch -plasma space engine. The en- 
gine obtains its thrust from the acceleration of nitrogen. A 
ring of 12 capacitors, charged to 3000 v., discharges through 
the gas in the nozzle to provide the thrust that is required. 

4 Technician in environmental space chamber makes pressure adjust- 
ment on plasma space engine developed by Republic Aviation. The 
engine is designed to operate in space indefinitely on its own 
battery power. Batteries are recharged by means of solar cells. 

COVER PHOTO 
THIS months cover shows u technician at Hughes Air- 

craft Company's research laboratories in Malibu, 
California, reading an ion engine for a test run in a space 
clamber. The engine, developed for the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration, vaporizes the rare metal 
cesium and accelerates its ionized atoms to produce thrust. 
The company has run the engine in its high -vacuum cham- 
ber, and NASA will test it in an actual space fl!ghl some 
time this year. (Photo: Courtesy Hughes Aircraft Co.) 
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MAGNET INPUT O (ACCELERATES 
PLASMA) 

ELECTROMAGNETIC 
ASSEMBLY 

ASMA JET 

PROPELLANT 4 Fig. 2. Basic electramagne:ic space engine. 
Current is made to flow in a gas plasma and 
a magnetic field is produced. This interacts 
with an externally produced magnetic field 
to accelerate the plasma and produce thrust. 
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RCE 
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1 
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GAS OR \ \ 
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SHEATH 

NOZZLE 

FORCE 

(A) 

MAGNETIC 
FIELD 

FORCE 
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-rather than purely thermal -means of accelerating the pro- 
pellant as it speeds backwards from the ship, the electric 
engine expels propellant at tremendous speeds. Consequently, 
it gets many times -in some cases, thousands of times -as 
much thrust from every pound of propellant as can be 
achieved by purely chemical means. 

An electrical space rocket's unique operating principles, 
of course, result in an engine with completely different per- 
formance characteristics. All electric space engines, for ex- 
ample, are inherently low- thrust devices. Where current 
chemical rockets produce hundreds or thousands of pounds 
of thrust, electrical rockets will produce, at most, a few hun- 
dred or a few thousand pounds. Operating prototype models, 
as a matter of fact, produce only fractions of pounds. But 
where chemical rockets operate at best for a few minutes, 
electric engines will run for hours, days, months- perhaps, 
eventually, for years. And of course, since the specific impulse 
is high, they get many times the total thrust from a given 
amount of fuel. 

No resistance in space 
Although an electric rocket with its low thrust will probably 

never be used to lift a space vehicle from the surface of a 
planet, it can still be an extremely useful device. Once a ship 
gets into space, it is essentially a floating body. No power is 
needed to hold it up. When it moves, there is no friction. To 
get it moving, or to change its course, only the forces of 
inertia need to be overcome. Thus, the application of only 
a few pounds of thrust over a period of time will accelerate 
even a large ship to fantastic speeds. Once a space ship is 
put into orbit around Earth with a chemical or nuclear rocket, 
April, 1962 

CAPACITOR 
CURRENT 

UNIFORMLY 
DISTRIBUTED 

GAS 

SKIN 
CURRENT CAPACITOR 

BANK 

SWITCH 
(CLOSED) 

MAGNETIC 
FIELD .4- 

Fig. 3. When the switch is closed, the 
gas between the plates ionizes and current 
begins to flow, discharging the capacitor 
bank. The current flows principally at 
the outer periphery of the discs. As with 
any current flow, a magnetic field occurs. 

Fig. 4. IA) Cross section of disc electrodes 
showing how magnetic field produces forces 
that "pinch" the ionized gas inward. (B) 
If electrode shape is changed and an open- 
ing provided, the pinch effect forces the 
gas out of the nozzle opening and produces 
thrust. In this case an additional, ester - 
nal magnetic field is not required at all. 

it could easily be propelled to an orbit around, say, Mars or 
Venus, with an electrical engine of only a few pounds thrust. 
The longer the journey to be undertaken, the greater the 
advantages of the highly efficient electrical engines. 

Present -day electrical space drives fall into three general 
types: electrothermal, electromagnetic, and electrostatic. 
Each has its own combination of advantages and drawbacks. 

The electrothermal engine 
This space engine is a first cousin to today's chemical 

rockets. In essence, it uses an electric arc -much like that 
produced by an arc welder or a movie projector -to heat a 
propellant gas. The gas expands rapidly and is expelled at 
high speeds. The temperature of the arc can be in the vicinity 
of 20,000° to 30,000° F., so that much higher exhaust veloc- 
ities can be obtained than with chemical rockets. Specific 
impulses ranging up to 2000 seconds have been achieved with 
l lxeratory models. 

The big difficulty is cooling. Fig. 1, a diagram of an electro- 
thermal-or arc jet engine, shows one method of achieving 
reasonably good results. The incoming propellant is drawn 
in around the nozzle, cooling it. 

Electromagnetic engines 
It has long peen known that as a gas reaches the tempera- 

ture of about 20,000° F., it begins to ionize. That is, the 
orbital electrons of the gas molecules become detached. These 
floating electrons carry a negative charge, while the electron - 
short nuclei -or ions -are positively charged. This ionized 
mixture -called plasma -is electrically neutral, since all of the 
electrons and ions are present. But, because it has so many 
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The glow of ionized atoms shooting out of a working ion engine 
is viewed by a technician through a porthole in a space- simula- 
tion chamber at Hughes Aircraft laboratories. Although the 
thrust being tested here is less than a tenth of a pound, a 

cluster of larger engines operating on the same principle could 
be used to propel heavy payloads over interplanetary distances. 

charged particles, it is a very good conductor of electricity. 
Any current- carrying conductor -including plasma- gen- 

erates a magnetic field around itself. The magnetic field can 
react with an external field and produce mechanical force. 
This force is used to drive electric motors. It can also propel 
space ships. If a current -carrying plasma is subjected to a 

magnetic field at the proper angle, it can be accelerated right 
out of the rear of a space ship, thus shoving the space ship 
forward. Fig. 2 shows one simple way of doing this. A 
plasma is generated, sent on to the electromagnetic assembly. 
There, a current flows across the plasma from one electrode 
to another, creating a magnetic field around the plasma. This 
field reacts with the field of the magnet and the plasma jet 
shoots from the rear of the engine. 

The extra boost given to the plasma by the magnetic as- 
sembly raises the specific impulse of the engine to a range 
between 2000 and 4000 seconds. 

The plasma pinch 
Other basic configurations of electromagnetic engines have 

also been worked out to apply the same principles in different 
ways. Of the several demonstrated methods of accelerating 
plasma, one of the most ingenious is the "plasma -pinch" en- 
gine, developed by Republic Aviation Corporation. To under- 
stand its operation, consider the case of the two disc -shaped 
electrodes connected in series with a switch and a capacitor 
bank (Fig. 3A). Between the electrodes is an evenly dis- 
tributed low -pressure gas. The electromagnetic "pinch" be- 

MAGNETIC 
PISTON COMPRESSED AND 

ACCELERATED GAS 

gins when the switch is closed. Enough voltage is applied to 
the electrodes to literally tear electrons from the gas mole- 
cules, thereby ionizing the gas and changing it to a plasma. 

Plasma is an excellent conductor of electricity, of course, 
so a current begins to flow from one plate to the other, dis- 
charging the capacitor. The current growth is extremely rapid, 
and is accompanied by a growing self- induced magnetic field. 
The current distribution that develops in the plasma is illus- 
trated in Fig. 3B. The current is maximum at the outside and 
decreases sharply toward the center of the cylinder. This is 

called "skin effect." 
The magnetic field is outside the "skin" current, or current 

TYPE ELECTRO- ELECTROMAGNETIC ELECTROSTATIC 
THERMAL 

Principle 
of 
operation: 

Propellant gas Three principal types: Electrically charged 
heated by 1. Traveling wave ac- particles (ions) 
electricity and celerator. Plasma ac- accelerated by 

expanded celerated by traveling electrostatic field. 
supersonically magnetic waves. 
through nozzle 2. Plasma gun. Current 

flows through plasma 
setting up magnetic 
field. This field inter- 
acts with external 
magnetic field to ac- 
celerate plasma. 
3. Pinch plasma. Con- 

tracting magnetic 
field created by cur- 
rent flow in plasma 
used to discharge 
plasma through nozzle. 

Among Avco 
these General 
doing Electric 
develop- Giannini 
ment Controls 
work: NASA 

Plasmadyne 
Corp. 

Borg Warner 
Fairchild Stratos 
General Electric 
Lockheed Aircraft 
Los Alamos Scientific 

Laboratory 
NASA 
Republic Aviation 
Stevens Institute of 

Technology 
Temple University 
University of California 

Radiation Lab. 
(Livermore) 

Aerojet- General 
Convair 
Curtiss -Wright 
Electro -0 tical 
General Electric 
Goodrich -High Voltage 
Hughes 
Martin 
NASA 
Rocketdyne 
Thompson Ramo 

Wooldridge 
United Aircraft 

Table 1. Summary of three main types of electric space engines. 

(A) (B) (C) 
Fig. S. Conditions within the nozzle of a pinch -plasma electromagnetic engine shown at successive instants of time. 

Fig. 6. In the electrostatic engine, a beam of positive ions sheath, with no field inside of it. This magnetic field tends to 
is accelerated by an intense el is field to produce thrust. produce a "pinch," or force toward the axis of the cylinder 

(Fig. 4A). The effect is as if the current sheath were a heavily 
stretched elastic band compressing and accelerating the 
plasma inward. This sheath has been called a "magnetic 

0 piston" since it acts much the same as would a solid piston 
Ip e ', I carrying the plasma before it. With the two discs as shown, 

0 \ p 0® 111 the plasma is compressed and heated to a high temperature at 
\ 0 0 

g the axis. It does no work. In order to make use of this phe- 
nomenon to propel a space ship, some arrangements of plates 
is necessary to exhaust the high -pressure plasma in one direc- 
tion. Fig. 4B shows one such configuration. As the pinch 
proceeds inward, the gas is forced out of the nozzle at high 
velocity. Fig. 5 shows an actual nozzle cross- section based on 
this principle. (Continued on page ßf>) 
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TROUBLESHOOTING 

TRANSISTORIZED 
DIGITAL CIRCUITS 

f By CYRUS GLICKSTEIN` I 

Universal, step -by -step techniques 
are made possible by the use of 

in circuit cards. 

T 
ABORATORY and production 
technicians working with digital 

Jtransistor equipment (logic -cir- 
cuit modules) have developed a number 
of quick -check troubleshooting tech- 
niques. Some of these checks highlight 
basic, logic- circuit action. Reviewing 
these procedures thus may be helpful 
not only for technicians interested in 
servicing digital equipment but also 
for those interested in becoming more 
familiar with logic circuitry. 

Logic circuits are the basic building 
blocks of digital computers as well as 
of an increasing amount of non -com- 
puter digital equipment. Logic circuits 
include transistor unity amplifiers (in- 
verters and emitter -followers), flip - 
flops, binary counters, diode matrices, 
and a variety of gates- and, or, and nor. 

Digital equipment is generally modu- 
lar, consisting of many plug -in, printed - 
circuit cards. A typical card is shown 
in Fig. 2. A digital sub -assembly in 
which the cards are used appears in 
Fig. 1. Cards having the same types of 
circuit are usually similar and inter- 
changeable. For example, a single card 
may consist of two or three flip -flops, 
with each flip -flop connected to its own 
circuit through the plug -in connector. 
Interchangeable cards reduce the num- 
ber of spares required and simplify re- 
placements. 

One of the important advantages of 
modular construction is the ease of serv- 
icing in the field. A defective card can 
very often be localized quickly by in- 
ternal test circuitry in the digital equip- 
ment, or by an external test instrument, 
such as an oscilloscope, used in signal 
tracing at specified test points. The de- 
fective card is then removed and re- 
placed by a known good card and the 
unit is restored to service with a mini- 
mum of down time. Depending on the 
installation -including type of installa- 
tion, repair philosophy, and repair facil- 
ities available -the defective card may 
be discarded, repaired at the installa- 
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tion, or forwarded to another area for 
repair. 

However, troubleshooting defective 
cards is standard procedure in electron- 
ics laboratories and in production test- 
ing. Usually, an adapter card is used. 
The defective card is removed, the 
adapter card inserted in its place, and 
the defective card is then inserted in 
the adapter (Fig. 3). The latter is a 
printed- circuit card connecting each 
jack in the socket on top of it to the 
corresponding pin on the plug at the 
bottom of the card. This is a simple 
method for connecting the suspected 
card to its own socket while keeping it 
above the level of the surrounding cards 
so that troubleshooting checks requir- 
ing source voltage can be made readily. 
When necessary, resistance tests are 
generally made with the suspected card 
completely removed from the equip- 
ment. 

A thumb -nail review of transistor ac- 
tion in logic circuitry will clarify the 
reasons for various troubleshooting 
checks. In logic circuits generally, tran- 
sistors operate in only two ways: they 
are either fully conducting or com- 
pletely cut off. And each transistor 
stage usually operates alternately cut 

off and conducting, depending on the 
required circuit action at a given in- 
stant. A transistor stage becomes in- 
operative if (1) it continues to conduct 
when it should be cut off (internal 
short or external circuit defect) or (2) 
it is cut off when it should be conduct- 
ing (open transistor or external circuit 
defect). 

One of the first steps in troubleshoot- 
ing a defective stage, therefore, is to 
determine if the transistor is good or 
if the trouble is elsewhere in the stage. 
Unlike vacuum -tube circuits, where it 
is a simple matter to substitute a known 
good tube and re -check the circuit, it 
is not advisable to substitute transistors 
indiscriminately. In most cases, the 
transistor leads are soldered to the card. 
Indiscriminate substitution, therefore, 
by unsoldering old transistors and sold- 
ering on new ones would be time -con- 
suming and may damage the transistors 
or the card. It is obviously preferable 
to determine beforehand, wherever pos- 
sible, if a transistor is defective before 
removing it from the circuit and sub- 
stituting another. 

One method of checking for a good 
transistor is use of an in- circuit transis- 
tor checker, which permits testing the 

Fig. 1. A modular, digital sub-as- 
sembly using printed, plug -in cards. 
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Fig. 2. A typical digital plug -in card 

suspected part without removing it 
from the circuit. However, a series of 
quick checks, using a voltmeter, can 
usually be performed faster. 

In troubleshooting an inverter or 
emitter -follower stage, three simple 
troubleshooting steps are followed: 

(1) Make a source -voltage check to 
determine if correct voltages are being 
applied to the stage. 

(2) Make a voltage check around the 
transistor electrodes (emitter, base, and 
collector) to determine if the transistor 
is conducting or non -conducting or 
if any unusual potentials are present. 

(3) If normal potentials are present 
for either a conducting or a non -con- 
ducting transistor, check to find if the 
transistor can be made to change states 
-made to conduct if previously non- 
conducting, or vice versa. That is, a 
check is made to determine if the tran- 
sistor can operate normally both in the 
conducting and non -conducting states. 

As a concrete illustration of these 
steps, let's troubleshoot a typical p -n -P 
inverter stage suspected of being de- 
fective (Fig. 4). An inverter is a unity 
amplifier: an amplifier with a gain of 
1 whose output is inverted in polarity 
from the input signal. A "logic 1" sig- 
nal ( -7 v.) applied to the input circuit 
at the base produces a "logic 0" (0 v.) 
at the collector; a "logic 0" at the base 
produces a "logic 1" at the collector. 
(Digital systems vary in the values and 
polarities assigned to "logic 1" and 
"logic 0" signals. The values and polari- 
ties cited are typical but not universal.) 

The emitter is connected to ground 
(0 v.); the collector is returned to 
12 v. through a load resistor, and the 
base is connected to the junction of a 
voltage divider returned to a positive 
potential. With 0 v. (a "logic 0" signal) 
applied to the input, the stage is cut 
off by the positive bias applied to the 
base. Therefore, with the transistor cut 
off, normal potentials around the tran- 
sistor electrodes are: 

Emitter 0 v. 
Base +1 v. 
Collector -7 v. ( "logic 1" output) 

(Although the transistor does not 
conduct, 7 v. rather than the full 12 
v. is obtained at the collector because 
output of the latter is loaded by other 
stages. However, if the cards contain- 
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ing these other stages are removed, the 
reading is 12 v.) 

On the other hand, with a 7 v. 
signal ( "logic 1 ") applied to the input, 
the transistor stage conducts heavily. 
Normal potentials around the electrodes 
are: 

Emitter 0 v. 
Base 0 v. 
Collector 0 v. ( "logic 0" output) 

Actually, both the base and the col- 
lector voltage readings are a fraction 
of a volt negative, but for practical 

1' 
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Fig. 3. Defective card k exposed for 
in- circuit testing with an adapter card. 
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RI 
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R2 
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OB 

+12v. 

fig. 4. Typical inverter un ty amplifier. 

RS 
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SOLDERING TOOL 
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1 

Fig. 5. Effect on the collector voltage is 

checked when emitter is shorted to base. 

Fig. 6. V is checked for conduction IA) 
by shorting emitter -base diode of preced- 
ing stage or IBI with o bridged resistor. 

BRIDGED 
RESISTOR 

+I2V. 

',OUTPUT 

-12V. 

OUTPUT 

purposes in troubleshooting, the volt- 
ages can be considered ground potential. 
Obviously, if no source voltages were 
applied to the stage, the same zero 
voltages would be read around all the 
electrodes. 

The first step in troubleshooting by 
voltage measurements, therefore, is to 
determine if correct source voltages 
are being applied to the stage. This is 
done by measuring the voltages at A, 
B, and C in Fig. 4. Assume the applied 
voltages are found to be correct : 12 
v., +12 v., and 0 v. respectively. A fur- 
ther preliminary check is made at the 
input, D. Assume the input is 7 v.; 
the stage should be normally conduct- 
ing. A voltage check around the elec- 
trodes is then made and all three 
electrodes measure 0 v. This indicates 
the stage is responding correctly to the 
applied signal. However, one important 
test must still be made to verify if the 
transistor can operate normally : Will 
the stage stop conducting when no for- 
ward bias is applied to the base? In 
other words, is the transistor shorted? 

A simple way to check is to use a 
two -prong soldering tool (Fig. 5) or a 
small screwdriver to short the emitter 
to the base. The voltage at the collector 
is then measured while the emitter is 
still shorted to the base. The transistor 
should now be non -conducting and the 
normal 7 v. for a non -conducting 
stage should be measured at the collec- 
tor. If 0 v, is still measured here, the 
transistor is probably shorted. If a 
check of the schematic indicates no 
other circuit breakdown can produce 
0 v. at the collector with the given set 
of applied voltages, the transistor is 
evidently defective and should be re- 
placed. 

As a second illustration of trouble- 
shooting procedure, let's assume now 
that we have the opposite case when 
voltage checks are made around the 
stage. Correct supply potentials are 
present at A, B. and C and a "logic 0" 
(0 v.) appears at the input (Fig. 4). 
The stage should, therefore, be non- 
conducting. Sure enough, the normal 
potentials for a non -conducting stage 
are measured around the electrodes: 
0 v., +1 v., and 7 v. at the emitter, 
base, and collector respectively. As be- 
fore, the acid test is to determine if 
the stage can operate in the opposite 
state. In this case: Will the stage con- 
duct normally with a "logic 1" applied 
to the input? The "logic 1" can be sup- 
plied simply by causing the preceding 
stage (V, in Fig. 6A) to be cut off by 
shorting its emitter to its base. If this 
procedure is not convenient or possible, 
a resistor can be bridged from the base 
of the suspected transistor itself (V, of 
Fig. 6B) to the 12 -volt supply while 
collector voltage is measured. Typical 
resistor value for this purpose is 10,000 
ohms, but a higher or lower value may 
be necessary, depending on circuit pa- 
rameters. Collector voltage should drop 
to 0 v., indicating that the stage is con- 
ducting. If the stage does not conduct 
when forward bias is applied to the 
base through the bridging resistor, the 
transistor is probably open. 
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Sometimes voltage readings immedi- 
ately indicate a defective transistor. For 
example, supply voltages are normal at 
A, B, and C, and a "logic 1" ( -7 v.) 
is applied to the input, but the transis- 
tor is non -conducting (collector voltage 
close to -7 v.). Or again, supply volt- 
ages are normal, and a "logic 0" (0 v.) 
is applied to the input, but the transis- 
tor collector indicates conduction by a 
0 -v. reading. 

Troubleshooting an emitter -follower 
is performed in exactly the same way 
as in an inverter stage. An emitter - 
follower is a unity amplifier with a gain 
of 1, where the output is taken from 
a resistor in the emitter circuit and 
there is no inversion of signal in the 
output compared to the input. Checks 
are made of supply and electrode volt- 
ages and further checks art made to 
determine if the stage can be made both 
conducting and non -conducting (not at 
the same time, of course). The only 
point to keep in mind is that in a nor- 
mally conducting p -n -p emitter -follower 
(Fig. 7), collector voltage is -12 v., 
base voltage -5 v., and emitter voltage 
-5 v.; in a non- conducting emitter - 
follower, the collector, base, and emitter 
voltages are -12 v., +2 v., and 0 v. 
respectively. (The n -p -n transistor in- 
verters and emitter -followers are 
checked by the same technique, keep- 
ing in mind the difference in voltage 
polarities.) 

In all of the voltage checks described 
to this point, it is advisable to disable 
normal signal input to the stage being 
checked to prevent interference with 
the testing. This can be accomplished by 
front -panel switching (in some equip- 
ment), by disabling a preceding stage 
in the signal path (shorting base to 
emitter), or by removing the card pro- 

viding the signal input to the stage 
being tested. 

Flip -Flops and Counters 
Quick troubleshooting checks can also 

be made in transistor flip -flop and 
counter circuits. In digital equipment, 
a single flip -flop may be used for a spe- 
cific control action (Fig. 8) or a series 
of flip -flops may be used in a binary 
chain for counting (Fig. 9). Normally, 
one side of a flip -flop is conducting and 

INPUT 

RI 
B.2K 

R2 
476 

+12v. 

Fig. 7. A typical "p -n -p" .miner follower. 

R3 
2.2K 

-12V. -12V. 

i 12 V. ..--VWMM- +12V. 

Oy 12ác 12K ® 
Fig. 8. A typical "p -n -p" flip -flop stage. 

the other side is non -conducting. A 
transition of the correct polarity ( "logic 
1" or "logic 0," depending on the cir- 
cuit) applied to the conducting side cuts 
it off and makes the associated stage 
conduct. 

A flip -flop is not operating properly 
if: (1) both sides are conducting simul- 
taneously, or (2) both sides are simul- 
taneously non- conducting, or (3) one 
side is non -conducting and the other 
side conducting but the flip -flop will 
not reverse states when an appropriate 
signal is applied to the input. 

Troubleshooting a flip -flop suspected 
of being defective is very much like 
troubleshooting an inverter stage, for 
the first two steps. Then an additional 
quick check is made. The general pro- 
cedure is: 

(1) Check to determine if correct 
source voltages are being applied to 
both sections of the flip -flop. 

(2) Make a voltage check around the 
electrodes of both transistors to deter- 
mine if each is conducting (or non-con- 
ducting) and if any unusual potentials 
are present. 

(3) If one is conducting and the other 
non -conducting (the normal condition 
for a flip -flop), check to see if the flip - 
flop can reverse states. If both are con- 
ducting or both non -conducting, check 
to see if each one individually can be 
made to reverse states. Specific ex- 
amples will clarify how these checks 
are made. 

The typical p -n -p flip -flop shown in 
Fig. 8 is being checked to determine if 
it is operating properly. Correct source 
voltages are measured at points W, X, 
Y, and Z ( -12 v., -12 v., + 12 v., and 
+12 v. respectively). Voltages are 
measured around the electrodes of each 

(Continued on page 83) 

Fig. 9. This transistorized, four -stage binary counter is a series of 2:1 frequency dividers. 

OK 

5.66 3.96 CR3 

COM. 

-12V. 
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TRANSI TORIZED 
ARKROOM 

TIMER 
By STANLEY E. BAMMEL 

O 

mI 

Complete construction details on a simple photographic 
enlarger timer with settings from .5 to 100 seconds. 

S2 

SOI RI SI 

Front -panel view of the enlarger timer which provides a wide range of timed intervals. 

Small plastic board with components mounted forms subassembly which is mounted in box. 
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J 
timers have sev- 

eral advantages over mechanical 
timers, including freedom from 

mechanical breakdown and greater ver- 
satility as to timing range and uses. 
Transistors offer several additional ad- 
vantages as compared to the use of 
tubes. The possibilities of miniaturiza- 
tion, portability, and reliability cannot 
be equaled with tube circuitry. 

This timer lends itself to special ap- 
plications where complete portability 
and /or battery operation is needed. In 
addition, total cost of this unit, with new 
parts, is less than $15.00 with reasonably 
careful shopping. 

Circuit Operation 
The basic circuit of the timer is a 

Schmitt trigger. When the input voltage 
to a Schmitt trigger is greater than a 
certain amount, it is in one of two 
stable states. When the input voltage 
is below a certain level, it is in the other 
stable state. A capacitor, C, or C,, is con- 
nected ( see Fig. 1) across the input and 
allowed to charge. When the charge 
reaches a certain level, the Schmitt 
trigger changes from one stable state to 
the other. 

In use, depressing S, ( "Start" posi- 
tion) shorts the timing capacitor and 
completely discharges it. Releasing S, 
places the capacitor across the input 
and starts the timing cycle. During the 
timing cycle, V, is off and V,, V::, RL,, and 
one's enlarger (or whatever else is 
plugged into the timer) are on. The 
timing capacitor is charged through R, 
and R. The rate of the charging and, 
therefore, the length of the timing cycle 
are determined by the setting of R,. 
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V, presents a leakage resistance which 
is effectively in parallel with R, and R.. 
This resistance is temperature sensitive. 
However, with the transistor the author 
used, this resistance was large enough 
to have a negligible effect on operation. 
Other transistors of the same type were 
tried and have worked as well. How- 
ever, since inexpensive transistors such 
as those specified are well known for a 
wide tolerance in manufacturing, one 
may encounter a transistor with too 
much leakage to be ignored. In that 
case, other transistors must be tried un- 
til one is found which has a negligible 
effect. In addition, V, should have a beta 
(current gain) greater than approxi- 
mately 25. 

While, theoretically, one could reverse 
battery polarity and use n -p -n transis- 
tors for V, and V, and a p -n -p transistor 
for V:., this is not recommended. Experi- 
ment showed that inexpensive n -p -n 
transistors have much greater leakage 
than p -n -p units, therefore the majority 
of n -p -n units had too much leakage for 
this application. 

CR, keeps leakage current of V:: very 
low when it is turned off but also allows 
it to conduct heavily when on. CR, pro- 
tects V. from a relatively high voltage 
pulse when it turns off abruptly. With- 
out CR,, V;, will be destroyed after a 
short period of use. 

Relay RL, closes with only 1.75 volts 
applied to it and opens at less than 1 
volt. With new batteries, it has about 
2.5 volts applied when it is turned on; 
therefore, the timer will work even 
after battery voltage has dropped con- 
siderably. Also, since the current drain 
is low (5 ma. when on and 1 ma. when 
off) battery life is long. 

If battery voltage is increased, a less 
sensitive relay can be used. Battery 
voltage can be increased to as much 
as 6 volts without any other circuit 
changes being necessary. 

Construction & Calibration 
Construction is simple and straight- 

forward. The photographs should tell 
most of the story. One picture shows 
how small parts are mounted on a small 
polystyrene board while Fig. 2 shows 
how the relay is mounted. It is neces- 
sary to insulate the relay from the 
chassis since it is connected to one side 
of the a.c. line. S, should be mounted 
so that the downward position has the 
spring return. 

After the timer is constructed, it 
must be calibrated. Electrolytic capaci- 
tors are generally made with quite wide 
tolerances; therefore, it is best to cali- 
brate the X10 range first. It is then 
simpler and less expensive to make the 
Xl range conform to calibration by 
adding or subtracting capacitance than 
vice versa. 

To calibrate the X10 range, plug into 
the timer a desk lamp or other device 
which gives a readily detected indica- 
tion of being on. Then simply operate 
the timer and by trial and error find 
the settings of R, which gives 100 sec.. 
10 sec., and 5 sec. The rest of the cali- 
brations can be interpolated. 
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To calibrate the Xl range, set R, to 
5 sec. and increase or decrease the 
capacitance of C, as required. An in- 
crease in capacity increases time and 
conversely. To increase capacitance, 
place a relatively small capacitance in 
parallel with C,. A trick which can be 
used to decrease capacitance is to place 
C, in series with C.. If that is not suffi- 
cient, use a smaller capacitor in the 
first place. 

Operation 
Using the timer is simple. Set S. to 

the desired range and R, to the desired 
number of seconds and push S, down. 
In the down position S, has a spring 
return. When S, is released, the timer 
turns on and remains on the number 
of seconds for which it is set. To turn 
the timer on for an indefinite length 
of time, push S, up ( "Focus" position). 
In this position, S, does not have a 
spring return and will hold. 

When the battery is initially turned 
on, C, or C. must charge. As it charges, 

r 

111 
muffimm- 
sz 'Zz rúr 

-1/4 HOLES DRILLED ONLY 
PARTIALLY THROUGH 

Fig. 2. Details showing relay mounting. 
the timer is on just as in the normal 
timing cycle. After the first range is 
charged, switching to the other range 
will do the same thing. After the initial 
charging, this will not happen again 
unless there is a very long period of 
time between changing ranges. During 
such a long period, the capacitor will 
discharge through its internal resist- 
ance. 

Relay contacts are rated at 2 amps 
into a resistive load. Therefore, the en- 
larger or other device plugged into SO, 
must not draw more than this much 
current. Hence, the total wattage of the 
enlarger lamp employed should not ex- 
ceed 250 watts. 

RELAY 

4/16" OR 3132 PLASTIC 

I /4" PLASTIC 
HASSIS 

+ICRI 

2N229 
V3 

so 

L 

R, -- 50,000 ohm linear taper pot 
R., R,,- -3900 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R- -2700 ohm, 1,4 w. res. 
R,- -3300 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
17-1500 ohm. !4 w. res. 
R. --4700 ohm. Vs w. res. 
C, -100 pl., 6 v. elec. capacitor (see test) 
C- -1000 µf., 6 v. clec. capacitor (see test) 
CR,. CR.- Crystal diode (IN60, IN295, etc.) 
Sr -Lever action switch; d.p. 3 -pos., one -pos. 

spring (Ceatralab 1467) 

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the transistorised 

J 
S- S.p.d.t. slide switch 
S.,- S.p.s.t. switch (on R,) 
RLr- S.p.d.t., 500 ohm, 4.5 ma., 10 mw. relay 

(A'nrman 51CA37D, SD1CA37D, 
or again.) 

50, -A .c. receptacle 
11,-3 -vole battery (two pralite cells in series) 
V,, V- 2N1265 or other general- prrpose 

" pe -p" transistor (see text) 
V..-2N229 or other generalpnrpose "mp -n" 

transistor (see test) 

timer which employs a Schmitt trigger. 

Rear view of front -panel cover showing location of subassembly and other components. 
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New Electrical Effect 
in Semi -Metals 

Dr. Leo E.oiki, of the IBM Research Center. 
is shown adjusting apparatus used in his dis- 

covery of a new electrical effect in bismuth. 
a semi -metal. At low temperatures, close to 

absolute zero, with strong electric and mag- 
netic fields applied to a single crystal of 
ultra -pure bismuth, it was found that the 
semi -metal did not follow Ohm's Law- Instead 
an abrupt change or "kink" appeared in its 
characteristic conduction as the fields reached 
a certain strength. Also. the velocity of 
charged particles in the material seems com- 

parable to the sound velocity in bismuth. Fur- 
ther research into the cause of this effect may 
lead to future higher speed computers. 

RECENT 
DEVELOPMENTS 
IN ELECTRONICS 

34 

Synthetic Quartz 
A large crystal of quartz, grown in a 
twenty -one day period by Transcom 
Electronics of Newport, R.I., is shown 
below. High heat and pressure are re- 

quired for the growing process. The 
company is licensed by Western Elec- 
tric, developer of the technique. to sup- 
ply companies outside of the Bell 
System with the man -made quartz. 

V 

First Tests of 
Communication Satellite 
.'tripped of its outside corer of thou- 
sands of solar cells and a belt of mi- 
crowave receiving and transmitting 
antennas. the Bell System's satellite 
"Telstar" is being tested by a Lehigh 
University research team. The world's 
first broadband active communications 
satellite is scheduled for launching 
some time this spring. The satellite was 
subjected to static-load tests which 
simulated the actual rigors anticipated 
during its acceleration into a 7000 -mile 
high orbit. In the tests. several tons of 
loads were applied in various direc- 

to the 34" sphere. 

V 

Computer for BMEWS 
A Sylvania field engineer is replacing a logic hoard used in the 

memory unit of the Air Force's Ballistic Missile Early !yarning Sys- 

tem computer complex. Special circuits are employed to analyze 
radar echoes that signify the presence of missiles. predict the time 
and area of impact. 

V 
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Color -TV Pix Tube Plant Expansion 
Helping to accelerate production of color -TV picture tubes is 

this solder -application machine at RCA's 810- million Lan- 
caster, Pa. plant where a $1.5- million expansion program is 

underway. The machine spreads a thin ribbon of special glass - 
sealing solder on the edge of the rotating envelope. The solder 
bonds the tube's faceplate, containing the color screen, to the 
funnel portion. 

Satellite- Antenna Support 
A giant 70 -foot wheel. machined to greater pre- 
cision for its size than a fine watch. is craned into 
vertical position at the Bell System's satellite sta- 

tion in Andover. Maine. The wheel weighs 40 

tons and will be used to orient a huge antenna 
for experiments in satellite communications, 
which will begin with the launching of the "Tel - 
star" experimental satellite (shown being tested 
on the lacing page) this spring. The construction 
project is protected from the Maine winter by 
an inflated shelter seen overhead. 

April, 1962 

Tubeless Tube for Space 
A tubeless electron tube (right), designed for spacecraft and 
satellites, that operates without the familiar glass envelope 
of conventional tubes, has been developed by ITT. Since the 
vacuum in outer space is far greater than that obtainable on 

earth, an envelope is not required to enclose the tube elements. 
The tube shown is a multiplier phototube that generates a 

signal when light shines on it. By eliminating the glass. no 

filtering of impinging light occurs so that a wider sensitivity 
may he produced. The new tube is rugged enough to withstand 
rocket firings. A conventional multiplier phototube is at the 
left. 

Ionosphere Measurement 
An electronics technique for studying plasmas (ionized gases) 
has been adapted for use with sounding rockets to perform a 

direct probe of the lower regions of the ionosphere. The tech- 
nique was developed by Geophysics Corp. of America. Elec. 
trodes on the nose and side (circled) of the "Nike -Cajun" 
rocket shown measure electron density and temperature at 
altitudes between 50 and 90 miles and telemeter this infor- 
mation to ground observers. 
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MULTI -OUTPUT 
TV TEST 

GENERATOR 
By JOHN POTTER SHIELDS 

Variable- frequency spiked or saw -tooth pulses in 
either polarity are produced by a simple tester. 

BECAUSE it can be used to per- 
form so many useful jobs in 
a radio -TV service shop or in 

most other establishments where elec- 
tronics is involved, and because it is so 
simple and potentially compact a de- 
vice, the neon oscillator described here 
should appeal to many users. It is a 
combined pulse- output and saw -tooth 
generator, whose frequency may be ad- 
justed. Furthermore, the basic circuit 
comprises only three resistors, three 
capacitors, one neon lamp, and a d.p.d.t. 
switch. 

As a pulse generator, it can produce 
a series of equally spaced, short -dura- 
tion pulses with fast rise time and re- 
versible polarity. Applied to the control 
grid (or cathode) of a TV receiver's pic- 
ture tube, it can be used to check and 
adjust deflection linearity. The pulse 
output can also be used to check on the 
linearity of a scope's horizontal -sweep 
circuits, as a source of timing or marker 

u, 

6 O V NOT USED 

lb tel 
netohm, 1í w. linear -taper pot 

R: - -47 .01)0 ohm, ri tr. res. 
R. -14 O ohm. ,í w. res. 
R..- 47 ohm, !'s w. res. 
R, - 22 0 ohm, 1 í w. res. 
C1- -.O5 pl.. 400 o. capacitor 
C., C--.1 pl.. 400 o. capacitor 
G., C; - -20 pf.. 150 r. elrr. capacitor 
PL, --NR -2 neon lamp 
S ,- D.pd.,. toggle or rotary switch 
SR ,-130 p. r.m.s. input, 50 rua. rectifier 

(Sorters Torsion Type 5O or equiv./ 
Ti -- Isolation trans. 117 o. pri.; 125 r., IS ma. 

sec.: second winding not used. (Stancor PS- 
8415 or equiv., 
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Fig. 1. The basic oscillator (A) uses 
eight common components. The optional 
power supply IB) is no more elaborate. 

pulses, or as a source of constant - 
amplitude trigger pulses. Operated as 
a saw -tooth generator, it makes an ex- 
cellent substitution drive signal for 
checking the horizontal -sweep section 
of a TV receiver. It also makes a good 
substitute for the sweep oscillator in 
an oscilloscope, emergency or other- 
wise. 

The basic generator is shown sche- 
matically in Fig. 1A. A source of d.c. 
voltage, anywhere from 90 to 150 volts, 
is applied through polarity- reversing 
switch S, to the arm of potentiometer 
R,. The potentiometer is connected in 
series with R, to one terminal of the 
NE -2 neon lamp, PL, and also to one 
terminal of C,. The other terminal of 
the bulb is connected through R:: to the 
other terminal of C,, which is brought 
out at point A. Capacitors C. and C. 
provide d.c. isolation to output termi- 
nals C and B. 

In operation, when d.c. voltage is first 

,A, 

Fig. 2 The two basic output waveforms. 

applied, C, charges through R, and R, 
until the voltage across the capacitor 
is sufficient to fire the neon lamp. The 
charging time is determined by the 
setting of R,. At the instant PL, fires, a 
very brief pulse appears across R. It 
has the waveshape shown in Fig. 2A. 
This pulse voltage appears between ter- 
minals A and B. 

The saw -tooth output, obtained di- 
rectly across capacitor C,, is produced 
by the gradual build -up of charging 
voltage at this component and the col- 
lapse of the voltage when the neon lamp 
fires. It is taken off between terminals 
A and C. 

The construction of the basic gener- 
ator is extremely simple. All parts are 
readily obtainable. All or some of them 
may very well be on hand before the 
constructor is ready to start. The val- 
ues of the three capacitors and three 
resistors may vary more than 20 per- 
cent without appreciable change in the 
performance of the unit. With those 

values shown, the generator can be 
varied over a portion of the range of 
audio frequencies. With some experi- 
mentation, the range can be altered. 

Since current consumption of the gen- 
erator is very slight, it is practical to 
operate the device from batteries, if 
the user so desires. One of the smaller 
90 -volt batteries, like the Eveready 
479, will permit building generator and 
battery into a single case while main- 
taining reasonable size. Because there 
is nothing critical about the circuit and 
because different users will choose dif- 
ferent power- supply arrangements, no 
layout is given for the instrument. 

Where independence from an exter- 
nal source of power is not important, 
the user may elect to build the small 
power supply shown in Fig. 1B and to 
incorporate it with the generator. The 
transformer listed happened to be handy 
and, although the filament secondary 
is not used, is worth consideration be- 
cause of its low cost. Any reasonably 
priced, low- current 1:1 transformer at 
line voltage would serve to provide iso- 
lation. Similarly SR,, although it can 
pass more current than is needed, is 
inexpensive. Any low- current rectifier 
that can handle line voltage will do. An 
"on -off" switch can also be added, or 
a 3- position switch can be used for S,, 
with one position used to turn the in- 
strument off. 

To check the sweep linearity of a 
scope, simply connect terminal A to the 
scope ground and terminal B to the 
vertical input. Adjust the generator's 
frequency control (R,) and the scope's 
sweep -frequency and vertical -gain con- 
trols until approximately eight to ten 
pulses of convenient height appear on 
the CRT screen. If the pulses appear 
evenly spaced, the scope's sweep is 
linear. It is best to repeat this check 
at different settings of the scope's 
frequency control. 

To check vertical linearity in TV, 
connect terminal A to receiver ground 
and terminal B (an insulation -piercing 
type of test clip is most convenient) to 
the grid or cathode lead from the CRT 
socket. The schematic can be checked 
to see whether grid or cathode drive is 
used, or each can be tried for proper 
operation. This can be done while a low - 
level, received signal (contrast control 
at a low setting) is used to synchronize 
the vertical circuits. R, is adjusted for 
a stationary pattern of ten to twelve 
horizontal bars. Then height and ver- 
tical- linearity controls are adjusted for 
uniform thickness and spacing of the 
bars. 

To use as a scope's sweep -frequency 
oscillator, connect terminals A and C to 
the instrument's horizontal -amplifier 
input. The generator now controls the 
scope's sweep rate. To check a TV hori- 
zontal -sweep section, connect terminal 
A to receiver ground and a test clip or 
prod to terminal C. The probe can now 
be used to inject the saw -tooth signal 
into various portions of the sweep cir- 
cuit. 

These are only a few possible appli- 
cations. Others will occur to the user 
once he has become familiar with op- 
eration. 
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REVER B ERATIO 

LISTENER 

N 

R4- 

SOUND SOURCE 

Fig. 1. Reverberation build -up in a room. 

IN AUDIO REPRODUCTION 
By STEVEN HAHN Round Hill Associates 

The importance of reverb for hi -fi and a survey of 
methods in current use for achieving this effect. 

WHENEVER a sound is macle 
in an enclosed area, such as 
a room or a concert hall, it 

takes a certain amount of time for the 
sound to become completely inaudible. 
This effect is called "reverberation" (or 
decay time); in other words, it is the 
persistence of sound after the sound 
source has stopped. The reverberation 
time of rooms and halls is the amount 
of time it takes for a given sound to 
diminish 60 db. This is a sound pressure 
of one -thousandth or a sound power of 
one -millionth of the original value. 

The actual reverberation time for 
different rooms can vary widely. An 
average living room filled with sound - 
absorbing rugs and drapes usually has 
a reverberation time of no more than 
.2 second, while a 10,000- cubic -foot 
auditorium with highly reflective con- 
crete walls may have a reverberation 
time as high as 10 seconds. 

Most human listening takes place in 
enclosed areas and, consequently, our 
ears have become accustomed to rever- 
beration and can clearly distinguish its 
presence or absence. For example, the 
spaciousness and fullness of a choir 
recital in a church is partially due to 
the comparatively long reverberation 
time which such a building has. On the 
other hand, we expect a subdued, al- 
most muffled sound when we talk to 
our friends in the confines of a heavily 
carpeted living room with its fairly 
short reverberation time. 

Let us see how the reverberation ef- 
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feet actually develops. Fig. 1 shows a 
typical three - dimensional enclosure, 
such as a room, in which there is a 
sound source and a listener. Assume 
that the sound source produces a brief, 
transient burst, such as a gunshot, and 
then becomes silent. The sound travels 
out into the room in all directions. The 
first sound which reaches the listener's 
ears (D) travels the shortest direct path 
between the sound source and the lis- 
tener. The second sound which reaches 
the listener's ears is the echo or reflec- 
tion which travels the shortest distance 
(RI). As one can see, a number of re- 
flections (Re, R3, R4, etc.) will continue 
to arrive at the listener's ears until the 
sound dies away. 

The reason why the sound finally 
does die away is that each succeeding 
echo bounces over greater distances, 
losing more and more energy in the air 
through which it travels and to the 
sound -absorbing, echo -reflecting walls. 
Thus, the reverberation time is not only 
dependent upon room volume, but also 
upon the sound absorption character- 
istics of the walls and room contents. 

Sounds of different frequencies are 
absorbed by different amounts by the 
same substance (except for air); i.e.. 
sound absorption is not linear with re- 
gard to frequency. As a result, the 
reverberation time vs frequency of a 
given room is not a straight line. A 

Fig. 2. The growth and the decay of sound 
in a typical listening room (after Olsonl. 

typical reverberation curve for an 
acoustically treated hall with a 300 - 
person seating capacity, measuring 50 
feet x 20 feet x 12 feet, is shown in 
Fig. 4. It must be noted that this curve 
holds true only when the auditorium 
is empty. Note the increased reverber- 
ation times (and lower absorption) at 
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both extremes of the frequency range. 
Fig. 2 plots a typical train of reflec- 

tions in a normal room. This figure 
warrants some explanation; for ex- 
ample, a sound in a room does not build 
up instantly because of the finite ve- 
locity of propagation of a sound wave. 
This condition accounts for the initial 
rounded "growth" portion of the curve. 
The letter D denotes the direct unre- 
flected first sound heard by the listener 
while the letter R denotes the reflected 
(echo) sounds. The acoustic energy in 
the direct sound (D) is obviously 

known that when a transmission line 
carrying radio -frequency power is not 
properly terminated in its characteristic 
impedance, wave reflections will occur 
and the energy will go up and down 
the line. These reflections would oscil- 
late back and forth indefinitely if it 
were not for losses encountered in the 
line and in the line termination. Conse- 
quently, these unwanted reflections can 
be reduced by dissipating their energy 
in some form of electrical resistance lo- 
cated at the end of the line. In addition, 
every transmission line with reflections 

i.l. 

i`. 
) i, . 

Philips tape reverb unit shown 

it becomes increasingly difficult to de- 
termine discrete resonance points and 
a condition is finally reached when 
standing waves and reflections become 
so random that their analysis is vir- 
tually impossible. 

An enclosure of this type would be 
considered very diffuse. For example, a 
fairly large room with asymmetrical 
walls, numerous asymmetrical sound - 
absorbing objects, filled with people, 
does not really have discrete resonance 
points or wave reinforcements and at- 
tenuation which can be clearly deter- 

here with front cover removed. Audio Instrument tape reverb system uses seven 

greater than in the reflected sounds, 
since it is not subjected to wall absorp- 
tion. The progressive reflected sounds 
suffer a reduction in energy at each 
reflection. Thus, each succeeding echo 
becomes smaller and smaller until all 
echoes have died away. 

If each echo is graphed separately in 
time (using a logarithmic scale), a 
straight -line diagram such as Fig. 5A 
will result. This diagram is for a com- 
paratively live room (long reverbera- 
tion). Fig. 5B shows the decay of echoes 
in a dead room (short reverberation 
time) . 

Of special interest is the fact that the 
time intervals between echoes is usually 
in the range of two- to five- hundredths 
of a second in the initial portion of the 
echo train. Later echo pulses come in, 
increasingly shorter time intervals, 
finally reaching an over -all clutter. Ac- 
tually the echo density is directly pro- 
portional to the square of the elapsed 
time and inversely proportional to the 
room volume. 

Once the returning echoes have be- 
come a clutter, the concept of individual 
echoes loses its meaning. The time when 
echoes become merged together to form 
a clutter is dependent upon the time 
duration of the original sound. For ex- 
ample, a sound pulse of 1 -msec. dura- 
tion in a room having a volume of 
350,000 cubic feet will produce an echo 
clutter after 150 msec. have elapsed. 
Fig. 5 graphically shows such clutters 
in the final portions of the echo trains. 

With regard to reverberation, another 
analogy will come in very handy. It is 

38 

has standing waves of energy that are 
set up along its entire length. 

This condition of reflections and 
standing waves is equally true in audio. 
For example, everyone is familiar with 
the hollow sound of voices in a tunnel 
or possibly in a long, structurally uni- 
form hallway. This hollow sound is due 
to internal resonance and periodic re- 
flections which form easily in this type 
of structure. As the structural nature 
of the enclosure becomes more complex, 

DRIVER 

SIGNAL IN 

playback heads. 

mined. In such rooms (some living 
rooms and certain acoustically excellent 
auditoriums may fall into this cate- 
gory), all modes of sound propagation 
have the same or nearly the same re- 
verberation time and consequently de- 
cay at equal rates. In addition, such 
enclosures are free from the unwanted 
flutters and echoes -in other words, 
periodic signal trains -which bounce 
back and forth between hard, symmetri- 
cal walls of the kind encountered in 

Fig. 3. A typical four -microphone acoustic -pipe reverberation system. 
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Hammond rotational -drive dual- spring reverberation assembly. 
This is the device widely used in home -type reverb units. 

essentially uniform structures such as 
tunnels, hallways, and tubes. 

Up to now we have limited our dis- 
cussion to what takes place in a three - 
dimensional room where a sound is 
emitted. We have attempted to show 
those characteristics which make for 
the unique and desirable characteristics 
which we are all used to in our normal 
listening. Let us see what happens when 
these parameters are produced syn- 
thetically. 

Artificial Reverberation 

If a room has too much reverbera- 
tion, sound overlapping will result and 
speech may actually become unintel- 
ligible. On the other hand, a compara- 

i-, 

The EMT reverberation plate showing the driving transducer 
at the left and the pickup microphone mounted at the right. 

tively long reverberation time is usually 
called for in music, since the prolonga- 
tion and blending of musical tones due 
to reverberation give us a considerable 
degree of acoustic pleasure. Conse- 
quently, there is no single optimum 
reverberation time for every conceiv- 
able sound. Each sound source has its 
own individual optimum reverberation 
time which may be quite different from 
the degree of reverberation required by 
another sound. 

Although there is no single optimum 
reverberation time, we know that when 
we listen to a live concert we generally 
do so in a large auditorium with a com- 
paratively long reverberation time, 
usually on the order of one second or 

more. On the other hand, when we play 
back this music on records in our living 
room, we are doing it in an environ- 
ment having a reverberation time of 
.5 second or less. Obviously, a very 
important tonal characteristic of the 
initial performance has been lost. 

Over the past twenty years, a num- 
ber of artificial devices have been de- 
veloped to restore the original concert 
hall reverberation to home playback 
systems. As a matter of fact, broadcast 
studios have been using synthetic re- 
verberators quite widely for many 
years. However, because of their com- 
plexity and expense, they have never 
enjoyed wide acceptance in the high - 
fidelity field. Recently synthetic rever- 

Fig. 4. Reverberation versus frequency measured in on acous- 
tically treated hall having dimensions of 50 by 20 by 12 feet. 
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beration for home music systems has 
staged a comeback, primarily due to 
some advances in the technology. 

Basically, all synthetic reverberation 
devices can be divided into five classes: 
(1) acoustic delay chambers; (2) elec- 
tronic delay lines; (3) acoustic pipe 
delay lines; (4) magnetic tape delay 
systems; and (5) mechanical delay sys- 
tems (that may utilize metallic plates, 

sending the audio signal through a net- 
work of resistors, capacitors, and in- 
ductors in conjunction with elaborate 
feedback circuits. This technique, al- 
though actually possible, introduces 
enormous electrical losses and requires 
considerable amounts of equipment to 
achieve the comparatively lengthy de- 
lays required. 

A number of such purely passive 

COMPANY I MODEL NO. I APPIROX. I ME I COMMENTS 

PROFESSIONAL & COMMERCIAL UNITS 

Audio Instrument Co. 44A 

EMT Co. EMT -140 
(Dist. by Electronic Appli- 
cations, Stamford, Conn.) 

North American Philips EL -6911 

$1485.00 Re- entrant Seven separately ener- 
tape gized playback heads; 

reverb time up to 5 sec.; 
response 200-8000 cps ± 1 db. 

$1900.00 Plate with Response 50-10,000 cps: 

transverse reverb up to 5 sec. 
drive 

$2000.00 Re- entrant Up to 8 playback heads 

tape with reverb of 8-10 sec.; 
response 300. 10,000 cps ± 1 db. 

Re- entrant Eight separate playback 

tape heads; reverb time up to 

21/2 sec.; tape speed 10 i.p.s. 

Westrex 1400 $6350.00 

HOME- ENTERTAINMENT UNITS' 

Fisher K -10 $69.50 Hammond 
spring; ro- 
tational 
drive 

Reverberation up to 2 sec.; 
self -powered amplifier included. 

Heath GD61 $69.95 Hammond 
spring; ro- 
tational 
drive 

Reverberation up to 2 sec.; 
kit; includes own 8 -watt 
power amp., 8" speaker,and 
cabinet. 

Knight KN702 $49.95 Hammond 
spring; ro- 
tational 
drive 

Reverberation up to 2 sec.; 
self- powered amplifier included. 

Lafayette SK- 204 $69.95 Spring 
drive 

Sound delay 1 /30th sec.; 
includes 3 -watt power amplifier, 
8" speaker, and cabinet. 

Utah RVB -1 $89.95 Hammond 
spring; ro- 
tational 
drive 

Self- contained speaker and 

amplifier. 

Does not include reverb devices, mainly Hammond type included in packaged 
systems such as G -E, Motorola, Philco, Zenith, Blaupunkt, etc. 

Table 1. Listing of some of the reverberation devices that are currently available. 

wires, rods, and one or more springs). 
Acoustic Delay Chambers. The acous- 

tic delay chamber is unquestionably the 
simplest and, in some ways, the most 
effective method of achieving artificial 
reverberation. An acoustic delay cham- 
ber consists of an enclosure or room. 
usually quite live and varying in size 
(from 20 cubic feet to as much as 2500 
cubic feet), in which a speaker and a 

microphone are placed at opposite ends 
of the room. The speaker emits a sound. 
which is reverberated by bouncing 
around the room in a normal manner 
and then picked up by the microphone. 
This reverberated sound is then elec- 
trically mixed with the un- reverberated 
signal. This technique duplicates, in a 
limited way, the conditions in a large 
hall but has the drawback of requiring 
a sizable soundproof enclosure, usually 
beyond the means of the home listener. 

Electronic Delay Lines. Artificial re- 
verberation can also he produced by 
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Fig. 8. Reverb path 

delay lines have been built, for example, 
at Bell Telephone Laboratories, utiliz- 
ing standard time -constant formulas in 
evolving the parameters for the delay 
network. These systems exhibit some 
very favorable characteristics but their 
complexity places them beyond the 
means of the high- fidelity enthusiast. 

Pipe Delay Lines. The acoustic pipe 
delay line has been built and used quite 
widely. As a matter of fact, as early 
as 1956, Radio Craftsmen of Chicago in- 
troduced a pipe delay system called the 
"Xophonic" to the home high- fidelity 
market but somehow it never really 
caught on. 

A typical acoustic pipe -line delay is 
shown in Fig. 3. The system consists 
of a sound transducer, usually a stand- 
ard driver as used in horn -type 
public- address speakers. This driver is 
acoustically coupled to a section of 1" 
diameter (or larger) pipe which can 
be anywhere from 25 to as much as 100 
feet or more long. The transmission 
speed of sound in air is approximately 
1100 feet per second. Thus, the distance 
covered by a sound wave in 1 /20th of 
a second is about 50 feet. Consequently. 

' if a microphone were located at the 
end of such a 50 -foot tube, an acoustic 
delay of 1 /20th of a second could be 
achieved. This, of course, would result 
in only one distinct delay. By placing 
microphones at the 25 -foot point, the 
75 -foot point, and the 100 -foot point in 
addition to the 50 -foot point, three ad- 
ditional delays could be developed. 

There is, of course, a practical limit 
to the number of microphones -in other 
words the number of distinct delays - 
which such a system could utilize. In 
addition, the high- frequency response 
deteriorates tremendously when the 
length of pipe increases, as shown in 
Fig. 6. Thus, the number of distinct 
delays possible in such a system is lim- 
ited, being dependent upon the number 
of microphones inserted into the system. 
This condition is quite the reverse from 
what occurs in a room where there 
are, to all intents and purposes, an in- 
finite number of separate, distinct de- 
lays. 

t Continuer/ on page 84) 

in tape -delay system as used in Audio Instrument reverb unit. 
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Step 1. The nine -ton "Advent" antenna reflector is shown resting on the ground 
prior to its being hoisted atop its three -story pedestal shown at left in this 
photo. Step 2. The 60 -foot reflector is being hoisted into place by means of 200 - 
foot heavy -duty construction -type cranes. Step 3. The cranes have just been re- 
moved from the giant reflector which is resting securely in place on pedestal. 

Highly accurate Project "Advent" parabola is to be used 
for military communications via 3 "stationary" satellites. 

WHAT is believed to be the 
world's most accurate space 
communications antenna has 

been installed at the Project "Advent" 
ground station at Fort Dix, New Jersey. 
This represents the first step in the de- 
velopment of a military communications 
system that will use three "stationary" 
active -repeater satellites above the 
earth. By orbiting these satellites at a 
distance of 22,300 miles, they Nvill be 
travelling at such a speed as to keep 
in step with the rotation of the earth. 
Hence, they will appear to hang in 
space motionless. By using three such 
satellites, it will be possible to communi- 
cate between any two points on earth. 
This is true since at least one of the 
satellites would always be in view of the 
antennas for receiving and retransmit- 
ting a signal between two locations. 

Project "Advent" is a military re- 
search and development project man- 
aged by the Army. Prime contractor for 
antenna development and construction 
is Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 

Stability is extremely important in the 
design of the antenna. The aim of the 
60 -foot reflector must be accurate to 
within 0.024 degree. An antenna aiming 
error of only one degree would miss a 
22,300- mile -high satellite by 385 miles. 

To help achieve such tin -point ac- 
curacy an 84 -foot hole was dug 30 feet 
deep at the Fort Dix site, and packed 
with layers of special concrete -over 
5000 tons of it. On this base was con- 
structed the 65 -foot tower, weighing 
19(1 tons, and made from 1 -inch steel 
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plate held together with 3 tons of weld- 
ing rod. Workers then emplaced the 
rotation -elevation pedestal mount upon 
which the dish rests. The extremely fine 
meshing of the pedestal gears liken it 
to a precise 120,000 -pound watch. Like 
the second hand of a watch, it can make 
one revolution every 60 seconds in 
spite of its extreme weight. 

In addition to the antenna installed 
at Fort Dix, a similar installation is being 
made at Camp Roberts, California. 
These antennas are designed primarily 
for space comnnmications in the super - 
high frequency range (3000 to 30,000 
mc.). They will operate with the "Ad- 
vent" satellites for transmission and re- 
ception of information at very high data 
rates. In addition, the antennas will be 
able to automatically track satellites 
using both ultra -high and very-high fre- 
quencies. Telemetry will be received 
from the satellites, and commands will be 
transmitted as well. 

Initial tests in 1962 will be conducted 
with an active communication satellite 
in a 6000 -mile high circular orbit with 
a period of approximately six hours, 
boosted by an Atlas -Agena B rocket. In 
this phase the power supply, attitude 
control, tracking. telemetry, command 
system, orbital control, and communica- 
tions tests will be performed. Later 
launch will place "Advent" satellites in 
a 22,300 -mile "stationary" orbit. Ulti- 
mately, Project "Advent" will prove the 
feasibility of such a system for instan- 
taneous global communications through 
space to meet modern military needs. 
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SERVICING 

DIATHERMY 

APPARATUS 
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By JOHN R. COLLINS 

Equipment widely used in 

medical -surgical techniques 
offers a good transition 
pointfrom consumerservice. 

i 
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FtADIO and television technicians 
who are interested in breaking 
into industrial electronics will 

find the maintenance and servicing of 
diathermy apparatus a good place to 
start. Diathermy apparatus is com- 
monly found in doctors' offices, clinics, 
and hospitals throughout the country. 
The circuits are not difficult to under- 
stand, and they can be checked with 
test equipment normally found in a 
radio or TV repair shop. While the 
volume of work is not likely to reach 
the level of TV repair, diathermy serv- 
icing can become a profitable sideline 
that may lead to further work in medi- 
cal and industrial electronics. 

Diathermy, from its Greek roots, 
means through-heating, a descriptive 
term since its primary function is to 
warm areas far beneath the surface of 
the skin. Heat lamps and hot water 
bottles cause dilation of the blood capil- 
laries, increased circulation, and perspi- 
ration -all of which tend to disperse the 
applied heat. It is difficult to penetrate 
much beyond the surface with such de- 
vices without overheating the skin. Dia- 
thermy machines, such as pictured in 
Fig. 1, overcome the difficulty by provid- 
ing a source of penetrating heat for in- 
accessible areas. 

How Diathermy Works 

If even a modest direct current or 
60 -cycle alternating current is passed 
through a part of the body, a painful 
shock will be felt. If the frequency is in- 
creased sufficiently, however, there is 
no sensation of shock, but only -- -after a 
period -a feeling of pleasant warmth. 
Even comparatively large high -fre- 
quency currents can be tolerated. A 
demonstration is sometimes performed 
to show that enough r.f. current to light 
a lamp held in the hand can be endured 
without pain or discomfort. 

The reason that an r.f. current pro- 
duces no harmful effects can be traced 
to the absence of electrolysis -the proc- 
ess by which compounds are decomposed 
by an electric current. Direct current 
and low- frequency a.c. produce actual 
movement of ionized particles toward 
the charged electrodes; this can cause 
both pain and destruction of living tis- 
sue. High- frequency current reverses di- 
rection so rapidly, however. that there 
is no tendency for ionization in the 
tissues to be displaced. 

The warmth produced by ri. dia- 
thermy current is the result of PR dissi- 
pation in the body tissue. It is maximum 
along the shortest path between the 
electrodes and in tissues having the 
highest electrical resistance. Fatty tis- 
sues have higher resistance than lean 
tissues, and both have greater resistance 
than bone. 

The frequencies most commonly en- 
countered in diathermy apparatus are 
13.56 and 27.12 mc. Units operating at 
2450 mc., however, are manufactured by 
the Raytheon Company. 

In operation, it is usually unnecessary 
for the electrodes of a diathermy ma- 
chine to be in actual electrical contact 
with the skin. They are normally made 

of flexible metal and are enclosed in in- 
sulating rubber sheets. Toweling and 
sometimes tissue paper are interposed 
between the rubber pads and the skin to 
help absorb perspiration. 

Electrosnrgery can be performed with 
diathermy apparatus through the use of 
special electrodes. The scalpel or needle 
is terminated in a fine point, which per- 
mits an intense concentration of current 
under the small area of the active elec- 
trode. It is held close to or in actual con- 
tact with the flesh. While the electrode 
itself remains cold at all times, the con- 
centration of heat beneath it instantly 
coagulates the albumin of the tissues. 

Warts and malignant growths are 
often removed through electrosurgery. 
Because bleeding is kept to a minimum, 
there is less chance of spreading malig- 
nant cells than with conventional sur- 
gery. Similar electrodes are used for 
electrocoagulation, in which bleeding is 
stopped by searing the capillaries, and 
electrodessication, whereby moisture is 
removed from growths. 

In electrosurgery, the circuit is com- 
pleted through a dispersive electrode, 
which consists of a fairly large metal 
plate in good contact with the skin, 
usually at a distance from the cutting 
electrode. The patient may sit on the 
dispersive electrode or it can be band- 
aged to the arm. While the same total 
current passes through the dispersive 
electrode as the active electrode, it is 
distributed over a wider area at the for- 
mer and hence does not cause undue 
heating. 

Oscillator Circuits 

The heart of all diathermy apparatus 
is, of course, an oscillator circuit to pro- 
duce high- frequency energy. While indi- 
vidual models differ in certain respects, 
it is usually possible to identify an un- 
familiar unit as falling into one of the 
classes described below. 

The principal circuit elements of the 
"Bandmaster" unit made by the Birt- 
cher Corporation are shown in Fig. 3. A 
type 807 tube, connected in a conven- 
tional Miller crystal -controlled arrange- 
ment, is used as the oscillator. A small 
amount of r.f. energy from the plate cir- 
cuit is fed back to the grid circuit 
through the interelectrode capacitance 
of the tube. The crystal, which oscillates 
at a frequency determined by its physi- 
cal characteristics, controls the operat- 
ing frequency of the circuit. 

The crystal frequency in this instance 
is 6780 kc. The plate load, however, is a 
parallel resonant circuit composed of a 
coil and an adjustable capacitor, which 
is tuned to 13.56 mc. The output fre- 
quency is, therefore, the second har- 
monic of the crystal frequency. 

Since a type 807 tube does not deliver 
enough power for diathermy, it is neces- 
sary to employ an amplifier circuit to 
obtain the needed power. A low -nut tri- 
ode type 311CH is used, connected as a 
class C r.f. power amplifier. The load is 
a tuned tank circuit. 

Triode tubes connected in this manner 
have a tendency to break into oscilla- 
tion, owing to the coupling of energy 

Fig. 1. A modern diathermy machine for general use made by Dallons Laboratories, Inc. 
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from the plate circuit into the grid cir- 
cuit. The r.f. choke in the grid circuit 
helps to overcome this problem. How- 
ever, energy is also introduced into the 
grid circuit through the grid -plate ca- 
pacitance of the tube, a situation that 
the choke does not improve. To combat 
this difficulty, a neutralizing capacitor 
is inserted in the circuit, as shown. It is 
adjusted to pass just the right amount 
of r.f. current of the proper phase to 
neutralize exactly the transfer of energy 
between the output and input circuits 
by way of the interelectrode capaci- 
tance. 

The grid -leak resistance is made up 
of a 1000 -ohm and a 5000 -ohm resistor 
connected in series. For simplicity, a 
single resistor is shown in Fig. 3. The 
1000 -ohm resistor provides extra stabil- 
ity during standby operation. When the 
unit is in actual use and grid current 
begins to flow, however, a relay closes 
and bypasses this resistor. 

The r.f. energy is transferred to the 
output circuit by means of a tapped coil, 
inductively coupled to the coil of the 
tank circuit. The output can be in- 
creased or decreased by orienting the 
coil to change the magnetic coupling. 
One part of the coil is used for dia- 
thermy, with the electrodes connected 
between terminals 1 and 2. Both sections 

Fig. 2. Direct output of this push -pull 
power oscillator needs no amplification. 

are needed for surgery: the electrodes 
are then connected between terminals 
1 and 3. 

The tuning capacitor in the output 
circuit can be adjusted to match the im- 

. pedance of the "patient" circuit to the 
impedance of the tank circuit. 

Many diathermy units employ two 
powerful oscillator tubes connected in 
push -pull to supply the needed power 
directly without further amplification, 
as shown in Fig. 2. This circuit is a 
tuned -grid, tuned -plate oscillator. It is 
symmetrical with respect to ground and, 
since the interelectrode capacitances of 
the tubes are in series, the total inter - 
electrode capacitance is only half as 
great as if a single tube were used. This 
makes the circuit especially useful at 
high frequencies. 

Although this oscillator is not crystal - 
controlled, a high degree of stability is 
achieved through careful engineering 
and construction. The "Meditherm" 
unit made by Dallons Laboratories (Fig. 
1) employs a similar circuit using two 
FV -20 or 8000 triode tubes. 
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Fig. 3. R.f. oscillator and output circuitry in Birtcher's Model 800, the "Band- 
master." Different output taps are used for heating and for electrosurgery. 

Fig. 4. Raytheon's diathermy equipment is designed to operate in the microwave 
range. A typical circuit, using a magnetron power oscillator, is shown here. 

A magnetron oscillator furnishes the 
power for the Raytheon microwave 
unit shown in Fig. 4. Since it does not 
depend on external tuned circuits for its 
operation, the unit is unlike any of the 
others already described. The magne- 
tron has no grid; hence there is no trans- 
fer of power from plate circuit to grid 
circuit. 

A variable -voltage transformer is con- 
nected across half of the primary of the 
power transformer T, permitting the 
output voltage of rectifiers V, and V, to 
be varied over a range from 1000 to 
about 1500 volts. Anode current begins 
to flow in the magnetron, V.:, when the 
voltage nears 1100 volts. A further in- 
crease in the setting of the variable 
transformer produces a greater d.c. volt- 
age across the magnetron and, ulti- 
mately, an increase in the amount of 
heat delivered to the patient. 

The magnetron generates high -fre- 
quency current at approximately 2450 
mc., the frequency being determined by 
the cavity construction of the tube. The 
electrons from the cathode are made to 
travel in a circular path by the field of 
a strong permanent magnet. When the 
velocity of the electrons becomes great 
enough, the cavities begin to resonate 
and generate r.f. energy. This energy is 
picked up on a coupling loop and carried 
out of the magnetron on the center con- 
ductor of a coaxial lead which passes 
through a glass seal. It is then trans- 
mitted over a coaxial cable to a radiator. 
called a director, which is a bowl- shaped 
metal reflector resembling the reflectors 
used with heat lamps. The director 
serves to concentrate the microwave 

energy on the desired application area. 
Power Supplies 

The current requirements for dia- 
thermy equipment are quite high. It is 
usual to employ two mercury vapor rec- 
tifier tubes, such as types 816, 866, or 
966, connected in a full -wave circuit to 
furnish the power needed for the unit. 
In the case of the Mitchel' unit (Fig. 3), 
t he power for the oscillator is supplied 
by a single type 5R4GY rectifier, while 
the amplifier power is furnished by two 
type 966 tubes. 

Filament transformers are usually 
separate from the plate transformers. 
as in radio transmitters. (See T in Fig. 
4.) It is also customary to meter the 
power supply. This simplifies the job of 
servicing, since improper operation of 
the diathermy unit is often associated 
with the weakening or failure of a rec- 
tifier tube. 

Servicing 

When the operation of a diathermy 
unit is understood, the actual servicing 
usually presents few difficulties. Many 
troubles can be spotted immediately 
without an elaborate check. 

Blower motors (see BL in Fig. 4) are 
usually connected directly across the 
line, and their failure can be detected by 
the absence of their noise and of the air 
from the outlet grille. Failure may in- 
dicate simply a blown fuse, in which 
case the rest of the unit will not operate. 
However, if the trouble is in the blower 
motor, the diathermy unit should not be 
operated until the former is again func- 

(Continued on pane 77) 
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MAC'S 
ELECTRONICS 

SERVICE 
By JOHN T. FRYE 

TUBE TALK 
WHAT ON earth are you do- 

ing with that ten -year -old 
copy of Radio's Master?" 

Mac asked his assistant, Barney. 
"I'm checking on what happened to 

tube prices in the last ten years," Bar- 
ney explained. "I just had an embar- 
rassing experience." 

"This I've got to hear," Mac ex- 
claimed, perching himself on a stool. 
"I've always figured you were about as 
embarrassment -proof as the proverbial 
brass monkey. Sound off." 

"Well, while you were out to lunch. 
this little old lady brought in a small 
wooden -cased radio that obviously had 
received tender loving care. A 14A7 was 
out; so I put in a new one and it played 
perfectly a few minutes and then began 
to distort. The 50A5 was one of those 
in which the grid goes positive and the 
plate current starts to creep upward as 
the tube gets hot. When I checked the 
list price sheet and told the lady a new 
14A7 would cost $5.90 and a new 50A5 
would be $6.25, I thought she was going 
to faint. She said she had never paid 
more than $2.50 for a tube in her whole 
life. Of course she admitted it had been 
some time since she bought any new 
tubes, but I was just checking to see 
if she could be telling the truth." 

"Well, could she ?" 
"She not only could; she %vas. Ten 

years ago you could buy either a 14A7 
or a 50A5 in standard brands for exactly 
$2.20." 

"I hope you mentioned all prices have 
gone up during that time." 

"I did -and more about that later. I 
also showed her identical list prices on 
the tubes from different manufacturers, 
but she still didn't buy." 

"Why not ?" 
"Well, she looked me squarely in the 

eye and asked : 'Young man, would you 
pay $12.15 for two tubes to put into a 
radio that only cost $20 new?' ' " 

"And -?" 
"I simply couldn't say. 'Yes.' Quite 

likely some of the other tubes will be 
going before long, and she might easily 
put out twenty or thirty dollars for 
tubes inside a few months. I explained 
more modern tubes cost less and that 
she would be better off to put her 
money into a new radio, even though 
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there wasn't a thing wrong with the 
old one except those two bad tubes. She 
thanked me, picked up the radio, and 
left. You mad at me ?" 

"Of course not. You listened to your 
conscience, and you'll never get any 
criticism from me for doing that. At 
least you apparently retained her good 
will with your honesty." 

"What bugs me," Barney grumbled, 
"is having to explain why tubes get so 
expensive when they grow a little out 
of date -- especially when I'm not sure 
myself. Tube pricing is one place where 
the law of supply and demand operates 
a little queerly. Apparently the less de- 
mand there is for a tube the more it 
costs. We both know a 14A7, a 12SA7, 
and a 12BE6 are basically the same 
kind of tube with different envelopes 
and bases. By the same token. a 50A5, 
a 50L6. and a 5003 are blood brothers. 
But look what happened to their prices: 
ten years ago a 12SA7 cost $1.65 and a 
50L6 $1.80. Now they cost $3.90 and 
$2.55 respectively. Ten years ago a 
12BE6 cost $1.80 and a 5005 $2.00. Now 
they cost $1.75 and $2.15 respectively. 
Don't look now. amigo. but that blows 
a big hole in our argument all prices 
have gone up in the past ten years. The 
price of the 12BE6 fell off a nickel. The 
length of time a tube type has been on 
the market seems to have a lot more 
to do with its price than the complexity 
of its structure or the material used in 
it." 

"I think you're right," Mac agreed. 
"I've quizzed tube salesmen about this, 
and they explained it thusly: changing 
a tube production line over to run a 
different type of tube is an expensive 
affair. The cost of the changeover must 
he charged against the tubes run off. 
In the case of older tubes for which 
there is little demand, the number pro- 
duced is comparatively small, and con- 
sequently the percentage of the change- 
over charged against each tube is high. 
When popular tubes are being run, 
many millions are produced at a time, 
and the changeover cost shouldered by 
each tube is very small. That, they tell 
me, has a lot to do with the fact that 
the older a tube type grows the more 
it costs." 

"Well, that may be true, but I just 

wish the tube manufacturers would ex- 
plain all this to the customers through 
national advertising. I'm tired of having 
a customer look at me as though I were 
one of the James boys when I read off 
to him the list prices on some of those 
older tubes. The ones who set the prices 
should explain them. Until they do, lots 
of people are going to feel that good 
mottoes for tubes and tube manufac- 
turers respectively could be taken from 
those two lines printed on the side of 
our cellophane tape dispenser." 

Mac's face wrinkled into an apprecia- 
tive grin as he read aloud the old Dutch 
lament : "We grow too soon old and too 
late shmart." 

"You may have something there. 
Buster," he said indulgently; "but 
while we're on the subject of tubes, I 
want to bring up something I read in 
the 1961 Winter Issue of Sylvania News. 
When and why tubes fail is of deep 
concern to everyone connected with the 
manufacture, use, or maintenance of 
electronic equipment. Now we're in in- 
dustrial electronics servicing, tube fail- 
ure -rate is especially important to us. 
for such a failure in industrial equip- 
ment can be far more serious than a 
similar failure in home radio or TV sets. 

"Obtaining really reliable data on 
tube failures is a big and expensive un- 
dertaking; but Sylrania -and doubtless 
other tube manufacturers have some 
sort of similar program -has been 
studying tube reliability in various 
makes and models of TV receivers un- 
der controlled conditions since 1950." 

"How do they go about it ?" 
"First they experimented to deter- 

mine what test conditions would pro- 
vide the most information in the least 
time. They settled on operating batches 
of ten identical receivers for 1500 hours 
--the equivalent of a year's normal use 

-under the following conditions : The 
sets were operated at 130 volts a.c. 
They were on for 50 minutes and then 
off for 10 minutes for the 1500 hours 
except that once every twenty -four 
hours they were turned off for a full 
hour. Brightness and contrast were set 
for normal viewing. When a tube failed. 
it was replaced and the test continued. 
If the replacement tube also failed be- 
fore the end of 1500 hours, it was not 
counted in the failure group; but the 
failure was noted as possibly indicating 
a critical application in that socket. 

"To determine how much the boosted 
line voltage accelerated tube failure. 
ten more identical sets were operated 
under precisely the same conditions, ex- 
cept the line voltage was 117 volts; and 
tube failures between the two groups 
were compared. During the earlier 
years of the test program, the ratio of 
tube failures at 130 volts to those at 
117 volts was 2.4/1; but since that time 
it has increased to 3.9/1. In other words. 
you can expect almost four times as 
many tube failures at the increased line 
voltage. This ratio check is not carried 
out with every batch of sets tested, but 
it is performed often enough so that 
the number of failures at normal line 
voltage can be predicted from those oc- 
curring at the higher voltage. 

(Continued on pane 80) 
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parallel w 

resistance 
calculator 

By M. A. HAMMOND 

A choice of the possible 
pairings that make up the 
value desired can be read 
off without calculation. 

YONE who needs to make up a N a 
resistance value from what is 
on hand will find this chart use- 

ful. Series pairs can be worked out with 
mental arithmetic. Parallel pairs, espe- 
cially when a choice of possibilities is 
wanted, involve time -consuming calcu- 
lation. The chart quickly reveals the 
range of pairings, in EIA values, that 
equal or approximate the desired resist- 
ance. 

Starting with the needed value on the 
right -hand scale, read horizontally to 
the left until a point is reached where 
two diagonals intersect. Following each 
diagonal to its termination on the left 
reveals the two resistors required. For 
example, assume that 35 ohms is sought. 
A pair of intersecting diagonals on the 
35 -ohm line lead to 51 and 110 ohms. 

Precision requirements and tolerance 
variations permit some flexibility in 
matching pairs. Thus other points of in- 
tersection close to the 35 -ohm line yield 
such additional pairings as 43 and 200: 
43 and 180; 47 and 130; 56 and 91; and 
62 and 82. The least accurate combina- 
tion is within 3 per -cent. 

For values higher than those shown. 
acid the necessary number of ciphers to 
the significant figure on the right; then 
add the same number of ciphers to each 
figure read on the left. Thus 350 ohms is 
obtained with 510 and 1100 ohms. How- 
ever, only pairs in the same decade can 
be read. For example, parallel resist- 
ance for 330 and 330,000 ohms is not 
given. 

Other uses: the parallel value of two 
known resistors is found by following 
their respective diagonals from the left 
until they intersect. It is also possible to 
find the value of a shunt for a given re- 
sistor to reduce it to a desired value: 
trace the diagonal for the given value to 
its intersection with the horizontal line 
for the desired value. Then find another 
diagonal that comes close to intersect- 
ing this point. 

The author originally published an- 
other version of this calculator, based 
on preferred -value resistors used in 
England. in "Wireless World." This ver- 
sion has been adapted to EIA values and 
expanded. 
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Fig. 1. Damped oscillation in flyback 
transformer with h.v. rectifier removed. 

THE TECHNIQUE presented here 
has a broad range of application 
in all types of troubleshooting, 

particularly in radio and TV, for test- 
ing individual components and entire 
circuits. In cases where other methods 
are available, it can provide such advan- 
tages as quicker results, greater ease, 
and more positive indication. Beyond 
this, it is well suited for certain checks 
where no alternate methods have proved 
themselves good enough to win wide 
acceptance. 

In general, the technique involves 
excitation of a resonant circuit by a 
pulse extracted from the bench oscillo- 
scope - and simultaneously observing 
the effect on that same scope. The term 
"resonant circuit" would seem to limit 
the range of tests. Normally the expres- 
sion calls to mind an inductance associ- 
ated with a capacitor. 
However, the capacitor 
need not be a separate 
component. A coil's own 
distributed capacitance 
or the stray capacitance 
of an associated circuit 
is enough to tune the in- 
ductor to some particu- 
lar frequency. 

The flyback trans- 
former of a TV receiver 
is a good example. As 
shown in Fig. 7, the en- 
tire circuit is resonant 
due to capacitance aside 
from the transformer 
itself and also distrib- 
uted capacitance C,. If 
the transformer were to 
be removed entirely 
from its circuit, it 
would still resonate 
with C,, although at a 
higher frequency. More 
readily recognizable, 
resonant circuits are 
seen in Fig. 8, a quadra- 
ture audio detector. 
These are C, -L,, the 
sound take -off coil, and 
C, -L,, the quadrature 
tank. 

In ordinary radios, 
resonance tests can be 
used on such compo- 
nents as loop and 
ferrite -core antennas, 
oscillator tanks, i.f. 
transformers, and au- 
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Fig. 2. H.v. rectifier restored: load- 
ing effect of its filament on flyback. 

dio- output transformers. In addition, 
TV components and circuits such as the 
following can be checked: the complete 
horizontal -sweep circuit, the flyback 
transformer alone, yokes, 4.5 -mc. sound 
coils, and such others as width, linearity, 
ringing, and peaking coils. 

Advantages 
Few situations give a service techni- 

cian more pleasure than those in which 
he can make a reliable check, in circuit, 
without having to unsolder leads or 
components. The feasibility of doing so 
reliably will depend on such factors as 
the type of component, its value, and 
the associated circuit. A simple ohm- 
meter is enough to check a resistor in 
its circuit, for example, if nothing 
shunts the component that could falsify 
the reading. There are cases where a 

Fig. 3. Only one shorted turn in the 
flyback produces this excessive damping. 

capacitor might be checked for an open 
condition or leakage without much 
trouble. 

With an inductor, things are not al- 
ways so easy. Take a flyback trans- 
former or yoke. A shorted turn or two 
can render the part useless, but will 
not show up on an ohmmeter check. If 
you do not have a reliable inductance 
checker, substitution may be the only 
sure recourse. But, aside from being 
time -consuming, substitution can be ex- 
pensive. A special part may have to be 
ordered. If its use indicates that the 
original component is good, you may be 
stuck with the replacement. The same 
applies, to a lesser degree, to other in- 
ductive components. If substitution in- 
volves removal from a printed board, 
there is twice as much to be unhappy 
about. 

An intriguing but simple technique permits quick, 
positive tests of numerous components and circuits 
in TV and radio that resist the ordinary checks. 

By J. B. STRAUGHN / National Radio Institute 

Fortunately, you can 
easily rig your scope to 
test such parts directly 
without substitution, 
often in the circuit, and 
quickly. Where the in- 
circuit method is inad- 
visable, direct checks 
can be made by remov- 
ing a lead or so. 

How It Works 
A resonant circuit 

that can sustain a sig- 
nal may be shock -ex- 
cited by a sharp voltage 
pulse. When so excited, 
it will go into oscilla- 
tion at its resonant fre- 
quency: but this oscilla- 
tion will rapidly die out, 
producing a damped 
wave, as shown in Fig. 
9A. Amplitude and dur- 
ation of the damped 
waves for a given volt- 
age pulse depend on the 
"Q" of the resonant cir- 
cuit. If a defect were to 
drop "Q" below normal, 
the circuit would not 
function properly in a 
receiver. Also, when the 
circuit is shock -excited, 
the length of the train 
of damped oscillations 
would be sharply re- 
duced to resemble the 
waveform of Fig. 9B. 

The deflection volt- 
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Fig. 4. Damped waveform of Fig. 3 with 
the scope's frequency controls re -set. 

age produced by the horizontal sweep 
generator of the oscilloscope is a saw - 
tooth. For rapid return of the electron 
beam from one side of the CR tube's 
screen to the other during retrace time, 
the saw -tooth edge is sharply vertical. 
To prevent a retrace line from marring 
the scope display, most instruments ap- 
ply a blanking pulse to cut off the elec- 
tron beam during the retrace interval. 
This sharp voltage pulse, also obtained 
from the sweep generator, has the same 
repetition rate as the scope's horizontal - 
sweep frequency. 

Suppose we apply this blanking pulse 
to some external resonant circuit and 
also connect the vertical leads of the 
scope across that same circuit. The 

sharp pulse, not seen itself because it 
occurs during retrace, will shock- excite 
the external circuit into damped oscil- 
lation at the frequency of resonance. 
Also suppose that the sweep frequency 
of the scope is adjusted so that, just as 
each damped wave train is dying out, 
a new blanking pulse excites the cir- 
cuit into oscillation again. The damped 
waveforms will form a continuous dis- 
play, as shown in Fig. 9A. 

The appearance of the display can 
tell us a great deal about the condition 
of the resonant part or circuit. Inter- 
pretation of results and the choice of 
sweep -frequency settings for various 
components will be considered later. 
Important here is the fact that the 
set -up is practical. All that is needed 
is a convenient way of extracting the 
pulse from the scope for excitation. 

There should not be much difficulty 

April, 1962 

Fig. 5. A.c. pick -up due to an open 
condition in the inductor being tested. 

e 

4.SMC. SOUNO _ 4 SMC QUADRATURE 
COIL TAKE OFF 

I/---- To 

I 

U A010 

Fig. 8. Another circuit using resonated 
inductors: the gated -beam audio detector. 

IAI Ell 

Fig. 9. Damped oscillation IA1 produced 
in shock -excited resonant circuit. In- 
creased damping IB) induced by a defect. 

Fig. 7. The flyback transformer reso- 
notes with ils own wiring capacitance. 

Fig. 6. Waveform normal for audio -output 
and other low -"Q" iron -core inductances. 

in providing external take -off of a 
shock -exciting pulse from any oscillo- 
scope. It was particularly easy on the 
Conar Model 250, which the author used. 
This instrument has a Z -axis binding 
post, at the lower right in Fig. 11, orig- 
inally intended for introducing an ex- 
ternal signal to modulate the beam. 
This feature is so seldom used by serv- 
ice technicians that it was decided to 
use the binding post for bringing out 
the pulse -test voltage. Originally this 
post connected to the output of the 
blanking amplifier simply with a length 
of wire. Replacing this wire with a cou- 
pling capacitor of 5 to 10 µµf. would 
bring out a portion of the blanking - 
amplifier output to the binding post. 
However, a regular capacitor was not 
used. A gimmick capacitor was made 
up by twisting together the ends of two 
lengths of insulated hook -up wire. Three 
to five twists are sufficient. One free 
end of the gimmick was then soldered 
to the Z -axis post and the other free 
end to the output of the blanking am- 
plifier. 

To connect the scope for resonance 
testing, a simple piece of wire or a suit- 
able length of solder is now connected 
between the former Z -axis post and the 

Fig. 10. Take -off points for pulse -coupling gimmicks in six popular service scopes. 
B+ 
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1 

Fig. 11. Binding post for blanking out- 
put fright) is temporarily connected to 
vertical input (broken line), with latter 
connected (arrows) to external circuit. 

TO VERT. 
OUTPUT 

TUBE 

VERT. OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

YOKE 
WetDINGS 

2 

Fig. 12. Checkpoints 11, 2) in vertical - 
output transformer. Disconnect yoke 13). 

DETECTOR 

VIDEO 
OUTPUT 

that no d.c. path exists. Connect one 
free end to the binding post selected. 
The other end is soldered to the plate 
of the blanking amplifier, if your scope 
uses one. 

Where there is no blanking amplifier, 
take -off can be obtained from some 
point in the horizontal sweep genera- 
tor's circuit. As a rule, the free end of 
the gimmick would go to the plate in 
the sweep -generator circuit that does 
not directly produce saw -tooth output. 
Various take -off points for a number of 
popular oscilloscopes are shown in Fig. 
10. If your scope is not one of these, it 
may have similar circuitry. If you are 
not sure as to the right point, it can be 
determined experimentally. 

Simply connect the shorting bar be- 
tween your new output post and the 
vertical -input post; connect the scopes 
input leads across a suitable, resonant 
circuit (the oscillator tank of a radio 
receiver will do); make certain that no 
power is applied to the radio or other 
resonant circuit used; and turn on the 
scope. The scope sync control is turned 
off or to minimum position. The free 
end of the gimmick is then touched to 
various points in the horizontal sweep 
circuit until the damped -oscillation 
waveform appears. Some manipulation 
of the vertical and horizontal controls 
will be necessary to display the wave- 
form properly. When the latter is ob- 
tained, the free end of the gimmick is 
permanently soldered to the point from 
which the appropriate exciting pulse 
was taken. 

Setting Up the Test 

The procedure just described is es- 
.SNC SOUND 

DETECTOR 
SOUND 
OUTPUT 

LS 

II 

TO 
CRT 

e. 

Fig. 13. All inductors shown (peaking, audio i.f., and sound -output) can be checked. 

vertical -input post, as shown by the 
broken line in Fig. 11. With ordinary 
test leads, the vertical -input and ground 
terminals are then connected across the 
external circuit. 

On other oscilloscopes, the arrange- 
ment may differ somewhat. In some 
cases, a binding post may have to be 
added. However, this will rarely be the 
case. Most instruments have more than 
one post on the front panel for making 
ground connections. One of these -the 
one that is farthest from the vertical - 
input circuit -can be employed to bring 
out the pulse signal. Any connection to 
the lug must first be removed. Then 
the post must be insulated from the 
front panel with a fiber washer or a 
new, insulated post must be installed. 

Make up a gimmick from two lengths 
of insulated, hook -up wire, as already 
described. Check across the two free 
ends with an ohmmeter to make sure 

sentially the one that will be used when- 
ever the resonance -test technique is to 
be used, except that there will be no 
need for probing to find the take -off 
point, which will be immediately avail- 
able from the special, front -panel post. 
The latter will simply be connected ex- 
ternally to the positive vertical -input 
terminal, which will also be connected 
to one side of the component or circuit 
to be tested. The other side of the cir- 
cuit under test will be returned to 
scope ground. The component under in- 
spection will not be powered. Scope fre- 
quency controls will be adjusted to 
show the individual cycles of the 
damped wave train. The sync selector 
may be set to either negative or posi- 
tive synchronization. If there is a con- 
trol for the synchronizing voltage, use 
as little as possible. With most instru- 
ments, none is necessary. Vertical and 
horizontal gain controls are manipu- 

lated in the ordinary way to produce a 
display of usable proportions. 

When a test is completed, the scope 
is restored to normal use simply by re- 
moving the shorting bar from the 
special pulse- output post to the vertical - 
input post. 

As to frequency settings used, experi- 
ence will, in the long run, indicate 
which ones are to be used for which 
circuits or components. Since the sweep 
rates marked on the coarse frequency 
controls of most instruments are 
scarcely precise, exact figures cannot be 
given. However Table 1 is a good gen- 
eral guide that can be used as a starting 
point. You should check the settings 
on your own scope against types of 
components and circuits that are known 
to be good and, if wide variations from 
the table are noted, you can make up 
your own list or alter the one shown 
accordingly. Once you have done so, 
normal settings can actually be a guide 
in troubleshooting. If you find that a 
wide deviation from the normal fre- 
quency range is required for a partic- 
ular part, this is an indication of 
defectiveness. 

Evaluating Results 

Full mastery of the technique also 
depends on a little practice with actual 
circuits. There is much about the tech- 
nique that can be learned from properly 
operating circuits before an attempt is 
made to apply it to defective ones. In 
general, the number of cycles in the 
damped- waveform display obtained is 
an indication of circuit "Q." The scope 
frequency required to produce the dis- 
play is an indication of coil inductance. 

How actual test results are inter- 
preted can best be explained with 
specific cases. The user is advised to 
try out the checks discussed here to 
get the knack. Let us first make a check 
at a flyback transformer -a part of the 
TV set where the technique will be 
used often. The receiver is disconnected 
from the power line. The high -voltage 
rectifier is removed from its socket. The 

(Continued on page 87) 

Table 1. Suggested scope frequency set- 
tings for TV -radio inductors and circuits. 

r 
Receiver Part 

or Circuit 

(TV Receiver) 

Sweep 
Rate 

Width Coil 
Horiz. Linearity Coil 
Horiz. Output Transformer 
Yoke (Horiz. or Vert.) 
Deflection Circuit (Yoke 

Connected) 
Deflection Circuit (Yoke 

Disconnected) 
4.5 -mc. Sound 

Take -off Coil 
4.5 -mc. Sound 

Quadrature Coil 

10.100 kc. 

10.100 kc. 

1-10 kc. 
10-100 kc. 

10-100 kc. 

1-10 kc. 

100-500 kc. 

100-500 kc. 

(AM Receiver) 

I.f. Transformer (455 -kc.) 
Ferrite -core Antenna Tank 

Oscillator Tank 

10-100 kc. 
10-100 kc. 
10-100 kc. 
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DO YOU make high- quality tape 
recordings that require mixing 
several microphones? If so, 

this four -channel audio mixer might be 
just the companion piece you need for 
your tape recorder. This unit, built for 
a local recording studio, was intended 
for field use in conjunction with a tape 
recorder. For this reason, size was re- 
duced to a minimum but no attempt 
was made at miniaturization. Ease of 
servicing and conventional circuits were 
emphasized. Only one tube type was 
used (12AY7), enabling the operator to 
carry only one extra tube in the trouble 
bag in case of tube failure. 

One extra feature provided by the 
mixer is the ability to monitor, on the 
vu meter, the cathode voltage of each 
amplifier stage. This allows the oper- 
ator to know at a glance if a stage is 
operating near normal, and also gives 
a useful indication when a tube is near- 
ing the end of its life. This feature is 
usually found only on broadcast equip- 
ment. Of course the meter cannot indi- 
cate noise, hum, gas, etc., so the normal 
maintenance routine should always be 
followed. 

Planning 

Most recorders usually have a mon- 
itor speaker which, after all, is the one 
logical point to monitor, since this rep- 
resents the final condition of the audio 
being recorded. To avoid needless du- 
plication and simplify the power output 
requirements, it was decided not to in- 
clude a speaker in the mixer. Also, since 
most recorders do not require a high 
level to drive them, it was felt that 
there was no need to amplify the signal 
up to a +16 or +18 dbm only to pad it 
back down -in this case to a --26 dbm; 
especially since the output cable to t he 
recorder would rarely exceed a few feet 
in length. Some padding would be de- 
sirable and, as the signal would usually 
be "bridged in" to the tape recorder. 
this would also provide a load irrespec- 
tive of what the mixer might be feeding. 
This and the fact that it takes a +4 
dbm to feed a standard vu meter, re- 
sults in the output requirement of +4 
dbm. 

A 30 -db pad then provided excellent 
isolation and correct level (- 26 dbm) 
between the mixer and the recorder. 
This level will vary from recorder to 
recorder and will depend on what stage 
is being fed, i.e., low -level microphone, 
high -level bridging, or regular line in- 
put. However, it will be a rare instance 
where more than +4 dbm will be 
needed. A word of advice should be in- 
serted here. Always use the highest level 
input available and avoid needless re- 
amplification of the signal. More stages 
can only mean added distortion. 

The mixer was to be used with sev- 
eral makes of microphones, including 
bi- directional and cardioid types, which 
meant that the input transformers must 
not be loaded. This ruled out the use of 
the conventional transistor preamplifier 
in which no transformer is used and the 
input impedance is made to match the 
microphone. An input circuit of this 
type would prevent the correct use of 

Apr11, 1962 

By JACK D. WILLIAMS 

CHANNEL 
AUDIO MIXER 

Construction of portable, low -Z mike mixer for recording. 
Features include ease of maintenance, good performance. 

,. 
R3 R9 RI5 R21 R25 S2 MI SI 

Front -panel view of the author's mixer. R - . is the unit's master gain control. 

Top -chassis view. Standard microphone connectors are employed for the inputs. 
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e 250v 

R,. R,, R:, R R. R,,, Rn, R:_, R-27,000 
ohm, 1 m. res. 

R,, R,, R. R,., R,,, R,-. Tho, R:.,. R::--1000 
ohn,, 1/2 m. res. 

250,000 ohm. 2 m. audio- 
taper pot 

R.,R,,,R,..R:--S600 ohm, 1 j m. res. 

R;, -I meeohm, 1/z m. res. 
R:Y 200 ohm. ! m. ras. 
R,r --39 ohm. bí m. res. 
R,,,R, -560 ohm. !im. res. 
R,.r -6800 ohm, 1 m. res. 
R54 -1000 oho,. 1 m. res. 
R,s, R - 10,000 ohm, 1/t m. res. 
R,:- 220.000 oh... 1/2 m. res. 
R.1,- 100.000 oh,,,. i w. res. 
R,r270,000 ohm, , í te. res. 
R,, --22 ohm. I z w. res. 
Ru-50 ohm, I, m. res. 

25 µl., 25 o. elec. 
capacitor 

pl.. 400 v. capacitor 
C,., -.22 pl., 400 o. capacitor 
Cs -40 pl., 450 v. elec. capacitor 
C,r-80 pl.. 450 v. eles. capacitor 
Ca-20 pl., 150 v. elec. capacitor 
Ca-.02 pl., 400 v. capacitor 
C,.-47 pµ0., 500 v. capacitor 
J,,J,,1,,J, -3- conductor receptacle /pin insert/ 
Js,Jr- Doxhie phono jack /RCA type) J- 3- conductor receptacle (socket insert) 
SO, -Octal socket 
P,-3 -pin plxc 
P2-Octal plug 
S,- S.p.s.t. switch 
PL PL -Meter lamp 
T,,TsT,,T4 -lnpxt trans. (ADC-24, UTC 

A -10, UTC A11, see test) 
Ts -Plate to 600 -ohm line trans. (UTC A -25) 
1 -6 s 14 s 11/2a chassis (see test ) 
V,,V,,V,,V,,V. -12AY7 tube 

Fig. 1 Complete schematic diagram of mixer. Separate power supply is employed. 

mass -controlled bi- directional and car - 
dioid microphones as any loading caused 
by the input circuit will alter the fre- 
quency response of these microphones. 

Circuit 

An open -grid preamp was chosen 
(see Fig. 1), using the type 12AY7. This 
tube has very low -level hum, low micro - 
phonics, and minimal sources of internal 
noise. It also has a record of proven re- 
liability in many hours of broadcast 
service. 

The gain controls were inserted be- 
tween stages in the preamp so that 
high -quality molded carbon potentiom- 
eters could be used. This represents a 
huge savings over T- or H -pad variable 
attenuators and also reduces the size of 
the controls considerably. Direct cur- 
rent must not be allowed to flow 
through the potentiometers, to insure 
continued noise -free operation. There- 
fore, only capacitors with little or no 

50 

leakage must be used in these stages. 
A few words on capacitors are in or- 

der here. The author and his co- worker 
needed a large number of high -quality, 
low -leakage capacitors for the rebuild- 
ing of live television camera chains. We 
found through extensive tests that the 
new dual dielectric (Mylar- paper) ca- 
pacitors have almost unmeasurable 
leakage. The use of these Mylar -paper 
capacitors allows a reduction in size and 
cost over expensive, oil- impregnated, 
metal -cased capacitors -at no apparent 
sacrifice in performance. 

The second stage (V,,,) is identical 
to the first with the exception of the 
mixing bus. These two stages complete 
the preamp and provide about 50 db of 
gain exclusive of the input transformer. 
The mixing bus used here is not un- 
known but is very seldom seen. It re- 
duces the size of components to a 
minimum by using resistors instead of 
the usual capacitors and works very 

nicely in this application. A build -out 
resistor, R,,, is used for the purpose of 
lowering the interaction between stages. 
The mixing bus is made with two short 
lengths of RG /58U. This was chosen 
because it is shielded and has very low 
distributed capacity (28.5 µµf. per foot). 
This cable was also used for the grid 
leads from the input transformers and 
was attached to the ground bus at only 
one end. R. serves as the master gain 
control and, like the previous controls, 
is a high -quality molded carbon po- 
tentiometer. 

More amplification is provided by 
V,., which also serves as a driver for 
the output stage V,0. A 12AÚ7 would 
have been more suitable for the output 
but it would not provide enough gain. 
A 12AX7 would work nicely as a voltage 
amplifier but is not considered the best 
choice for an output stage. No litera- 
ture could be found covering the use of 
the 12AY7 as a power amplifier, so a 
series of tests was made, using an ex- 
perimental set -up. The parameters on 
the amplifier were then varied until 
distortion was reduced to a minimum. 
These values, while below the maximum 
plate voltage and plate current ratings 
of the tube, still exceeded the plate dis- 
sipation rating. A compromise would 
have to be made. 

There still remained the application 
of feedback, which would serve two pur- 
poses. First of all it was needed to pro- 
vide frequency compensation for the 
input transformers. These transformers 
were obtained as a surplus item and 
their frequency response started falling 
off below 100 cps. Feedback would also 
serve to reduce the distortion which, as 
in most amplifiers, occurs in the output 
stage. With the plate voltage and cur- 
rent reduced to a suitable value, feed- 
back was taken from the plate of V. 
and fed to the unbypassed cathode of 
V,,. This not only corrected the fre- 

To 
v3e(61 

TO TO 
V44131 ` V 34131 

TO 9 6 TO 
v4a161e 4I v2o161 

TD ®- 
V59lSIM9 

0 

R42 
3.3K TO 
1 /2w.. T5111 R43 

TO 36K,1% 
V58(6) VU METER 

2- POLE,12 -POS SWITCH VIEWED FROM REAR 

To 
5NV29(31 

ILA TO 
vlol6) 

TO 
v1913) 

MI 

9 

lo 

TO 
T5(61 

x 

Fig. 2. Switching circuit for vu meter. 

quency response of the input trans- 
formers but also reduced the harmonic 
distortion to a very reasonable amount 
at all but the lowest frequencies (40 
cps and below). By eliminating the 
cathode bypass capacitor on V,a, enough 
additional feedback was obtained to re- 
duce the remaining distortion to the 
final figures listed below. 

For those who may use different 
transformers and may want to vary the 
amount of feedback, Rn adjusts the 
amount of feedback at all frequencies, 
while C,0 serves as a blocking capacitor 
and also determines the feedback of the 
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lower frequencies. This reduction of 
feedback at the lower frequencies in- 
creases the gain at the low end so that 
the over -all gain is constant. A larger 
capacitor will increase feedback, and 
therefore reduce gain at the low fre- 
quencies. C. serves to reduce a peak at 
the high frequency end which is also 
caused by the input transformers. This 
may be omitted if not needed. 

It was decided that since the tape 
recorder usually employs a large and 
accurate vu meter, only a small and 
perhaps not -so- accurate vu meter would 
be required on the mixer. This is pri- 
marily needed to insure adequate sig- 
nal -to -noise ratio and to reduce the 

u7V 
A.0 

c9 

m 

soov. 

+ SRI + 

R45 2v6 

C20 

R46 

1K 
IW. 

C22 

+ 

100f. 
450v. + 

pV+ 
oa >a 
óM@ 

SR2 
o 

C21 

1100yr. 
450v. 

= 4oyr. 
450V. 

117V. 
A.C. 

7 

1 6 3V.A.C. 0.5A. 

SRI 5R2 -ANY SILICON RECT. DIODE WITH 200V. PAN. AND AT 
LEAST 25MA. FWO. CURRENT 

Fig. 3. Circuit of separate power supply. 

possibility of overdriving the input to 
the tape recorder. 

A small, imported unit was ordered 
but because of its small size (1% inches 
square) and low price, there was some 
understandable doubt as to its useful- 
ness. We were pleasantly surprised to 
find that it was quite accurate on fre- 
quency response and with program ma- 
terial appeared to be damped much like 
professional vu meters. Its small size 
was not really a handicap, although a 
larger meter would be preferable in the 
studio. 

As mentioned earlier, in addition to 
monitoring the program material, the 
meter is connected to the cathode of 
each amplifier stage by a 12- position 
switch (the 12th position being "off" 1. 

See Fig. 2. This allows the operator to 
check the operation of each stage by 
simply rotating the switch. A word of 
caution: This should be done before re- 
cording to prevent any switching noise 
in the program material. 

When the vu meter reads 0 vu (100e4 
the actual audio level is a +4 dbm. As 
noted before, a 30 -db pad was inserted 
in the output to match the input level 
of the professional tape recorder used 
by the studio. This may or may not suit 
your application. A variable T- or H -pad 
could be inserted in place of the fixed 
pad but this refinement would be quite 
expensive, unnecessary, and would take 
up considerable space. However, if dif- 
ferent levels are frequently required, 
the variable pad might be the most sat- 

AprI1, 1962 

Frequency response 
0 db to -1 db, 30 -1 8,000 cps 

Max. harmonic distortion 0.67°á 
Hum 8, Noise (max.) -56 db 
Inputs 

Four low impedance 150 ohms), one conver- 
tible to a high- impedance bridging input 

Table 1. Summary of specifications. 

isfactory solution in this instance. 
In addition to the four low- impedance 

inputs, a bridging input is provided 
which utilizes one of the microphone 
channels. This was done to insure fa- 
cilities for transcribed background and 
special effects when needed in the field. 
Because space was at a premium, nor - 
malling (closed- circuit) jacks were not 
used. Instead, RCA -type phono jacks 
were used (Js and 4) and connected di- 
rectly to the transformer T, with R:: 
and R. To work properly, a plug should 
be inserted into the unused microphone 
channel (J,) with a terminating resistor 
I R.,) as shown in the schematic. This 
resistor should be equal to the imped- 
ance of the microphone normally used 
at this input. It might be noted that 
while this method not only saved space, 
it was also no more expensive than the 
other alternative -that of using a 
switch to terminate and disconnect the 
input. 

Power Supply 
No mention has been made previously 

about the power supply. It is not critical 

t 1 IC.I.. I I. II 

a 
X 

and any conventional supply that is well 
filtered and is capable of delivering 250 
volts d.c. at 25 ma. will do. An electron- 
ically regulated, variable -voltage power 
supply was used in the test set -up and 
for final checking of the mixer com- 
ponents. However, after the "B +" re- 
quirements were determined, a small, 
compact supply was built (Fig. 3) and 
placed at the end of a six -foot cable. 
This is a good practice to follow 
whenever low -level transformers are 
involved, even when they have excep- 
tionally good shielding. All final per- 
formance figures ( see Table 1 and Fig. 
4) were obtained using this supply. 

While this power supply provides ade- 
quate performance, it might be frowned 
upon by some. However, it is compact, 
generates little heat, and used parts the 
author had on hand at the time of con- 
struction. The main objection to voltage 
doublers is their poorer voltage regula- 
tion under variable loads. This supply 
requires very little current to begin 
with and, by using silicon diodes, the 
only current -limiting factor is the 
power transformer. One side of the pre - 
amp filaments is connected to a d.c. 
potential of approximately 70 volts by 
means of a voltage divider, R: ; -R:,, to 
the 230 -volt supply line. This positive 
biasing of the filament line is another 
precautionary measure to insure against 
hum. 

The power transformer used (T1) was 
unable to provide the extra current 
needed for the output tube so a filament 

(Continued on page 65) 

CO 

-2 

20 50 00 200 500 IKC 

FREQUENCY -CPS 

Fig. 4. Curve 1 shows frequency response, curve 2 shows distortion of the mixer. 

Under -chassis view. The usual ground bus along with a mixing bus are utilized. 
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TRANSISTORIZED 

TRANSMITTER 

FOR 

COLLEGE STATIONS 

By THOMAS J. BARMORE Washington State University 

BATTERY/ 
LEADS 

Each transmitter is housed in a 31/4 " x 21.A x 154" aluminum box. 

A number of these micro -powered transmitters, 
which require no licensing at all, may be placed 

throughout the campus for complete coverage. 

THERE are quite a few student 
broadcast stations now operating 
on college campuses all over the 

United States. These limited -power sta- 
tions usually fall into one of two cate- 
gories: those which are licensed and 
transmit with low or medium power, 
and those which use the carrier -current 
method of transmission. 

A carrier -current transmitter usually 
is a low -power AM transmitter which 
does not radiate in the usual manner. In 
fact, the system utilizes the power lines 
as a direct transmission path to the lis- 
tener's receiver. The disadvantage in 
this method is that radiation must nec- 
essarily cease when the power line is 
interrupted by a line transformer or 

L3 

V2 

any other obstacle in the power line. 
If this is the case, it becomes neces- 

sary to consider transmitters that will 
carry a broadcast signal any distance 
without worrying about transmission 
lines and ones not powerful enough to 
require licensing. The answer to this 
problem is to use several transmitters of 
low enough power so that licensing is 
not required, placed at different loca- 
tions throughout the campus, and sup- 
plied with an audio signal of the proper 
amplitude. 

Here at Washington State University, 
we are presently using such a system. 
This system utilizes a standard audio 
console, a network of balanced audio 
feedlines, along with ten battery -op- 

LI 

xTAL 

C5 
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erated transistorized transmitters. 
Circuit Design 

The transmitters used are two- stage, 
crystal -controlled, 670 -kc., 400- micro- 
watt units. See Fig. 1. Harmonic distor- 
tion is less than 1% at 100% modula- 
tion and the unit will accept modulation 
from 1 cycle to 50 kc. with no frequency 
distortion. 100% modulation occurs 
with an audio signal of 1 volt r.m.s. 

The oscillator is a conventional 
grounded- emitter Pierce configuration, 
with base stabilization furnished by re- 
sistor R,. The output is developed across 
L, and couples to the emitter of V,. 

The final amplifier is a grounded -base, 
(Continued on page 76) 

The chassis board is a 11/4" x 3" piece of cloth -base phenolic. 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the 670 -kc., 400- microwatt transmitter. 

2 NI70 C2 / ANT 

R,,R-- 150.000 ohm, 1,Í m. res. 
R.-1800 ohm, 1/, m. res. 
C, -.002 µf., 100 v. ceramic ca- 

pacitor 
C:,C4-.001 µL, 100 o. ceramic ca- 

pacitor 
C,,C, -300 µµj., 100 N. ceramic 

capacitor 
C. -10 µf.. 10 o. elec. capacitor 
L,,L.- 40.300 µhy. ferrite -core an- 

tenna for ase with 250 -450 µµj. 

AUDIO 
INPUT 

CHASSIS 
GNDp 

raporitor U. W. Stiller Type 
20011 

L -8 t. #22 mire. wrapped aroaod 
bottom of L. and insulated from 
it. 

RFC, 10 why. r.f. choke 
Xtal- 670 -kc. crystal 
B,- 6 -Dolt battery (Eoeready 744 

or eclair.) 
V,,V- "a -p -a" transistor (Gen- 
eral Electric 1. \'/701 
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By HERMAN BURSTEI 

Ve 
An accurate graphic method for the audio technician 

of charting any equalization curve, such as those 
used for tone control and for disc and tape recording. 

THOSE seriously involved in the 
field of audio must be on familiar 
terms with RC equalization 

curves, which play a vital role in audio 
equipment. 

The reference is to curves produced 
by simple resistor- capacitor circuits 
which cause frequency response to shift 
from a flat characteristic until it attains 
a rate of rise or fall proportional to 
change in frequency. The part of an RC 
equalization curve that changes in pro- 
portion to frequency does so 
at the rate of 6 db per octave 
or 20 db per decade. 

The equalization curves to 
be discussed here are the 
well -known standard char- 
acteristics employed for FM 
de- emphasis, for playback 
of phono discs, and for play- 
back of tape. They are also 
the complementary equali- 
zation characteristics em- 
ployed in FM broadcasting 
and in disc recording. 

It frequently becomes 
necessary to plot one of 
these standard, or even non- 
standard, RC curves in order 
to ascertain with exactness 
how signal amplitude varies 
as frequency changes. In the 
case of standard curves, 
copies of them are not al- 
ways at hand and even when 
they are it is not always 
possible to read them with 
the desired precision. It may 
be that the grid lines are, for 
example, at 5 -db intervals, 
whereas closer spacing is re- 
quired for reasonably ac- 
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Chart 1. 

curate reacting. Or, given an accurate 
copy of a standard curve, it may turn 
out that it is on the wrong size audio 
log paper for tracing in order to com- 
pare it with the performance of a piece 
of equipment; instead, it must be copied 
point by point. 

For these and other reasons, the job 
of plotting an equalization curve point 
by point often arises. This is a tedious 
business at best. Therefore, it is the pur- 
pose of this article to describe a quick, 
The basic resistance -capacitance response charac 

TURNOVER FREQUENCY 

FLAT RESPONSE 

graphic method of charting an equal- 
ization curve, standard or not. In most 
circumstances the method is accurate 
within % db or less; at the outside the 
error is about 1/ db. 

The graphic technique relies on two 
basic graphs, which are traced to de- 
lineate the desired equalization charac- 
teristic. It is only necessary to know 
the time constants -or turnover fre- 
quencies-of the curve in order to trace 
swiftly and with sufficient accuracy for 

most practical applications. 
Before describing the 

technique of drawing RC 
equalization curves, or com- 
puting the values of points 
to be plotted, it is important 
to first discuss the nature 
of these curves. 

te ris tics. 

09 PER OCTAVE SLOPE 

CURVE I 

TREBLE CUT 

CURVE IA 
B ASS BOOST 

CURVE 2 
B ASS CUT 

IDS PER OCTAVE SLOPE '>FL AT RESPONSE 

FLAT RESPONSE 

CURVE 2A 
TREBLE BOOST 

IDI PER OCTAVE SLOPE 

+ LOOARITNNIC FREQUENCY SCALE - 

Basic RC Curves 

Chart 1 shows the four 
basic types of RC curves. 
Starting at a level, or shelf, 
where response is flat, each 
curve proceeds to rise or fall 
until it attains a maximum 
rate of 6 db per octave. The 
frequency at which the 
curve has risen 3 db above 
the shelf or fallen 3 db be- 
low the shelf is termed the 
turnover frequency, 3-db 
point, or sometimes the in- 
flection point. The turnover 
frequency, F,, is determined 
by the RC- resistance and 
capacitance -values em- 
ployed in the equalization 
circuit: F,= 1 /(2r,RC). 

In RC circuits where the 
rise or the fall in response 
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ZERO -IMPEDANCE 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

TREBLE CUT COMMENCES (300 DOWN) AT FI 
2wRC 

IA) 

ZERO- IMPEDANCE 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

RI 

ATTENUATION BEGINS AT F,. .IRC, WHERE R. RI R2 

ATTENUATION TERMINATES AT FEA 

2w R2 C 

(CI 

60B PER OCTAVE SLOPE 

F. 

NSERT,ON LOss 

ZERO- IMPEDANCE 
SIGNAL GENERATOR OUTPUT 

BASS CUT COMMENCES 13DB DOWNI AT FI 

ZERO-IMPEDANCE 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

(BI 

R 

2TYRC 

ATTENUATION BEGINS AT F,. 
21IRC, 

WHERE R. RI AND 

R2 IN PARALLEL . RI R2 
RI+R2 

ATTENUATION TERMINATES AT FE 
2w RI C 

UPPER SHELF 

BASS BOOST PROOUCEO By 
COMBINATION OF BASIC 
CURVES I ANO I. 

LOWER sNEL 
CURVE 3 

UPPER SHELF 

TREBLE BOOST PRODUCES BY 
COMBINATION OF BASIC 
CURVES 2 AND 2A 

6DB PEA OCTAVE SLOP 

CURSE 

(D) 

A 
Fig. 1. IA) A circuit pro- 
ducing treble cut ac- 
cording to Curve 1 in 
Chart 1. (B) Circuit pro- 
ducing bass cut accord- 
ing to Curve 2 shown 
in Chart 1. ICI Circuit 
producing bass boost 
according to Curve 3 
shown in Chart 2. 113) 

Circuit producing treble 
boost according to Curve 
4 shown In Chart 2. 

INSERTION LOSS 

Char) 2. Bass and tre- 
ble boost produced by 
combining basic curves. 

LOWER SHELF 

- LOGARITNMC FREQUENCY SCALE 

is terminated before it can reach 6 db 
per octave, somewhat less than a 3 -db 
change is achieved at the turnover fre- 
quency. Nonetheless, the turnover fre- 
quency, which depends on the RC time 
constant of the circuit, remains the 
same. Therefore it is best to avoid the 
expression "3 -db point" and instead use 
the term "turnover frequency," al- 
though the two are quite often the same. 

The rise or fall of an equalization 
curve is said to begin at the turnover 
frequency. If the curve is employed to 
terminate a previous rise or fall in 
bass or treble response, it may be said 
that the rise or fall terminates at the 
turnover frequency. Curve 1 in Chart 1 
is treble cut, produced by the circuit 
of Fig. 1A. Curve lA is bass boost. It 
cannot be produced purely as shown, 
because bass boost is actually achieved 
by reducing the treble frequencies. We 
will come to the practical circuit short- 
ly. Note that rotating Curve 1 180 de- 
grees produces Curve 1A. We shall take 
advantage of this later. 

Curve 2 is bass cut, produced by the 
circuit of Fig. 1B. Curve 2A is treble 
boost, which cannot be produced purely 
as represented, because treble boost is 
actually achieved by reducing the bass 
frequencies. We shall discuss a prac- 
tical circuit along these lines presently. 
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Note that rotating Curve 2 180 degrees 
produces Curve 2A. 

These four basic curves are combined 
to produce practical bass boost and 
treble boost curves, as shown in Chart 2. 

Curve 3 represents a practical bass 
boost curve, produced by the circuit of 
Fig. 1C. Curve 3 is a combination of 
Curves 1 and 1A. It may also be viewed 
as limited treble cut (as distinguished 
from the infinite treble cut of Curve 1). 
Whether it is bass boost or treble cut 
depends on the choice of turnover fre- 
quencies. If turnover frequency F, is 
well up in the audio range, the curve 
becomes treble cut. If F, occurs toward 
the middle or low end of the audio 
range, the curve becomes bass boost. 
Note that if F, is moved below the audio 
range, the portion of the curve remain- 
ing within the range is the same as 
Curve 1A. If F, is moved above the 
audio range. the portion of the curve 
remaining within the range is the same 
as Curve 1. 

Curve 4 represents a practical treble 
boost curve, produced by the circuit of 
Fig. 1D. Curve 4 is a combination of 
Curves 2 and 2A. Curve 4 may also be 
viewed as limited bass cut (as distin- 
guished from the infinite bass cut of 
Curve 2). Whether it is treble boost or 
bass cut depends on the choice of turn- 

over frequencies, in a manner similar 
to Curve 3. 

Standard Equalization Curves 

Figs. 2, 3, and 4 show the well -known 
FM de- emphasis, RIAA disc playback, 
and NAB tape playback curves respec- 
tively. Fig. 5 is the 3.75 -ips tape play- 
back curve which is coming into vogue. 
Following are the characteristics of 
each curve. 

FM De- emphasis: This consists of in- 
finite treble cut employed in FM re- 
ception (and in the sound portion of 
TV). Attenuation begins at 2122 cycles. 
FM de- emphasis is produced by Basic 
Curve 1. 

RIAA Disc Playback: This consists 
of bass boost and treble cut, assuming 
that a velocity pickup is used. Bass 
boost begins at 500 cycles and termi- 
nates at 50 cycles. Total bass boost is 
20 db. This portion of the RIAA char- 
acteristic consists of Basic Curves 1 and 
1A. Treble cut commences at 2122 cy- 
cles, just as in the case of FM de-em - 
phasis: it is produced by Basic Curve 1. 

NAB Tape Playback (15 and 7.5 ips): 
This consists entirely of bass boost, be- 
ginning at the relatively high frequency 
of 3180 cycles and terminating at 50 
cycles. Total boost is 36 db. It is pro- 
duced by Basic Curves 1 and 1A. The 
NAB characteristic is frequently drawn 
so that the 0 db point occurs at 1000 
cycles, which makes it appear that there 
is 26 -db bass boost below 1000 cycles 
and 10 -db treble cut above 1000 cycles. 
Actually, there is no treble cut as such. 

3.75 -ips Tape Playback: This is es- 
sentially the same as the NAB curve 
except that the bass boost starts at 
1326 cycles instead of 3180 cycles. Total 
boost is 28.3 db. 

The foregoing data is summarized in 
Table 1, which also presents the time 
constants corresponding to the turnover 
frequencies. 

None of the standard curves just dis- 
cussed employs Basic Curves 2 and 2A. 
However, if one is concerned with the 
equalization used in FM broadcasting 
and in disc recording, then Curves 2 and 
2A come into play to achieve bass cut 
or treble boost. The FM pre- emphasis 
curve used by broadcasters is the com- 
plement of the one shown in Fig. 2. It 
corresponds to Basic Curve 2A (the 
practical circuit causes the treble boost 
to terminate beyond the end of the 
audio range). RIAA equalization used 
in recording is the complement of the 
curve of Fig. 3. It consists of Basic 
Curves 2 and 2A. 

Drawing a Curve 

To draw any standard or non- stand- 
ard RC curve with accuracy, based on 
knowledge of the turnover frequency 
or frequencies, you will need only 
Graphs 1 and 2. Graph 1 presents Basic 
Curve 1 on audio log paper; by turning 
it upside down (180 -degree rotation), 
you also have Basic Curve 1A. In the 
same fashion, Graph 2 presents Basic 
Curves 2 and 2A on audio log paper. 
Note that on each graph the turnover 
frequency is marked. This is the par- 
ticular frequency value at which the 
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Fig. 2. The standard FM receiver de- emphasis curve. 
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Fig. 4. The standard NAB tape recording playback curve. 
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Fig. 3. The standard RIAA phono disc playback curve. 
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Fig. 5. The widely used 3% -ips tape playback curve. 
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Graph 1. Basic Curves 1, IA for treble roll -off, bass boost. 

circuit response is reduced by 3 db. 
In order to permit accurate copies of 

Graphs 1 and 2, Table 2 lists the re- 
quired values, in decibels, for plotting 
Curves 1 and 2. These curves should 
be plotted on the same kind of audio 
log paper that you plan to use for draw- 
ing various RC curves. After plotting 
the values of Table 2, connect them 
with a French curve or other suitable 
smoothing device. Even careful free- 
hand smoothing will be satisfactory for 
most purposes. The final curve should 
be dark to facilitate tracing. 

The FM De- emphasis Curve 

The FM de- emphasis curve consists 
of treble attenuation beginning at 2122 
cycles. If the turnover is stated as a 
time constant, 75 µsec. in the present 
case, the turnover frequency is obtained 
by dividing the time constant (in micro- 
seconds) into 159,155 (which is 1,000.000 
divided by 2,r). Thus 159,155 divided 
by 75 is 2122. 

The procedure for constructing the 
FM de- emphasis curve is as follows : 

1. Place a transparent sheet of audio 
log paper over the sheet on which you 
have drawn Basic Curve 1. Of course 
both sheets must be to the same scale. 
Locate the upper sheet so that_the turn- 
over frequency marked on Basic Curve 
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Graph 2. Basic Curves 2, 2A for bass roll -off, treble boost. 
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1 corresponds to 2122 cycles and so that 
the flat portion of Basic Curve 1 is at 
the level designated "0 db" on the upper 
sheet. Trace Basic Curve 1. 

2. You will find that the tracing does 
not fully cover the lower part of the 
audio range, because the turnover fre- 
quency of Basic Curve 1 is 1000 cycles, 
whereas the turnover for the FM de- 
emphasis curve is 2122 cycles. However, 
Basic Curve 1 has reached its flat por- 
tion by the time it has "run out" for 
tracing purposes. Therefore, extend re- 
sponse into the bass region simply by 
using a straightedge to draw a hori- 
zontal continuation of the curve you are 

constructing. Conversely, if you were 
constructing an attenuation curve which 
begins below 1000 cycles, the drawing 
would be incomplete at the upper end 
of the audio range. Again there is no 
problem. By the time Curve 1 has "run 
out" in the treble area it has reached 
a 6 -db -per- octave slope. Therefore ex- 
tend response into the treble region 
simply by using a straightedge to draw 
a continuation line that slopes 6 db per 
octave. 

NAB Tape Playback Curve 

The NAB curve consists of bass boost 
beginning at 3180 cycles and terminat- 

Table 1. Turnover frequencies, time constants of four standard equalization curves. 

FM De- NAB Tape 3.75 -ips Tape RIAA Disc 
Emphasis Playback Playback Playback 

Turnover Frequencies (cps) 
Fr- Attenuation begins 
F,- Attenuation terminates 
F,- Attenuation begins again 

Corresponding Time Constants 
(µsec.) 

TI for F. 
T, for F, 
T, fo: F, 

A 2122 50 
3180 

1 50 
C ( 1326 

D150 
tI 500 

2122 

3180 
318 

75 

75 3180 
50 

3180 
125 

A. Treble cut; B. Bass boost, wi h 36 db insertion Ioss; C. Bass boost, with 28.3 db insertion loss; 

D. Bass boost, with 20 db insertion loss. 
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BASIC CURVE 
Freq. 
(cps) 

1 

Alten. 
Idb) 

BASIC CURVE 
Freq. 
Ups/ 

1 BASIC CURVE 2 BASIC CURVE 2 
Alten. 
Idb) 

Freq. 
(cps) 

Atten. Freq. 
Idb) (cps) 

Atten. 
(db) 

20 0.00 1,300 4.30 20,000 0.01 900 3.49 
*31.25 0.00 1,400 4.71 16,000 0.02 800 4.09 

50 0.01 1,500 5.12 10,000 0.04 700 4.83 
*62.5 0.02 1,600 5.52 *8,000 0.07 600 5.77 
100 0.04 1,800 6.27 7,000 0.09 500 6.99 

125 0.07 2,000 6.99 6,000 0.12 450 7.74 
150 0.10 2,400 8.30 5,000 0.17 400 8.60 
200 0.17 2,800 9.46 *4,000 0.26 350 9.62 

250 0.26 3,200 10.51 3,600 0.32 300 10.83 
300 0.37 3,600 11.45 3,200 0.41 *250 12.30 
350 0.50 *4,000 12.30 2,800 0.52 200 14.15 
400 0.64 4,500 13.27 2,400 0.70 150 16.57 
450 0.80 5,000 14.15 *2,000 0.97 125 18.13 

500 0.97 6,000 15.68 1,800 1.17 100 20.04 
600 1.34 7,000 16.99 1,600 1.43 75 22.53 
700 1.73 8,000 18.13 1,400 1.79 62.5 24.10 
800 2.15 9,000 19.14 1,300 2.02 50 26.03 
900 2.58 10,000 20.04 1,200 2.29 31.25 30.11 

1,000 3.01 12,000 21.61 1,100 2.62 25 32.04 
1,100 3.44 16,000 24.10 1,000 3.01 20 33.98 
1,200 3.87 20,000 26.03 *Octave frequencies relative to 1000 cps. 

Table 2. The exact values to be employed in plotting the basic Curves 1 and 2. 

300 
20 3o X40 w 

2 3 4 5 

R - RATIO BETWEEN TURNOVER FREQUENCIES 

Graph 3. Ratios between turnover frequencies, expressed as decibels gain or loss. 

7óo0 a 
7 

ing at 50 cycles. The construction pro- 
cedure is as follows : 

1. Determine the insertion loss, name- 
ly the total bass boost in decibels. This 
is computed as 20 times the log of the 
ratio between the turnover frequencies; 
divide the higher turnover frequency 
by the lower one. In the present ex- 
ample, the ratio between turnover fre- 
quencies is 63.6; the log of 63.6 is 18; 
and 20 times 18 is 36 (db). If you don't 
have a table of logarithms, use Graph 
3 instead. To illustrate its use in the 
present example: Follow the horizontal 
axis out to the point corresponding to 
a ratio of 63.6. Move vertically to the 
middle line, which applies to ratios be- 
tween 10 and 100. From this intersec- 
tion move horizontally to the left scale, 
which reads 36 db. 

2. On a sheet of audio log paper, draw 
two horizontal lines 36 db apart, cor- 
responding to the insertion loss. These 
are designated the "upper shelf" and 
the "lower shelf," with the latter being 
on the 0 db level. 

3. Determine the mean frequency, 
F..,, between the two turnover frequen- 
cies. F. may be calculated as V' F, x F., 
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where F, and F. are the two turnover 
frequencies. But much the easier way, 
when using audio log paper, is to meas- 
ure half -way between 50 and 3180 
cycles. Mark F., which is 399 cycles, at 
half the distance between the upper and 
lower shelves, namely at the 18 db level. 

4. Turn Graph 1 upside down so that 
it becomes Basic Curve 1A. Place a 
sheet of audio log paper over Basic 
Curve lA so that the turnover frequency 
corresponds to 3180 cycles; and so that 

o 

the flat portion of the Basic Curve is 
at the 0 db level, coinciding with the 
lower shelf. Trace Basic Curve lA un- 
til you come to point F. on the upper 
sheet. 

5. Return to Basic Curve 1 (by turn- 
ing Graph 1 upside down again). Locate 
the turnover frequency so that it cor- 
responds to 50 cycles on the upper 
sheet; and so that the flat portion of 
the curve coincides with the upper 
shelf. Trace Basic Curve lA until you 
come to point F.. At F. you should 
run into the other half of your drawing 
unless : (a) You have done something 
wrong. (b) The two turnover frequen- 
cies are less than four octaves apart; 
in other words, form a ratio of less than 
16:1. In the case of the NAB curve, the 
ratio is 63.6, and the two tracings will 
meet. 

RIAA Disc Playback Curve 
The RIAA curve consists of bass boost 

with turnover frequencies of 50 and 
500 cycles; and of infinite treble cut 
with a turnover frequency of 2122 
cycles. 

Starting from the turnover frequency, 
an RC curve requires two octaves in 
either direction to become essentially 
a straight line- either flat or sloping 
6 db per octave. 

If an RC curve has two turnover fre- 
quencies, there is interaction between 
them : The upper portion of the curve 
is governed not only by the upper turn- 
over frequency but also, to a lesser 
extent, by the lower frequency; there- 
fore the upper portion changes shape 
somewhat. In the same way, the lower 
portion of the curve is governed by the 
upper turnover frequency as well as 
by the lower frequency. When the two 
turnover frequencies are at least four 
octaves apart -a ratio of 16:1 or greater 
-the amount of interaction is insig- 
nificant because each portion of the 
curve has become linear. Therefore, the 
upper half of the curve can be drawn 
independently of the lower half, as in 
the case of the NAB curve. 

But if the turnover frequencies are 
less than four octaves apart, there is 
interaction and the upper and lower 
halves of the curve are not exactly the 
same as Basic Curves 1, 1A, 2, and 2A. 
This is the situation encountered in 
dealing with the bass boost portion of 
the RIAA curve, where the ratio be- 
tween turnover frequencies is 10:1. 

(Continued on page 62) 

Fig. 6. Approximation of bass boost curve with turnover frequencies of 500, 2000 cps. 
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50,000,000 tube hours... 

an unusual electron tube 

still keeps undersea 

voice signals strong 

Deep on ocean floors, from North America to Europe, 

between Key West and Havana, Florida and Puerto Rico, 

under the Pacific to Hawaii and Alaska -in 20,000 miles of 

undersea telephone cable -a special kind of electron tube 

is setting a remarkable record for reliability. 

This four -inch -long electron tube was designed, de- 

veloped and fabricated at Bell Telephone Laboratories to 

operate with no attention for 20 years or more. It is part of 

the submarine cable repeater manufactured by Western 

Electric which faithfully and reliably amplifies voice signals 

transmitted along undersea coaxial cables. 

All of the 1608 tubes built into the repeaters have oper- 

ated to date without failure for a total of over 50,000,000 tube 

hours, or an average of three -and -a -half years. The oldest 
have been in service since the first deep -sea repeatered tele- 

phone cable was laid 12 years ago. 

Years before it was put to use, Bell Laboratories scien- 

tists and engineers began developing this undersea tube, 

another example of forward- looking technology that has 

made the Bell Telephone Laboratories the world center of 

communications research and development. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
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"ASTONISHING!" 
"EXCELLENT!" 

eeTERRIFIC VALUE!" 

EL] 
CAB INART 
SPEAKER SYSTEMS 

Acoustic damping material ,mid 

thick 
throughout 

Plastic cane 
grill cloth 

0 
T, coed double duct. 

mark I 8" model 
11" H x 91/2" D x 23" L, 
Shipping Wt. 27 lbs. 
seelptered Front Walast 

, Oiled Finish $7I.00 
FOB Factory 

$1800 
uno n,.ned 

Extended range domestic speaker, new hi- 
efficiency magnetic circuit. Ideal for med. á 
low level monaural or stereo reproduction. 1" 
voice coil, 8 ohms impedance. Speaker resp. 45 
to 13,000 cps. 3.16 ox. new type magnet. Nom- 
inal power rating 10 to 15 watts. 

mark II 12" model 
14" H x 112/2 "D x233/4"L, 
Shipping Wt. 37 !Os. 
Sculptured Walnut 

, Oiled Finish $43.20 
FOB Factory 

12" coaxial 6.8 oz. Alnico V magnet with 1" 
voice coil, heavy 1 -pc. cone and specially de- 
signed 3" Alnico V PM tweeter mounted co- 
axially with built in hi -pass filter, capacitor 
type. Power rating 15 watts; imped. 8 ohms. 
Speaker resp. 40 to 15,000 cps. 

Cabiourt Cabinets are made N extremely 
pressed weld, unfinished. Walnut models are 
;mine hardwood with superlative fie- 
rah. Extra heavy 4'4" thick constructia, solidly 
glued, achieves maximum speaker respase. 
WORN principle N acoustic resistive leading 
effectively imp low end re 

full 
pense fer MI- 

NN fidelity reprdectiou. Each system 
tuned, double dotted, acoustically insulated. 

"Astonishing!" says E. T. Canby in Audio, Nov. 
'61. Send for FREE re -print article on Cabinart 
speaker systems. 

AVAILABLE AT YOUR DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT 
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

$2700 
grain shed 

CABINART GUARANTEES 
You must be satisfied for 10 full days 

or your money back. 

ONE FULL YEAR WARRANTY 
Written registration card and warranty 

included. 

CABINART ACOUSTICAL DEV. CORP. 

s- 
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31 Geyer St.. Halation. New Jersey 
Pleas* 

ys. I 

the my tntb m br 
my,s 

money OW within that tlnM ants* NW 
.... -Mark I unfinished 511.00 *aeh 

Mark n Unfinished 527.00 each 
Mark I Oiled Walnut 530.00 each 
Mark II OiIW Walnut 543.20 *ach 

(Pleam make check or money orde, peyebte b 
Cabinart Acoustical. 

Narrt 
Andress 

C'ty OWN 

CAL ENDART® 
of EVENTS I 

MARCH 26 -29 
IRE International Convention. Sponsored by all 
Professional Groups of the IRE. Coliseum & Wal- 
dorf- Astoria Hotel, New York, N.Y. Details from 
E. K. Gannett, IRE Headquarters, I E. 79th St., 
New York 21, N.Y. 

MARCH 28 -29 
Third Symposium on Engineering Aspects of 
Magnetohydrodynamics. Sponsored by AIEE, 
IAS, IRE, and University of Rochester. University 
of Rochester, Rochester, N.Y. Chairman of pro- 
gram committee, George W. Sutton, MIT, Room 
3 -254, Cambridge 39, Mass. 

MARCH 28 -31 
Eleventh Biennial Electrical Industry Show. Spon- 
sored by Electrical Maintenance Engineers Asso- 
ciation of California. Shrine Exposition Hall, Los 
Angeles. 

MARCH 29 
Seventh Annual Materials Handling and Packag- 
ing Conference. Sponsored by Northern Cali- 
fornia Chapter of AMHS and the Golden Gate 
and Central California Chapters of SPHE. Stan- 
ford University, Palo Alto, Calif. 

APRIL 4 -6 
1962 E.M.R.A. Electrical Exhibit. Sponsored by 
Electrical Manufacturers Representatives Assn. of 
Michigan. Detroit Artillery Armory, Detroit, Mich- 
igan. 

APRIL 11 -13 
1962 Southwestern IRE Conference. Sponsored by 
IRE, Region 6. Rice Hotel, Houston, Texas. 

APRIL 25 -29 
Western Space Age Industries and Engineering 
Exposition d Conference. Cow Palace, San Fran- 
cisco. Information from Lykke -Wilkins & Assoc., 
681 Market St., San Francisco 5, Calif. 

APRIL 29 -MAY 4 
91st Convention SMPTE. Sponsored by Society of 
Motion Picture and Television Engineers. "Ad- 
vances in Color Motion Pictures and Color Tele- 
vision." Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles. Details 
from SMPTE at 55 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y. 

MAY 1 -3 
Ninth Annual Cleveland Electronics Conference. 
Sponsored by IRE, AIEE, ISA, Case Institute of 
Technology, Western Reserve University, Cleve- 
land Physics Society. Engineering & Scientific 
Center, Cleveland, Ohio. Program details from 
Lapine Enterprises, 310 Hotel Manger, Cleveland 
14, Ohio. 

MAY 2 -5 
13th Notional Science Fair. International. Spon- 
sored by Science Service. Seattle, Washington. 
Details from Science Service, 1719 N. Street N.W., 
Washington 6, D.C. 

MAY 3 -4 
t 

I International Congress on Human Factors in 
J Electronics. Sponsored by the Los Angeles Chap- 

26 

ter of PGHFE of IRE. Lafayette Hotel, Long Beach, 
Calif. Details from Dr. Charles Hopkins, Sympo- 
sium Chairman, Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, 
Calif. 

MAY 8 -10 
1962 Electronic Components Conference. Spon- 
sored by ATEE, EIA, and IRE. Mariait Twin Bridges 
Motor Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

MAY 14 -16 
Fourteenth Annual National Aerospace Electronics 
Conference. Sponsored by Dayton Section of IRE 
and PLANE. Dayton Biltmore Hotel and Memorial 
Hall, Dayton, Ohio. Details from IRE, 1 E. 79th 
St., New York 21, N.Y. 

MAY 15 -17 
Fourth Annual Meeting of Council on Medical TV 
d Medical -Dental TV Workshop. Sponsored by 
the Council on Medical Television. Clinical Cen- 
ter, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md. 
and National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda. 
Details from Institute for Advancement of Med- 
ical Communication, 33 E. 68th St., New York 21. 

MAY 21 -24 
1962 Electronic Parts Distributors Show. Spon- 
sored by EP&EM, EIA, PACE, WEMA, and ERA. 
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. Open only to 
qualified industry members. 

MAY 22 -24 
National Microwave Theory & Techniques Sym- 
posium. Sponsored by PGMITT of IRE. Boulder 
Laboratories of National Bureau of Standards, 
Boulder, Colorado. 

MAY 23 -25 
I Ith National Telemetering Conference. Spon- 
sored by ISA, ARS, IAS, AIEE, IRE. Sheraton -Park 
Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

MAY 24 -26 
Seventh Region Conference. Sponsored by the 
Seattle Section of IRE. "Space Communications." 
Seattle, Washington, Program information from 
IRE, 1 E. 79th St., New York 21, N.Y. 

MAY 31 -JUNE 7 
International Television Conference. Sponsored 
by Electronics and Communications Section of 
the Institution of Electrical Engineers. Institution 
Bldg., Savoy Place, London W.C. 2, England. 

JUNE 11 -15 
Technical Writers' Institute. Rensselaer Poly- 
technic Institute, Troy, N.Y. Information on course 
from Prof. Jay R. Gould, RPI, Troy, N.Y. 

JUNE 24 -28 
Music Industry Trade Show. Sponsored by the 
National Association of Music Merchants. Hotel 
New Yorker, New York City. 

JUNE 25 -30 
Symposium on Electromagnetic Theory and An- 
tennas. Sponsored by the IRE. The Technical 
University of Denmark, Copenhagen. Information 
from IRE, 1 E. 79th St., New York 21, N.Y. A 
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the world's finest 
exclusive in electronic service data 

famous Howard W.Sams CIRCUITRACE and SERVICING AIDS! 
handiest, most -complete data ever published to speed and simplify servicing - 

equally useful for troubleshooting in the home or on the bench... 

e e FR1 MJII 
cERT ou1...' 

SEMS 
NOT Mi 

IT 

.00i 
¿OM, 236V320 

RI 

$t 

e t.tmq 

N 
29 

2 

20 

9 27 28 25 31 

26 m,.Ce Pip 30 

ufin3 [4J 
CIRCUITRACE' . 

29 

exclusive 
system 

standardized, 4 
uniform system for fastest, 

c easiest printed board trouble. ,.1p\ ! 19 shooting ... 5 i VERT INEARIT( 
loor 

e,700o 

Here's how CircuiTrace works: A I test points are 
clearly shown on the schematic and each is plainly 
coded (see illustration at left). The same test points are 
similarly coded on the printed board photo (see illustra- 
tion at right) so you instantly know where to make your 

measurement! No more costly hunting for test points 
...no more guesswork...no need to look at both sides 
of the board -identifies tubes, transistors, and foil con- 
nections of parts throughout circuits. CircuiTrace 
makes printed board servicing a breeze! 

TIME -SAVING SERVICE AIDS for fi 
FIELD SERVICING NOTES 

SAFETY GLASS REMOVAL (MODEL KC268) 

Remove 4 screws holding the trim strip at the top er 
the safety glass. Tilt glass out and remove. 

FUSE AND FUSE DEVICE 

TV: Sweep - f Amp. (MI) 
LV Supply - Fuse Wire (M2) 
Filament - Fuv WI, 
See 'Tim- -' 

Radin 

Valuable 
instructions for making 

all necessary adjustments In the home. 
locating fuses, removing safety glass, etc. 

DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

TV CHASSIS R:MOVAL 

I. Remove 10 Fleh -on type knobs 

2. Remove 12 vad screws In 

TUBE PLACEMENT CHARTS 

IGDICAIis tA'.[ PIM 

o.loDAnw sET 

DIO D' 

Aeriaoif P M .I i 

Dir( 
181X1 

1st 91X0 M AMP 

50IMD 

o 

Tube layouts of 
top and bottom of chassis 

show sync and sound paths, tube 
keyways, fuses, rectifiers, etc. Helps 

you trace signal path to localize the trouble. 

You get step -by -step 
procedure for removing 

chassis, CRT, speakers, 
knobs, hidden bolts and 

connections. Avoids parts 
damage -saves valuable time. 

eld or shop 
TUBE FAILURE CHECK CHART 

POWER SUPPLY FAILURE 
No raster, no sound Fuse Wire (LV Power), Fuse V 

SWEEP FAILURE 
No raster, has sound Fuse (Sweep), VI, VP, V10, 

No verUcal deflection 117 

Poor vert. linearity or foldover V7 
Poor horla. linearity or foldove ' 

Narrow plture V8, V Points out 
probable causes of common 

troubles, tells you which tubes to 
replace to correct the symptom. Also 

shows series -string filament connections. 

HORIZONTAL SWEEP 
CIRCUIT ADJUSTMENTS 

Set the Horizontal Hold Control te. 
Horizontal Frequency Slug (Bi) 
tally. Keep turning BI in the r 

out of sync. Reverse t' 
en' 

Detailed Instructions help 
you solve the troublesome 

problem of adjusting the 
horizontal circuits (oscillator, 
linearity, and width) -avoids 
guesswork) 

Tiles.? are just a few of the dozens of great features in PHOTOFACT for fastest, easiest, most profitable servicing. 
See your Sams Distributor for full details on an Easy Buy Library or Standing Order subscription! 

Are You Enjoying the Benefits of Membership in "PEET "? 

Join the thousands who have qualified and 
profited by membership in the "PEET" Pro- 
gram. If you now own a PHOTOFACT 
Library or plan to own one, you can apply for 
membership. It's the only program designed 
to build powerful public acceptance for you, 
which means increased business and profits. 
You get dozens of free promotional aids. 
Benefits cost you absolutely nothing if you 
qualify. Ask your Sams Distributor for the 
"PEET" details or mail coupon today. 

SEEN 

16, 
TV 

Powerful national advertising 
monthly in TV Guide now car- 
ries the "PEET" message to 
over 8,000,000 TV families, 
building dynamic supportand 
demand for the services of 
"PEET" members. Now more 
than ever it pays to qualify as 
a "PEET" member! 

April, 1962 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
Howard W . Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. 5 -D2 
1724 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

Send me full details on how I can qualify 
as a member in the "PEET" Program. 

Send Free Pholofacf Cumulative Index 

Shop Name 

Attn.: 

Address 

City _ Zone Stan 
J 
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Put your money in quality parts ... get 

THE MOST ADVANCED 
STEREO TUNER KIT AVAILABLE 

New 9- transistor 
CITIZEN'S BAND 
WALKIE - TALKIE 
Superheterodyne re 

ceiver -crystal -controlled transmitter; 
built -in squelch and noise -limiter; port- 
able- battery powered; 1 -3 mile operating 
range; easy circuit board assembly. 2 lbs. 
Kit GW -21 $44.94 each, $84.95 a pair 

New miniature HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEM 
-AS -81 Series -65. 14,500 cps response 
from 6' woofer and 3' tweeter in factory 
assembled cabinet just 10' /," W x 6' /," H x 

6 %" D. Available wal., mahog. or uni n. 

from $17.50 

60 

Here's the kit tuner you've asked for, the 
Heathkit AJ -4I ! AM, FM or Stereo FM 
Multiplex. Self- contained with Multiplex 
Adaptor built -in! New FM squelch circuit 
hushes between- station noise. Stereo In- 
dictor light shows when FM station is 

broadcasting stereo. Separate tuning meters 
for AM & FM. Broad -band circuitry. 
Cathode follower outputs. Preassembled 
tuner, prealigned coils, circuit boards. 
Kit AJ -41, no money down, $11 m0...$119.95 
Assembled AJW -41, $18 mo $189.95 

Heathkit - always first with the finest, guarantees success with any of these new kits 

The World at your Fingertips -only $24.95 
-Covers 140 kc to 18 me in 4 bands to re- 
ceive aircraft, broadcast, amateur, police. 
and foreign stations. Regen. circuit; trans- 
former isolated. 
Kit GR -81, no money down, $5 mo. $24.95 

Step saving WIRELESS INTERCOM -No 
more connecting wires between stations, 
just plug in nearest outlet; works with units 
on same power line. All transistor circuit; 
built -in AC power supply. "Alt- master" 
system, any station may originate a call. 
Standby squelch circuit. Overload diode. 
Indicator lights. Beige color. 
Kit GD -51 -2 (pair) no money down 

$5 mo $45.90 

Powerful SSB mobile AMATEUR 
TRANSMITTER and RECEIVER -Com- 
plete SSB facilities! 90 watts. 80 through 
10. Loaded with extras for top performance 
-easy assembly -convenient operation! 
Kit HX -20 ... $199.95; HR -20 ... $134.50 
GH -12 Mike Illustrated $6.95 

ELECTRONIC TACHOMETER for In- 
boards, outboards or cars -Transistor 
circuit; dual range, 0-4000 d 0-8000 rpm, 
switch -selected; usable with coil- distribu- 
tor or magneto systems' price to be an- 
nounced. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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better performance, more satis, action with 

TWO NEW HEATHKIT 
TUBE TESTERS AND MODERN 

TUBE DATA SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE 

TUBE CHECKER IT -21: Suc- 
cessor to famous Heathkit TC -3. Tests all 
tube types including new compactron, nu- 
vistor, novar and 10 -pin types! Built -in roll 
chart. Individual tube element switches. Tests 

for quality, shorts, leakage, open elements 
and continuity. $44.95 

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER TT -1A: 
Deluxe tube testing facilities! Includes adapter in lid for 
testing new compactron, nuvistor, novar and 10-pin tube 
types. Indicates Gm to 24,000 microhoms. Constant cur- 
rent heater supplies. Ultra- sensitive grid current test. Di- 
rect reading ohmmeter leakage test. Built -in calibration 
circuit & roll chart. Professional quality throughout. 

$149.95 

ADAPTER KIT TTA -1 -1: Converts earlier model TT -I to 
TT- I A. Consists of new cabinet lid, sockets and selector 
switches and necessary tube test data. $14.95 

NEW TUBE SUBSCRIPTION DATA SERVICE: Up- 
to -date supplements on all new tube types will be auto- 
matically mailed quarterly to all subscribers. New roll 
chart mailed annually. A valuable service to past and pre- 

sent Heathkit tube checker owners! State your tube checker 

model upon ordering. 
TC -3 series $1.50 per year, TT -1 series $2.50 per year. 

WORLD'S BIGGEST 

KIT CATALOG -FREE 

Use the coupon opposite to send 
for your free copy of the new 1962 

Heathkit catalog. It's the world's 
biggest catalog devoted to elec- 
tronic kits. 100 pages, over 250 

different kits, with complete de- 
scriptions, schematics, big 
photographs, and full specifica- 
tions. Send for yours nowt 

April, 1962 

HEATH COMPANY 
Benton Harbor 15, Michigan 

p Yes, send me my free 1962 Heathkit catalog 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 

Order direct by mail or see your Heathkit dealer. 

Ship Parcel Post Express C.O.D. Best Way 

Ordering Instructions: Fill out the order bons. Include charge Io, parcel post 

according to weights shown. E,Dress orders shipped delivery ch roes collect. All 
s F. O. B. Benton Harbor. Mich. A rt> . deposit is ressir d on all C.O.D. 

orders. Prices subject to thane without nonce. Dealer and sport prices .light, 
higher. 

ITEM MODEL NO. PRICE 

J 
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WHY THE 

tsWale.4,*e 

WONDEROD 

CITIZENS 

BAND WHIP 

IS... 

T 

...ONLY 

96" 

LONG: 

The WONDEROD whip is of course, 
fiberglass ( -all Shakespeare antennas are). 
And, because the fiberglass sheath ( -a 
rod formed by exclusive Shakespeare 
process so that it won't take a set) is 
loaded dielectrically, the best impedence 
match is made with a shorter rod. Thus, 
you get full quarter wave efficiency from 
your 96" WONDEROD - with a full 6" 
more clearance than standard 102" metal 
whips. 
Fiberglass gives WONDERODS other ad- 
vantages: insulation to reduce operating 
hazards under live wires . . . high impact 
and flexural strength . . . a surface that 
won't rust, even in salt spray, etc. . . . 

a light weight that cuts road noises, and 
reduces sway. 

Still wonder whether you're getting 
it all in 96 "? Just try itl 

COLUMBIA PRODUCTS CO. 
Subsidiary of Shakespeare Company Columbia. South Carolina 

GET 

INTO ELECTRONICS 
V.1' 
as eers. 
specialists in\ communications. 
guided missiles. computers. 
radar and automation. Basic & 
advanced courses in theory & 
laboratory. Electronic Engi- 
neering Technology an ECPD 
accredited Technical Institute 
curriculum. Assoc. degree in 
29 mos. B.S. also obtainable. 
G.I. approved. Graduates in all 
branches of electronics with 
major companies. Start Sept.. 
Feb. Dorms. campus. High 
school graduate or equivalent. 
Write for catalog. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. RD, Valparaiso, Indiana 
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RC Equalization Curves 
(Continued front page 56) 

On the other hand, it is possible to 
represent each half of the bass boost 
characteristic by means of the Basic 
Curves if we are willing to settle for 
an approximation which is accurate 
within 'z db or better. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the approximation 
technique for a bass boost curve with 
the very low ratio of 4 :1 between turn- 
over frequencies; 500 and 2000 cycles 
are used in this example. The procedure 
is as follows: 

1. As explained in the preceding ex- 
ample, determine the insertion loss (12 
db) and draw the corresponding upper 
and lower shelves on a sheet of audio 
log paper. Determine F. (1000 cycles) 
and mark it as a point at half the in- 
sertion loss (6 db level). 

2. Place the audio log paper over 
Basic Curve lA so that the turnover 
frequency corresponds to 2000 cycles; 
and so that the flat portion of the Basic 
Curve coincides with the lower shelf. 
Now slide the upper sheet to the right 
until Basic Curve lA goes through point 
F., as marked on the upper sheet. Trace 
Basic Curve lA as far as F.,. 

3. Place the audio log paper over 
Basic Curve 1 so that the turnover fre- 
quency corresponds to 500 cycles; and 
so that the flat portion of the Basic 
Curve coincides with the upper shelf. 
Slide the upper sheet to the left until 
Basic Curve 1 goes through point F,,. 
Trace Basic Curve 1 as far as F,. 

Fig. 6 shows not only the approxi- 
mate equalization curve for turnover 
frequencies of 500 and 2000 cycles, but 
also the exact curve. It may be seen 
that even though the turnover ratio is 
only 4:1, the error of the approximate 
curve is 1/2 db at worst. When the turn- 
over ratio becomes as great as 10:1, 
which is the case for the bass boost 
portion of the RIAA curve, the error 
becomes much less than 1/2 db. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the construction of 
the RIAA curve by the graphic method. 
The bass boost portion is drawn in the 
same manner as has been described for 
the bass boost curve of Fig. 6. However. 

Fig. 7 Construction of the RIAA 
+so 
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the RIAA curve also contains treble 
cut. Moreover, there is less than a 16:1 
ratio between the turnover ratios repre- 
senting the beginning of bass boost 
(500 cycles) and the beginning of treble 
cut (2122 cycles). Therefore an approx- 
imation technique is required to merge 
the treble cut portion with the bass 
boost portion of the RIAA curve. The 
entire procedure is as follows: 

1. In the same manner as for Fig. 6, 
draw the RIAA bass boost curve, based 
on an insertion loss of 20 db, with the 
upper and lower halves of the curve 
going to point F.,, which is 158 cycles. 
The curve drawn thus far is represented 
by curve A -B in Fig. 7. The next step 
is to add treble cut. 

2. Place the drawing over Basic 
Curve 1 so that the turnover frequency 
corresponds to 500 cycles; and so that 
the flat portion coincides with the lower 
shelf. Trace Basic Curve 1; this results 
in curve C -C in Fig. 7. It remains to 
join curves A -B and C -C. 

3. Determine F.5, the mean frequency 
between 500 cycles and 2122 cycles; as 
stated before, this is most easily done 
on audio log paper by measuring half- 
way between these frequencies. F._ is 
1030 cycles. Mark F., as a point on the 
lower shelf. Place a straightedge at 
point F,,, and turn the straightedge so 
that you have a line passing through 
this point and, at the same time, tangent 
to both curves A -B and C -C. Use this 
line, D -D, to connect the bass -boost and 
treble -cut curves. 

The final curve, A -C, drawn as a 
heavy line in Fig. 7, is an extremely 
close approximation of the RIAA play- 
back equalization curve. If you compare 
the construction of Fig. 7 with the ac- 
tual RIAA curve in Fig. 3, you will find 
that the difference is barely discernible. 
While it has taken a fair amount of 
space to describe the construction tech- 
nique, once it is learned the procedure 
goes very fast. Only a few minutes are 
required to draw curves even more com- 
plex than the RIAA characteristic. 

The foregoing examples have not 
dealt with curves that rise with fre- 
quency, namely bass cut or treble boost. 
However, the procedures are exactly 
the same, except that Basic Curves 2 
and 2A are used in the process. 

disc playback curve by means of the graphic method. 

L 

:. A -A BASIC CURVE I, DECLINE BEGINS AT FI 

C -C: .. .. BEGINS - F, 

D- D'STRAIGHT LINE THROUGH 
F, 

JOINING 

THE BASS BOOST CURVE (A -B) WITH 
THE TREBLE CUT CURVE IC -CI 

.: A- C:RIAA CURVE TO A HIGH DEGREE OF 
APPROXIMATION 

0 '3 ,MEAN BETWEEN FI AND F2) 

INSERTION LOSS - 

C' L ---- 
iflni' 

111111ii11111 
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how to keep the ZING in tape recording 
Sure, you can make tapes with a package recorder. You can do 
it far better with a Viking 86 Stereo -Compact. 

But ... Viking recognizes that there are still rugged individual. 
ists who like to "roll their own!" 

They like the flexibility that comes only with component tape 
equipment. They like the performance that is obtained only with 
the precise adjustments possible on Viking tape components. 

And they especially like the feeling of satisfaction that comes 
with building their own system from components ... knowing that 
it works at peak efficiency. 

For these, our very special friends, Viking builds extremely 
dependable tape transports with flexibility not found in other 
decks. High performance Viking recording amplifiers make pos- 

sible stereo and monaural, 2 and 4 -track systems unexcelled in 
performance and versatility. 

Full technical literature is now available on Viking 86 and 76 
series decks and amplifiers. We invite you to send for this data. 
It will be mailed to you without obligation. 

A;.; 1111111111, 
67: ®& .! n9 OF MINNEAPOLIS, INC. 

9600 Aldrich Avenue South. Minneapolis 20. M.nnesola 

IMSPr DEPT. W7 CABLE ADDRESS: VIKMIN 
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ELECTRONIC MARKET 
1 YEAR 

GUARANTEED 
RADIO-TV TUBES 
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SILICON RECTIFIERS 

500 MA 'TOP HAT' 

ALL PURPOSE 
Epoxy construction 

EACH 
s49 

per 100 

COMPLETE LINE OF 

INDUSTRIAL TUBES 

ONE OF THE LARGEST 
INVENTORIES IN THE COUNTRY 

ELECTRONIC MARKET 
3750 E. 10th CT., HIALEAH, FLORIDA 

Phone: OXford 15331 

ELECTRO CARDIOGR AMS 
RECORDED BY RE PIOTE CONTROL 

Heart signals are transmitted over telephone lines 
for recording and diagnosis at another location. 

Patient at West End Baptist Hospital in Birmingham, Alabama is fitted with sensing 
devices that pick up heart action. The pattern of action is transmitted electron- 
ically by telephone to recording equipment at another hospital for interpretation. 

F LECTRONIC transmission of 
4 physiological data directly from 

a patient, along with automatic record- 
ing of it in a clinical center elsewhere 
for immediate interpretation, may soon 
become an established medical practice. 

This is the promise of experiments 
in Birmingham, Ala. in which, for the 
first time, "live" electrocardiograms are 
being "dialed" by telephone from one 
hospital and charted on a direct -writing 
oscillograph in another hospital several 
miles away. 

The experiments are being conducted 
by Dr. True W. Robinson, a clinical 
pathologist and physiologist of Birming- 
ham's Memorial Institute of Pathology. 
Collaborating in the tests are the 
Birmingham Baptist Hospitals, Mi2222e- 
apolis- Honeynell Regulator Co.. and 
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph 
Co. Equipment for recording trans- 
mitted electrocardiograms is presently 
available, while adaptive telephone 
equipment is being developed. 

In the tests. electrocardiograms given 
patients at West End Baptist Hospital 
were instantly readable on the recorder 
at Highland Ave. Baptist hospital. This 
is how the system operates: 

Operation of System 

At the transmitting end (which could 
be several thousand miles distant) the 
minute electrical impulses generated by 
contraction and relaxation of a patient's 

heart muscle are sensed by electrodes. 
These electrical impulses (each about 
1 mv. in amplitude) are amplified and 
fed into a telephone data set where they 
are converted into signals having a fre- 
quency proportional to the magnitude of 
the voltage. This is done to prevent loss 
of essential information and to reduce 
interference in the FM mode of trans- 
mission used. 

A medical technologist then dials the 
telephone number of the receiving sta- 
tion and pushes a button on the data 
set to start transmission of the signals 
representing the heart pulsations. 

At the receiving point, the frequency 
is automatically converted back to a 
voltage so that the patient's heart signal 
can he charted on the recorder. 

The multichannel recorder used is the 
same type that is used extensively for 
direct readout of missile and other 
space -vehicle data. The instrument can 
record from five to eight tracings at 
one time. Heart tracings, normally a 
dozen in number, are usually made 
singly in time sequence. 

Dr. Albert E. Casey, director of the 
Memorial Institute and pathologist of 
the Baptist Hospitals, said "The knowl- 
edge and ability of heart specialists in 
leading medical centers can now be 
made available to physicians and their 
patients in any part of the country and 
for conferences between groups of me(' 
ical specialists in different cities." 
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Four -Channel Audio Mixer 
(Continued .from page 51) 

transformer (Tr) was used for this 
stage, with its center tap grounded. 
This also provided an unbiased 6.3 volts 
for use on the meter lights. R.e was 
placed in series with the meter lights 
to increase their life expectancy since 
they appeared to be difficult to replace. 
R is a standard value used with all vu 
meters and was furnished with the 
meter. It decreases the sensitivity of the 
meter so that 0 vu (100': on the 0 -100 
scale) is actually at =4 dbm. 

Construction 

Two separate chassis bases were used 
on the original version, which made 
rigidity a problem. One single chassis 
for both preamp and output stage is 
preferable and will involve fewer prob- 
lems during the wiring process. No 
suitable low -silhouette cabinet was 
available at the time of construction so 
both the case and chassis were hand 
fabricated. 

After the chassis and front panel were 
prepared, the tube sockets. transform- 
ers, and jacks were mounted. It is a 
good idea to wire the filaments by first 
twisting the leads and then placing 
them close to the chassis. Next comes 
the wiring to the meter switch -which 
wiring should then he laced. The trans- 
former to grid wires are installed using 
RG /58U cable. Like all grid and poten- 
tiometer leads. these should be kept as 
short as possible and the shields con- 
nected to the common ground bus at 
only one end. Now the terminal boards 
may be installed next to the preamp 
stages and their components mounted. 
Special attention should be given to the 
negative ground bus. A large bus wire 
must be run around the stages and 
grounded to the chassis at only one 
point to prevent ground loops. The 
grounded ends of all components asso- 
ciated with each preamplifier stage are 
connected to the ground bus at one 
common point. The one exception to 
this is the grounded end of each po- 
tentiometer. The rest of the wiring will 
follow naturally and should pose no 
problem. 

The power supply was built in a 3" 
x 4" x 5" chassis box and air circulation 
is provided at one end by a small vent 
plug. The wiring is straightforward and 
nothing is critical. Much of the room is 
taken up by the two transformers. If 
any substitutions are made it would be 
advisable to obtain all parts for the 
power supply before purchasing the 
case as. in the author's version at least. 
there was no room to spare. 

Input transformers T,, T. T::, and T. 
were obtained several years ago from 
a now-forgot ten source. They were ad- 
vertised as being similar to the UTC 
A -11 and were labeled ADC -24. Since 
in all probability these particular units 
are no longer available, your best bet 
would be the UTC A -10, A -11, or similar 
transformer. These should give an even 
better low- frequency response than the 
original version. 

April, 1962 

Now! A new, all -in -one, 
Multiplex Generator with 

built -in FM signal generator- * 

.rL1p,t1 CeM N: 11.1001i AO 

a-: 

lul 1 rnrI 

i 1 

and it's by Fisher! 
Only Fisher Could Have Designed the New Model 300 Portable Multiplex Generator 

-because only Fisher has the engineering depth in FM Stereo tuners and receivers 

to create the ideal test equipment for servicing them. The future of high -fidelity 

radio unquestionably belongs to FM Stereo Multiplex and the Model 300 is the 

instrument for the service technician in search of new business. It is compact, 

fully portable and completely self - 

contained. It has its own built -in FM 

signal generator. In addition to a com- 

posite MPX signal, it also generates 
low- distortion, stable audio signals. 
Thus it requires no companion instru- 

ment for full alignment of Multiplex 

tcos only FISHER 

BARGAIN TV 
HUNTING? 

SERVICEMEN! 
Write for SENSATIONAL CATALOG 

HENSHAW RADIO SUPPLY 
3619 TROOST KANSAS CITY, MO. 

TAPE RECORDERS 
HI -Fl COMPONENTS 
SLEEP LEARN KITS 

UNUSUAL VAL Ur .S M Low cos, 
FREE 1962 high Ouality Oro1. 
C,nUO 4 tape. in poxes 

DRESSNER " 

ne 

1523RA Jericho Tolle New Hyde Park. N.Y. 

rSave $100! Act now! 
If -and only if -you mail this coupon immedi- 
ately. you will receive a $100.00 credit certifi- 
cate toward the purchase of a Fisher Model 
300- This is strictly a pre -production offer - 
pay only $395 - so act now! 
Fisher Radio Corporation EW 416 
21 -38 44th Drive, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Please send Multiplex Generator Credit 
Certificate. 
Name 
Address 

LCity Zone State 

ENGINEERING 1DEGREE IN 

SCIENCE 727 or 36 MOS. 

MATH 

_- _wry I a LeX f _ 
B.S. Idegree - 3e .nos. B.E. Megrim - 27 mos. 
Aeesleratad yoar -round program prepares for early 
emplosvtent in tleld.1 of Scion c and Engineering. 
Regular 4 -year program for B.S. Degree completed 
in 36 months. special enginee ing degree program 
in 27. Classes start - Jun., Jo y, saptambar, Tanu- 
ry. March. Quality education. Graduates employed 

from coast to coast. Government approved for vet- 
eran training. Students from 50 stntcs. 40 countries. 
20 buildings: dorms. gym. Campus. Save time and 
money. Earn board while stullyinit. Write for catalog 
and complete information 

942 E. Washington Blvd.. Fort Wayne 2, Indiana 

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
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Now...build your 

own TOP DUALITY 

TV SET 

Enjoy a new sense 
of accomplishment 

Assemble America's First 
COMPLETE TV SET KIT 

PERFORMANCE 
GUARANTEED 

Save money 

You don't have to know Electronics to 
assemble the Conar "Custom 70." Any- 
one can do it in a weekend with a screw- 
driver, pliers and a soldering pencil or 
iron. A fascinating, practical project that 
rewards you with years of superb view- 
ing from this professional, compact, at- 
tractive receiver. Conar's "Custom 70" 
Kit includes everything you need -chas- 
sis, tubes, cabinet, parts, 206 sq. in. pic- 
ture tube, complete instructions and pic- 
ture diagrams for easy assembly. Every 
part of highest quality and made in Amer- 
ica. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 
Parts and performance guaranteed by 
NRI -the top name in Electronic training 
for 50 years. Use order form below. 

CONARinstruments 
Divis on of National Radio Institute 

CONAR INSTRUMENTS DB2C 

3939 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington 16, D. C. 
Enclosed is $36.00 for my first "Custom 70" 1-1 
TV Set Kit package. I will order other three 
packages at $36.00 each as lam ready for them. 
Enclosed is full price of $135.00. Please ship I-1 
complete "Custom 70" TV Set Kit at once. 
I will pay shipping costs upon receipt. I under- 
stand the above prices include 10% U. S. tax. 
Send me CONAR catalog. 

Name. 

Address 

City Zone State 

Electric Engines for Space 
( Continued from pule 28) 

The plasma -pinch engine demon- 
strated by Republic Aviation has a num- 
ber of advantages. The operating tem- 
perature of the engine is low. since the 
only heating is internal heating of the 
plasma as it is expelled. This simplifies 
construction. The specific impulse is 
variable by changing the fuel rate. Since 
the engine is, in effect, a series- resonant 
circuit consisting of the capacitance of 
the source, the inductance of the leads, 
capacitors, and plasma, the current is in 
the form of a damped sinusoid. This re- 
sults in successive pinches, the frequen- 
cy depending on the amount of gas and 
the circuit parameters. Since the more 
pinches per second, the more thrust, this 
gives a convenient way of controlling 
thrust. The entire engine block diagram 
is shown in Fig. 7. 

The electrostatic engine 
Highest specific impulse -from 5000 

to as high as 100,000 seconds -can be 
obtained from the electrostatic engine. 
This mechanism is a first cousin of the 
electron gun in a TV tube. Instead of 
electrons, however, it shoots ions. In 
many practical applications, cesium ions 
are used, both because they are easy to 
produce, and because they weigh 240.000 
times as much as electrons. Thus for 
any given exhaust velocity, they pro- 
duce 240,000 times as much thrust. 

A simple model of an electrostatic 
engine is shown in Fig. 6. First, the 
cesium is ionized by moderate heating. 
The positive ions are attracted to the 
negative accelerating electrode, then 
focused by the decelerating electrode. 
The biggest problem connected with the 
ion engine is neutralization. If the ions 
were simply shot from the space ship, a 

negative charge would rapidly build up 
on the ship. This charge would soon be- 
come so large that it would cause the 
ion beam to curve around and return to 
the ship, effectively cancelling out all 
thrust. 

To eliminate this, the ion beam must 
be neutralized, that is, its electrically 
positive charge must be destroyed. This 
is accomplished by re- inserting elec- 
trons into the beam after it leaves the 
focusing electrode. Although this meth- 
od of neutralization appears to work 
effectively in vacuum -chamber tests, 
scientists are not absolutely sure that 
present methods will prevent a long- 
term negative charge build up when the 
unit operates in free space. This is one 
of the crucial questions to be answered 
when the engines are flight tested late 
this year or early in 1963. 

Oscillating electron engine 

United Aircraft Corporation scientists 
think they may have eliminated the neu- 
tralization problem altogether with an 
electrostatic engine which operates on a 
different principle. This device is called 
the oscillating electron engine. Elec- 
trons are emitted from the cathode, are 
then attracted by five positively charged 
anode rings, and travel down toward 
the open end of the tube. Here, they 
come under the influence of the 
grounded ring which forms the last seg- 
ment of the tube and is at the same 
potential as the cathode. This ring re- 
pels the electrons back toward the cath- 
ode. When they reach the cathode on 
the return trip, they are again repelled, 
and start back through the tube again. 
Trapped in what engineers call a poten- 
tial "well ", the electrons oscillate axial- 
ly in the tube, shooting back and forth 
from cathode to ring. Some of the elec- 
trons are attracted and captured by the 
positive rings. but most continue to os- 
cillate. At the same time, current 

Fig. 7. Simplified block diagram of the pinch -plasma electromagnetic space engine. 
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411/ED /9 62 
ELECTRONICS CATALOG 

WORLD'S BIGGEST -MOST COMPLETE 
mclvdm0 the 

compNN 1962 
krsylstklt' 

or.TWoe 
Ms 440 

SAVE MOST ON 

EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS 
world's largest selection of famous -name 
brands, plus exclusive products & values 

New Multiplex Stereo FM- 
All- Transistor Stereo Hi -Fi 
New Stereo Hi -Fi Systems - 
Everything in Hi -Fi Components 
Money -Saving Build- Your -Own 
KNIGHT -KITS for Every Need 
Best Buys in Tape Recorders, 
Tape and Recording Supplies 
Citizens Band 2 -Way Radios 

U7 

*.. , 

!A`E0 pt. 
AO,sÖ 

MO 
wESTERN PV EMU* C14 C4CO n0.,l.1\MOt* MPV^'ar . 

z40 
NEW Multiplex Stereo FM 

All- Transistor Stereo Hi -Fi 

A LL /ED exclusives: 
MONEY -SAVING KNIGHT -KITS®. Enjoy the most sat- isfying do- it- yourself experience in the world! 
Build KNIGHT -KITS- lowest in cost, easiest to assemble, best for performance. Select from over 
90 exciting KNIGHT -KITS- Stereo, Hi -Fi, Hobbyist, 
Amateur and Test Instruments. An exclusive 
ALLIED product. 
BEST -BUY KNIGHTS PRODUCTS. Save most on famous 
KNIGHT Stereo Hi -Fi- comparable to the best in quality, styling, performance -yet priced far 
lower. Select super -value KNIGHT components or complete systems (including latest Multiplex 
Stereo and All -Transistor Hi -Fi). KNIGHT prod- 
ucts are acclaimed by all who recognize integrity 
in design and manufacture and who appreciate 
value. 

_; 
M=I .. 

kos, 3 ̀1t 

ALLIED RADIO 
World's Largest Electronic Supply House 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 
April, 1962 

*0 

Amateur Receivers, Transmitters, 
and Station Gear 
Public Address Systems, Paging 
and Intercom Equipment 
Test and Laboratory Instruments 
TV Tubes, Antennas, Accessories 
Batteries, Wire, Tools, Hardware 
Huge Listings of Parts, Tubes, 
Transistors, Technical Books 

NO MONEY DOWN 
on Allied's new Credit Fund Plan 

Now -enjoy 50% more buying power -up to 
24 months to pay -see our 1962 Catalog 

for simple details. 

World's Largest Stocks Lowest Money -Saving Prices 
Fastest Shipment Expert Personal Service 

send today for the world's 
biggest electronics catalog! 

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 1 -D2 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 

Send FREE 1962 ALLIED 444 -page Catalog 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State J 
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W90R98083 

"When does my 

subscription 

expire ?" 

This question is often asked 

of us by subscribers to Elec- 

tronics World. You can 

check the expiration date of 

your own subscription by 

reading the code line on the 

mailing label of Electronics 

World as follows : 

W- Electronics World 

90 =The month and 

year in which your 

subscription 
started -in this 

case, Sept., 1950. 

R980 (Filing instructions 

for our use only) 

83 =The month and 

year in which your 

subscription will 

expire -in this 
case, Aug., 1963. 
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through the solenoid surrounding the 
tube creates a strong magnetic force in 
the tube whose lines of force run paral- 
lel to the tube's axis. The charged elec- 
trons and ions are tied to these lines of 
force and move in helical paths along 
t hem. 

An electrically neutral working fluid 
-in gaseous form -is introduced into 
the tube at low pressure. Bombarded by 
the oscillating electrons, the propellant 
molecules lose an electron and become 
positively charged ions. The electrons 
knocked loose become trapped and they 
begin to oscillate with the other elec- 
trons. 

An electrostatic potential well whose 
profile has been shaped by altering the 
voltages on different electrodes, acts as 
a potential "hill" for the ions, accelerat- 
ing them in a directed beam out of the 
tube. United Aircraft researchers say 
that since many electrons are also avail- 
able inside the tube. copious quantities 
of them are drawn into the ion beam, 
creating an electrically neutral plasma 
exhaust. The exhaust velocity can be 
controlled by altering the voltages on 
the electrodes and by using propellants 
of various molecular weights. If the en- 
gine works in space tests as well as it 
has in the, laboratory, this may settle 
the question of beam neutralization for 
good. 

Other adrantages, too 
The oscillating electron engine is not 

critical so far as fuels go, either. Re- 
searchers have already operated it on 
such widely diverse propellants as mer- 
cury, helium. argon, neon. hydrogen, 
nitrogen, krypton, and carbon dioxide. 
In fact, any material which can be va- 
porized at a temperature below the 
melting point of the container can be 
used. The prototype models have even 
been run on hot breath (trapped in a 
balloon ). 

The upcoming flight tests 
NASA is planning a program of at 

least ten Scout rockets to test as many 
of the new electric engines as seem 
promising. When SERT -Space Elec- 
tric Rocket Test --gets underway a year 
or less from now, at least one rocket 

MAGNETIC COIL 

ANODE 

shot every three months will take aloft 
at least two experimental engines at a 
time. As presently envisioned, the rocket 
will be hurled skyward and put into a 
100 -rpm spin. Then one of the electric 
engines, oriented to oppose the spin, will 
be turned on and the time required to 
slow the rocket down to 70 rpm will be 
measured. At that point, Engine No. 1 

will be shut off and Engine No. 2, aimed 
to accelerate the spin, will be turned on. 
Now, the time required to bring the 
rocket back up to a spin rate will be 
clocked. 

Electrical space engines will undoubt- 
edly go to work first helping to keep 
satellites in exact orbits, or changing 
them from one orbit to another. Our 
proposed 22.000 -mile communications 
satellite, for example, could be shot 
into a low orbit by chemical means - 
we've got the rockets to do this now- 
then slowly nudged into its 22.000 -mile 
circuit with an electric engine. Once 
there, its position could be corrected 
from time to time as it tended to drift. 
It is thought that engines already oper- 
ating in prototype would be suitable for 
this kind of duty. They could be run 
from batteries rechargeable by solar 
cells, and thus operate intermittently 
over a period of years. 

Nuclear power 
Electric space drives for deep space 

journeys will have to await the develop- 
ment of a more practical source of elec- 
trical power. Engines with thrusts in 
the range of tens or even hundreds of 
pounds are theoretically possible, but 
might require on the order of 50 kw. of 
power for every pound of thrust gener- 
ated. This kind of power is not yet avail- 
able from any source light and compact 
enough to fit into a rocket. Nuclear 
power would seem to be the answer 
here. Power from fusion -if and when 
it is developed- -would probably be even 
better suited. 

When such electric plants are devel- 
oped, then electric space propulsion, 
with its ease of control and tremendous 
propellant economy, will drive our space 
ships and probes on their journeys 
throughout the solar system, and per- 
haps some day, even beyond. 

EXTRACTION 
ELECTRODE 

Cut -away model showing basic 
components of the Goodrich -High 
Voltage Astronautics ion engine. 

CATHODE 

INTERMEDIATE 
ELECTRODE 

DECELERATION ELECTRODE 
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25TH ANNIVERSARY 

Parts Distributors Show 

May 21 -24 in Chicago 

Four -day meet adds new features 

for the industrial distributor. 
rn HE 1962 Electronic Parts Distribu- 1 tors Show and Conference, to be 
hehl May 21 -24 at the Conrad Hilton 
Hotel in Chicago, will mark the 25th 
anniversary of one of the electronic in- 
dustry's major national events. 

As in all past years, the Show will 
attract hundreds of manufacturer-ex - 
hibitors and thousands of other visitors 
representing industry, electronic dis- 
tributing firms, and sales representa- 
tives. 

The format of the Show has remained 
basically the same throughout its his- 
tory, but each year improvements and 
innovations have provided new interest, 
continuously making it more useful to 
those in attendance. It is the only trade 
show in the entire industry planned and 
conducted exclusively for electronics 
distributors. 

A new program and new exhibition 
facilities will make 1962 the year of the 
"Big Change." The Show has been ex- 
tended to four days, from three, with 
Executive Conference Day as a new 
feature on Monday, May 21, the first 
day of the Show. This feature has been 
added to the program to fulfill an in- 
creasing need for a time and place at 
which manufacturers of electronic 
parts, accessories, high- fidelity and 
sound equipment, whose products are 
marketed nationally through distribu- 
tors, can meet face to face with their 
distributors to discuss matters of mu- 
tual interest. 

Another important activity of the 
Show and Conference is the Industrial 
Conference Section, introduced with 
great success at the 1961 Show. Twenty - 
one thousand square feet of floor space 
will be used for this section that is de- 
signed for that ever -growing segment 
of the industry whose manufacturers 
sell their products through industrial 
electronics parts distributors. The spe- 
cial needs of both manufacturers and 
distributors of industrial products will 
be served by providing private booths 
where they can discuss profit pictures 
and distribution patterns, exchange in- 
formation about industrial marketing, 
and display the newest industrial elec- 
tronic products on the market. 

At the 1962 banquet, which will be 
held on Tuesday, May 22nd, past direc- 
tors of the Show Corporation will be 
honored guests. It is expected that some 
94 of them will celebrate the 25th anni- 
versary of the Show and will be joined 
by approximately 2000 others associated 
with the industry as manufacturers, 
dealers, and distributors. 

April, 1962 

WE GET BETTER TV 
RECEPTION THAN YOU DO YOU DO NOT 

401t! ;'; 
11,..% . 

WE HAVE A WINEGAR° 
ELECTRONIC POWERTRON ANTENNA 

DON'T SEE 
HOW ANYONE 
GETS ALONG 
WITHOUT A 

POWERTRON 

3-. 

MINOS 

Win ega 
ANTENNA V SYSTEMS 

wineoord Co., 

3003-4 Kirkwood 

Burlington, Iowa 
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Here's how to 
GET MORE WORK 

OUT OF YOUR 

Oscilloscope! 

A Complete, easily understood 
guide to using the handiest service 

instrument of them all 
MODERN OSCILLOSCOPES 

AND THEIR USES 

By Jacob H. Ruiler, Jr. 

Enlarged 
2nd Edition 

c 

ontains the latest 
dota everything 

you need need 
about scopes, 

MORE THAN 30 
NEW PICTURES 

plus 50 more pages 
including data on quan- 
titative measurements - 
the slickest method of 
diagnosing many color 
TV troubles and align- 

ing sets properly. 

Oscilloscopes are gold 
mines for servicemen who 
learn to use them fast 
fully and accurately on all 
types of work -and here is 
a new, enlarged 2nd edition 
of THE BOOK THAT 
REALLY SHOWS YOU 
HOW. 

In clear, easily under- 
stood terms, it teaches you 

when, where and exactly 
how to use the oscilloscope 

. how to interpret pat- 
terns . . how to use your 
'scope to handle tough jobs 
easier, faster, and better. 

It contains no involved 
mathematics -no compii 
cated discussions. Instead, 

it gets right down to "brass tacks" in explaining how 
oscilloscopes operate. Then you learn exactly how 
to use them in lab work and on all types of AM, 
FM and television service -from locating troubles 
to handling tough realignment jobs. 

'SCOPES ARE "GOLD MINES" 
When You Learn to Use Them Right! 

Each operation is explained step by step. You 
learn to determine ust where and how to use the 
'scope on specific jobs: how to make connections and 
adjust circuit components: how to set the controls; 
and HOW TO ANALYZE t 
OSCILLOSCOPE PAT- 
TERNS fast and right. - t 

370 illustrations includ- 
ing dozens of pattern ph, - ' .,ye. tos make things doubly 
clear. 

No other type of specific 
service training can mean 
so much to you in boosting 
your efficiency and earning 
power! Send coupon NOW 
for 10 -day examination! 

tas 

'SCOPE EXPERTS 

get better jobs 
... bigger pay! 

PRACTICE 10 DAYS-FREE! 
rDepartment RN -42, Holt, Rinehart and Winston 

P.O. Dos 2334, Grand Central Station, New York 17 
Send amDERN OSCILLOSCOPES ANO THEIR USES 

for 10 -day FREE: EXAMINATION. If book Is satlsfar 
I will then send u SS.¡a (plus postage) 

promptly in full pa)'ment. 
you 

not. 1 will return hook 
postpaid 

Send 
good 

5t cat, L 
'(ó der and lwetpnothing. 

age. Same 10-day s 
with 

privilege with money re- 
funded.) ( r705818) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY, ZONE. STATE 
OUTSIDE U.S.A. $5.25 Cash only. Money back it Ted 
return book within aO days. 

This njlrr expires Perembrr I. 1%1. 
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SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET SYSTEM 
A cryogenic magnet system, able to develop intense 
fields at liquid helium temperatures, is marketed. 

A LOW- TEMPERATURE magnet 
system, capable of developing an 

intense field of 50,000 gauss at a tem- 
perature of 4 degrees above absolute 
zero, is expected to open a new area of 
high -field magnet research. The new 
system, marketed by Westinghouse, will 
be of interest to industrial, govern- 
mental, and academic laboratories en- 
gaged in research in cryogenics, super- 
conductivity, magnetics, and plasmas. 

The superconducting system consists 
of a coil and its support, a special power 
supply, gaussmeter, Dewar assembly, 
helium liquid level indicator, and helium 
transfer tube. 

The superconducting magnet contains 
two miles of wire about the diameter of 
a sewing thread. The wire is a niobium - 
zirconium alloy that has been fabricated 
by means of special metal processing 
techniques. A solenoid of this wire with 
an over -all size of about 3 inches in 
length and 3 inches in diameter pro- 
duces the 50,000 -gauss magnetic field 
within the 1/2 -inch inside diameter. 

In use, the coil is immersed in a cold - 
retaining bottle (Dewar) filled with 
liquid helium which keeps it at a tern - 
perature near 269 degrees C below zero. 
The energy required to cool the coil is 
only a small fraction of that needed to 

create a comparable magnetic field with 
a standard electromagnet. Essentially, 
the magnet produces almost all of its 
supermagnetism "for free." 

A transistorized power supply fur- 
nishes constant current, low ripple d.c. 
power for use with the superconducting 
magnetic coil. The portable unit is de- 
signed for less than 0.1 per -cent regu- 
lation from no load to full load with an 
input voltage variation from 105 to 125 
volts a.c. 

Unique protective features are incor- 
porated to prevent damage to the power 
supply or to the superconducting mag- 
net. For example, if the load current in- 
ceases at a rate greater than 4 amperes 
per second, or if the output voltage in- 
creases at a rate greater than 0.1 volt 
per second, the power output current 
is reduced to zero. Furthermore, provi- 
sion is made to reduce the output cur- 
rent to zero when the liquid helium 
reaches a predetermined low level. A 
dumping circuit is provided in the 
power supply to dissipate a portion of 
the energy stored in the magnet in the 
event it goes into normal conduction 
range. In addition, a thermal detector 
and a time -delay relay are used to pre- 
vent internal damage to the power sup- 
ply. 

The magnet enclosed in the small, round perforated case just above the metal cy- 
linder contains two miles of threadlike wire which loses all electrical resistance 
at temperatures near absolute zero. The tiny magnet has twice the strength of the 
massive iron -core magnet behind it when run to saturation of the iron that is used. 
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Product Test Report 
Continued frone ¡owe 22) 

is no I- megohm isolating resistor in the test 

prod; instead, a special low -C coax cable is used 

that makes this resistor unnecessary. We meas- 

ured the capacitance of this lead and found 
that it was only 42 µµf. When we later tried 
using the meter for direct r.f. measurements, we 

found that its low loading permitted it to be 

used well up into the r.f. range. 
The large 6 -inch meter with its simple, un- 

cluttered dial makes it easy to take accurate 
readings with o minimum of eye -strain. The meter 
has a 1 -ma. movement rather than the usual 
200 -ga. value, so that it should be rugged and 
hard to damage. A look of the photo above shows 
that there are no knobs on the knurled, plastic 
shafts on the pots used for zero set and ohms 
adjustment. Once these controls were set, we 

found the long -time stability as well as the range - 

to -range stability so good that it was not neces- 

sary to touch these at all. 
The meter has six d.c. and a.c. ranges (from 

3 to 1200 v.) and six resistance ranges (from 10 

ohms to 10 megohms, mid -scale). The polarity 
of the instrument can be reversed if required. 
A special peak.to -peok scale is also included. 
The circuit itself is simple and conventional. A 

12BH7 twin -triode is employed in the usual 

balanced bridge arrangement with the 0 -1 ma. 
meter connected between the two cathodes. 
One diode section of a 6X4 is used as a simple 
peak rectifier for a.c. signals. Resistance is 

measured by use of a 11/2-volt flashlight bat- 
tery, a voltage divider, and the voltmeter cir- 
cuitry. One per -cent resistors are used in the 
d.c. and a.c. dividers, while 5% resistors are 
used for ohms measurements. A half -wave 
selenium rectifier supplies a measured 80 volts 
to the twin -triode. Built -in calibration pots are 
provided for d.c. (using the 1' /2-volt flashlight 
cell) and for a.c. zero adjust. We were a little 
surprised that there was no calibration pot for 
setting up the a.c. ranges for some known volt. 
age. Most v.t.v.m.'s use the line voltage for this 
purpose. In this case, such an adjustment was 
found to be completely unnecessary and a.c. 
readings were quite accurate without it. 

The first test we made was of the d.c. ac- 
curacy of the instrument. We took several volt. 
age readings (using a variable power supply) 
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RADIO PARTS STORES & HI -FI SALONS! 
Hundreds of dealers across the nation profit by selling ELECTRONICS WORLD each 
month to their customers. Are you one of them' ELECTRONICS WORLD helps build store 
traffic ... keeps customers coming back month after month for the merchandise you 
sell -and, best of all, you earn a neat profit on each copy sold -No RISK INVOLVED. 

So get details on selling ELECTRONICS WORLD, the world's largest selling technical 
electronics magazine. Or, order your copies now. Just use the handy coupon. 

Retail Sales Department, Electronics World Att: Jerry Schneider 
One Park Avenue, New York 16, New York 

Send me copies of ELECTRONICS WORLD for resale in my store each month. 
No risk involved on my part. 
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TECHNICIANS - ENGINEERS 

Now You Can 

LEARN MATH 
Through Home Study 

Announcing a new course... 
GHIS COURSE consists of the first fif- 

teen lessons of the new Grantham 
Engineering Series. It is designed 

especially for the technician or engineer 
who has either forgotten certain principles 
of mathematics or whose background in 
math is limited. 

Today, to get ahead as a technical man, 
you must understand basic mathematics - 
logarithms, slide rule, algebraic notation 
and laws, algebraic functions, linear equa- 
tions. quadratic equations, higher degree 
equations, applied geometry, applied 
trigonometry, progressions and series. 
transcendental equations, empirical equa- 
tions, etc. 

Grantham School has just recently de- 
veloped this unusual home study course. 
which can bring you up to date in these 
subjects. 

Don't let inadequacy in math hold you 
back. Write for details today. 

Write: Dept. 260 -D 

Grantham Schools, Inc. 
1505 N. Western Ave., Los Angeles 27, Calif. 

GUAeANierO 
rRrORMNGt 

CROWN 
fossional Tape Recorder 

SUPRA 
PROFESSIONAL 

World's 

Leader 

in 

Quarter 

Track 

Stereo 
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Model 824 -Quarter Track Stereo 

Also available in full track. half 
track and two track stereo. 

Crown gives more performance per dollar 
FREQUENCY IPS FLUTTER NOISE 
RESPONSE SPEED & WOW RATIO 

2 db 30 to 30.000 CPS 15 .06% 57 db 
2 db 30 to 20.000 CPS 71/2 .09% 55 db 
3 db 30 to 11.000 CPS 311 .18% 51 db 

Write Dept. EW -462 or phone 111 3.4919 
for complete information. Some dealer 
franchises available. 

CROWN INTERNATIONAL 
Div of 

INTERNATIONAL RADIO &ELECTRONICS CORP. 

ELKHART. INDIANA 

on each ronge and compared our readings with 
those obtained on a lab -type v.o.m. All readings 
fell between -I% and +2% of full scale. The 
same procedure was followed in checking a.c. 
accuracy. We found all readings to be between 
-t /z / and +3%. The accuracy was thus seen 
to be well within the limits needed for service 
work. What is more, there was excellent agree- 
ment of readings of the same voltage taken on 
several scales. Input impedance of the meter is 

12.2 megohms on d.c. and close to 1.5 megohms 
on a.c. We measured this latter value at 1000 
cps on the three lower ranges. 

Next, we measured the a.c. frequency response 
of the meter to see how good a job it could 
do in audio work. At the low end of the audio 
spectrum, response was found to be down only 
1/2 db at 50 cps and 1 db at 20 cps. At the 
high end, response was perfectly flot out well 
beyond the top limit of the audio range. As a 

matter of fact, the meter was still absolutely 
flat out to 6 sec. before it started to show a 

rise in reading. We hit a peak of 6 db at 9 

mc. before the reading started to roll off. This 
rising response in the r.f. range is typical of 
many v.t.v.m.'s we have checked; it is probably 
due to the shunt capacitance across the multiplier 
resistors, forming o high -frequency peaking net- 

work that boosts response at higher frequencies. 
lust out of curiosity we continued still higher in 
frequency. We found another peak at about 
18 mc., then a gradual roll -off, but we were still 
reading r.f. directly on the meter up to about 
30 mc. We would have liked to see o db scale 
on the instrument since it is so well suited for 
audio measurements, except for low -level values. 

Finally, the resistance ranges were checked 
by measuring a number of known I % and 5% 
resistors. All measurements were very close ex- 
cept for those on the lowest resistance range. 
We wondered why a meter that was so accurate 
on all its other functions should read low on 
the lowest resistance range. We checked the 
11/2-volt battery while switched to the lowest 
resistance range and we found that it read 
only 0.4 volt with the test prods shorted for a 

while. Substitution of a fresh flashlight cell 
brought all readings up to their proper values. 
The cell, by the way, is soldered to its leads; 
it would have been a little more convenient to 
have a battery holder with built -in leads. 

In summary, the Model 211 is a simple, but 
accurate and highly useful piece of test equip- 
ment that will give plenty of satisfactory use on 
the service bench. It is available for $31.95 in 
kit form. E. W. 

Sencore SS117 Sweep- Circuit Analyzer 
For ropy of uuinninVurrr'.e brorlfnrr, cowl(' No. 59 on coupon Ipuffr 108). 

FEW TV technicians have never suffered the 
experience of replacing a "defective" fly- 

back transformer, yoke, or other sweep com- 
ponent, only to find that they were on the 
wrong trail. Horizontal sync, oscillator, sweep, 
and high -voltage circuits are so closely inter- 
related that narrow fault localization and reliable 
checking of suspect components are not easy 
to manage. Some of these difficulties apply to 
the vertical circuits too. 

Aware of the problems, the designer of Sen- 
core's SS117 Sweep -Circuit Analyzer has packed 
an impressive number of direct, dynamic tests 
into a single unit, many of which can be made 
without removing the TV chassis from its cabinet, 
let alone ripping the chassis apart. Facilities in- 
clude substitute vertical and horizontal saw -tooth 
signals, voriable in amplitude. The former is line - 
synchronized; the latter has an external frequency 
adjustment and can be locked to pulses from 
the set. 

There is a "universal" substitute for the hori- 
zontal deflection coils (variable from 5 to 40 
millihenrys), a dynamic check for flyback trans- 
formers operating in their own circuits, facilities 
for metering voltages and currents in the ana- 
lyzer or receiver (including h.v., with a range - 
extending probe provided), a plug -in adapter 
for monitoring the horizontal- output tube (in- 
cluding a set -up switch and miniature roll chart 
for different types), and a substitute drive signal 
for checking vertical yoke coils. Further, most 
facilities have been so arranged or isolated that 

more than one can be in use simultaneously. 
A description of the complete range of sync 

and sweep circuit tests would be quite lengthy: 
in addition to the instruction manual, Sencore 
packs a longplaying record covering all essen- 
tial procedures and urges the user to hear it 
more than once. However, we can give some 
idea. An adapter at the end of a cable plugs 
into the socket for the horizontal- output tube 
on the chassis, with the tube itself being plugged 
into the adapter. This facilitates separate mon- 
itoring of cathode and screen currents. To check 
required drive signal, the TV horizontal oscillator 
can be disabled (as by withdrawing the tube) and 
the analyzer's saw -tooth output can be applied 
through the adapter and metered. To check 
sync, pulses from the set can be applied to the 
analyzer's generator in this some set -up. 

If the receiver's horizontal yoke is disconnec- 
ted, the internal substitute coil is readily con- 
nected in its place and adjusted for best match. 
A pick -up coil on the latter feeds the analyzer's 
meter through a rectifier. With one meter scale 
calibrated directly in degrees of deflection, the 
presence or absence of adequate output from 
the flyback system can thus be checked. 

As noted earlier, we have merely suggested 
some of the things the $5117 con do. Aside from 
fault- finding, it can be used for accurate setting 
of circuit adjustments. For example, adjustment 
of a linearity coil for best linearity and correct 
boost voltage is simple while the cathode current 
of the output tube is being monitored. 

Our own use tests indicated that the instru- 
ment does all the things claimed for it and meets 
its specifications honestly. For example, although 
correct sweep linearity would not be essential, 
the vertical and horizontal sow -tooth outputs 
maintained surprisingly good waveshape at any 
amplitude and, in the case of the latter, at any 
frequency setting. 

The only criticism that could be leveled against 
the $5117, justifiably or not, is that it may take 
quite a bit of time to learn how to use it 
quickly. However, this is inevitably true of any 
complicated instrument that provides such a range 
of facilities. How many technicians have become 
completely adept with the oscilloscope after one 
session of use? The prospective buyer would 
have to weigh this factor against his present 
ability to tackle sync and sweep problems. Once 
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he has bought the unit, he should make sure to 
employ it wherever possible, instead of letting 
it gather dust while he avoids the bother of 
learning the new techniques it entails. He will 
doubtless find that it has paid for itself by the 
time he has become fully adept in its use. A 
troubleshooting chart (symptom vs test) in the 
manual should help matters considerably. Dealer 
net price is 589.50 E. W. 

'Knight -Kit" 
Laboratory Oscilloscope 

For copy of manufacturer's brochure, 
ri rrh .' CO on coupon (page 108). 

THE modern lob scope is o for cry from the 
early scopes that just barely managed to 

show a waveform of the applied signal. The 
modern instrument will not only display the 
waveform accurately, but it frequently has fa- 
cilities built in to measure the peak -to -peak 
amplitude as well as the time duration of that 
waveform. What is more, since the sweep is 

usually a triggered one, it is not necessary to 
search around with both coarse and fine sweep - 
frequency controls until a couple of cycles of pot - 
tern appear on the screen and then adjust the 
sync control to keep the pattern steady. Instead, 
all that happens when you change sweep rotes is 

that you simply see a different number of cycles 
on a stationary waveform pattern. 

The "Knight -Kit" lab scope (Catalogue No. 
83 YZ 945) is a full- fledged laboratory instru- 
ment with all the above features built in and 
at a price less than half that of comparable 
scopes- because it is a kit. The circuits and the 
kit as a whole have been superbly engineered 
and it appears to us that no compromises in 
quality or features were made to accommodate 
the kit form. Although we did not assemble the 
kit ourselves, it is obvious that this is not a unit 
that can be put together in a few evenings spare 
time. As a matter of fact, the 128 -page con- 
struction manual has been divided into five sep- 
arate sections so that a number of technicians 
can work on the assembly at the some time. To 

give an ideo of how elaborate the instrument 
is, the basic scope has some 38 tubes, 17 semi. 
conductor diodes, 20 neon lamps, 278 resistors, 
and 109 capacitors. The preamp may have os 

many as 10 more tubes to wire up along with 
an appropriate number of resistors, capacitors, 
and switches. True, many printed circuit and 
component boards are included, but each of the 
parts must be mounted and soldered. 

The scope which we checked had a plug -in 
dual -trace preamp that permits two separate 
signals to be displayed at once on the CRT. 
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SONOTONE 

F- 
SONOTONE 

new 

Sonotone 

Cartridge 
6 -Paks 
make it 
easy to 

STOCK 

SAVE 

SERVICE 

SELL 

SONOTONE 

STOCK -Hang it on the wall, stand it on a shelf, slip it into 
your caddy. Cartridge model number is always visible for 
quick identification. 
SAVE -Save money on purchase of any 6 SONOTONE car- 
tridges -save time by always having the right replacements. 
SERVICE -You always have the right replacement to service 
virtually every record player on the market. 
SELL -In your shop, an eye -compelling display (unique bon- 
net fits over 6 -Pak to remind your walk -in customers to 
modernize their record players). In your caddy -a variety of 
cartridges for nearly every replacement. 
Every time you buy 6 SONOTONE cartridges from your dis- 
tributor, they come in the new attractive 6 -Pak cartridge 
sleeve. You can select any 6 SONOTONE cartridges, or one of 
three pre- selected 6 -Paks which include the most needed car- 
tridges for the most often faced replacement situations. 

STEREO 6 -PAK -covers nearly every stereo replacement or 
conversion. Six stereo cartridges from the audiophile's favor- 
ite, the 9T, to the budget -priced stereo crystal cartridge, the 
12T. Consists of models : 9T, 8T -A, 16T, 18T, 10T and 12T. 

STEREO /MONO 6 -PAK -covers most stereo or mono replace- 
ment needs. Consists of 3 stereo ceramics models 8T -A, 9T, 
16T ; and 3 mono ceramics : 1P, 2T, 3T. 

MONOPHONIC 6- PAK- covers virtually all most called for 
monophonic replacements. "LB" denotes "less bracket" for slim 
tonearms. Consists of models; 1P, two 2T's, 2T -LB, 3T -LB. 
The 6 -Pak is just another way that SONOTONE simplifies 
your inventory and makes it easier to sell cartridges. Order 
a SONOTONE 6 -Pak today at your parts distributor. 
FREE: The new SONOTONE cartridge cross -reference chart cata- 
log is available at your distributor, or write : 

SONOTONE® CORPORATION ELMSFORD. NEW YORK 
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS DIVISION In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd. Toronto 

Cartridges Speakers Tape Heads Mikes Electronic Tubes Batteries Heancg Aids 
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IF IT'S ELECTRONIC, GET IT FROM GOODNEART! 
BEST -VALUE ALL -BAND RC'.R Hall,crafters'Belmont R -5 ARR 7. 

Air Force paid 5750.00. Voice. CW 
MCW. SSO NC to 3 MC Conlin. In 
6 bands. National Radio Astronomy 
Lab bought 3. Dartmouth's E.E. 
Dept. bought 2. Bob Elmore wrote: Truly a sensational re ti er. ' J.P. 
Broderick: ` ,'Can't beat` it 

receiver." 
s nsl- tivltr and selectivity." Has 6 -se. 

leetivity choice. 3 w CryStal filter & 
phase control. Var.able CW pitch. 
Noise limner. S- meter. AVC MVC. 
Voltaestabillred separate ose 
Manual or autom. vernier tun.nI. ll 

tunes alter w 
, 

e remove 
' 
radiat. Sun. 

press. Has 2 RF and 2 IF Stages at 
455 kC. The 6V6 Phones output 
drives any Spkr when matched 
w SI.21 xlrmr. Air Force said "Un. 
used. Good" nut we have an expert 
radioman go o each. realign. by 
Pass rerad. supo r etc. Shipped ready 
to use. w 120-230 v. SO 60 cy pwr 
Supply: nCludes OC for the aut. 
tuning. in 

U.S. 
cost 

119.50 anywhere ,n . s. u 
59.50. FOB San Antonio. 
Time Plan: 517.95 down. 11x516.03 

NEW LOW PRICE: $14.95 BUYS 

2 -METER RECEIVER & 2/6/10 METER XMTR 

SCR -522 r M, rack & 
Case. Cond. 19 tubes 

.ude 832As. 100.156 Inc 
AM. Satisfaction grid. Sold 
at less than the tube cost , 

nrplus! Shpg wt 75 lbs. 
FOB On- erton. $14.95 Wash. only 

Add 33.00 for Complete 
technical data group inclue. 
Mg Original chem.11ics a 
parts lists. I.F.. vil tornio. 
las. instruct. lOr AC owl' 
spy for rcvr continuous 
tuning. for xmt ego 
..s,. d for putting n 6 and 10 min, -. 

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER BARGAINS 
BC53B: 190 -550 Mc 6 -tube superticl wltS Mc IF's, 
ideal long-wave rev, tunable IF & 2nd 

ert. fo. other rcvrs.`'wiAl data, Checked,$12.95 
grtd OK. fob Los Ang. 
Same, in handsome cabinet w pwr Ply- $31.50 spit,. etc.. ready to use. is ° r ax -5]5. 
AN APR-4 rev, is Inc. lI -tube 30 mc IF etc. IOr Its 
plug In tuning units; has 5- meter, 60 Cy pwr 501Y. 
p.111., video á audio outputs, etc. Pan 

° 
utpul is 

deal to feed 30 mc to the R45'ARR -7. .$69.50 Checked and aligned. fob Los Angeles 
Plug -in tuning units for above vert OF to 30 n 
TN -I6. 38 -94 m 530.00. TN -17, 74.320 Inc. 
530.00. TN -I8. 300.1000 mc. 535.00. TN 19. 975 - 
2200 me, 
Power Plugs for 'Sev T 52.00 ? Tech. Handbook:] 57.50. 

MEASUREMENTS CORP. Pulse Generator 
MEAS. CORP. MOO. 79 -B 
PULSE 
00.000 C, ulses 

wd. and owes uI 
s d, Payed I pesync 

Celt pulse modulate an ex. 
1. bal RF source lnd can 

synched b 
y 

external 
sine 

s 
. This is the 

model preceding the t 
rent Catalog model which 
Sells for 595.00. Brand 
new in Original paCking. 
with instruction hook. 40 
Ins foM1Harris- $69.50 burg. Pa. 

NAVY LM FREQ. METER, .01 % ACCURATE 
Crystal -calibrated every 1000 ke w data to use 

inany .xtl 11s 
. St i .005" ,ter. 

12520.000kc sable far beyond. W 
mate..ing-+erial alú. book,, ill, schematic. ;4950 
pwr -$ply data. CHECKED OK fob Los Angeles 
raz AC pwr sply modifies easily to LM Owe (9'95 
spiv w parts data we include. lob San Diego 

TS -34, TS -34A PORTABLE TEST SCOPES 
E xc. tond.. grid l00' OK. w carry case S I6.page 
Instruct. See sine waves 30 cy-1 m Int. sweeps 
10- 50.000 Cy plus Triggered 'wet-pa 5. 50. 250 useC 
for autoslat :c I:1 pulse viewing. II Cy 317 mc 
db. 2AP1 plus lens gives many. 5' pie. Calibrated 
attrnuators so use idea system as VTVM 
or as very.w 

o ...lianaltt 
ACa mplifler. Shpg wt 0 Ills. 

fob Newark. CHECKED for sweep & deflection, $41.00 w MV probe. See voltage 0.1 to 50 v peak. - 
Same plus directto -2API g coax cords $49.50 

0.1 % SORENSEN Line Voltage Regulator 
r 50005 

a 
' reg 

° 
1. against 

lo..d changes 0.5 kva a 
line changes 95 -130 v 
1 ph 50160cÿ: adj. out- 
put 110.120 V. holds to 
0.1.' ... Harm. less than 
3.1. Recovery .15 see. 
Regularly 5695.00 less 
Spares. New. w spares 

is`'áb`útiCa 5.$349.50 
r 100025 is 

e 
except 

1 kva. 190 -260 v in 10 
230 v out. I ph. (119.50 
ton Los Angeles 
SOLA BARGAINS: All 
Standard ham.. I ph. I; regulation. 2 kva. 
grid 100: OK. 95.125 

SV. 60 cy in to 135 v out 0.17.4 A. fob Wash. OC or 
uomi. calif. Shoe wt. 250 lbs. $19.50 Only 
With taps for 50 60 cy. a dual primary. $89.50 95-125 or 190.250 v fob Harrisburg 
Convert above for 230 v output with new 
Westinghouse AutOtransformer, S kva. 115: 
230 v 50 60 Cy., fob Los Angeles. Add only $45.00 

130 DC AMPS at LESS THAN $1.00/AMP 
New, G.E. in cabinet w meters, coase A line Ctls. 
250v 3ph in to 15 30v. 130 65A Cont.. $129.50 600 300A Int.. fob Topelta. Kansas. only 
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NAVY'S PRIDE COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 
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output 

Commun Cations. .000 V.s tars protected by Il mite a C55 holds 
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mal s 10 -turn Os ÓÓp IU. ,fig VC. for chu OI í11e 4 1 fins. Sens 1 
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kC 
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of ̀ f you wish. Selperate 
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papply contains P.P 6V6 Af mÿ lifier ?600 ohms lo. drives any matched spur. Corn. 
late. ready to plug into IS 50 60 Cy and u e. Exc. rond., itM1 lI o ds. AF 

po plug. a of almost the Co píete Handbook. Checked á aligned $99.50 
before shag. FOB CharlestOn. S.C. Or LoS Angeles 

HILL R. E. GOODHEART CO. P. O. BOX 1220-A B C,GLIFORN AS 

..Tomorrow and for years to come! 
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CITIZENS BAND 

RADIO 
8 Channels, crystal controlled 
transmitter and receiver 
Tunable receiver for 22 channels 
Transmitter 100% Class B 
modulated 
Adjustable squelch 
Automatic noise limiter 
R. F. Power indicator 
1 Year guarantee 
Easy to install. Ideal for home. 
boat, car or business. Weighs 
only 9 lbs... 43/4 x 91/2 x 111/4 
FCC Type accepted* 
.in preference fo only certification 

with 1 pair of 
crystals, microphone 
and power cables 

RADIO CORPORATION 
73 Wortman Avenue Brooklyn 7. N.Y. 

Please send me complete information 
on Model "E" CB Radio. 1 

Dept. Ill 1 
1 

NAME 

' 
s 

ADDRESS- 
' 
' s 

CITY -- 
STATE. 

I 

Other preamps are available, also in kit form, 
for plugging into the basic scope. The instrument, 
when used with the dual -trace preamp, has a 

bandwidth from d.c. to 10 mc., a maximum 
sensitivity of 50 mv. (peak -to- peak) /cm., and a 

rise time of 40 nanoseconds. Waveforms are dis- 
played on a 5 -inch, flat -face, post -accelerator 
CRT with an accelerating potential of about 5 kv. 

There are 30 calibrated sweep ranges with a 

wide choice of triggering- signal sources and 
triggering level. This latter feature allows the 
sweep to be triggered at either polarity of sig- 
nal and at any point on the waveform, Hence, 
the display can be made to show a waveform 
that oppears to start at any part of the cycle. 
It is also possible to expand the sweep hori- 
zontally either 5 times or 20 times so that a 

very small part of a waveform can be examined. 
This is especially useful if you want to study 
the rise time or decay time of a square -wave 
signal or a short pulse. Push -pull amplification 
is used throughout for balanced deflection. 

Very extensive use is made of voltage regu- 
lation so that the scope is not affected by line - 
voltage changes. For example, there are no less 

than four separate rectifier systems in the low - 

voltage supply (three of these are full -wove 
bridges), and each of these hos four or five 
triode sections as control and regulator tubes. 
Even the r.f.- oscillator high -voltage supply with 
its two separate rectifier systems uses a two - 
stage feedback regulator. Just out of curiosity, 
we switched on and off a 1100 -watt load in the 

some a.c. line that was connected to the scope. 
Although this caused the scope's a.c. voltage to 
change abruptly by 6 volts (118 v. to 112 v.), both 
the amplitude of the waveform being watched 
and the sweep speed remained rock -steady. The 

only effect was a very slight change in intensity. 
Built into the instrument is a 1000 -cps square - 

w v e v l la a ca li r t r that furni hes from 10 

mv, to 50 v, (p -p) 1';, in 24 fixed steps. 
This facility, when used along with the calibrated 
vertical attenuator of the scope, allows the am- 
plitude of any waveform to be measured accu- 
rately. Also built -in is a 100 -kc. crystal oscillator 
and o series of multivibrators that provide in- 
tensity- modulated marker pips for the sweep at 
I0- ;rsec., 100- ¡rsec., and I000- ;isec, intervals- This 
feature allows the sweep speed to be adjusted 
very accurately ( `- 1' ; ) so that the time dura- 
tion, and hence the frequency, of an observed 
waveform can be measured directly. 

About the greatest compliment that can be 

paid to such on instrument with its large number 
of operating controls and internal trimmers and 
adjustments is to say that everything does just 
what it is supposed to. All the controls work 
properly and there is excellent range -to -range 
accuracy of the vertical and horizontal attenu- 
ators, and the sweep magnifier control. There is 

absolutely no hum deflection of the trace, even 
with the gain controls wide open, Also, sweep 
linearity is very good as evidenced by the per- 
fectly equal spacings of the crystal -controlled 
time markers along the sweep. 

To check the amplitude calibration accuracy, 
we applied a wide range of input signals to the 

scope ranging from about 1 v. (p -p) to over 300 
v. (p -p), while monitoring these signals with a 

lab voltmeter. (The higher voltages were applied 
through a 10:1 low -C probe.) Although the scope 
screen could not be read as closely as the meter 

scales, most of the readings we checked were 
right on the button with a couple of the read- 
ings being, at the very worst, no more than 
3 % low, We also applied a number of known 
frequencies to the scope and, by the use of 
the calibrated sweep, measured their frequen- 
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cies. Again there was very good agreement be- 
tween the scope measurements and the settings 
of our signal generators. 

While using the crystal -controlled time mark- 
ers, we ran a lead from the scope near the 
antenna of our communications receiver. Al- 
though we could hear a strong pulse buzz every 
100 kc. well up into the higher megacycles (in- 

cluding right on top of WWV's carrier at 5 and 
10 mc.), the bandwidth of the 100 -kc. signal 
was fairly broad so that it was impossible to 

check the calibration accuracy by making a zero - 
beat adjustment or to identify which harmonic 
we were hearing. 

Although we had no means of checking the 
high -frequency response of the scope accurately, 
we did connect an r.f. signal generator to it to 

see how far up we could see evidence of an 

r.f. signal. We were still seeing some r.f. at 
frequencies as high as 30 mc., although above 
10 mc. it was practically impossible to sync the 
pattern. The scope seemed to show a smooth, 
gradual roll -off from 10 mc. to 30 mc., and we 

ore certainly willing to take the manufacturer's 

`t,#F9:te4 .;.rk ,. 

rating of d.c. to 10 mc. (within 3 db) as being 
correct. We had no problems at all with very 
low frequency audio signals or even d.c. 

One minor point that confused us a little 
was the polarity markings on the input- selector 
switches on the preamp. These were marked 

We would have liked to have seen a positive - 
going signal applied with the switches in the 
" +" positions producing an upward deflection 
on the CRT. However, in order to obtain an up- 
ward deflection with a positive signal, these 
switches had to be in the " -' positions. 

In summary, we would say that the instrument 
is a professional oscilloscope in every sense of 
the word. It should be extremely useful in lab- 
oratories and in industry where a scope of this 
caliber is required. The price of the lab -scope 
kit is $395.00, of the dual -trace preamp kit is 

$79.95, and of the low- capacity probe kit is 

516.50. A differential high -gain plug -in preamp 
kit is also available, as well as blank preamp 
chassis to permit the designer to build his 
own. E W. 

ELECTRONIC VIBRATO 
By F. H. CALVERT 

Construction of a vibrato circuit that can be added 
to an amplifier to be used with musical instruments. 

IV HIS SIMPLE addition to any exist- 
ing amplifier will make such an 

amplifier suitable for use with musical 
instruments. 

Basically, the circuit is a phase -shift 
oscillator, the output of which is ca- 
pacitively coupled to the plate of the 
first audio stage of the amplifier. The 
generated sine wave adds to or sub- 
tracts from the plate voltage, depending 
on the phase angle of the generated 
cycle. The frequency of oscillation is 
approximately 8 cps and may be con- 
veniently raised or lowered, if so de- 
sired, by changing the value of any one 
of the 2- megohm resistors in the net- 
work. (See Fig. 1.) 

Plate and heater voltages can be ob- 
tained from the existing power supply 
in any straight a.c. amplifier. If an a.c.- 
d.c. type amplifier is used, the plate 
voltage may be obtained from it, but 
heater requirements are met by using 
an auxiliary transformer (117 -volt in- 
put, 6.3 -volt @ .3 amp. output). Plate 
current is on the order of a few milli- 
amperes. 

The amplitude of the vibrato is ad- 
justed for best sound with the 2 -meg- 
ohm potentiometer. When vibrato is not 

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the phase - 
shift oscillator that provides vibrato. 
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desired, the control is turned to zero. 
The small amount of space required 

by this circuit makes it possible to build 
the unit right on the chassis of the exist- 
ing amplifier. Use shielded lead wire to 
and from the vibrato amplitude control. 

A 6SC7 tube was chosen as there were 
already two in the amplifier with which 
the circuit was used. However, a 
6SL7GT can be substituted for it di- 
rectly as the pin connections for the 
triode section shown are the same. Any 
ordinary high -mu triode can be used, 
providing the necessary socket and pin 
changes are made. 

Fig. 2. Circuit arrangement showing how 
vibrato circuit is connected to a dual - 
channel or single -channel amplifier stage. 
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FREE 
CAREER 

BOOKLET 

to guide you 
to a 
successful future 
in 

ELECTRONICS 
RADIO -TV 
COMPUTERS 
ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING 
This interesting pictorial booklet 
tells you how you can prepare for a 
dynamic career as an Electrical En- 
gineer or Engineering Technician in 
many exciting, growing fields: 
MISSILES RADAR RESEARCH 
ELECTRICAL POWER ROCKETRY 

AUTOMATION AVIONICS 
SALES DEVELOPMENT 

Get all the facts about job opportu- 
nities, length of study, courses 
offered, degrees you can earn, 
scholarships, part-time work - as 
well as pictures of the Milwaukee 
School of Engineering's educational 
and recreational facilities. No obli- 
gation - it's yours free. 

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! 
MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
D'pl. EW -462. 1025 N. Milwaukee St. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 111e -113 

Please send FREE "Your Career" booklet 
I'm interested in Electronics Radio -TV 

Computers Electrical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 

(PLEASE PRINT) 

Name 

Address 

Age 

City __.... ...Zone...... State ................ 
I'm eligible for veteranseduemtionbenefits. 

Discharge date ._.. .. , J 
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How's Your Frequency RADIO - 
TRANSMITTER 
FREQUENCY, 

That is 

A quick check with a tunable 
receiver in almost any populous area 

shows lots of activity on the Citizens Band ... and 
a surprising proportion of transmitters which are off frequency. 

TWO VERY GOOD REASONS FOR HOLDING REQUIRED FREQUENCY 
TOLERANCE ARE: 

1. VOICE QUALITY AND DISTANCE COVERED WILL BE AT MAX- 
IMUM . . . BECAUSE OFF-TUNING DOWNGRADES PERFORM- 
ANCE VRY QUICKLY. 

2. NO TICKETS FROM THE FCC FOR VIOLATIONS. FCC TOLER- 
ANCE FOR CLASS D CITIZENS BANDIS 0.005 %. 

THE LAMPKIN 105B FREQUENCY METER IS A NATURAL FOR 
CITIZENS BAND WORK. ACCURACY IS AMPLE (0.0025 %). IT 
COVERS ALL CHANNELS (CALIBRATIONS FREE WITH NEW METER. 
ON REQUEST, FOR THE 23 CLASS D CHANNELS) . AND WILL 
OPERATE AS A SIGNAL GENERATOR (FOR ACCURATE RECEIVER 
ALIGNMENT). THE PRICE IS LOW (5260.00 NET) AND DELIVERY IS 
IMMEDIATE! GET ONE YOURSELF -OR HAVE YOUR CB CLUB BUY ONE! 

105 -B FREQUENCY METER 

Reliable ... since 1938 ! 

INFORMATIVE 
BOOKLET ON TWO. 
WAY RADIO. ITS 
FULL OF 
FACTS AND 
FIGURES 

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC. 
MFM Division, Bradenton, Florida 

I At no obligation to me, please send free 
i booklet and information on La mpkin 
I meters. 

Name 

Address 

City 

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC. 
BRADENTON 

FLORIDA 

l 

State_- 
- --J 

THE POWER -PACKED PO 
soon 

STEREOPHONIC 

MONOPHONIC 

MODEL 
TRS -1680 by 

NEWCOMB 
80 watts of peak power -40 watts per channel- highly efficient 
loudspeakers, all the controls required for complex assignments 
fit the Newcomb TRS -1680 to your biggest sound jobs. There are 
three mike inputs each with its own volume mixer and tone control. 
With the blend control you can get as much, or as little, stereo 
effect as you want. The TRS -1680 has stereo inputs for tape or 
radio, too. The phono system includes a ten -inch, two -pound turn- 
table with a deep -ribbed rubber mat, completely compatible high 
fidelity ceramic pickup, separate bass, treble, and volume controls. 
A wide choice of reproducers is available. It takes four pages in 
Bulletin TR -5 to cover the TRS -1680 Series completely. Write for 
your free copy. 

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., DEPT.EW, 6824 LEXINGTON AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38. CALIF. 
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Transistorized Transmitter 
(Continued from page 52) 

class -C amplifier which eliminates the 
need for neutralization. Resistor R, pro- 
vides base bias for the stage, while the 
base is grounded (for signal) Oa capaci- 
tor C,. The output signal is developed 
across choke RFC, and coupled through 
capacitor C, to the pi- network tuned 
circuit consisting of capacitors C. and 
C, and coil L. A pi network was selected 
for its harmonic rejection rather than 
its antenna -matching abilities, however, 
capacitor C, may be made variable so 
that the unit will better match an ex- 
isting antenna. 

Modulation is achieved in a modified 
Heising manner, with mixing occurring 
across resistor R. Capacitor Cs is placed 
across the battery to keep its a.c. in- 
ternal resistance low, even though its 
d.c. resistance becomes high with age. 

Construction 

Each transmitter is housed in an alu- 
minum box measuring 3'rá" x 214," x 
1%". The chassis or wiring board is a 
piece of cloth -base phenolic measuring 
about 11/ " x 3 ", with hollow brass 
leather eyelets as circuit tie -points. A 
binding post is used for the antenna 
terminal, while the audio input is sup- 
plied through a phone jack. The leads 
for the battery are brought out through 
a small grommet in the end of the case. 

Operation 
This unit is intended for battery op- 

eration, using an Ereready 744 6 -volt 
battery. This is usually sufficient for 
about a year of operation. Since the 
current drain is so low, the unit is left 
on continuously. 

Once power is applied to the unit, the 
oscillator tank coil is tuned to maxi- 
mum output using an oscilloscope as 
an indicator. The unit is then placed 
in location, connected to the antenna 
and audio lines, and the output tuned 
for maximum signal strength, using a 
portable receiver. 

Since the device falls under rules con- 
cerning limited- radiation devices, care 
must be taken to insure that the field 
strength does not exceed 15 Av.-per- 
meter at a distance of 234 feet (for 670 
kc.) from the radiating device. This may 
be taken to mean "from the antenna," 
which may be a length of wire running 
around the side of the building in which 
the transmitter is placed. (See FCC 
Rules and Regulations, Paragraphs 15 -2 
to 15 -7.) 

Fig. 2. The same audio signal is applied 
to a large number of on- campus transmitters. 

TRANSMITTERS 
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Servicing Diathermy Gear 
(Continued from page 43) 

Boning, since damage can result from 
overheating. 

Intermittent operation can be de- 
tected by tapping tubes with a wooden 
pencil or similar object. Failure of any 
section of the unit may result in a de- 
crease or total lack of r.f. energy at the 
output. This can be detected by the ab- 
sence of warmth when the unit is in op- 
eration, but it is more convenient to use 
a neon test lamp for detection. The neon 
lamp will glow when r.f. energy is pres- 
ent. 

It is a good rule never to change the 
setting of tuning capacitors until all 
other sources of trouble have been 
investigated. Retuning may become nec- 
essary, however, when a tube is re- 
placed, owing to differences in interelec- 
trode capacitance. When the type 311CH 
tube in the r.f. amplifier circuit (Fig. 3 ) 

is replaced, for instance, it may be nec- 
essary to neutralize this stage again by 
adjusting the neutralizing capacitor and 
the tank trimmer. 

In the Raytheon unit (Fig. 4), insuf- 
ficient heat when the unit appears oth- 
erwise to be operating normally usually 
indicates a defective magnetron tube. 
Before replacing the magnetron, how- 
ever, it is well to examine the 500 -ohm 
resistor, R;, in series with the anode. If 
it appears blistered, or if an ohmmeter 
check reveals that it is open, it must be 
replaced. Failure of the magnetron can 
throw an excessive load on this resistor, 
causing it to fail before a fuse can blow. 

Most units have a time -delay relay 
(see component marked TDR in Fig. 4) 
to keep high voltage off the tube anodes 
until their filaments have had time to 
heat, thus prolonging the life of the 
tubes. Delays up to 5 minutes are pro- 
vided, and, where adjustable delays are 
used, the manufacturer's recommenda- 
tion should be followed. About 3 minutes 
is normally ample. 

Interference 
Frequencies on which diathermy 

equipment may be operated and fre- 
quency tolerances are specified by the 
Federal Communications Commission. 
Spurious and harmonic radiations on 
other frequencies must not exceed 25 
microvolts per meter at a distance of 
1000 feet or more from the diathermy 
equipment. 

At one time, interference by dia- 
thermy machines with other services 
was a serious problem. At the present 
time, however, the FCC reports that 
with few exceptions the equipment re- 
sponsible for interference was manufac- 
tured prior to July 1, 1947, and thus does 
not conform to present standards. 

A station license is not required for 
the operation of medical diathermy 
equipment on the assigned frequencies. 
Type approval is granted by the FCC 
and regular renewal is not required, al- 
though the Commission may require re- 
newal if it has reason to believe that a 
particular unit may be the source of in- 
terference to radio communication. 
Apr11, 1962 

LEADERSHIP 
IS NEVER AN 
ACCIDENT... 

It's always planned. FANONMASCO has been the acknowledged leader 
in the manufacture of quality intercoms for years. Not content to rest 
on its laurels as the number one seller FANONMASCO keeps striving 
continually to make its better products even better. 

That's why FANONMASCO turned its entire line over for redesign to 
one of America's leading industrial designers. Results? A triumph of 
distinctive styling never before approached. From its clean, sculptured 
lines to the rich harmonies of high styling decor in beige and gold, 
FANON- MASCO's new intercoms are stamped with the "look 
of tomorrow ". 

Of course, none of these improvements have been made at any sacri- 
fice of FANON- MASCO's outstanding qualities. You still get better 
performance, greater reliability, and value pricing thanks to FANON- 
MASCO's unmatched experience, versatility, and dependability. 

Yes. Leadership is no accident. We planned it that way. Write for com- 
plete information. FANONMASCO, 439 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 
14, N. J., Dept. 101. 

A complete line of P.A. amplifiers 
loaded with big extra features you'd 
pay much more for in any other line. 
Mobile and AC models available from 
8 to 70 watts output. From ;57.50 List 

MODEL FCB -9 Transistor 
Citizens Band Communicator. 
2 -Way radio for business, 
camps, boating and all sports. 
2 to 6 mile range depending 
on terrain. Complete with ear- 
phone, carrying case, battery: 
List ;64.95 each 

FA ON-MASCO 
439 Frelinghuysen Ave.. Newark 14, N.J. Export: Roburn, 431 Greenwich St., N.Y., 
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Multitore Sales Corp. Port Washington, NY. 

..iile Departmrr' 

tKeystone 
FUNDS 

For CURRENT INCOME 
Income Fund Kl 
Low- Priced Bond Fund B3 
Discount Bond Fund B4 

For INCOME with 
GROWTH Possibilities 

High -Grade Common 
Stock Fund Si 
Income Common Stock 
Fund S2 

For CAPITAL GROWTH 
Possibilities 

Growth Fund K2 
Growth Common Stock 
Fund S3 
Lower- Priced Common 
Stock Fund S4 
Keystone Fundof Canada, 
Ltd. 

THE KEYSTONE COMPANY 
50 Congress St., Boston 9, Mass. 

Please send me Prospectus describing 
the Fund(s) I have checked above. 

Name 

Address 

City Stat, LW 1 

A ROUTINE JOB 
By MILTON CRANDALL 

TT STARTED out as an ordinary day, 
but it wasn't long before the phone 

rang and I had to go to work. 
"The picture's pretty good," he said, 

"but I have to keep the sound too loud 
to get a picture." "What did you say ? ", 
I asked. This was a new one. "Yeah," he 
said, "I don't get any picture unless I 
turn the sound up so loud it wakes the 
neighbors." 

The set was soon glaring malevolent- 
ly at me with its one big eye. Sure 
enough, it showed a raster, more -or -less 
normal sound, and not one trace of 
video. When you turned the sound up, a 
dim, washed -out picture began to ap- 
pear. At full volume the picture was 
there in all its glory. What do you think 
the trouble was? It was an Admiral 
17XP3 chassis, and the defective com- 
ponent appears in the partial schematic 
below. 

This trouble was unusual in that it is 
one of the few that can be nailed down 
to one specific component with nothing 
but the symptoms, and a bit of reason- 
ing. 

Let's look at the schematic. The most 
significant relationship between sound 
and video in this and many similar sets 
is the use of the sound output tube as a 
dropping resistor in the plate supply to 
the i.f. strip. This is a class A amplifier; 
its plate current is supposed to stay 
about the same whether the stage is 
struggling with a massive signal or 
sitting in silence. It's not working that 
way this time, though. A second clue 
emerged. The set didn't care about the 
actual volume of the sound; it was the 
volume control setting that made the 
difference. Here we can nail down the 
trouble to one component. If the signal 
strength doesn't affect the operation of 
that output stage, but the volume con- 
trol setting does, then the volume con- 
trol setting is what determines the d.c. 
operating point of the stage. If it were 
cut off, we'd have no plate voltage for 
the i.f. strip, and therefore no picture. 
"But that can't be." I said to myself. 
"C., provides d.c. isolation between that 
grid and the rest of the set." "Not if it's 
leaky," said a small voice, and sure 
enough, it was. 

The customer wasn't impressed when 
I made no tests, but just snipped out 
and replaced one component. After all, 
I was supposed to know which one. 
wasn't I? That's what he was payin 
me for! 
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Your Copy of 
Our SPRING 
'62 Catolog- 
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WE WILL GLADLY 
SEND YOU A FREE 
COPY By Return Mail! 

Address Dept. EW 
FAIR RADIO SALES 

2133 ELIDA RD. Box 1105 LIMA, OHIO 

BC -221 FREQUENCY METER. $69.50 Like New. \vlth orlgh,al ('dill,. Book.. only 
B C -603 FM Receiver 211.27.0 Mc. New 18.95 
D M34 Dynamotor. 13 volt. Brand New 3.95 BC.604 MF Transmitter 

wtt tunes. Brand New 
O M -35 Dynamotor. 12 volt. Brand New 9,95 BC -923 A FM Receiver 

' 29 95 7.3$.h Sic. Brand J 
AN 'APN -9 LORAN Receiver- IndiCator with 

124 95 4 \'IC lnrerter. Checked nut. Exc. 
AN'APN -4R LORAN ReCeiverIndiCator with 

' Vile 89.50 .1 VC Inverter. checked nut. Exc. 
AN'APR4 Receiver it . Checklñ lout. Exc 259.50 ART -13 

tuber and 
Mew with 

Good condition 49.50 
T-22 ARC 5 Transmitter. Brand New 14.95 
BC-ASS Receiver. Good. 

BC -191 Transmitter with tubes. Excellent 
ARR -2 Receiver -11 tubes with CB 

eonrersion 
ARC -3 AM Receiver 100.150 Sic. Excellent 
ARC -3 AM Transmitter 100.150 Mc. Exc 

1.130A signal Generator. 100.1 30 Mc. 

RT100 A /AP }1S "X""It Rand Transceiver with 
2 455 and Manet-25 Tubes. etc... 

T5 -13 /AP Portable Signal Gene ator. New 
T.s 13 Malmenante Book 42.00 

HI -Fi Head Se,ns.- Ere.,. ange JO t 14.000 
cps. . In U Imp. Champ,. . .Ìd.,n. Ftvp.Ipp i ,,r,t 

9.95 
14.95 
4.95 

12.95 
14.95 

7.95 
5.95 

79.50 
39.95 

9.95 
Send Money Order or Cheek with Order 

Write for latest Flyer -LOADS OF BARGAINS! 

R W ELECTRONICS 
2430 S. Michigan Avenue DI nt. rw 
Phone: CAlumet 5 -1281 Chtr:a:o 16. iii. 

TV PICTURE TUBES "Ga'sTyps° 
BUY 

121P4 -$8.95 178 P4-59.95 21AL'ATP4 
-$16.75 240P4- $24.50 27EP4- S39.95 

All Types Available 
These tubes are made from reoreC- 

ssed glass. Ail materials including 
Electron gun are brand new. 

All Pares with old 
tube FO.I. Ch,sego 

PICTURE TUBE OUTLET FREE. vente 
tar complete 

2922 MILWAUKEE Chicago 18 Picture Tube list 
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MATH PUZZLERS 

HOW ABOUT trying your hand at 
solving some of the "brain teas- 

ers" given below. Every one of them will 
yield to reasoning and, in some cases, 
pencil and paper. Check your answers 
on page 106. 

1. A forgetful physicist forgot his 
watch one day and asked an E.E. on the 
staff what time it was. The E.E. looked 
at his watch and said : "The hour, min- 
ute, and sweep second hands are as close 
to trisecting the face as they ever come. 
This happens only twice in every 12 
hours, but since you probably haven't 
forgotten whether you ate lunch, you 
should be able to calculate the time." 
What time was it to the nearest second? 

2. A new kind of atom smasher is to 
be composed of two tangents and a 
circular arc which is concave towards 
the point of intersection of the two tan- 
gents. Each tangent and the arc of the 
circle is 1 mile long. What is the radius 
of the circle? 

3. When I am as old as my father is 
now, I shall be five times as old as my 
son is now. By then my son will be eight 
years older than I am now. The com- 
bined ages of my father and myself are 
100 years. How old is my son? 

4. A prisoner is given 10 white balls, 
10 black balls, and two boxes. He is told 
that an executioner will draw one ball 
from one of the two boxes. If it is white, 
the prisoner will go free; if it is black, 
he will die. How should the prisoner 
arrange the balls in the boxes to give 
himself the best chance for survival? 

5. One of the largest known primes 
is 2 " " -1. Assume that it requires a 
human being a year to calculate each 
digit of this number. Who, if anyone, 
would have been capable of completing 
the job? 

6. A bricklayer has 8 bricks. Seven of 
the bricks weigh the same amount and 
1 is a little heavier than the others. If 
the man has a balance scale how can 
he find the heaviest brick in only two 
weighings? 

7. A clock hangs on the wall of an 
Early Warning Display and Control 
Center. The wall is 71 feet, 9 inches long 
and 10 feet, 4 inches high. While waiting 
for the waning crescent moon to rise, we 
noticed that the hands of the clock were 
pointing in opposite directions and were 
parallel to one of the diagonals of the 
wall. What was the exact time? 

8. The sum of the digits on the odom- 
eter in my car (which reads up to 
99999.9 miles) has never been higher 
than it is now, but it was the same 900 
miles ago. How many miles must I drive 
before it is higher than it is now? 

The above puzzlers are published 
through the courtesy of Litton Indus- 
tries, Beverly Hills, California and are 
eight of thirty -one problems included 
in the booklet "Problematical Recrea- 
tions" which they will supply to any of 
our readers without charge on direct re- 
quest. 
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New society for 
kit enthusiasts passes 

6,000 membership mark 
R. A E Society now ready with first issue of quarterly Journal 

Announcements of the R A E Society have 
brought an overwhelming response from 

kit enthusiasts all over the Country. Member- 
ship has passed 6,ouo and applications are 
pouring in daily from hobbyists interested in 
assemblying radio, audio, and electronic kits. 

KIT ENTHUSIASTS PRAISE 

RAE SOCIETY PURPOSES 

Letters accompanying membership applications 
make it quite clear that this Society fills a long - 
felt need for a national organization to repre- 
sent and advance the interests of kit -builders. 
Applicants are outspoken about the advantages 
they will have from membership. One letter 
summed it all up with: "This looks like the 
best Sr investment I ever made." 

Most often mentioned as reasons for seek- 
ing membership: 

The RAE Quarterly Journal available to 
Society members only -the first and only 
publication devoted to kits and kit building. 
(No music articles, no record reviews) 

The RAE Advance -Test Panels comprised 
of members who will pre -test newly de- 
signed RAE Kits before they are marketed, 
and who will then keep the finished kits as 
their own equipment - without any cost. 
The "Members' Roundtable" and other fea- 
tures of the Quarterly Journal where mem- 
bers offer their ideas and experiences, views 
and opinions, hints and recommendations 
in an exchange of helpful information about 
kits and complete systems. 

RAE JOURNAL NOW READY 

Members of the RAE Society are now receiv- 
ing their copies of the eagerly -awaited first 
issue of the Society's unique Quarterly Journal. 
A limited number of extra copies has been set 
aside to take care of new -member requirements. 
By acting now, you can be sure to receive this 
"first- edition" issue as part of your regular 
membership privileges. 

This issue previews the first kits ever de- 
signed by kit- builders. Among the equipment 
articles are: 

NEW: Modular Stereo FM Tuner 
NEW: Electronic Crossover Network 
NEW: Mono Preamp can be Converted to 

Stereo 
NEW: 36 Plans for High -Quality 

Installations 
PLUS: New concepts of kit design. 

YOU CAN'T BUY COPIES OF THE JOURNAL 

Copies of RAE Journal are available ONLY 
to members of the RAE Society. The Si 
annual membership dues entitle you to four 
issues as one of the benefits of membership - 
free of charge. No copies can be bought any- 
where. 
MORE ABOUT THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL 

Milton B. Sleeper, noted figure in electronics 
and Chairman of the R -AE Society, heads the 
editorial staff of the Society's Journal. The 
Journal is devoted exclusively to subjects of 
interest to kit builders - newly developed 
RAE kit designs, Advance -Test Panel reports; 
high -quality mono and stereo installations 
from the simplest to the most complete; record- 
ing techniques; testing and maintenance 

methods; and how -to articles on improving 
performance from records, tape, multiplex FM, 
and TV sound. 

The Journal includes a regular "I Think" 
department where members air their opinions 
about what they like or don't like in available 
kit designs, circuits, and assembly methods. 
News and critical views of subjects related to 
radio, audio and electronics are covered by 
"Notes and Comments ". A "Buy, Sell and 
Swap" section is available to members without 
charge. In short, the Journal contains a wealth 
of informative, authoritative, and reliable in- 
formation not available from any other single 
source. Its contents are refreshing, stimulating, 
and provocative. 

R A E MEMBERS TO SERVE ON 
ADVANCE -TEST PANELS 

This is one of the most original ideas ever 
adopted for pre- testing new products. Designs 
intended for kit builders will now reflect the 
kit builders' point of view, and will be based 
on actual kit -building experience. 

Before any new R,AE kit is released, io 
prototypes will be tested by an Advance -Test 
Panel comprising ro Society members. Each 
will receive a kit to assemble, and will report 
his findings to the Society. The completed kit 
will then become his property at no cost to 
him. A new Panel will be chosen for each new 
kit; no member will serve twice. Any Society 
member may qualify to serve on the Advance - 
Test Panels. 

RUSH YOUR MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION TODAY! 

Just Sr pays for your first year's dues in the 
RAE Society, and entitles you to all benefits 
of membership, including four issues of the 
quarterly Journal. It qualifies you to be chosen 
to serve on an Advance -Test Panel, and to 
participate in many other activities to be an- 
nounced in the Journal from time to time. By 
acting now, you can still receive a copy of the 
first issue of the Journal, and you will be 
eligible to serve on the first Advance -Test 
Panels. 
Use Coupon Below or Your Own Stationery. 
Read the UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK 
GUARANTEE in the Coupon. 'Act today! 

RAE 
SOCIETY 

R -A -E SOCIETY 
(sponsored by R A E 

Equipment, Inc) 
ESSEX BANK BUILDING 
Great Barrington, Mass. 

Yes, I want to participate in the RAE Society's 
activities. I enclose $1 as my membership dues 
for one year. I understand that I will receive a 
Membership Card, the Quarterly Journal issues 
for one year, and will qualify to serve on the 
Advance -Test Panel. 

Name...............»... ....... ».......- ............... .... .. _........ 

Street........... _.... .. »......_ .............- ......-- ......... 
City & Zone .............. ... ........._.State........_...... 
I understand that I am not required to purchase 
any RA:E kits to enjoy membership privileges. 
I am a Beginner Experienced kit -builder 

Professional 
UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 
If I am not completely satisfied after I receive 
and examine my first issue of the Quarterly 
Journal, my money will be refunded promptly 
on request. No extra charge outside the USA, 
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Cj h o-m in el_ 
STEREO -MONAURAL 

HI- FIDELITY 

TUNERS & 
AMPLIFIERS 

High 

Quality 

. Performance 

Low in 

Cost 

n 

24U Stereophonic Amplifier Corn. 
plete 24 watt stereo pre- anipliher 
and amplifier in one low cost unit 
Net. $79 95 (Enclosure $10 00 
Extra). 
IOU Ampliase. Low priced stereo 
and monaural am pill i er N et 
$5995 (Enclosure $1000 Extra) 

UI Amplifier 12 watt monaural 
amplifier with built-in pre-ampli. 
fier. Net. $39.95 (Enclosure $10 00 
Extra) 
SOIA Receiver ... AMFM Tuner. 
Stereo and Monaural Amplifier. 
Net $14995 less Multiples (En- 
closure $10 00 Extra). 
Write today for FREE literature on 
the complete Grommet Lane 

GROMMES Div. of Precision Electronics, Inc. 
9101 -N King Ave.. Franklin Park. Illinois 
Please rush details on the Gromrnes Line. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

G u u/ u r., < te eq : iC rya ta es, 
BUY NOW AND SAVE f f 

OVERTONES: 10 to 30 Meg... Tol. .005 %...$2.50 
AMATEUR & NOVICE Fundamental.. 101..005% 
NC -6 Herm. Sealed $2.50 
HC -6 -6 Meters 15th Overtone) $3.75 
MARINE FRED. HC -6 (Herrn. Sealed) 

Tol. .005 °ó $3.50 
ALL MARINE FRED. -FT -243, DC -34 Hold 791..005..$2.00 
POLICE, C.A.P., CD, MARS. Tol. .01% $1.89 

CITIZENS BAND -11 METERS -.005% TOL 
26.965 to 27.225 MC, 3rd Over. Hem. Seal. or 

FT -243 $2.50 
13.4825 to 13.6125 MC, 2nd Harm. Harm. Seal. or 

FT -243 $2.50 
6741.25 to 6806.25 Kc. 4th Harm. FT -243 only $2.00 

SPECIAL! 
STOCK CRYSTALS 

FT-243 Holders 5700 KC to 

8700 KC in steps of 25 KC's 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

OC-34 Hold. 1690 KC to 4440 KC steps of 10 KC. ea. 79e 

80 Met. 3701- 3748 -Steps of 1 KC. FT -243' 49 NOVICE BAND FT-243 Fund. ea. $ 

40 Met. 7150- 7198 -Steps of 1 KC. FT -243 
Dbl. to 40 Met. 3576 -3599. Steps of 1 KC. FT -243 
15 Met. 5276 -5312 -7034 -7083 Steps of 1 KC. FT -243 
FT -243 -2 Meters (Steps of 1 KC) 
FI.243 -6 Meters (Steps of 1 KC) $1.19 
FT -243 -From 3000 -4000 $1.19 
FT- 243 -From 1005.2999 (Steps of 5 KC) $2.39 
FT-243-.005% Tol. From 3000 -8750 $2.39 
FT- 243 -.01% Tol. From 3000-8750 $1.89 
FT -241 SSB Low Mats 370 to 540 KC 

(Steps of 1.852 and 1.388) $ .69 
FT -241 SSB Matched Pairs $2.39 
FT- 241- AN /TRC -1- 721.167 KC- 1040.625 

(Steps of 1.042 KC- Except 1000 KC) $ .96 
Include 5s per crystal poster a Y.S. only 1. Calif. add 
4P. tax. No C.O.D. Prices subject to chg. Ind. 2nd choice. 
sub. may be necoss. Min. Order $2.50 

Open Friday Evenings until 9 P.M. 

"The House of Crystals" 

U. S. CRYSTALS, Inc. 
1342 S. La Brea Ave. Los Angeles 19, Cal. 
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Mac's Electronics Service 
(Continued from page 44) 

"The first 1500 -hour run is performed 
with the tubes that come in the re- 
ceiver. These are then removed and 
Sylvania tubes used for the next and 
all subsequent runs. Each receiver is 
used for between four and seven life - 
test runs. Between 180 and 250 receivers 
are operating in these tests at all times, 
and a total of 1865 television sets of 
many different makes and models had 
been used in the program by the end of 
1961." 

"Why are the same sets used for more 
than two runs necessary to compare 
performance of original tubes with Syl- 
vania tubes?" 

"To determine if the reliability of 
tubes themselves is improving. When 
the same receiver is tested with sets 
of tubes manufactured in different pe- 
riods of time, tube reliability, free of 
any influence of receiver design, can be 
evaluated." 

"You mean receiver design influences 
tube life ?" 

"And how! For example, tests of two 
different makes of TV receivers having 
essentially the same tube complement 
revealed better than 8O' of Brand X 
receivers survived the 1500 -hour test 
while only 30% of Brand Y sets came 
through." 

"Man, a test prograpi like that cer- 
tainly turns up some interesting dirt! 
Tell me more." 

"Well, tube failures are classified by 
type, circuit application, and cause. In 
the 1960 -61 testing period, 72% of tube 
failures happened in five circuits : u.h.f. 
oscillator, damper, vertical amplifier, 
horizontal amplifier, and v.h.f. ampli- 
fier- failures occurring in that order. 
But look at the improvement that has 
been made: in 1955 -56, 34% of the hori- 
zontal amplifier tubes failed; in 1960 -61, 
3%. Vertical amplifier failures fell from 
29'.; to 6%; dampers, from 33'; to 9'; ; 

and v.h.f. amplifiers from 22'; to 2%. 
"In 1955, 7.75: of the tubes tested 

did not survive the test. In 1960 -61, only 
2.9% failed. Adjusting this figure for 
normal operation of TV sets at 117 
volts, we come up with the astounding 
anticipated failure rate of one -half of 
1% per 1000 hours of operation. Pretty 
good, huh ?" 

"Darned good. What caused most of 
the failures ?" 

"In 1955, it was shorts, open heaters, 
gas, open welds, and miscellaneous 
causes, in that order. In 1961, it was 
shorts, miscellaneous causes, open 
welds, arcing, open heaters, and gas, 
also in order. Notice the improvement 
made in heater failures and gas elimi- 
nation. Heater failures fell from 1.86'; 
to .19 %; gas failures, from 1.50% to 
.095 %. 

"In 1961 u.h.f. oscillator tubes failed 
at the rate of 13'% -the highest rate 
of any type -but investigation revealed 
four models by two manufacturers con- 
tributed very heavily to this figure. 
Three of the receivers were portable, 

and the fourth was very compact. Elim- 
inating data from these four models 
reduced the failure rate to 5.3% -an- 
other example of how receiver design 
influences tube failure. 

"Care must be used in interpreting 
the data. For example, in 1959 -60, the 
average per -cent of failures per 1000 
hours for single- section tubes was 2.35; 
as opposed to 1.6% for double section 
tubes, such as dual triodes. It seemed 
double -section tubes were more reliable 
than single- section ones until it was 
realized single -section types included 
horizontal amplifiers, dampers, and 
high- and low- voltage rectifiers. With 
these workhorses excluded from the 
comparison, the failure rate was identi- 
cal. Apparently set life is not shortened 
by using double -section tubes -good 
news for compactrons! 

"How about series -string filaments 
versus transformer sets ?" 

"This finding astonished me. Testing 
periods ending in 1955 and 1956 showed 
series- string sets to have longer life 
than transformer- powered receivers. 
Since that time, though, no significant 
difference in tube life in the two types 
has been noticed." 

"You were surprised the series - 
stringers lasted longer ?" 

"That's right, but I was thinking in 
terms of the little a.c. -d.c. radios that 
connect strings of filaments directly 
across the line. As we both know, cur- 
rent surges through these cold fila- 
ments are very substantial and not at 
all conducive to long life. But ballast 
resistors in the TV sets reduce these 
surges to values even below those tak- 
ing place in transformer receivers, and 
that makes the difference." 

"Well, I'm considerably smarter than 
I was an hour ago," Barney reflected 
smugly. "I know tubes are much more 
reliable now than they were ten years 
ago; I know raising the line voltage 
thirteen volts makes tube failure four 
times as likely; I know the design of a 
receiver has a lot to do with tube life; 
I know properly designed series- string 
filament arrangements are not neces- 
sarily harder on tubes; and I know put- 
ting two tube sections in a single 
envelope does not shorten the tube life." 

"You might consider one more thing," 
Mac suggested as he stood up and 
stretched lazily. "Going back to the 
tube- pricing subject that started all 
this discussion, learning these things 
about tubes and putting that knowledge 
to work to lengthen tube life must also 
be figured into the cost of tubes -but 
it's certainly worth it." 

HAM MEETS SCHEDULED 
THE Montg ry Handair will he 

held at the State Colis in Mont- 
g onsery, Alabama on April 15th. Com- 
plete details on the event are available 
from any Montgomery station or write 
Montgomery Amateur Radio Club, PO 
Box 6187, Montgomery 6, Alabama. 

s 

THE Dayton Humvention, now in its 
11th year, will he held on April 28th 

at the Dayton Hiltnaure, Dayton, Ohio. 
The Dayton .lnu fen.- Radio Assn., 

Inc. are hoping to top last year's attend- 
ance record of 11100 registr s. A 

s s 
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ELECTRONIC 
CROSSWORDS 

By BRUCE BALK 

(Answer on page 106) 

ACROSS 
1. Transmission line having two 

parallel conductors. 
5. Vent used in a bass -reflex en- 

closure. 
9. Run. 

10. Floating grid. 
11. Belt which transmits power 

from a motor to the driven de- 
vice. 

13. Abbreviation for electromag- 
netic force. 

16. Ham license classification. 
19. Product of hemp. 
20. Wide frequency range. 
22. Industry trade association. 
23. Crystal cut. 
24. Charged particle. 
25. Gamma or x- 
27. Southern state (abbr.). 
28. Crystal. 
31. Part of a church,. 
32. Like. 
33. Rotate a tuning control. 
34. Type of storage cell. 
36. Affirmative (slang) . 

37. Got up. 
39. Variable resistor. 
41. Tester used to adjust conver- 

gence controls (familiar). 
43. Gradually change in signal am- 

plitude. 
44. Rotational speed (abbr.). 
46. Tears. 
47. Type of setscrew ( pl.). 
49. Exclamation. 
50. Chemical suffix. 
5t. Pig pen. 
52. One type of electric flow 

(abbr.) . 

53. Tube having no external source 
of heat for its cathode. 

56. Voltage used in electronic coun- 
ters. 

58. Thought. 
60. Top bends of tube characteris- 

tic curves. 
62. Youngster. 
63. Early u.h.f. tube. 
64. Quality measured by Ph. 
66. CRT part on which getter mate- 

rial Is deposited. 
67. Phonograph record. 
68. Weight divided by acceleration 

due to gravity. 

DOWN 
1. Open a circuit. 
2. Band of assigned frequencies. 
3. State of water. 
4. It's used in some pilot lights. 
5. Ratio of actual power of an al- 

ternating current to the appar- 
ent power (abbr.) . 

6. Unrefined metal. 
7. King (Latin). 
8. Head (Fr.). 

11. Stylus cutting angle. 
12. Type of switch. 
13. Sea eagle. 
14. Midwestern state (abbr.). 
15. Units of capacitance. 
17. Radio sets (to hams). 
18. National motorist's organiza- 

tion (abbr.). 
20. Giant snake. 
21. Boy's name (diminutive). 
24. Writing fluid. 
26. Affirmative. 
29. Devices that absorb power. 
30. A reverberant chamber. 
31. Lamps using a rare gas. 
32. A tube's electrode. 
35. Semiprecious stone. 
37. Descriptive of electronic com- 

ponents which have been stored. 
38. To say again. 
40. Sensitive. 
42. Numerical prefix. 
43. Circle cutter. 
44. Electronic equipment panel. 
45. Unit of loudness. 
47. Situated. 
48. Electronic display of a scene in 

television. 
51. Receiver. 
54. Connecting wire. 
55. Prefix denoting "ten." 
57. Preposition. 
58. Abbreviation used in power rat- 

ings of components. 
59. Tough service jobs (colloq.). 
61. Family member. 
63. _ _ _ mode. 
65. Amplifier In which plate of each 

tube is connected directly to the 
grid of the next tube. 

66. Type of radio transmission. 
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NEW STEREO TURNTABLE 
WITH INTEGRATED ARM 

THORENS TD -135, COMPLETE WITH INTEGRATED ARM 

For the first time, Thorens - in the new TD -135 - offers a 
component -quality arm and turntable mated with a precision 
that insures you perfect tracking, perfect sound ... always ... 
with a minimum of installation effort on your part. 

There's no compromise whatever with quality such as you 
usually find in integrated turntable and arm units. THORENS 
TD -135 is Swiss -precision crafted throughout ... true compo- 
nent high fidelity all the way. You get: A precision turntable 
featuring 4 speeds, all adjustable, with an 8 -pound non- 
magnetic table ... plus a completely new, advanced tone arm 
that's so good we also sell it separately (see below) for use 
with any turntable of your choice. Exceeds NAB specs for 
wow, rumble and flutter. Has same belt -plus -idler drive as 
famous TD -124. Shuts off automatically at end of record. 
Many, many more features than we can detail . $110 net 

THORENS BTD -12S, 12" PROFESSIONAL TONE ARM 

Identical arm included with TD -135, but sold as separate unit. 
Less than 0.5° /inch tracking error. Built -in cueing device. All 
adjustments: vertical height; calibrated gram- force; stylus 
positioning slide; balancing counter- weight. Unique vertical 
pivot keeps stylus vertical for any height adjustment. 
Resonance well below audible frequencies. Interchangeable 
4 -pin cartridge shells. Mounted on board for THORENS 
TD -124, TD -121 turntables. 650.00 net 

See and hear the THORENS TD -135 and ALL the members 
of the "TD" family of fine turntables at your franchised 
dealer's today; there's one for every budget! For additional 
in f orma t ion, write us direct. 

THORENS DIVISION 

EPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, Inc. 
New Hyde Park, N. Y. 
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NEW SAMS BOOKS 
BRAND -NEWT 4th Edition of 
the Famous Howard W. Sams 

Tube Substitution Handbook 
Still Only $1.50 

ISI* Includes Over 1400 
New Substitutions * Brand -New Section 
on Subminiature Tubes 

This newest edition is more 
valuable than ever! Now lists 
more than 6,600 DIRECT sub- 
stitutes (1400 more than in 1 prior volume), including new 
section showing substitutes for 

over 250 subminiature types. 3050 substitutes for 
1758 receiving tube types. 242 industrial and 622 
European substitutes for American receiving types; 
530 American substitutes for European types. Pic- 
ture-tube substitutions now include 43 new types 
(508 total) and over 1900 DIRECT substitutions. A 
"must" for every tube caddy and service 
bench. 112 pages; 5% x 8 . Still only $5a 

Transistor Radio Servidug Made Easy 
Wayne Lemons has written the first completely 
practical book on the subject -based on nearly a 
year of his own experience in perfecting a technique 
to insure profitable repairs. You get the benefit of 
his experience -no "hole and electron" theory- 
but solid, practical circuit explanations and servic- 
ing procedures that will help you repair almost any 
transistor radio in minutes. The final chapter alone, 
on parta procurement and substitution, is well tug 
worth the book cost. 128 p.; 5%x8)4. Only. ...1 

FM Multiplexing for Stereo 
The most up -to -date volume on this brand -new 
broadcasting technique. Leonard Feldman expertly 
describes the new receiver and adapter designs, as 
well as the problems of convertin(t existing seta and 
developing new servicing and alignment methods. 
8 fact -packed chapters cover the FCC -approved 
system, converting present seta, servicing multiplex 
circuits, adapter alignment, typical circuits, 
etc. 128 pages; 5% x 8% ". Only f(^ 

Basic Electronics Series: Transistor Circuits 
Capt. T. M. Adams completely explains basic tren- 
sistor circuits. As in his previous 3 volumes, 4 -coLOR 
circuit diagrams show you exactly what actions 
take place during every moment of operation. 
Each and every electron current is unmistakably 
identified, a. are the changges each undergoes in 
actual operation. Covers: 7Yansistor Physics Sim- 
plified; Special Techniques & Definitions; Oscillator 
Circuits; Amplifier Circuits; Detector rtt ^ Circuits. 128 p.; 5%j x 83S'. Only fL 

Single- Sideband Communications Handbook 
Only hook of its kind. Harry D. Hooton presents 
much previously unavailable data on this important 
subject- invaluable to anyone in communications, 
including engineer., hams, and technicians. 
Describes single- sideband development, carrier sup- 
pression, carrier generators, speech amplifiers and 
filters, balanced mixers and converters, linear power 
amplifiers, SSB receivers, testa, measurements, $gg 
etc. 320 p.; hardbound; 5 %x83 .Only '0" 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
Order from your Sams Distributor today, or mail 
to Howard W. Sams B Co., Inc., Dept. D -12 
1720 E. 38th St., Indi Ils 6, Ind. 
Send me the following books: 

Tube Susbstitution Handbook. Vol. 4 (TUB -4) 
Transistor Radio Servicing Made Easy (TRE -1) 
FM Multiplexing for Stereo (FMS -1) 
Basic Electronics Series: Transistor Cir. (BET -I 
Single- Sidebond Communications (SIH -1) 

f enclosed. Send Fns Book tut 

Nome 

Address 

City Zone State 
IN CANADA: A. C. Simmonds & Som, Ltd., Toronto 7 0 - els (outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher) ss im o s 
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"ONE -UP- MANSHIP" 
FOR THE AMATEUR 

By B. C. HOWARD 

T HAS been truly said that he who 
is not "one up" is automatically 

"one down." This axiom is as true in 
the sphere of amateur radio as in any 
other field; it therefore behooves each 
amateur to establish a superior position 
at the earliest opportunity. 

It is with this intention that the fol- 
lowing ploys are suggested. In estab- 
lishing contact, be sure that you give 
the other station's report before you 
obtain yours. You should report along 
the lines of "your carrier is strength 
nine plus, old man, but the modulation 
is low -all in the middle so to speak, 
and not much of it." This can be ampli- 
fied by suggesting rare faults such as 
"round the world echo" on one sideband 
or if the quality is perfect, do not hesi- 
tate to say so, adding, "for a carbon 
microphone." 

Always try to use unusual phonetics 
for call signs, etc., and do not scorn the 
use of strange or non -existent combina- 
tions of the "Q" code, calculated to send 
the other fellow flying across the shack 
to find his copy of the code. Do not fail 
to ask how much DX your fellow ham 
worked the previous night, when you 
know that conditions were really foul. 

If you work c.w., always try to send 
faster than you know the receiving sta- 
tion can receive; if possible, get hold of 
a bug key and send extra dots at times. 
This will wear down the strongest 
nerves. When you receive the inevitable 
request to send more slowly, send really 
slowly -about four words per minute. 
This should do much to foster the "ham 
spirit." 

Let us assume that you wish to work 
on a particular frequency which is al- 
ready in use, the tactics to be adopted 
here are to break in and accuse the oc- 
cupiers of usurping "your frequency," 
claiming that you are in contact with 
a DX station that they cannot hear. 
This should be followed up with dis- 
paraging remarks on the receivers in 
use at certain stations. As an alterna- 
tive, you can break in and tell one of 
the stations that his signal is really 
atrocious and that he ought to remedy 
it fairly soon. In keeping with the "ham 
spirit," you should always add, "I 
thought you would like to know this 
and I only broke in to be of some as- 
sistance." Another ploy which is help- 
ful, is to state your intention to go 
QRT and then proceed to go back for 
three or four "finals." 

Special cases demand special treat- 
ment and when taking part in a contest 
use should be made of calling a rare 
DX station for some time, to be fol- 
lowed by one side of a fictitious con- 
versation with him. 

Finally do not overlook the judicious 
use of the tape recorder. By means of 
superimposing, various forms of distor- 
tion can be pre- recorded. This should 
insure that on playback, what the dis- 
tant station hears is a travesty of his 
original signal, quod erat desideratum. 

INVITATION TO AUTHORS 

Just as a reminder, the Editors of ELECTRON- 

ICS WORLD are always interested in obtain- 

ing outstanding manuscripts, for publica- 

tion in this magazine, of interest to tech- 

nicians in industry, radio, and television. 

Articles covering design, servicing, main- 

tenance, and operation are especially 

welcome. Articles on Citizens Band, 

audio, hi -fi, and amateur radio are also 

needed. Such articles in manuscript 

form may be submitted for immediate de- 

cision or projected articles can be outlined 

in a letter in which case the writer will be 

advised promptly as to the suitability of 

the topic. We can also use short "filler" 
items outlining worthwhile shortcuts that 

have made your servicing chores easier. 

This magazine pays for articles on accept- 

ance. Send all manuscripts or your letters 

of suggestion to the Editor, ELECTRONICS 

WORLD, One Park Avenue, New York City 

16, New York. 

Full Color 
Giant Fold -Out 

Charts Still 
Available! 

Here's a complete series of colorful, 
authoritative fold -out wall -charts (orig- 
inally appearing in the pages of ELEC- 
TRONICS WORLD) - yours for only 
15e each. All in full-color--each suitable 
for framing. 

2. Ni -F1 Crossover Network Design Charts: 
Tells how to build speaker nets for 
any crossover frequency. Complete 
coil -winding data, capacitor values 
given. 

4. Bass -Reflex Design Charts: Complete 
data on building own bass -reflex en- 
closures for any speaker, including 
ducted -port enclosures. 

5. Radio Amateur Great Circle Chart: For 
Hams and short -wave listeners-gives 
complete listing and map of amateur 
prefixes by calls and countries. 

IMPORTANT: ORDER BY NUMBER! 
OUR SUPPLY OF THESE FOLD -OUT 
CHARTS LIMITED. OFFERED ONLY 
OBBASIS. N AI FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED 

Send I5l per se/eclion to 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
Box 378, Church Street Station 

New York 8. New York 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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Transistor Digital Circuits 
(Continued from page 31) 

transistor and found to be as follows 
V, v, 

Emitter 0 v. 0 v. 
Buse 0 v. + 1 v. 
Collector 0 v. -10 v. 

These are normal with V, conducting 
and V, cut off. (V, collector voltage 
may vary with output load.) 

To determine if the flip -flop can re- 
verse states, a home -made signal is 
applied to make the previously con- 
ducting stage non -conducting which, in 
turn, should flip the associated stage to 
the conducting state. The home -made 
signal is applied simply by using either 
a small screwdriver or a soldering tool 
in the manner already described (Fig. 
5), to short the emitter to base of the 
conducting stage. Momentary shorting 
should be sufficient to reverse states. 

In the example just discussed, the 
emitter of V, in Fig. 8 is shorted to the 
base and the collector voltages of V, and 
V, are then re- checked. Collector voltage 
of V, should now be -10 v. and V,, 0 v. 
If the states have not reversed, a 
further check is made of each stage. 
following the inverter troubleshooting 
checks previously mentioned to localize 
which transistor state is defective. 

If both stages are conducting or 
both non -conducting, checks are made 
around each stage as for an inverter. 

If the flip -flop reverses normally, a 
further check is made to see if it re- 
verses a second time to the original 
state when the same momentary short- 
ing check is applied to the other tran- 
sistor (V, in this case). If reversal 
occurs, this indicates the flip -flop is 
operating normally and the trouble may 
be either in the input circuit to the 
flip -flop or the output circuit from the 
flip -flop to the following stage. For ex- 
ample, if input diode CR, is open, the 
flip -flop will not be triggered properly 
(cut off) when an input signal is ap- 
plied to V,. Therefore V, conducts con- 
tinuously and V, remains cut off. 

The counter shown in Fig. 9 is a series 
of flip -flops functioning as a frequency 
divider. Pulses at a given frequency are 
applied to FF,. Output from FF, is a 
square wave at half the original fre- 
quency, output of FF,. a square wave 
at one -quarter the original, etc. 

Signal tracing with an oscilloscope 
from stage to stage quickly shows which 
flip -flop is not functioning. Then fur- 
ther troubleshooting checks can be per- 
formed on that flip -flop as described 
previously, after disabling the normal 
signal input. For example, if the output 
of FF, is normal and there is no output 
from FF:., a further check is made 
around the latter. On the other hand, if 
the input to the counter is normal (in- 
put to FF,), but there is no output from 
FF,, a further check is made around 
that flip -flop. In this case, it is impor- 
tant to check that the re -set line does 
not have a steady re -set voltage pres- 
ent, since this would prevent the coun- 
ter from operating. 

April, 1962 
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F-82 

"TONE CALL SYSTEM" 
CAN BE INCORPORATED 
INTO ALL TYPES OF 

TWO -WAY 
RADIO EQUIPMENT 

QUIET 
CHANNEL 

COMPLETELY 
TRANSISTORIZED 
TONE SENDING 

CIRCUITS 

CALL IN 
INDICATOR 

LAMPS 

ER ALERT SIGNAL 
ON 

OBILE UNITS 

Model F -82 "Quiet -Channel" 
Base Unit $ 185.00 
Model F -82 -B 
Mobile Units $ 85.00 

Base station call in indicator lamps tell operator at 
a glance which unit is calling in. If no one is at- 
tending station, operator can contact mobile when 
he returns. 

The Mobile Alert Signal enables base station op- 
erator to "Blow The Horn" on all or any one mobile 
radio car to signal driver working at a distance 
from mobile. 

Eliminates annoying co- channel interference from 
other stations which affect basestation unit. 

Simple installation. Only four circuit taps are need- 
ed at base -station, mobile units require only a 
speakertap, and in most cases, a swap in microphone 
plug. 

Attention Dealers Territories Available 
Write today for complete information and price list. 

ALL /SON ELECTRON /CS INC. 

2545 DIVERSIFIED WAY ORLANDO. FLORIDA 

TRAIN WITH THE LEADER 

FOR YOUR 

FCC LICENSE 
Prepare for your First Class FCC License through 
NRI's special and up -to -date FCC home -study 
course. Qualify for better paying jobs and growing 
opportunities open to you with your FCC "Ticket." 
Train with NRI- oldest and 
largest school of its kind. MAIL NOW 
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If you've recently changed 

your address, or plan to in the 

near future, be sure to notify 

us at once. We'll make the 

necessary changes on your 

mailing plate, and see to it 

that your subscription con- 

tinues without interruption. 

Right now -print the infor- 

mation requested in the 

spaces below and mail it to: 

ELECTRONICS WORLD, 434 

So. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 

Illinois. 

Name Please PRINT' 

*Account No. 

Old Address 

City State 

New Address 

City Zone State 

Mail copies to new address 

starting with issue. 

*(Your Account Number ap- 

pears directly above your 

name on the mailing label.) 

- "TAB" FOR TRANSISTORS i DIODES!!!! - 
Full Length Leads Factory Tested 6 Gtd! U.S.A. Mfg. 
PNP NI Power 15 Amp. TO3 & 7036 PchE. 
25441. 211277 11, 12 for SIO 
211442, 2279 33 (4 ; 211443. 211174 le p 
2116FF SI t, , 211677A 12 P . 2N6FFB 53 
p . 25677e $5 ti , 3 Amp. 211159, 211156, 
211255. 211256, 211307. 211554. TO3GP .9 b . S toe 52 PNP 211123. 2N107,OCR722 S for 61; MPS 211292, 
293. PNP 211223 304 12 for 19, 100 for S65; 
PNP 2N670'300MW 504 P. 10 for 54 
PP 211871/1 Watt 754 p, 10 for S6. Q] 
Roumi or Diamond Base Mica Mtd Kit 304 . Power Heat Sink Fins 80 SO $1.39. 
Kit 

2 for 1.1, 
Diodes 

00 fore$6.v 100003forr SSO' 
s, 51. 

ZENER DIODES 150 to 400 MW Cased 7024 Pckg 
Within 20¡_ VRanEe SI. 3 for $2. 20 for SIO. 

KIT ZENER DIODES up to 400 MW 2 for $I KIT DOUBLE ENDED ZENER DIODES 2 for SI. 
NEW BATTERY CHARGER 

BC6121 
For 6 or 12 Volt Batteries 

i l.4.kle & Full Charge up to 

trlp.. 
Charge, O & 12 volt in 

Built ready to use 
BC612X 
BC612 up to 2 amps $7.45 

KPMRe10 Kv f:1:11 11%7I $B 

"TAB" SILICON 750MA* DIODES ?::`fF: 4íd.1 
NEWEST TYPE! LOW LEAKAGE 

D.C. or Batty. Derate 20 
/plr mm /piv / Ir /yIV It; 

350950 701100 133200 21Ó/3O0 

MY 
7011 400 

s6ó%:ó0 
.83 

rms/ply 
350'300 

.50 
4me/ply 20/600 

.63 

._- DC 
rmvpw y 
490'700 

.77 

63s/yIr 
s/piv 

0'900 7ÓO'1000 
.Y8 1.06 

o s/piv 
771/1100 

D 
Diode order S 0 shipped Port free 

I Low 7,1410 Priced T91 Silicon Diodes 
Rated 406 111512$ Irm. a :300Sin /I 10011 

.25 each; 30 for 97; 00 for $22: 500 for 5100 

SILICON POWER DIODE STUDS. 
Operation U to 725 °C Case Temp. 

D.C. 50Pir 100PIV 150Piy 200PlV 
Amps 35835 70R'; 105R ms 14035 

3 .60 .5 1.00 1.29 
6 .70 1.00 1.29 1.50 

12 .85 1.20 1.50 1.70 
35 1.80 2.15 2.90 2.90 
70 3.75 .50 .95 5.60 

240 4.50 5.70 6.90 .40 
D.C. 300PIV 400PlV SOOPly 600PIv 
Amps 21Oms 280Rms 350Rms 42ORms 

2 .80 1.00 1.50 1.95 
3 1.50 1.90 2.10 2.65 
6 1.75 2.00 3.70 5.20 

12 2.00 2.20 3.90 5.70 
35 .95 6.10 FOR QUANTITY 
70 10.90 15.30 Export & User Prices 240 19.60 29.75 Write on Company 

Derain 20% for Battery or Capacitive Load or 
D.C. Bloekingl ',Stud mounted on lleat -rink 

Gtdl Octal 6111eon -5U40 -ruhe Replacement 1120. 
Rms 1600 Ply S4 6 ; 2 for 96; for 510; 5R4 Silicon 1900'2900Pí5. $4; 866A Silicon. 5000/ 10400PIV 59. 

TRANSISTOR POWER CONVERTER 
12VDC to 500VDC up to 200MA 
100W Tap at 25OVDC OBSOO $33. 
12VDC to 2SOVDC up to 150MA 

Type C1225E $30 

ION' Powerstat 10 Variable Rim, 
165 Watt O to 132V Special $6 each: '2 for 110 

"TAB" BARGAINS 
New Varince /or euuly 0.1:I.5V/7.5A $15.30 
Now Varlac'or `1,1115 41.105V4:1 Amp $10.65 UGNLTKII Oelur 14011 Ma /21/2- 93 8. 
DC SITU I 00Mä; 21 . ,, S3 p , 
SV0111F:1tSt'01K TUBE 2- $5 re. 2 /S9 MINI -FAN 0 or I2VA1' /Gil rya 63 p 3 /$5 

D.C. POWER SUPPLY 115V '60 to 800 Cys Inpt. 
330 A 165VDC Up to 150 MA. CASED! SPECIAL 1.5 

"TAB 79 
TERMS: Money Back Guarantee! 
Our 
F.O.B. N.Y.C. Add2shagnéhaartes 

for C.O.D. 25 Pric Dep. es 
shown subject to Change. 

11 iWD Liberty St.. N.Y. 6, N.Y. 
Send 251 jar Catalog 

PHONE: RECTOR 2.6245 

ENGINEERING 
degree in 27 months 
Enjoy higher income ... advance- 
ment. Major corporations yearly in- 
terview and employ our seniors. B.S. 
IN 27 MONTHS in Engineering. IN 
36 MONTHS in Business Adminis- 
tration. Low costs. Enter quarterly. 
Write J. H. McCarthy for Catalog 
and "Your Career" Book. 

TRI -STATE COLLEGE 
1642 Colb,q. Av. nu, Angola, Indiana 
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Reverberation in Audio 
¡Continued from page 40) 

Another troublesome feature of the 
acoustic pipe delay line is the fact that 
the signals from the pickup micro- 
phones must be fed back into the driving 
speaker in order to obtain long syn- 
thetic reverberation times. Even a 100 - 
foot pipe will only give a distinct delay 
of about one -tenth of a second. Feed- 
back will consequently have to be used 
to continue the delay train through the 
system. These problems, as well as the 
generally rather poor over -all frequency 
response of the acoustic pipe delay line, 
as shown in Fig. 7, have caused them 
to be primarily research laboratory 
curiosities at best. 

Tape Delay Lines. Magnetic tape de- 
lay lines are being commercially pro- 
duced by a number of companies. These 
systems, as shown in Fig. 8 and in the 
photographs, utilize a recording head, a 
moving magnetic medium (such as 
magnetic tape, drum, or an endless 
belt), and one or more reproducing 
heads staggered after each other. In a 
sense, the magnetic tape delay system 
is the same as the acoustic pipe delay 
with the recording head taking the 
place of the transducer, the magnetic 
tape the place of the pipe, and the play- 
back heads the place of the pickup 
microphones. Although this system has 
a wide frequency response, it too re- 
quires feedback techniques for lengthy 
reverberation times. A typical commer- 
cial re- entrant tape reverberation sys- 
tem (i.e., using feedback) may have as 
many as nine tape heads. Seven of these 
are staggered playback heads giving the 
initial delays. By means of feedback, a 
reverberation time of five seconds can 
be achieved with a frequency response 
of ± 1 db from 100 to 8000 cps. 

In such a system, playback heads may 
be staggered so far away from the re- 
cording head that extreme eerie echo 
effects will be obtained. These effects, 
as well as others, are often required by 
broadcast studios to obtain "haunted - 
house" or "ghost- voice" effects. 

Certainly the tape delay system offers 
the widest variety of effects and is the 
most flexible reverberation device in 
use today. Its frequency response is 
fairly broad and distortion is quite low. 
The amplitude decay characteristics of 
the echoes are exponential and in this 
respect the device approximates room 
characteristics. 

Mechanical Delay Lines. In the me- 
chanical delay line, a transducer is 
used to excite a length of rod, a spring, 
or a metal plate. A pickup is placed at 
the end of the rod or coil or somewhere 
in the plate to detect the sound energy 
transmitted through the metal medium. 
One of the most important features of 
this type of reverberation device is the 
fact that a single transducer and a 
single pickup system gives an ex- 
tensive, continuous basic reverberation 
train, not like the tape system whose 
basic, discrete reverberation trains are 
determined by the number of playback 
heads used. This condition is due to the 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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Fig. 9. Plan view of metal plate /approx- 
imately 5'x10.0/e ") excited in transverse 
mode. Direct sound and echoes are shown. 

fact that the sound waves continue to 
bounce back and forth in the metal 
transmission medium, as shown in 
Fig. 9. 

Although spring and plate reverber- 
ation systems give continuous echo 
trains decaying in an exponential fash- 
ion, they do have a number of draw- 
backs. First of all, the velocity of sound 
through a metal medium is 10 to 15 
times faster than the velocity of sound 
through air. Thus, in order to achieve 
a suitable delay, the signal must be 
reflected back and forth many more 
times than in air. Consequently, a metal 
plate 8 feet by 3 feet, in terms of decay 
time, is only equivalent to an air cavity 
approximately 2 inches by 6 inches. In 
addition, metal delay lines have internal 
resonances and these resonances show 
up in the output. (The damping of 
springs, for instance, varies with fre- 
quency.) As a result of these internal 
resonances and because the sound has to 
be reflected many more times than in 
air to achieve a similar delay, the qual- 
ity of the reverberated sound in spring 
and plate delay lines often has a metal- 
lic twang, flutter, and a ringing quality. 

Mechanical reverberation systems 
using wire, springs, or rods can be ex- 
cited by the transducer in the transverse 
mode, the longitudinal mode, or the ro- 
tational mode, as shown in Fig. 10. If 
excited in the transverse mode, the 
sound -wave propagation speed is deter- 
mined by the tension on the spring or 
wire. This technique results in certain 
non -linearity in the propagation veloci- 
ties as a function of frequency. In ad- 
dition, the transverse system is also 

Fig. 10. Transmission modes with spring. 
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SEND THE HANDY COU- 

PON INDICATING YOUR 

NEEDS 

ROHN 
Manufacturing 

Company 
BOX 2000 

PEORIA, ILLINOIS 

ROHN 

The most Famous /Name in 

TOWERS of ALL KINDS! 
Here are the advantages you get 
when you insist on ROHN TOWERS 

LARGEST FULL RANGE OF TOWERS -you can get any- 
thing from home TV and amateur radio towers to 
heavy -duty communication and micro -wave towers. 
Included are 170 foot self- supporting towers, 1,000 
foot guyed towers, and "fold- over" towers. Regard- 
less of your needs, ROHN can supply it. 

UNQUESTIONED LEADERSHIP IN DESIGN AND MANU- 
FACTURE -you get the latest in advanced tower engi- 
neering. All communication towers are engineered 
to EIA specifications, and are proved by thousands 
of installations. No other manufacturer can surpass 
the quality and fine reputation of ROHN. 
QUALITY MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP -Only high- 
est quality steel is used which fully meets the sped- 
lications for the job. ROHN towers are hot -dipped 
galvanized after fabrication -a feature ROHN pio- 
neered! 

SERVICE WHEREVER YOU WANT IT -ROHN represent- 
atives are world -wide. Complete erection service for 
communication systems, broadcasting, micro -wave, 
and other needs is available; also competent engi- 
neering service to help you. 

Settle for the BEST in TOWERS -ROHN -today the 
world's largest, exclusive manufacturer of towers of 
ail kinds! 

For your needs. contact your local ROHN salesman, 
distributor or dealer; or write direct for information. 

ROHN Manufacturing Company 
Box 2000 
Peoria, Illinois 
Send me trample* Inm etare on the following ROHN Products) : 

Home TV Towers Amateur Towers 
Communication Towers AM FM Broodcast,ng Towers 
M,c,oWave Towers Government 

Name 

firm I 

Address 

Coy state 
_J 

Full Color Giant Fold -Out 
Charts Still Available! 

Here's a complete series of colorful. authoritative fold -out wall- charts 
(originally appearing in the pages of ELECTRONICS WORLD) - 
yours for only 15 each. All in full -color -each suitable for framing. 

2. NI -Fi Cross Network Design Charts: Tells how to build speaker nets 
for any crossover frequency. Complete coil- winding data. capacitor values 
given. 

4. lass -Reflex Design Charts: Complete data on building own bass -reflex 
enclosure, for ;((TV speaker. including ducted -port enclosures. 

5. Radio Amateur Great Circle Chart: For Hams and short -wave listeners - 
gives complete listing and map of amateur prefixes by calls and countries. 

IMPORTANT: ORDER BY NUMBER! OUR SUPPLY OF THESE FOLD -OUT 
CHARTS LIMITED. OFFERED ONLY ON A FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS. 

Send 15C per selection to ELECTRONICS WORLD 
Iittc 378, Church Street Station New York 8, New York 
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VARIACS 
115 VAC 

2 Amp 
3 Amp (Pow 

Advance 

Output 
.. 12.50 

....39.95 

VARIACS VARIACS 
Input, 0 -135 VAC 

7 50 6 Amp 
) 8.95 20 Amp 

ESTERLINE -ANGUS RECORDER 
Model AW-O to 1 ma -used 

Excellent Cond. $225.00 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
1 transformer 1000 V CT -150 ma; 6.3 V i SV 
1 Choke, 10 Hy, -250 MA 
2 Capacitors -8mfd. -1000 V. 
ship weight -26 lbs. complete kit $9.95 

SOLA Constant Voltage Transformers 
95 -135 V in, 115 V 500 VA out $33.75 ea. 

TRANSFORMERS 
ALL Primary 115 VAC. 60 cycles 

Sec. 60 VCT. 50 MA: 8.3 V. 2.5 A 53.25 
Sec. 1250 VCT. 200 MA: 2 X 10 VCT, 

1 A: 3 X 5 VCT. 1.2 A; 5 V. 2 A 8.95 
Sec. 800 VCT. 200 MA: 6.3 V. 6 4: 5 V. 3 A 5.75 
Sec. 1100 OCT: 212 MA 7.95 
Sec. 12.6 VCT. 3.5 A: 15.8 V. 1 A 2 45 
Sec. 6.3 SA8.3 SA.6.] 10A Total 264 6.3 -230 V. 450 MA. 5 95 
Sec. 6.3.4A 1.59 

N ma. a. 3.79 

METERS 
0 -1 MA- all 3" round 

I V2" square 3.50 0 -100 Microamps 4.95 
0.500 Microamps 3.75 0 -1 MA 3.95 

0 -50 MA 3.95 
2" round 0 -100 MA 3.95 

0.1 MA 3.50 0.150 MA 3.95 
0 -50 Microamps 3.95 0 -200 MA 3.28 
0.100 " 3.95 0 -250 MA 3.95 
0 -200 " 3.50 0 -2.5 ADC 3.75 
0.3 MA 3.50 0 -25 Amp DC 4.25 
0 -1 Amp AC 0 -130 V AC 3.48 

(Weston) 4.25 0 -150 V AC 4.48 
0 -10 Amp DC 3.25 200 -0 -200 V DC 3.98 
0 -150 VAC 3.75 0.15 V AC 3.25 
0 -5 MA 3" square 3.95 0 -75 V DC 3.8S 

6 to 3 DB 3.95 
4, r" 0 -50 VDC w /50. 100. 200. 300. V scales 

Basic Meter 1 MA 8.95 
9 Reed Free. meter 380.420 cyc. 9.98 

We Buy Surplus I les 
.411 .thipmrnu F.O.B. V.1 C. 

Advance Electronics 
79 Cortlandt Street 

New York 7, N.Y. RE 2 -0270 

SAY YOU SAW IT IN 

Electronics 1lorld 

r 111 ELECTRIC 

ii APPLIANCES 
PAYS $3 TO $5 AN HOUR 

Spare Time, Full Time Learn at Home 

tREE R001. offered be- 
s low shows how YOU can 

now have a good- paying 
business of your own. right 
in your home. No experi- 
ence needed. just simple 
tools. Learn to repair Elec- 
tric Appliances. Pays S3 -$5 
an hour: 

400 MILLION Appli- 
ances are in American 
homes right now. 76 Mil- 
lion MORE bought each 
year. People need them 
fixed. good times or bad. 
YOU make good money do- 
ing it. In your basement. 
garage. even on your 
kitchen table. 

FREE BOOK 

QUICK WAY TO GET STARTED 
For less than 20¡ a day 

our easy. pictured instruc- 
tion - backed by 45 years 
of success in home training - prepares you for top 
earnings in this booming 
field. Earl Reid of Thomp- 
son. Ohio saes: " ALule 
$510 in one month spare 
time. NRI course is price- 
less." At no extra charge 
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very sensitive to outside shock and 
vibration. In the longitudinal system 
(sometimes called the compressive sys- 
tem) the signal velocity is practically 
constant throughout the audio frequen- 
cy and spring or wire tension does not 
play a part in the end result. 

With longitudinal transmission there 
is a fairly high susceptibility to outside 
vibration and shock. In addition, if a 
coil spring is used, large dynamic ex- 
cursions may actually cause coil turns 
to touch each other, producing consid- 
erable distortion. 

By far the most popular method of 
producing synthetic reverberation by 
means of a spring or wire utilizes the 
rotational technique. This technique 
offers wide dynamic range and is less 
affected by extraneous noise and shock. 
This type of system has found great 
popularity in a number of commercially 
produced synthetic reverberation de- 
vices, most built around the patented 
Hammond Organ spring mechanical re- 
verberator. This unit utilizes two 
springs about 14" long in coiled form, 
as shown in Fig. 11. The two springs 

MAGMEIN 

Fig. 11. Spring reverb system developed 
by Hammond Organ Co. (Courtesy: Motorola.) 

are driven in the rotational mode by a 
transducer at one end. A unique re- 
verse twist in the center of each spring 
reduces unwanted extraneous vibration. 
One spring gives a delay of 29 milli- 
seconds (after internal reflections) 
while the other spring gives a delay of 
37 milliseconds (after internal reflec- 
tions). Both of these delays are picked 
up by a single pickup exactly like the 
transducer at the other end. 

As we have seen before, the Ham- 
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mond reverberation springs can be 
considered as improperly terminated 
transmission lines for acoustic energy. 
As a result, the signal continues to 
bounce back and forth in the spring, 
resulting in a maximum reverberation 
time, with feedback, of 2 seconds. The 
reverberation time control in one ver- 
sion of the Hammond unit consists of 
a potentiometer acting as a variable 
gain control in the echo amplifier sec- 
tion of the circuit. The frequency re- 
sponse of this unit is shown in Fig. 12. 

In addition to the Hammond unit, 
variants of which are now selling for 
$50 to $90 including all the electronics 
involved, another unit, much larger and 
primarily intended for broadcast use, 
should be mentioned. This unit is a 
reverberation plate produced by the 
European firm EMT. This unit consists 
of a specially produced steel plate 
measuring about 3 feet by 9 feet. The 
plate is laterally excited by a dynamic 
driver and the signal is picked up by a 
contact microphone. The sounds bounce 
back and forth in a nearly infinite train 
and the reverberation time of the plate 
can be adjusted from one to five seconds 
by means of an acoustically absorbent 
pad which is mounted parallel to the 
sound plate, moving near it for mini- 
mum reverberation and away from it 
for maximum reverberation. 

Summary 

In summation. a number of synthetic 
reverberation devices are currently 
available. A reverberation device which 
most closely approximates the condi- 
tions encountered in a room must pro- 
vide a large number of echoes (sound 
reflections) occurring after the initial 
sound. These echoes should decay 
smoothly and exponentially with suc- 
ceeding echoes coming at shorter and 
shorter intervals. System resonances 
and non -linearity in damping must be 
avoided. In addition, undesirable "tun- 
nel" or "cave" effects will result if the 
echo train in the system repeats with 
periodicity because of standing -wave 
problems. Regrettably, these conditions 
are likely to be encountered in the es- 
sentially one -dimensional sound propa- 
gation modes associated with most syn- 
thetic reverberation devices. 

Fig. 12. Frequency response of reverb channel in Philco console taken straight 
through the amplifier (top curve) and through the delay line and amplifier (bot- 
tom curve). The delay line used is the Hammond two- spring unit. Curve from 
the paper "Reverberation System for Home Entertainment Equipment" by Dow 
and Swift in he July 1961 issue of the Journal of the Audio Engineering Socie y.l 

5KC. IOKC. 20KC. 
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Dynamic Scope Tests 

(Continued from page 48) 

plate connector is removed from the 
top cap of the horizontal- output tube, 
removing the latter from its connection 
to the transformer. The vertical -input 
lead from the scope is connected to the 
removed connector for the plate cap, 
which goes to the transformer. The 
ground lead from the scope goes to 
chassis ground or "B -" on the TV set, 
whichever is used. After the scope is 
adjusted (assuming a TV receiver in 
good working order), a display like 
that in Fig. 1 is obtained. 

Now replace the high -voltage recti- 
fier in its socket : many technicians will 
want to start their checks of the flyback 
system in this way. Since the resonant 
frequency of the system has been 
changed, the scope's frequency control 
will probably have to be re- adjusted to 
obtain the display of Fig. 2. The jagged 
appearance and increased damping of 
the wave is due to the loading of the 
transformer by the rectifier filament. 
Aside from this, the indication is normal. 

Now short out the filament winding 
of the high -voltage rectifier. This can 
be done conveniently at the rectifier 
socket. More severely damped, the dis- 
play will look like that of Fig. 3. This 
is the indication that will be noted when 
there is no more than a single, shorted 
turn anywhere in the horizontal sweep 
system. 

By changing the scope's frequency 
setting, the display of Fig. 3 can be 
madé to appear as though it has a longer 
duration, as in Fig. 4. However, this is 
not likely to be misleading. The se- 
verely distorted appearance is obviously 
a departure from a normally damped 
oscillation. It is a sure indication of 
trouble in the flyback transformer it- 
self, in the yoke, in a width or linearity 
coil, in some capacitor connected across 
any part of the flyback transformer 
(including any across the yoke wind- 
ing), or some other component associ- 
ated with the system that is causing 
other than normal loading. 

Where an abnormal display is ob- 
tained, the trouble may be localized 
further by removing connections from 
the flyback transformer one at a time. 
Where the removal of a particular con- 
nection restores the normal waveform, 
we know that the trouble is in that 
portion of the circuit associated with 
the particular connection. In this way, 
troubles may be pin -pointed to specific 
components. 

Other special indications yield strong 
clues. When the a.c. path is open be- 
tween the output tube's cap connector 
and "B -," 60 -cycle a.c. will be picked 
up and displayed as in Fig. 5. This 
would indicate an open in the trans- 
former winding. A fairly complete short 
in the circuit -such as a short in a ca- 
pacitor that is shunted directly across 
part of the transformer -would produce 
no deflection (no oscillation) at all. The 
display would be a straight line. 

If you wish to check a replacement 
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FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
INP. 

VOLTS AC SEC. V. CURRENT INS. PRICE Ili, L:l .55 
110 0.:I 5A - ` 1.05 
110 0.3 25A - 5.95 

8.:) SA 
11(1 0.3 1 111 - 2.75 
110 5 S2A 10KV 17.05 
220 3 42A SKY 14.05 
110 5.5 O.SA 42KV 19.95 
220 3a 5 14A 8KV 14.95 
220 1.6 110IA - 19.05 

PHOTO MULTIPLIER POWER TRANSISTOR 
Complete with full instructions and diagrams. For 

N use with Remote Control, Burglar Alarms. Count - 
4, ers, Door Openers, etc. Good Sensu $2.00 
S 

tivity Ea 

AMyERTRAN PLATE TRANSFORMER 

Seem 6200 V. AC.. 60 
340 $65.00 Ma. 1 Wave or e 2 for FULL 

WAVE at KVA Uea. 2 for $120.00 

BC 442 ANTENNA BOX (ARC 5) 
Contains RF Meter (750 Ma.) Relay. 
etc. See Coaxial Relay Cone. "CO" 
March 1960. Price 

SILICON RECTIFIERS 
PIT Current Price PIT C Price 
100 500 M., S .25 400 2 Amps 51.00 
200 500 Ma .30 TOO 15 Amps 1.50 400 500 Ma .50 200 IS Amps 2.75 
750 500 Ma .90 400 15 Amps 3.75 
200 750 Ma .30 50 50 Amps 3.50 400 750 M., .50 lOO 50 Amps 4.25 
100 2 Amps .35 200 5O Amps 5.00 
200 2 Amps .55 75 240 A ps 6.95 

CHOKE -FULLY CASED 
HENRY 

10 HENRY 250 MT 
10 HENRY 300 MII 

4 HENRY 400 Mil 
4 HENRY 900 MO 

1.95 
2.75 
3.00 
3.95 
.95 

BRAND NEW OIL CONDENSERS 
50 MFD 200 VDC 4.50 

2 MFD 110(1 VII(' .60 
3 MEO 000 VOC .60 
4 MFD 600 VIA(' .75 
5 MFD 000 VOC .80 
6 MFO 000 VI)(' .55 
B MEO 000 VtC .56 

10 MFD 111111 VUC 1.15 
12 MFD IHI() VO(' 1.50 
15 INFO 000 UDC 1.70 

2 MiÚ ÌñOi('1 
VDC 

.7Ó 
MFD 1000 VO(' 1.35 
MFD IImO V0(' 1.95 

10 MFD t000 VO(' 2.50 
12 MFD 1000 V0C 2.93 
IS MFD 1010 VDI' 3.50 

1 MFD 1200 VO(' .3 
I INFO 150N) VO(' .76 
2 MFD 1 500 VFW 1.10 

INFO 1500 5'01' 1.93 
8 MFD 25011 VO(' 2.95 
1 MFD 2000 VO .55 
2 MFD 20R) VOL' 1.50 

MFD 2110" VIII 3.50 
6 MEO 201)0 VII« 4.95 
1 MFD :10I10 Vin 1.95 
2 MFD :11100 V1H' 3.50 
2 MFD 400) VD( 6.25 
3 MEO 4001) VDC .95 
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80 CY 
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ea. 7 95 
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100.0.100 UA ....5.95 
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flyback transformer before installing it, 
connect the scope input leads between 
the plate -lead connections for the hori- 
zontal- output and the high -voltage 
rectifier tubes. To check a replacement 
yoke, first connect the scope across the 
horizontal coils. Then perform the test 
across the vertical coils, but be sure 
to remove any shunting resistors tem- 
porarily or oscillation will not be sus- 
tained. In all of these checks, a "clean" 
display like that shown in Fig. 1 is a 
"good" indication. 

A vertical -output transformer is 
tested with the scope connected across 
the primary. In an autotransformer, 
scope leads go to points 1 and 2 in Fig. 
12. The yoke windings must be discon- 
nected; this is done by breaking the 
connection at point 3. If the transformer 
is good, the display will be like that of 
Fig. 6. The reduced number of cycles 
in the normally damped wave (corn - 
pared to Fig. 1) are to be expected in 
a low -"Q" iron -core device of this type. 
Nevertheless, the waveform obtained 
with a defective transformer will be 
distinctly different. 

An audio -output transformer, like a 
vertical- output transformer, is a low - 
"Q" iron -core device. A shorted turn 
or so in its primary can also be located 
with the CRO test. Under normal con- 
ditions, its waveform under test will 
also be that of Fig. 6. To obtain this 
display, the scope is connected across 
the primary - points 3 and 4 of the 
single -ended transformer in Fig. 13. The 
plate bypass capacitor (CO must be 
disconnected for the test. If the sec- 
ondary is shorted, primary inductance 
is substantially reduced. The display 
will then resemble that of Fig. 1. A 
short in the primary, on the other hand, 
will reduce the damped waveform or 
kill it altogether. This check at the 
output transformer has been useful in 
solving obscure causes of distortion. 

Video peaking coils (Fig. 13) can 
also be checked. Those not shunted by 
resistors (L2, L:., and L,) are checked 
by connecting the scope leads directly 
across each coil. To check L,, which is 
usually wound on the body of a resistor 
of low ohmic value, disconnect one lead 
of the coil from the resistor body to 
check across the coil alone. 

Such 4.5 -mc. coils or tanks as sound 
take -off L. and quadrature coil L. in 
Fig. 13 may be checked respectively 
from point 1 to ground and point 2 to 
ground. The ringing coil of a horizontal 

I/ 

HORIZ. OUTPUT 

Fig. 14. Horizontal- oscillator ringing coil 
is checked from point A to ground. 

oscillator (Fig. 14) may also be tested. 
A scope connection between point A and 
"B -" or chassis ground will prove out 
coil L1 and its shunt capacitor. Although 
many inductive components and circuits 
in a TV set may be tested in this way, 
the check is not recommended for video 
i.f. transformers. The "Q" of these com- 
ponents is usually too low to permit 
a usable damped wave of oscillation to 
be set up. 

Testing Radios 

To check resonant circuits in a radio 
receiver, turn off the set, connect the 
scope's ground lead to the radio chassis 
or other ground, then connect the com- 
bined lead from the scope's vertical in- 
put and blanking pulse to the hot side 
of the circuit or component being 
checked. For a ferrite -core antenna, for 
example, this would be the stator of 
the r.f. tuning capacitor. A useful test 
can be made here by tuning the radio 
through its range while observing the 
waveform display. If the waveform sud- 
denly collapses to a straight line at any 
point, the tuning capacitor's plates are 
shorting at that point. The same test 
can be used on tube and transistor re- 
ceivers. 

To check i.f. transformers in a tube 
receiver, connect the scope between the 
transformer's plate connection and 
"B -" for a test of the primary. The 
secondary may be checked by shifting 
the hot lead from the scope to the fol- 
lowing grid. 

The front end and i.f. amplifier of a 
typical transistor radio is shown in 
Fig. 15. For proving out these circuits, 
the ground lead of the scope is connec- 

Fig. 15. Antenna, osc Hater, and i.f. coils can be checked in transistor radios. 
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ted to a convenient ground point in the 
receiver. This may be to the chassis or, 
if a printed board is used, to the frame 
of the tuning capacitor. Consider the 
first i.f. transformer, T.. The vertical 
and pulse lead of the scope connects to 
point 3 on the transformer can. A 
damped wave of small amplitude will 
be noted if the circuit is not defective. 
A much larger display will result if 
you connect to point 4, the unused pri- 
mary lug, instead of point 3. The other 
i.f. transformer primaries can be 
checked in the same way, at the same 
numbered points. 

The secondaries are best checked 
with an ohmmeter (between points 1 

and 2), but make sure that the d.c. 
test voltage of the latter is no more 
than 3 volts. Under these conditions, 
neither the ohmmeter nor the test pulse 
will damage the transistors. It is not 
necessary to remove any of the latter 
from the circuit. The oscillator tank is 
checked between point 1 and point 5 
or ground of L. The ferrite -core an- 
tenna is checked at point 1 of L,. 

With these tests and the check of the 
audio- output transformer noted earlier, 
extensive stage -by -stage checks in a 
radio are possible. These can assist 
greatly in trouble localization. In the 
case of the TV receiver, although res- 
onance tests are not recommended for 
all circuits, many portions of the design 
that are otherwise difficult to check 
may be examined critically. All in all, 
the method described here represents 
a useful and broadly applicable bench 
technique in servicing. 

EIA ENGINEERING GROUP 
TO MAKE AM STEREO STUDY 
THE Engineering Department of the 

EIA has ann ed its intention of 
making a study of proposals for stereo 
radio broadcasting in the .1M band. 

The purpose of the study, according 
to James D. Seerest, EIA executive vice - 
president, is to lay the basis for de- 
termining whether preparation of a for- 
mal proposal to the FCC on AM stereo 
would be warranted. 

More than 50 FM stations have gone 
on the air with stereo broadcasts since 
the FCC authorized the service last year. 
The authorization was based on technical 
studies, made at the FCC's request, by 
the El ..t -Ii minced National Stereophonic 
Radio (: tJec. 

Heading this new group is C. J. Votava 
of the Delco Radio Division of General 
Motors Corp. According to Mr. Votava, 
the immediate goal of the group will he 
to determine the necessity of a more 
complete, thorough survey of the AM 
stereo situation. If the initial study in- 
dicates need and interest in the possibil- 
ities of AM stereo, a program similar to 
that undertaken for analysis of FM stereo 
would he recto unuended to EIA. 

Manufacturers, broadcasters, and 
other companies with an interest in AM 
stereo have been invited to submit the 
names of their representatives to Mr. 
Votava in care of the EIA Engineering 
Dept., 11 West 42nd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y. 

Companies having technical proposals 
covering AM stereo systems are asked to 
submit brief statements describing such 
systems. These would be used as back- 
ground information in the initial phases 
of the study. 
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a principle. 
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how will 

your success 

in electronics 

compare with 

this man's? 
Will you have a rewarding 
career, like Richard S. Conway? 
Or will you never get beyond 
a routine job? It's up to you. 

LET'S LOOK AT THE FACTS. There's something wonder- 
ful about understanding how a circuit works or what a 
filter capacitor does. If you've ever fixed a TV set, built 
a radio or used a voltmeter, you've tasted the thrills or 
electronics. 

This excitement may have led you to a job in electronics. 
But the glamour fades if you are stuck in the same job 
year after year. You'll be bored with routine and unhappy 
about prospects for future earnings. You 'll discover, as 
have many men, that simply working in electronics 
does not assure a good future. 

If electronics is the "field of opportunity," how is this 
possible? No question about it, electronics offers many 
opportunities, but only to qualified men. In any career 
field, it is how much you know that counts. This is 
particularly true in the fast moving field of electronics. 
The man without thorough technical education doesn't 
advance. Even men with intensive military technical 
training find their careers can be limited in civilian 
electronics. 

ELECTRONICS KNOWLEDGE YOU CAN USE. CREI Home Study 
preparation gives R. S. Conway the technical background to deal with Engi- 
neers as Supervisor, Electronic Test Dept., Wilcox Electric Co. 

ADVANCED TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE IS THE KEY to success in 
electronics. If you have a practical knowledge of current engineer- 
ing developments, if you understand "why" as well as "how," 
you have what employers want and pay for. With such qualifica- 
tions, you can expect to move ahead. 

CREI OFFERS YOU, for study at home, a complete program in elec- 
tronic engineering technology designed to prepare you for a 
rewarding, well -paying career in electronics. CREI equips you 
with a practical working knowledge of advanced and up -to -date 
electronic developments that will put you on the level of specializa- 
tion where men are most in demand. 

CREI MEN LIKE RICHARD S. CONWAY hold positions as associate 
engineers, engineering aides, field engineers, project engineers and 
technical representatives. They work in every area of electronics, 
from manufacturing to research. 

WHEN YOU ENROLL IN A CREI HOME STUDY PROGRAM, 
you study courses to which a number of today's leading engineers 
and scientists have made substantial contributions. You are 
guided and assisted by CREI's staff of experienced instructors. 
You study texts that are specifically prepared for home study use. 
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EMPLOYERS GIVE YOU SPECIAL CONSIDERATION for advancement 
with CRE! Home Study preparation. Quality Control Manager Ray V. 
Smith of Wilcox Electric Co. explains this to CREI alumnus Conway. 

INCREASE YOUR PROFESSIONAL STANDING. A CREI Home Study 
Program helps you gain neu. authority and respect. Examining a complex 
installation with Conway is R. M. Soldanel.., a technician at Wilcox Electric 
Co. who is currently studying a CREI Program at home. 

Through CREI, you have a choice of programs covering every 
field of electronics: 
RADAR COMPUTERS SERVOMECHANISMS INSTRUMENTATION 
AERONAUTICAL AND NAVIGATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS TELEVISION 

AUTOMATION AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
Programs are available for men, such as engineers, who already 
have extensive technical knowledge, as well as for men with 
limited technical training or experience. 

THE HIGH CALIBRE OF A CREI HOME STUDY EDUCATION is 
attested to by America's biggest corporations, where CREI 
students and alumni attain positions ranging from engineering 
technicians to engineers to top officials. Such companies are 
National Broadcasting Company, Pan American Airways, Federal 
Electric Corporation, The Martin Company, Northwest Tele- 
phone Company, Mackay Radio, Florida Power and Light and 
many others. They not only recognize CREI Home Study educa- 
tional qualifications but often pay all or part of CREI tuition 
for their employees. 

CREI HOME STUDY PROGRAMS are the product of 35 years of expe- 
rience. Each program has been developed with the same pain- 

AprII, 1962 

PREPARE FOR A SECURE FUTURE in electronics with a CREI Home 
Study Program. Richard Conway is shown relaxing in his yard with his 
children. CREI helped further his career, increase his income. 

YOUR WHOLE FAMILY SHARES YOUR SUCCESS. Living is better for 
everyone when you get promotions and advancements through CREI Home 
Study. Above, Mrs. Conway and their two children, Cynthia and David, 
share Richard Conway's success. 

staking skill and care that CREI put into its electronics courses for 
the Army Signal Corps, its special radio technician courses for 
the Navy, and its group training programs for leading aviation 
and electronics companies. For those who can attend clesses in 
person, CREI maintains a Residence School in Washington, D. C. 

YOU CAN QUALIFY for a CREI Program, if you have basic 
knowledge of radio or electronics and are a high school graduate 
or the equivalent. If you meet these qualifications, write for FREE 
58 -page book describing CREI Programs and career opportunities 
in advanced electronic engineering technology. Use coupon 
provided, or write to: 

A The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 
:CREI ' Founded 1927 

Dept. 1104 -K. 3224 Sixteenth St., N.W. 
Washington 10. D.C. #25 
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RFOR "DOCTORS OF 

SERVICING" 

THE PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICE MAN'S 

CLEANER 

.E5 

cleans contacts 
CLEANER! 

Want total cleaning power that helps you do a 

better servicing operation 3 ways? Spray elec- 
trical contacts and switches with triple action 
Contact Shield. Cleans, lubricates, and safe- 
guards, like no other cleaner can! Gives lasting 
protection in seconds . . . thanks to Silicone 
base. Independent laboratory tests prove it! 
Technicians approve it! Write for handy guide- 
book to more efficient servicing . . . Channel 
Master Corp., Ellenville, N.Y. 

YOU 
SAVE 
MONEY! 

RUSH US YOUR 

LIST OF HI -FI 
COMPONENTS 
FOR A SPECIAL 
QUOTATION 
WRITE FOR FREE 

AUDIO DISCOUNT 

CATALOG A -15 

New low prices on amplifiers, tun- 

ers, tape recorders, speakers, etc. 

KEY 
ELECTRONICS CO. 
120 LIBERTY STREET 
NEW YORK 6, N.Y. 
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C 1963 CMC 

NEW! TRANSISTOR 
DIP -METER 

Portable 

Battery -Powered 

Replaces Grid - 

Dip Meter 
PEL - ELECTRONICS 
introduces Dip -Meter - 
self powered, transistor- 
ized, Compact, with over- 
sized dial calibrations! 
Five overlapping bands - 
3.1 mc to 180 mc. Coils 
use reliable banana 
plugs. Easily assembled! 
Model -DM 201 25.90 K Dip Meter Kit.. 

Wired 3 Tesrted....31.90 
Another exclusive product -the model SG 101- - 
Signal Generator. Transistorized, self -powered. 
portable! 6 overlapping bands cover 170 kc -1: 
mc on fundamentals; internal modulation. 
Model 101 f/750 101- Wired 3950 
Generator Kit L I & Tested 
Order direct .. sent postage prepaid if rem 
tance is included' (check or money order) 

PEL -ELECTRONICS 
Box 555, Rid eewood, N.J. 

Amazing "New fun" 
AND VERSATILITY . . . 

with your Hi -Fi, Tape Re- 
corder or Record Player. 
Send 10c for Audio Acces- 
sory Catalog A -401 W. 

SWITCHCRAFT, INC. 
5577 N. Elston Ave., Chicago 30, III. 

A 

SOLDER REMOVER 

By JOSEPH J. RUSSO 

\NYONE who has had to remove a 
component from a printed- circuit 

board and put in a new component in 
its place, or has had to remove a com- 
ponent from a tube- socket pin and then 
install a new component, has run into 
the problem of removing the solder 
from the terminal or pin. 

A very unique device for removing 
the solder before and after removing 
the component from the terminal, is 
presented here. 

There are only three parts to the 
"solder remover " -an ear syringe, a 
length of #14 Teflon tubing (about 4" 
long), and a length of #16 bus wire 
(about 6" long). 

The tubing is inserted into the end of 
the syringe. The wire is used to remove 
the solder that has collected in the 
tubing. 

The operation of the "solder re- 
mover" is as follows: 

1. Heat the terminal that is to be 
worked on. 

2. With the other hand, pick up the 
solder remover and squeeze the syringe. 

3. When the solder is in its liquid 
state, touch the end of the tubing to 
the terminal and release the pressure 
on the syringe. This will create a suction 
that will remove the solder from the 
terminal. 

Removal of the component on the 
terminal can now be accomplished quite 
easily. 

After the component has been re- 
moved, the remaining solder on the ter- 
minal can be removed by the same 
method. 

After 2 or 3 operations, remove the 
Teflon tubing from the syringe and in- 
sert the bus wire into the tubing to re- 
move the solder that has collected on 
the inner walls of the Teflon tubing. 

This technique for removing solder is 
excellent for printed circuit, television, 
radio, and breadboard work. It is a wel- 
come device for i.f. cans on printed - 
circuit boards. 
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PHONO SALES in 1961 

OFF FROM 

PREVIOUS YEAR 
THE Marketing Data Department of the Electronic Indus- 

tries Association has reported a drop in phono sales for 
the period through November 30, 1961 a i compared to a 
similar space in 1960. 

Factory sales of stereo phonographs, ho Never, reached a 
total of 358,285 in November, a monthly high of 1961. No- 
vember sales of mono sets declined to 141,083, ending a 
steady monthly rise which began in May. October was the 
previous high month for sales of both typt's of sets. Stereo 
sales totaled 350, 25 4; monophonic cquipnunt sales stood at 
151,580 

C lative totals through November shoved sales of both 
stereo and mono sets behind those for the same period in 
1960. Totals were 2,586,163 stereo units :old in 1961 as 
against 3,044,702 sold in 1960 and 955,609 mono units sold 
in 1961 compared with 1,059,617 in 1960. Monthly sales fig- 
ures, January through November, for both 1960 and 1961 
are shown in the table below. A 

November 
October 
September 
August 
July 
June 
May 
April 
March 
February 
January 
Year to date 11/30/61 
Year to date 11/30/60 

Monophonic 
141,083 
151,580 
124,142 
106,157 
70,681 
61,533 
53,887 
53,074 
62,396 
50,710 
80,366 

955,609 
1,059,617 

Stereophonic 
358,285 
350,254 
328,045 
242,164 
171,331 
197,170 
142,450 
152,974 
227,469 
204,638 
211,383 

2,586,163 
3,044,702 

REPEAT OFFER! 
BUY 1 TUBE AT THE REGULAR 

PRICE AND GET EVERY SECOND 
TUBE FOR JUST le 

4 

EACH TUBE 
COSTS YOU 
ONLY 1,Hc 
EACH. A 

OUANT, 
TIES OE I 

TUB=S 
ONLY 

C EACH! 

Superior's New Model 820 

TV BE TESTER 
TESTS ALL MODERN TUBES 

INCLUDING THE NEW 

NOVARS 
NUVISTORS 
10 PINS 

1/ 12 PIN 
COMPACTRONS 

Employs new improved emission circuit. 

Tests over 850 tube types. 
Tests OZ4 and other gas filled tubes. 

Employs new 4" meter with sealed air -damping 
chamber resulting in accurate vibrationless readings. 

Use of 26 sockets permits testing all popular tube types. 
Dual Scale meter permits testing of low current tubes. 

7 and 9 pin straighteners mounted on panel. 

All sections of multi -element tubes tested simultaneously. 

Ultra- sensitive leakage test circuit will indicate 

leakage up to 5 megohms. 
Model 870 comes complete with tube charts and instructions; $38 50 
housed In handsome, portable, Saddle -Stitched Teton case. Only 

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL 
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -NO C. 0.D. 
Try It for 15 data before you 
buy. If completely Wished 
then send 15.00 and PAY 
balance at rate of $5.00 per 
month until total price of 
838.50 (plus postage) Is paid 
- No Interest or Finance 
Charges Added! If not com- 
pletely satisfied. return to 
us, no eaplanstion necessary. 

e MOSS ELECTRONIC. INC. DEPT. D -028 
:1840 Tenth Aye , New York 14, N.Y. 
Please rush Model 820. If satisfactory, I will per 
on terms specified. Otherwise I will return tester. 

Name 

Address 

City Zane -gists 
All prim net, F.O.9., N.Y.C. 

1 -yr. guaranteed 
Radio &TV TubeL 

*For every tube you buy at 35c each, 
YOU GET A SECOND TUBE FOR JUST 
ONE PENNY! 

*Buy 100 tubes for 35e each and GET 
AN EXTRA 100 TUBES FOR JUST Si! 
Take your pick . ..rube types may br 
mixed. 

Factory Used or Factory Second Tubes! 
1 RU -VAC will replace FREE any tube that Lecontes defective in use within 1 year 
t'om date of purchase! 

ALL TUBES INDIVIDUALLY BOXED! 
CODE DATED & BRANDED "TRU -VAC11 

artist Listing Only . Thousands Mors Tubes in Stock! 
30c 6CQt3 ..30c 666 650767 

SPECIAL! 6CB6 iv4 304 68666 68Y56 1124 354 66F4 6866 6826 6DE6 65FS !T6 767 126Z7 1207 252607 
A7CT 374 6AC5 66J6 6827 606667 65F7 7A7 707 1284 1265 27 
63GT 49076 6664GT 6455 6C4 6DF6 6%97 7A8 757 121366 12567 3545 
NSGT 4858 6466 6476 6668 6E5 65147 784 726 12847 125J7 3565 
L4 4827 GARS 640467 6F5 65J7 765 767 128D6 125117 3505 
46 4C06 SACS 6AU5GT 6CD66 6F6 65147 766 774 12BE6 1251.4761. 35W4 
NSGT SAMS SAM8 GADS 6CF6 666 6SL7 767 25 

IRS SANS SANS 649567 604 65Q7 766 7248 128,7 12V66T 36 
55 5 

A 
TS 6665 Gave 6CCS 6.15 6567 7C4 12585 128L6 12W6GT 38 

174 SAYS 6406 SAWS 61148 6J6 674 7C5 12506 12867 12X4 39/44 lu. 5624 6467 66 X4C7 aCL6 6J7 678 716 124F6 12806 1457 1287 41 
1U5 5E168 GARS 6A%SCT GCMG 666C7 605 7C7 12405 12677 1486 42 II/2 SCCB 6A07 661TS 6CM7 657 Gus 7E5 12476 12CÁ5 1407 43 
1142 5J6 668 6067 6C1.47 667 69667 7E6 12677 12C1.15 175 %4 50AS 
24F4 564 6646 68L707 6Q7 6W6GT 754 XXI. 12506 1204 17134 SOBS 
23614 578 613F5 68N6 6C66 654 664 7E7 12A117 12,5 19Á046T SOCS 
2175 5U4 613CS 660667 6C56 657 63507 7F7 1261/6 12F8 196066 SOLE 
315 SUS 60176 6807 6057 6S8C7 GAS 7E8 12697 12K5 19J1 SS 
3115 5V40 613E6 6668 SCUS 6547 43766 707 12674417 12K7 1978 80 
3.106 59667 6815 6858 6CÚ6 65C7 765 7147 12557 12L6 24A 84/824 
31115 5X8 - 

- - 
-- -. -- 11723 

31246 573 
1 -YEAR GUARANTEED TV PICTURE TUBES. These tubes are made only from new parts 3126 666 

3166 6614 and materials, except for the envelope which is re -used. Below hied yrices do 
not i -97 50. De rid refunded 

Additional 
when 

95.1M Deposit 
Is returneduhe ppaid, Alutninized tubes -$4.00 

extra. Picture tw,0M shipped only to continental USA andCCaneds- F.U.B., Harrison. N.J. 
101314 7.99 IIIEI.4 11.99 17111.4 18.00 20111'4 17.88 21 AWP4 17.49 21X1.4 17.41. 
121.P4 10.411 /01.1.4 12.111 1711.4 111.09 21A1'4 21.40 21E1'4 17.29 211'1.4 18.51. 
145/CP411.00 1681'4 11.99 17QP.t 13.R9 21A1.P1 18.70 21FP4 18.80 21264 17.46 
16AI14 10.00 1785'1'.115.48 20CP4 15.80 21A164 18.70 21591.4 22.39 24AP4 39.4.1 
11101'4 12.19 1751'4 13.40 1u11'4 18.50 21AMP4 17.99 2111,4 15.30 241',4 27.7, 
IIICP4 16.00 17CP4 16.90 1711.4 15.09 218C4 18.70 2117,4 17.10 2461'4 20.7., 

FOB Our I0I 104 
ION 

12.111 
QUANTITY IUSERS1(11131g Diseounts Are íAre Yours ... Call or Write For Our Warehouse O Tillie Private Laher special, Attention Branding Dept. MUR. 

money Cher -dully Refunded Within Five 15) Days. It Not Completely Satisfied! 
u -VAC PAY, YOUR POSTACr 00 orders of 55 or 

yre 
in USA and Terr 

postage on Can:. ,,Ì foreign orders. Any order 
i 

less than $5 r,- I- 

..D.'s. All orders subject to prior sale. comp, 
H statement appear. In all Tr11.Var adver.1,1i:/. 

oND.S or USED tubes and are clearly marked. 

$33 PER EA 

An loo SUBES 
Also 4v Not tlerl. or 3,ç E0 d 

Sensational Offer! 
"Self Service" 

TUBE CHECKERS 

$3795 
Let your Customers test 
their own Cl Bites! These lae. . cndii 22 ioned m . 

socket tune Checkers will tun your investment 
l In one 

flirt! or 
Han, srome.Onf eld. 

tested console models 
COMPLETE WITH KEY 

OR BOTTOM DOOR AND 
NEON.LIGH' ED HEAD! 

April, 1962 

TRU-VAC 
Harrison Avenue Box 107 Harrison, N. J. HUmboldt 4 -9770 r.., 
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LE 
electronics theory this easy way. 

No previous technical knowledge required. 

BUILD 
the finest professional quality TV Set 

on a practical 'pay -as- you -wire plan. 

SAVE 
up to 1/2 on cost of equivalent 
educational course plus TV set. 

Build the Transvision "Professional" TV Kit 

described below and get this complete course 

of study for $7.95 (available only to 

Transvision Kit builders.) 
Requires no previous technical knowledge. 
Prepared by experts in teaching novices 

about electronics. 

YOU LEARN: About block 
diagrams...How to read 
and follow electronic 
circuits.,.How to use 
basic measuring instru- 
ments... Theory and oper- 
ation of basic electronic 
circuits... How to service 
TV, Radio, and other types 
of electronic equipment. 

Prices range 
from $119 to $199. 

a a 
The Transvision 

"Professional" TV Kit 

Choice of 19 ", 23", or 27" 
Picture Tube...Easy "Pay as 

You Wire "Terms...Only $15 
for the Starting Package. 

A few of the Professional Quality Features 
of Transvision TV Kits: 

Choice of push -pull 10 -watt audio or output to 
your Hi -Fi System... D.C. restoration... Ultra - 
linear sweep circuits...Standard Coil Model 
PKO Automatic Tuner... Super -sensitivity for 
fringe areas... Complete line of Accessories for 
Custom Installations. 
U. S. Armed Services and over 4000 schools and 
colleges have selected Transvision Receivers for 
educational television. 

ASSEMBLY MANUAL -$2.00 
See how easy it is to assemble the Transvision 

Kit. Cost of Manual refunded on purchase of Kit. 

rigkek New Rochelle, N.Y, 

` NE 66000 
START NOW - MAIL THIS COUPON. 

IRANSVIS ON Electronics, Inc., New Rochelle, N.Y. Dept. EW -L 

D Send FREE 12,page Catalog... I enclose $2 for Assembly 
Manual, refundable on purchase of Nit. 

ID I enclose SIS for Starting Pkg. on pay -as -you -wire plan. 
(Complete Kits range from $1IS to $199.1 

Name 

Address 

City lone Stale 
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SERVICE 
i rsi C1LJ S F FLY 

IS ONE OF THE grand illusions of 
the domestic service industry about 

to fall by the wayside? Is an idol being 
toppled? For many years, the TV serv- 
ice technician in this country has eyed 
his British counterpart with awe and 
envy. The idealized status of the latter 
was a goal that could be striven for only 
in the hope of partial success. He was a 
man who had everything. Or so the 
thinking went. 

His very title was indicative. Certain- 
ly no one would think of calling him a 
slob or a thief. Nor was he regarded as 
a mere mechanic or repairman. In fact, 
even so respectable a designation as 
technician was not good enough for him. 
The idol was known to his following as 
a Television Service Engineer. 

And this title, though perhaps not so 
high up in the peerage as prince or even 
duke, bespoke status. Thus he was 
looked upon by those he would deign to 
accept as customers as an Important 
Man of Science. His pronouncements 
concerning the conditions of errant re- 
ceivers were never questioned. Nor 
were his fees. He was a professional 
man. He made a good living, although 
he never had to overwork. Best of all, 
he was regarded with deep respect by 
his neighbors. On the other side of the 
coin, he had earned such honors be- 
cause he was a highly competent sort. 
How green the grass! 

The idyllic picture has been shattered 
by a dispatch from London: the Con- 
sumer Advisory Council of the British 
Standards Institution has done some 
snooping into the matter of TV repair. 
The mere fact that the council saw fit 
to question the purity of the hallowed 
industry threatens the cherished myth. 
Its findings are still more jarring. 

Rigged Set Used 
The council bought a TV set, British - 

made of course, that was considered 
rather simple to service. A couple of 
rather simple defects were inserted in 
the otherwise properly operating re- 
ceiver and then the fun began: the first 
shop was called for service. The shop 
took 11. days to complete the repair 
(ah, the leisurely English) and charged 
the equivalent of $12.81. Workmanship 
was good and service was courteous. 

The two defects were re- inserted in 
the repaired receiver and a second shop 
was called in. The set was returned two 
days later with a charge of $5.15. The 
picture was still somewhat faulty, but 
it was judged that the repair would 
have satisfied most people. The man 
from shop number 3 took two days to 

NEWS 
make the set worse than it was before 
he got it. However, no bill was sub- 
mitted. A letter of inquiry went unan- 
swered. The fourth shop charged $8.82 
after four days. Neither fault was cor- 
rectly repaired. A tube that did not need 
replacing was replaced. The fifth shop 
took four days and charged $5.45. A 
new tube was replaced by one more 
than three years old. The sixth shop 
charged $7 after two days. Only one of 
the two inserted faults was repaired. 

Even the English, we can see, do not 
believe that their vaunted Service En- 
gineers are faultless. As for our own 
technicians, they can now stop day- 
dreaming. Once more, they can devote 
full vigor to such real issues as drug- 
store tube sales, retailing wholesalers, 
captive service, licensing, consumer 
confidence, the $2 service call, and other 
authentic problems of earning a living. 

Another License Law Passed 
Licensing has become a "hot" issue 

again of late, with something to show 
for all the talk, this time around. For 
the second month in a row -a situation 
without precedent -we can report the 
actual adoption of enabling legislation. 
On the heels of service licensing in 
South Bend, Ind. (see this space last 
month, page 90), the city of Buffalo. 
N. Y. has come up with its own ordi- 
nance. The Buffalo City Council en- 
acted the law unanimously. 

Annual fee for a master technician 
is $50, with that for an apprentice being 
$25. For the rest, the law is closely pat- 
terned after the Cooke -McClosky Bill 
introduced in the state legislature last 
year and defeated -but not by a great 
margin, in one house, after having 
passed the other. Re- introduced this 
year, the state -wide bill is believed to 
have a very good chance of becoming 
law. 

New Manufacturer Warranty 
Every new variation of the service 

warranty by the set manufacturer sets 
off another round of jitters, not always 
justified, through the independent serv- 
ice industry. The big problem is to fig- 
ure out what each new wrinkle is going 
to mean in the future. Westinghouse it 
bound to cause much head scratching 
and educated guessing with its own 
twist on the printed -board guarantee. 

"All deep -etched circuit boards used 
in 1962 Westinghouse TV sets," says 
K. H. Brown, the TV -radio division's 
national service manager, "are guaran- 
teed against basic failure of the board 
material and the bonded circuitry." At 
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SURPLUS 
SILICON RECTIFIERS. AH rectifiers listed at maxi. 
mum peak inverse voltage ratings; approxi- 
mate (orwarc voltage drop, 1.5 volts. 

IN14S0 5 amp. 100 volts 1.00 
1N1451 5 amp. 200 volts 1.25 
1N1452 5 amp. 300 volts 1.50 
1N1453 S amp. 400 volts 2.00 
1N1454 25 amp. 100 volts 3.00 
I N1455 25 amp. 200 volts 3.50 
1N1456 25 amp. 300 volts 4.50 
1N1458 35 amp. 100 volts 3.50 
1N1459 35 amp. 200 volts 4.00 
I NO5P7 50 amp. 50 volts 6.00 
1N1162 50 amp. 100 volts 7.00 
1N1466 75 amp. 100 volts 10.00 
1N1467 75 amp. 200 voles 11.00 
1N1468 75 amp. 300 volts 12.50 
1 N05V7 150 amp. 50 volts 16.50 
1N1474 t50 amp. 100 wells 17.00 

XBAND POWER LEVEL TEST SET, TS -36 /AP 

- -. Brand new. In 
1!t_\ pack- 
"IS iorl with pas- ing. with 

pack - 

1/1I } Meas- 
ures 10 to 30 

V dim. 8700 - , . 0 500 mc. 

PRICE 
S14 easels 

OIL CAPACITORS 
1 MFD. 25,000 V. DC Westing- 
house Interteen Type FP Style 
1313854. 

$39.95 each 
10 or more, $35.00 each. 

8 -Day Elapsed Time Surplus 
Aircraft Clock 

er. Here's an accurate tiaye- 
control center that'll help 

. - you win your next rally. 
w It not only tells you the 

1 
- ' date and time of day right 

to the second. It's a stop 
watch that gives you elapsed time in sec- 
onds, minutes and hours! The 24 -hour clock 
simplifies adding and subtracting elapsed 
time for your navigator. Manufactured by 
Elgin Watch Co. to military exacting speci- 
fications, it will remain accurate in spite 
of road bumps and vibrations. Uses no elec- 
trical connections. Does the Job of high -cost 
equipment. Jewelled 'Sweep Second Hand/ 
Luminous Hands and numerals /24 -hr. Dial. 
Black face and plastic Case, 31a" mounting. 
Cost the Gov't $185. 

Postpaid $99.95 

TYPE AN /ARN -6 RADIO COMPASS 

Receiver R /101 /ARN -6. 
100 -1750 kc in four 
bands. Excellent condition. 

-fiAIL.' -,..".'-- Pelee $49.110 
Loop ÁS313 -B. Excellent 
condition. 

Pelee 537.50 
pp Indicator 1091E /ARN -6- 

Excellent condition. 
Pelee $595 

-'11"41\s, 
lL'___ Mounts MT -273 or MT- 

_ 274. Excellent condition. 
Price 59.95 oath 

MANUAL ; tnararhhnn,. pen. 
. - ,amenr nhu, is 

Price $3.50 
NO C.O.D.'S. REMIT FULL AMOUNT WITH ORDER. 

C & H SALES CO. 
2176 E. Colorado St . Pasadena 8, Calif. 

Everyone's going for Auction's 
"Down to Earth" Hi -Fi Values. 

Write for free catalog. 

25 E. OXFORD ROAD 
// MASSAPEQUA, L.I., N. Y. 

April, 1962 

first volley, this sounds like one of those 
diabolical warranties that does not in- 
clude the components mounted on the 
board. The next statement, however, 
brings forth a sigh of relief : "Should 
the company determine that such a fail- 
ure has occurred within the first year's 
use, the complete receiver will be re- 
placed without cost to the original pur- 
chaser. The replacement will be an 
identical model if available or one of 
the closest similar description and value 
as decided by the company." 

So far, the conditions sound clean 
and uncomplicated. However, a final 
statement concerning conditions that 
void the warranty include "any instru- 
ment that has been serviced by unau- 
thorized service personnel." Without a 
clear -cut definition of what constitutes 
authorized and unauthorized personnel, 
we may have a new round of head - 
scratching under way. 

Dud Law a Dud? 
"Despite a state law safeguarding 

them from the misrepresentation of TV 
replacement tubes, the majority of New 
York residents seemingly are not get- 
ting the protection they were meant to 
have," reads a news item recently re- 
ceived. This plaintive release quotes 
Douglas W. Cook, president of the Em- 
pire State Federation of Electronic 
Technicians' Associations, on a relevant 
survey recently taken among TV serv- 
ice technicians in the state. The techni- 
cians say, according to Cook, "that few 
or none of their customers knew the 
law existed ... effectiveness of the law 
is up to the customer as well as the 
technician." 

Other information turned up by the 
survey : half of the technicians queried 
state that most of the replacement pic- 
ture tubes they sell are rebuilt. Only 
one customer out of ten had any com- 
plaint to make about getting a rebuilt 
tube. 

There is little doubt that, if the re- 
built replacements were labeled in strict 
accordance with the law, more cus- 
tomers would complain, simply because 
the required wording seems like some- 
thing to complain about to the non- 
technical mind. As things now stand, 
the only cause the customer has for 
complaint is the performance of the re- 
placement tube, if it is below standard. 
As long as a good rebuilt that will give 
him acceptable performance is used, 
there is no cause for complaint. Unfor- 
tunately, the labeling law is not con- 
cerned with the quality of the picture 
tube, whether new or rebuilt. The item 
in question was released by the Kimble 
Glass Co. 

Of greater interest to many, particu- 
larly those concerned with the pros and 
cons of licensing, is the reaction of serv- 
ice technicians to the latter subject. 
More than 75 per -cent of the techni- 
cians who responded to the survey felt 
that a licensing law would help over- 
come the problems faced by the service 
industry today. The sampling certainly 
does not reflect industry feeling on this 
matter on a nation -wide basis. How- 
ever, it should represent feeling in New 
York quite accurately. 

BUILD THE FINEST 

CUSTOMIZED 

TV K17 
On Easy "Pay As You Wire" Terms 
Only $15 for the Starting Package' 

The 
"PROFESSIONAL" 
Series- designed for 

the perfectionist seeking 
the finest in TV performance. 

Easy to assemble. No technical 
knowledge required. An ideal 

"Learning" Kit with a Complete 
Course of Study is available. 

Also available: 

WIRED 
CHASSIS 
for custom 

installations 
with a choice 

of vertical or horizontal 
controls and the newest 

19 ", 23" or 27" 
Picture Tube. 

Beautiful Cabinets - 
designed to enhance sound quality and blend with 
modern decor. For TV or combination TV and Hi Fi. 

A few of the Professional Quality Features: 
Choice of push -pull 10 -watt audio or output 
to your Hi -Fi system ... D.C. restoration... 
Ultra- linear sweep circuits...Newest Stand- 
ard Coil Model PKO Automatic Fine Tuner 

. Super -sensitivity for fringe areas . 

Complete line of Accessories for Custom In- 
stallations. 
Choice of 19 ", 23" or 27" CRT. Prices range 
from $119 to $199. 
U.S. Armed Services and over 4000 schools and 
colleges have selected Transuision Receivers for 
educational television. 

9Nli4llii la NMOZIaM4c4 ? 
Learn the basic principles of elec- 
tronics from the Course available with the Kit. 

ASSEMBLY MANUAL -$2.00 
See how easy it is to assemble the Transvision 

Kit. Cost of Manual refunded on purchase of Kit, 

teal WI i}Lk I1 New Rochelle, N.Y. r 
NE 6 -6000 --- START NOW - MAIL THIS COUPON - - --. 

TRANSVISION Electronics, Inc., New Rochelle, N.Y. Dept. EW-T 
Send FREE 8 -page Catalog... I endose S2 for Assembly 

Manual, refundable on purchase of Kit. 
I enclose SIS for Starting Pkg. on payas- you-wire plan. 
(Complete Kits range (rom Sill to $1991 

Name 

Addre. s 

City Zone State 
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COMPONENTS TOOLS TEST EQUIPMENT HI -FI AUDIO CB HAM COMMUNICATIONS 

New Products 
and Literature for 

Electronics Technicians 

Additional information on the items 
covered in this section is available 
from the manufacturers. Each item 
is identified by a code number. To 
obtain further details, simply fill in 
the coupon appearing on page 108. 

DUAL -TRACE STORAGE SCOPE 
1 Analab Instrument Corporation has an. 
I mounted the asailabilily of a new dual -trace 

storage scope and R -\' recorder that features an 

"electronic scratch pad" for previewing data prior 
io freezing it on a separate storage area. 

I he Type 1220 is said to be the first such 

instrument to incorporate a raster -.tin system 

p R R 

lo .turc Herat on .1 out -. Inc -. ill tel -lint .Iisl.Ln. 
-1 he rotor nail tan be manually or ato:11..ut.1[1, 

indestd and "pester for single- "r du:.1 .Ii.inot l 

prtsru1.11ion.. it the slowest available spiel. 
data was bt recorded over a 4o- u.itiute pr .d 

cool sri ll remain stored for over a sien. a sen aí111 

the he'll 1,111(111.. power off. The .oui aqe Cu get 

mar be easel in 30 seconds. 

MINIATURE INDUCTORS 
United Transformer Corp. is in production 
on the '\I inidudor' series of miniature 

inductors width has been especially designed for 
Ira..isms and pr iuttd circuit applications. All 
units aelu1 111 III MIL-T-27.3 specs. 

1 he new lint- is uttered in inductances up to 
-, lass. and :u adjusted to a tolerance of ± I -. 
Icuspol31ure .ctbilitc is provided f" 55 to 
lust deices C. l he coils are symmetrically wound 
In olds for high coupling attenuation and low' 

1111111 pickup. The units are hermetically sealed 

in a nodded ease which measures 23/32" in diam- 
eter and 13.'32" high. Weight is .25 oumcr. 

GRID -DIP METER 

3 is now 
Milieu. !Manufacturing Company. Inc. 

w tapering the Model 90651 grid-dip 
meter in a convenient polypropylene carrying 
rase which keeps the coils with the unit and 
protects botta. 

The unit is a calibrated stable oscillator cov- 

ering 1.7 to 31111 11x. with resin cuffs. It has a 

meter to read grid current. I he coil is plugged 
lotto the unit so that it may he used as a probe. 
'1 he instrument is complete with traunI,inner- 
type a.c. power supply. 

Incorporation of the power supply. oscillator, 
probe, and dial into a single hand-held unit 
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11115 ilt. tuusaalitnl les itc lie that king all 
types of circuits. "I he calibrated dial is a large 
205 -degree drum type which provides seven 
direct -reading scales of equal length. 

IN- CIRCUIT CAPACITOR TESTER 
4 Eico Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. is now 

marketing an ads anted Model 955 capacitor 
tester which permits checking capacitors in or out 
of circuit, including very sensitive checks for 
shorts or opens. The test includes a Wien bridge 
with a unique balancing circuit to allow in- tiruIjt 
tI pacitor measurements even when shunt resist- 
ances are comparatively low. 

The \lodel 955 will handle capacities bola .I 

pf. to 50 pf. at ±10% accuracy at any 1,1111 stn 

the dial in or out of the circuit. Capat in i+ read 
front a 4" Lucite dial after it has been adjusted 
to null in conjunction with the RC ba1ame con- 
trol. 

l'he unit will operate on a.c. line voltages f 
105 to 130. 60 cps. It measures 81/2"x 534 "x G" and 
is offered in both kit and factory wired versions. 

TEMPERATURE -DIFFERENTIAL UNIT 

5 
Kinset, Instruments & Controls Company 
11.1. developed a sensitise instrument for the 

mi..s ill -meta of small temperature differentials 
.iser a wide operating span. 

I he Model 1111111 temperature-differential indi- 
cator combines high stability of platinum re- 

.i.taetc tamper :n gyre 11 ;11141111 et-' st 1111 111., lllll 
rcliabilits provided by C pldcls solid mac cir- 
utitc. Input is from two mantled pia Iinum 
rvislance temperature transducers. the "input 
is indicated on a self -contained mete". or Through 
a t"nntcun% can be displayer stn a runnier or 
gals anometer. 'I he instrument is completely 
self -cunt: 'd and includes a power supply and 
plug -in bridge circuitry, 

MOLDED CHOKE COILS 

e 
Delesan Electronics Corporation is now of- 
fering a I ui i om in is turc series of molded 

choke coils as standard shock items. 
The Series Inn Features a physical size of .10 

of :un inch in diameter and .25 of an inch long 
with 35 salty.. imaging Irum .15 ph%. to 1181 phs. 
Core maim lat. used at phenolic in the ranges 
froid .1S lo 1.11 Ills.. powdered iron from 1.20 
play. through 17.11 phy., and ferrite from 33.11 

ply. through 100 phy. 

DATA HANDLING CONVERSION 
1 Airborne Instruments Laboratory is now of- 

fering a low. and mode attrspeed data han- 
dling coversinn systems pre -engineered to the 
replirenents of medicine. science. and industry. 

The systems convert cons inumas analogue volt - 

ages into digital formats compatible with the 

1.1 j.a Its ul 4(1111 a l -p11I lune digital computers. 
I he systems can convert to digital form as many 

as eight channels of analogue data. Input imped- 
ance of the systems exceeds 100,010 ohms and 
input voltage is from -- I to I volt. The circuitry 
is compose) of solid -state modules. The analogue- 
to-digital converter is a successive approximation 
type and is accurate to I part in 500. 

UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR TESTER 

8 
Whim Engineering Div':- has intro- 
ducal a unijunction transistor tester that is 

simple to operate, compact. inherently reliable. 
and capable of testing most parameters of 

junction characteristics. The instr a uu'nt was 
especially designed for electronics laboratories, 
prtoduct inspection groups, etc. 

The instrument has a six -posit' function 
switch which selects tests for transistor oscillation, 
intrinsic stand-off ratio, interbase resistance. 
emitter saturation voltage, emitter voltage, and 
emitter leakage current. The unit measures 10" x 
81/2" x 8" and weighs 3 pounds. 

TRANSISTOR HEAT SINK 

9 
Daedalus C papy is currently marketing a 
novel transistor heat sink designed to handle 

the TO-18 case. In still air the "Clipsink" achieves 
all approximate thermal resistance of 50 degrees 
C per watt. while in moderately moving air the 
thermal resistance drops to less than 15 degrees 
C per watt. The sink requires a printed- circuit 
board space of Ife" x If2" with a total height 
of less than 1/2". 

SOLID -STATE POWER SUPPLY 

1n 

faorge H' Co., Inc. has announces! the 
a yesllability of a new lightweight regulated 

power .supply especially designed for technicians 
working with transistorized circuitry. hybrid 
tubes, etc. 

Designated the P- 3311A. the unit furnishes 0.15 
volts tl.e. at up to 3 amps. Designed for continu- 
ous duty put is regulated to remain within 
.1'; ..1 indicated voltage with input varying f " 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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105 to 125 volts. Filter circuitry is full-wave. 
series -shunt regulated with four power transistors. 
Ripple factor is 10 mv. r.m.s. at 50% load and 30 
mv. r.m.s. at full load. 

11 

PORTABLE FREQUENCY METER 
Lavoie Laboratories, Inc. has developed a 

new portable frequency meter featuring a 

255 reduction in size and weight. transistorized 
operation. and a new film calibrated readout. 

The Model 1..1 -32 is self-contained and will 
measure frequencies II. 6, d 125 kc. to 

1000 mc. to a specified accuracy of .01% from 4 

degrees F to 125 degrees F. It can also be used 
as a signal generator for testing and calibrating 
radio equipment. 

The new instrument measures 111/2" deep. ap- 
proximately 13" wide, and IIVI" high. can be 
powered by a standard flashlight battery or from 
an a.c. source of 100 -250 volts, 50.400 cps. 

12 

TRANSDUCER CONVERTERS 
Sanborn Company is now in production on 
a new series of transducer converters which 

permits the use of differential transformer -type 
transducers with 29 volt d.c. and 117 volt a.c. 
power sources. 'These new converters produce d.c. 
signals proportional to the input, ready For mon- 
itoring or recording with a general-purpose d.c. 
amplifier. No carrier amplification is needed. 

Three models are being offered in the present 
line with complete specifications available on re- 
quest. 

SWITCHING TRANSISTORS 

13 
General Electric Company has added ten 
new high -performance silicon transistors to 

its line of semiconductor components. 
The six switching transistors in this new series 

have been designed for use in high -speed logic 

21 
t? 'V,,I I 

l " I l 

circuits such as flip-flops, counters, multivibra- 
tors, and memory or line drivers. while the other 
Four are designed for use in high -frequency ampli- 
fier and oscillator circuits. All ten transistors are 
housed in the TO -I9 standard package. 

The featured unit in this new series, the Type 
2N914, has a total switching time of 80 nanosec- 
onds. All the transistors are passivated silicon 
planar types and, in addition, the six switches 
have the feature of low saturation resistance 
resulting from the use of an epitaxial layer. 

MOLDED CARBON POTS Cust come 
lded 

out with 
b 

a complete 
line of 
entralab 

2- watt, 
has j 

hot mo carbon contsosi- 
tinn potentiometers which are only 1 -3/32" in 
diameter and 4é" deep. 

These new units. designated Model A. are built 
to meet all environmental and test requirements 
of \I11. -R -91. Features include wide clearance 
between the hushing and the collector track to 
provide increased high -voltage stability and frec- 

April, 1962 

d from internal shorting: amipletely enclosed. 
eles abed track construe to reduce the possi- 
bility of contamination by dirt, carbon particles. 
and scaling compounds; and both pick -off and 
collector brushes of a carbon composition ma- 
terial for noise -free operation. 

Detailed specifications arc included in Bulletin 
EP -1231 which is available on repttst. 

BELLOWS CONTACTS 
Servometer Corporation has introduced a 

id line of bellows contacts that serve as non - 

inductive springs for electronic assemblies, pro- 
vide repeatability for any number of re- assem- 
blies, and have low microwave resistance and 
d.c. electrical resistance. 

Made of nickel metal, the contacts have a 

24 -carat gold surface plated .01004" thick. Five 
standard contacts provide a range of dimensions. 
spring stroke, force at full stroke, and metallic 
dims resistance. A custom line is also available. 
As a spring. compression of the contact is equal 
to 50% of the length of the bellows convolutions. 
'This stroke allows generous follow -up to take 
care of assembly tolerances, 

10 MC. COUNTER /STANDARD le Northeastern Engineering. Inc. is little offer- 
! U mg a 10 -mc. frequency counter /standard 
which h:r a basic counter range of 10 cps to 10.1 
me. wills an inherent stability of I part in In` 
per day; 5 parts in IO' per week. Period and time 
measurements may be made by eutnt t ing internal 

standard frequency f 0.1 cps to 10 mc. in 
decade steps and frequency measurements may 
be made over counting intervals from I cosec. to 
IM) sec. in decade steps. Internal self- checking 
features permit checking the counter circuitry 
with any of the nine internal standard frequencies 
in combination with any of six gate lengths. 

11 

NUCLEAR COUNTING INSTRUMENT 
Digital Dynamics, Inc. is now marketing 
what is said to be the first completely new 

scaler and events -per- unit -time counting instru- 
ment in the nuclear field. The analogue recording 
dynamic analyzer is either a single. or dual - 

channel instrument which features high density 
compactness with fully transistorized circuits. 

The standard ' . without plug -in modules. 
includes a single -channel manual or scanning 
differential pulse height analyzer. an all- electronic 
preset count or time register. and an automatic 
ranging dine or count aceunu lame with analogue 
output. Plug -in modules and other accessories 
are available to widen the coverage of this in- 
strument. 

MULTI -RANGE D.C. VOLTMETER 
10 Houston Instrument Corporation has added 

U the Model LIV -180 d.c. servo voltmeter to 
its line of test equipment for laboratory appli. 
cations. 

The ROY unit provides very high impedance 
on all scales. The input is potentionretric (over 
100 megohms) on ranges from 3 mv. to 1 volt 
and is 10 megohms on ranges from 3 to 300 volts. 
Servo gain is automatically adjusted for each 
scale by the range switch. Accuracy is .15% on 
eleven selectable scales. 

A double regulated zcner reference eliminates 
reference cell replacement and standardization 
problems. Indication is provided by knife-edge 

RADIO HANDBOOK 
- the comprehensive 

reference source 
- a problem solver for 

designers and 
builders of radio 
equipment 

Gives simplified theory on practically every 
phase of radio. Tells how to design, build, 
and operate the latest standard types of 
radio transmitting and receiving equipment. 
More "How -To- Build" articles than any 
book in the field. 

All information is original, up -to -date, and 
complete. 800 pages of data, clearly indexed, 
between hard covers -the largest RADIO 
HANDBOOK ever published. 

*8.50 -lit your distributor 
order from your favorite electronic parts a 'tutor. 

If he cannot supply, send us his now and your 
remittance, and we will supply; foreign, add 10%. 

EDITORS and ENGINEERS, Ltd. 
Summerland 2, California 

Dealers' Electronic distributors. order from u 

Bookstores. libraries. newsdealer. order from Rahn L 
Taylor. Hillside. N. 1 Export (ac. Wade). order 
from N I Snyder Co .. 440 Park Am. Se . N.Y. it 

Ask By Name For 
GENUINE 

O 
OISE" 

PRODUCTS 
N.-Not.e N1R0 

O`uMEaC átar.r 

a oii. 

your 
assurance of 
brand name 
quality 

' 

REE 
with cn 

C 
a of 

ELECTRONIC C 
CNEMICAC 
Broaua. - 

5er PLASTIC 

EXTENDER 
n Button 

As.n.nu'Y For 
Pin Point 

ÑNot Cause shorts 

Electronic 
m cheical 
formula 

ew 

EC-44 
umricates, 
Conditions. 
cloth ital 

oonticalts. 
Eco. 

e does. lot! 
oz. $350 

SI ray 

ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP. 
913 Communipaw Avenue Jersey City 4, N J. 
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FM TAXI RADIO- TELEPHONE 
Great mobile rig! 150 -170 Me. Single Channel. 
Crystal control. 6 V. calumet. two-piece set. 25 
W. output smtr. Dual cony. twee'r. Complete with 
connecting Cable O em te control panel. Mf 
fly West Coast Electron' Co. Pair: 524 55 

345.00. EACH 
A_ -1 EM-- 1 - - - - -- 

3 TEST EQUIPMENT BARGAINS! 3! 
TS-34,AP Oscilloscope: Lab. quality portable II 

rail ih.r:hl:,r maintenance h troublesh, 1,t It 
IF'ri.,!.: :hl epa to I .sic. ItuiltIn -aw -tooth g 
rower Input: Ili, V. 50 /6út Cps. Good 
tered: ... .... 534.99 
EXCELLENT cond. Checked out. i gum 49.95 

type 
(.Clllastopee Llii, 

applications bench' 
10 cps to 5 Me. Huiltln 

test 
time liasC 

e 
i,cuit .00 

n w-- tooth gen. Power Input: 1 1 5 V. ., , no Ir.. 
GOOD, 

OUT 
CONDITION. ONLY 599.50 

CHECKED OUT AMD OYARANTE[D. 
SPECIAL 124` 95 ; 
8C -221 Fre nCy Meter: 105 Kc to 20 I. 
I i.. ,. ,'111.che out and rut . 

boo k. 569.95 

FREE I BARGAIN CATA 
NEW 

RT-62/APX-6 TRANSCEIVER 
i in Iron. 514.95 

like t ,Gei1, .... 1.50 nyo 
1 Page 11a 1 , t i,.,. .., 

BC -604 FM RADIO TRANSMITTER 
Special this month! I. 1 

,a1 cont.: , W. output 
, 

$3.95 
a Pinti. 

COMMAND RECEIVER SPECIALS 
0.29'ARC -S 2 METER n AIRCRAFT RE Cao.: 
IIIIi.1r.,! Me. 11r:nct tolls 922.50 
1.5.3 MC: Ithis5 R,! c,', "Ilan:! 

It, :, 19.95 
3-6 MC.: Eerel!ent c nor. 1 Excellent huv1.. 7.95 
6.9 MC.: Excellent co/11111re. Bargain! 7.95 

ID- 6 /APN -4 LORAN INDICATOR 
Likes Ideal lab scope wit!, slight conversion. Con - 

t.Iins 28 popular tubes! 100 ke. crystal. $8.95 
Inch CRT. Excel. d. Reduced to only 

10 
cond. 

575.00 
TUBES! ALL NEW & GUARANTEED! 

'Clown 912.95 250TH 922.50 9.95 100TH 9.95 
atISÚA 9.95 8000 9.95 
a.2509 22.50 9299 .95 
ä.400A 24.50 832A 3.95 
.1000A 75.00 6A570 1.50 

BC -375 100 W. TRANSMITTER 
Ideal for domestic Ose. as well as export marine 
and mobile! FSS -ti: Zito-12.5110 ke. with proper 

:,,1 1u. cut' or Mt W. Ex,euent $14.95 
nE.73 bOTNAMOTOR FOR ABOVE: Input 24 V. , 

O 
t. 

l uuo \. 301111111N. w' dlte,'lux baa. I.IM- 
67.95 Excel. cond. $4.95 

TURING UNITS: For BC -375 Each 51.99 
,!1 orders FoR 25!'0 delm,t - 

Itetu. _ 

s 
prior ale. NOTE 

MINIMUM ORDER $3.00. WRITE TO DEPT. R. 

FOREIGN 
For best buys, fastest quotes, quick- 
est service, write or wire Mr. Keys, 

BUYERS! Export. Dept.! 

COLUMBIA ELECTRONICS 
4365 WEST PICO BLVD. LOS ANGELES 19, CALIF. 

CITIZEN BAND 
TEXAS 
MGM 3rd Overtone: Hermetiolly Sealed 

.005ee tolerance -Meet F C C require- 
ments. t /2'" pan spasms -.050 n di- 
r,eter.. Ld93 PIn, sZ95 va,lanle, add 194 Per 

c FLTI.) 
ALL EACH 

In 
An Stockenels 

oeopkl 
one Sc per crystal for veAane and nand l,nnl 

1 

The fallowing Class "D" Citizen Bend frequencies 
In stock (Ire ies listed in meuacycles): 26.965. 
26.975. 26.985. 27.005. 27.015. 27.025. 27.035. 
27.055. 27.065. 27.075. 27.085. 27.105, 27.115. 
27.125. 27.135. 27.155, 27.165, 27.175. 27.185,1 
27.205. 27.215. 27.225. 

. for all en units . 15.90 Pe 
and model numbers. 

CLASS "D" 

CRYSTALS 

RADIO CONTROL CRYSTALS 
in HC6 U HOLDERS -SIX FREQUENCIES 

26.995, 27.045, 27.095, 27.145, $295 
27.195, 27 255 

Z75 
Iddd Sc p co, t.n for nn.L,ti, n.,ndl ncl 
NOW! 'I 

IN CHICAGO, PHONE Gladstone 3.3555 

Send for FREE CRYSTAL CATALOG =1191 
WITH OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS 

ASK YOUR PARTS DEALER FOR TEXAS CRYSTALS 
if he ,I,w+n'I ,,,-1. : .n. see I farm aster direct from Lis^ 

Rush your order to: 
TEXAS CRYSTALS 

Dept. R -42 -1000 Crystal Drive, Fort Myers, Fla. 
All orders shipped 1st Class Mail. 

For taster service phone WE 6 -2100 
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pointer on a 14" mirror scale. Hardware is pro- 
vided for rapid conversion [rom case to rack 
mounting. 

COMPONENT SUBSTITUTOR 
Scncore, Inc. is now offering a compact unit 

IJ which permits on -the -slot substitution of 
carbon and power resistors, capacitors, electro- 

lytics. and as tibcr.. I by 11(1I 21 is a composite 
of several of the firm's substitution units which 
have been housed in a single enclosure with 
stainless steel handle for easy portability. 

CABLE TIE I Electrorert Inc. has recently introduced a 

Lu time- saving, lightweight nylon cable tie 
which features rapid, self -locking action. faking 
only seconds to apply, the "Insulok" tie features 
a non -return, cam- action locking ties ice which 
insures permanent tying with no slackening. 
Eliminating the use of tape. string. or r' 'tar im- 
provisations, these new tics consist of a single 
component part, molded f tough, flexible 
nylon capable of withstanding a temperature 
range of -80 degrees to +1:10 degrees C. 

The cable tic is currently available in three 
sizes. A data sheet giving conlpl,l specifications 
is available on request. 

HI -FI -AUDIO PRODUCTS 

STEREO PREAMPLIFIER 

21 
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. Iras added 
a stereo preamplifier to its "Eico' line m 

the ST84. Frequency response is 1- 25,(H6) cps 
± .3 db; harmonic distort inn is .967ó at 2 sols 
output from 20-26.060 cp.: 1 \I distortion (16) and 
7000 cps at 4:1) is .1)1'; at '2 suit. output: hum 
and is -- -65 db for low -Icsel inputs of In 
Inv., -75 db for high-lcs cl inputs of t %tilt. 

Equalization is RIA.\ fur phono and N IS for 
tape. Tone controls provide 11 db .111 ;und boost 
at 50 and at 10,000 cps. the circuit uses five 
12AX7 /ECC83 tubes plus a 6X4. '17íe unit meas- 
ures 511" x 151/4" x 81/4". It is available factory 
wired or in kit form. 

MULTIPLEX ADAPTER 
Ikogen- Presto Division is now offering a llcw 
multiplex adapter. the Nlodel Px lit, de- 

signed to match performance specifications of its 
own and other high -fidelity F \I amers and re- 

ceivers. 
This self -powered adapter emploss four tubes 

and a germanium diode. providing eight tube 
functions. Full -frequency performance is assured. 
even in fringe areas, with 1- 3 db deviation Nono 

50 to 15,000 cps. 
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Front -panel controls include an "in -out" switch 
:und stereo separation control. The adapter meas- 
ures 41/2" x 411" x 9" and weighs 711 pounds. 

23 

NEW AMPLIFIERS R TUNERS 
Grommes has recently introduced four new 
and improved amplifiers and tuners, ranging 

from the low -cost I 2-watt LJN to the PG Series 
stereo/ and 10IG7'M stereo tuner 
which is offered either with or without the multi- 
plex feature. 

Complete specifications on these new models 
are given in a four -page, two -color brochure 
which also describes other units in the current 
audio litre. 

24 

TUNER -AMPLIFIER 
Olson Ehrtronies is currently inu'mmincing 

an \ \I -I \I utter e'itll 30-watt stereo ampli- 
fier that features a snap -in multiplex adapter as 
an optional accessory. 

I he R:t -HII has all the controls including mul- 
tiplex. balance, ganged loudness control, separate 
bass and truble controls, noix filter, and mode 

Coflt l.d.. I It'Ilucncy response is 2I- 2(1.0)0 cps i- 1 

db; s, U.iti,it is 4 Inv. for 20 db quieting; total 
11:uun'liiI distortion is less than 1%. Channel 
up.I.11l "n is 30 db. The adapter, available at 
Cs 11 t l lsl. is designatisi R.\ -410. 

25 

STEREO RECEIVER 
Hannan- liard on, Inc. has released its "Stereo 
Festival III" receiver which provides a com- 

plete stereo entertainment center with the addi- 
tion of speaker systems. 

l'he unit provides three stereo inputs-mag- 
netic phono, tale head, and auX i li;l l); plus tape 
.11111 stereo 11..1,1st! ¡:ut onlpuis. \Iu.n- I,I n. rr 

;7Kt191111c11111k111l=3==117 B 

`.msensa-- .4 

output is 25 watts per channel. 50 watts mono 
Stills r.nl.s. power output 20 watts per channel. 
IO watts . Frequency response k 1270,000 
cps ± I db at 1 watts. Speaker ingedances are 
I, 8. and Iii ohms. 

The unit provides complete FM and . \\f sec- 
tions plus a FM stems) adapter. Frequency re- 
sponse of the adapter is 15- 51101) cps -t I db. 

26 

FM STEREO ADAPTER 
Allied Radio Carp. has added a low-cost FM 
stereo adapter lo ils "Knight -Kit" line as the 

KS -I0. the new unit is designed to be used with 
any FM nr .- \\I-ENI tuner equipped with a multi- 
plex jack. 

)teasuring 21/4" x 911" x 311 '. the adapter is 

self-powered. The unit's a.c. power cord is 
plugged into the switched a.c. outlet on the 
amplifier or tuner. tuning Ilse adapter on and 
off with the component. l'he adapter also has 
ils own ' Im till .,cillh. nni.c WWI'. and separa- 
thin 

21 

CB- HAM -COMMUNICATIONS 

TRANSISTORIZED ROE 
Ras tu'on (. palls is tow in production on 
,t 11.uni.lolürd I :IIfio direction finder which 

Hill opctate [cool is standard flashlight cells. 
I le \bHlel 4 di "k :nitAcr 11" is designed to receive 
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the long -range Consolais direction- finding sig- 
nals. It has a built -in b.f.o. and covers the Con - 
solan band to receive lines of position from Nan- 
tucket, San Francisco, Miami, and the five Consol 
stations in Europe. In addition, the "Ranger Il" 
covers the regular beacon, marine, and broadcast 
bands. 

The case is made of aluminum with an epoxy 
finish. Azimuth scale and rotating antenna are 
of Tectite. All electronic components have been 
specially treated to resist dampness and corro- 
sion. 

28 

NEW C6 TRANSMITTER 
Brow g Laboratories, Inc. is now offering 
a new CB transmitter which features a 

'que all -channel selector which enables the op. 
erator to switch to any one of the 23 CB channels. 

Designated the 23-S -Nine the transmitter also 

features a new built -in standing -wave indicator, 
nuxlern silicon rectifiers for low operating tem- 
peratures, speech clipper am i splatter filter for 
balanced modulation, and push -to -talk micro - 
pl with removable front -panel control. 'fhc 
transmitter has been specially designed as a 

companion unit to the company's R -2700 CB 
receiver. 

SELECTIVE CALLING UNIT 

29 
Elettr ' s Im orporated is mar- 

1 {sting its "lone- (:all" system which provides 
additional operating frac ires for existing base 
stations and mobile Issu.,. ay 

unit is designed to be incorporated into all tape 
of two -way equipment. 

According to the company. the new system 
eliminates annoying co- channel interference Loin 
other stations which affect base -station s. It 
also permits the base station operator to "blocs 
the horn" on each mobile radio car to signal We 
driver if he is away from his unit. It also features 
a "call -in" indicator lamp at the base station 
to show which mobile unit is calling the office. 

CRYSTAL SWITCHER 
qn Regency Electronics Inc. is marketing a new 
JU crystal switcher which increases the available 
transmitting channels from two to six on its 
Model CB -27 CB transceivers. The Model CS -ti 

provides instantaneous push. button selection. 
eliminating the need to switch through other 
channels to reach the desired frequency. 

The unit attaches readily to either fixed or 
mobile versions of the transceiver. It may also 
be used with any other CB transceiver to add 
crystal -controlled receiving channels. The case 
measures 66í1e" x 3" x IN". 

31 

SSS TRANSMITTER KIT 
Heath Company has just introduced an SSB 
transmitter in kit form as the "Marauder." 

Coverage is 80 Trough 10 meters with all crys- 
tals supplied with the kit. All of the requisite 

radio facilities. The (Continued on page 102) 

QUICKLY CUT HOLES 

in metal, plastics, 

hard rubber... 

ROUND SQUARE KEY 

8til; 
GREENLEE CHASSIS PUNCHES 

Make smooth, accurate 
openings in 1 % minutes or 
less ... for sockets, plugs, 
controls, meters, panel 
lights, etc. Easy to use ... 
simply turn with wrench. 
Many sizes and models. 
Write for literature. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Size: 24" wide, 10" high, 
9" deep. 

Power Handling Capacity: 
Will operate at maximum 
efficiency with amplifiers 
from 8 to 50 watts. 

Response: High sensitivity 
and compliance. 
45- 16,000 CPS. 

. 

GREF/t/LEE f1 
OREENLS1E TOOL CO. 
1916Columbia Aus., Rockford, Minot* 

"e KENT 
amazing value -only 
E1595 

After three years of extensive research and 
development, you can now enjoy the finest 
speaker system in a handsome bookshelf 
unit. Fits anywhere! Matches any decor! The 
"Kent" is unconditionally guaranteed to be 
the finest unit you ever heard, regardless of 
price, or your money will be cheerfully 
refunded. The "Kent" combines the 
craftsmanship of American cabinetmakers 
with the famous engineering skills of 
Great Britain. 

Unlike cabinets of processed wood, the 
natural grained solid wood "Kent" can be 
stained, oiled or waxed in any finish of 
your choice. 

Thousands have been sold /Check these quality features Because of our amazingly low introductory 
price, the famous British manufacturer will 
not permit us to advertise the name of this 
ultra sensitive, costly speaker. 

PNEUMATIC LOADING 

TERMINAL STRIP TO AMPLIFIER 1 

FIBERGLASS ACOUSTIC 

DAMPENING MATERIAL 

ANTI INTER MODULATION DISTORTION 

CONE REINFORCEMENTS 

3" HARDENED TWEETER DIFFUSION CONE 

- SILICONE TREATED EDGE 

COAXIAL WOUND VOICE COIL - 

10.00L GAUSS &OHM IMPEDANCE 

Ti " NATURAL SOLID W000 CONSTRUCTION 

ACOUSTICALLY PERFECTED SOUND PORT 

ACOUSTICALLY TRANSPARENT CANE 

GRILL CLOTH 

8" HIGH COMPLIANCE WOOFER. 

ALMOST L" CONE DISPLACEMENT 

ORDER NOW to insure prompt 
delivery. Price -$15.95 Also available 
the "Windsor " -an oil finished 
luxurious walnut cabinet at $25.00. 
F.0.8. factory. 

Anglo American Acoustics Ltd. EW -1 

129 Maryland Ave., Freeport, New York 

Gentlemen: Enclosed is my check for S 

Please ship me: 
"Kent " -natural wood cabinet at $15.95. 
"Windsor " -oil finish walnut cabinet at $25.00. 

I UNDERSTAND THAT THESE SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
ARE GUARANTEED AND IF I AM NOT COMPLETELY 
SATISFIED I MAY RETURN FOR A FULL REFUND 
WITHIN TEN DAYS AFTER RECEIPT. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 71)NF .....STATE 

IWO 
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STROMBERG s 64 WATT 
STEREO AMPLIFIER SALE 

REGULAR McGEE'S 10 995 
$199.50 PRICE 

art:,.. special cd Carload rurebxve Sale! New. Factor, 
eartoned I04 watt (32 watts Per channel l Stereo-Hit, 
Audio Amplifier. Model ASTI -MMII. Its 11 In In 
quality and value. Made t0 sell at S200.00.' McGee 
Ouen them for only $109.95. Metal cover. S5.99 
extra. Work, with any old ehlinper anti tuner. er Use 
with any gourd 111.51 sneaker,. Only SOO to sell. order 

Comb° 
Snipping 'eight. :12 les. 

ination offer: ASIL1M0. 04 watt Stereo amplifier 
with Garrard Type 'A." Shure M711 cartridge and 
two Stephens 20FRt wide-range 12- speakers. all 
fo r only 6295.40. 
wool 

p 

se for Type A. $4.95. 1.1753. 45 RPM spindle. 
53.00. Peu'..'..! \NO:In. FM-AM srtrpowerd tuner. 
$94.90 extra. 

-A'Vw .ei! ts s 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Trie Strombe - Carlson ASH -BOO I of the most 

,rlul stereo mpl. tien available at any price. 
Designed with the IleUbiplly vof a w re ding studio 
control panel. each channel has individuai tone eon - 
trois and professional mixertYpe separate volume 
controls which operate in conjunction with the 

control. Specially engineered utput transformers 
utilize massive. grain- onented steel cores for ex- 
ceptionally 

m istortion 
low 

Inrrating 
frequency 

11 ieaá ni minimum 
laboratory reported pleasant surprise came in 

channel °deliver power 
SO waits tat n2 

%, 
e ar onic distor- 

tion. Or 48 watts at 1 . distortion. This is unusual 
in amplifier rated at 32 watts per Channel. Only 
0.6 or 0.7 millivolts at the phhono puts will drive 
normal amplifier 

settings oit the 
Unites 

the r human level is 

(letter than 70 db below 10 watts even on phono 
input. This is Completely inaudible. The °050.880 
has a combination of very high gain and very 
low hum. The amplifier has mtitr I special 
features such as cent.... Channel output and d 

v 
ery 

effective channel.lialanc ills system. as well as the 
usual stereo functions found in all good amplifiers. 
Sensitivity: Tuner- 0.2V: Magnetic Phono. 2.SMV; 
Ceramic Phono. 0.4V. Input Impedance: Tuner Aux 
t for 

L 
hm; Magnetic Phone. 7K ohm; Ceramic 

Phono Tape. 2.2 megOhm. Output ámpedances of . 
8 and 16 ohms on both Channels and 8. 16 arms 
.icross 4 °hm taps o 

n 
entre speaker. High Impel. 

ance output for tape t order. Tone control range: 
Bass ISO CpSI plus or s 17 db: Treble 120YCl 

tritChrtl. Overall silt,' 131 45 
power outlets. ' High and 12 

one 
w 

deep. Tubes: 6 -7255. 2 -7199. ECC -113os. Gold finish 
metal Iront panel with gold Color knobs. 
WRITE FOR McGEE'S /962, 176 PACE CATALOG 

McGEE RADIO CO. 
1901 McGee St., Kansas City 8, Missouri 

0000000000000000000000 
0 Are YOU COMING? 

0 
O 
O 

° 
O 

O 
O 

6 TO 

0 THE 

I.R.E. 

0S H O W ? ?? 

O 

O 
O 

o 
O 

pKitty says: "While you're in town the week 
Oof the I.R.E. Show ... March 26 -29, visit0 
()Barry Electronics and Feast Your Eyes on the° 
QO Best!" 

° . Hours Week of I.R.E. Show O 
0 Mon. -Fri.: 9 -6 Sat.: 10 -40 
°How to visit us: BMT Subway to Prince St. Station.° 
O IRT Lexington Subway to Spring St. Station.° 

OBroadway 
Bus: Spring St. Stop. 

Car: 4 Blocks North IUptownl of Canal St. O 

61f you CAN'T VISIT US .... Be Sure to, 
oSend for your copy of the NEW 19620 
O "Greensheet" CATALOG. o 

O BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP. o 
O 512 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y. O 
O Walker 5-7000-area code: 212 0 
O TWC-NYI-3731 000000000000000000000 
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power supplies are built in and the unit operates 
either upper or lower sideband. c.w.. A \1, and 
frequency-shift keying. Peak-envelope-power is 

180 waits on SSIS and c.w., Lill through 111 meters. 
Parented sideband suppression is :15 db while 
carrier suppression is. 90 db. 

The circuit is equipped with a multi -section. 
hermetically scaled crystal bandpass filter and a 

dual -conversion, crysud- controlled heterodi ne os- 
cillator. 

A free schematic diagram of the new trans- 
mitter is available On request. 

32 

HAND -HELD CB TRANSCEIVER 
The Hallicrafters Co. has i n tt"d aced a full 
tr :ulsist4rited. hand -held C8 Iransccirer as 

the "Littleton:" Model C1t -1. Featuring rugged 
construction. the unit 
is designed for use be- 
tween field. mobile. or 
base stations. It has 
In average range of 

awn miles. 
The C114 is housed 

in a two. black 
and gray case which 
measures 8" x :OS" x 

h W'. Weight is 11/2 

pounds. With crystals 
and transistors are 
ping -in sit no solder- 
ing is required for 
thanging channels tir 
servicing. The circuit 
uses 7 tran ' -s and 
I diode. Power lupin 

is 100 mw. making it Ideas: I1,r. Retch,' west 
brit.' is I pt. I hr :uurnn.1 rvttills lu iu. hi s. 

MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 

CAPACITOR REPLACEMENTS 

33 
Sprague Eletl rit Company has : 

publication of a Me I edition of its "Elec. 
oolitic Capacitor Replacement Manual." In- 
cluding 221 set manufacturers from \dnliral to 
Zenith, Manual K -105 on-ers TV sen as well as 
hume. auto. :rad portable radios manufactured 
front 1917 through July 1961. tis :10 -page manual lists original part flout: 
tiers for each manufacturer. follotcel by ratings. 
recommended Sprague replacements. and list 
prices. Over 2451 elect rule ics are included tu in- 
sure exact replacements. 

34 

EPITAXIAL TRANSISTORS 
General boar mneut Se ' onduttor Div'.' 
has issued an 8 -page brochure on silicon 

planar epitaxial transistors. Known as Bulletin 
liE.I the new publicad curers in detail the 
production and advantages of planar passgvated 
epitasia1 devices. 

In addition to describing lilt characteristics of 
planar epitaxiads. the brochure also provides 
curves on performance test results and storage 
life reliability tests. 

RELAY DATA lc I11.G, Inc. has made available a new 40 -page 
catalogue No. 8111 which fe:turrs a standard 

line of balanced armature relays. 40lid -state tint- 
ing modules, fixed-delay and adjustable -delay 
electronic time -debts relit,. voltage sensors. and 
a customer- dtsigntd line of electronic packages 
or assemblies. 

All cat:doguc items are presented with c 

plue electrical and on i ron lrrn all specifications, 
electrical diagrams. and drawings of header and 
enclosure styles mailable. 

36 

COMPUTER CONTROL 
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge is offering a 

new brutit ule entitled "Computer Control 
for Industry" which details the firm's experi 
ente and background in supplying computer 
control systems for industrial applications. These 
applications include existing installations in the 
cement. petroleum, chemical, petrochemical. nu- 
clear, missile, television. and other installations. 

Also included in the 8 -page brochure are in- 
stallations engineered for the electric power gen- 
erating and steel industries. 

31 

ROTARY SWITCH BROCHURE 
\tarkite Corp. has announced the availability 
of a four -page illustrated folder covering its 

nrti line of conductive plastic precision rotary 
switches. 

The brochure lists construction leatures of the 
switches as well as typical applications. In addi- 

performance characteristics and test results 
are graphically represented by means of a com- 
prehensive chart and scope traces. 

A.C. MOTOR DATA 

3 
Kearlott Division has just published a four - 
page data sheet providing pertinent data on 

its line of general-purpose a.c. motors. 
In add' to presenting basic design data. 

special environmental features. and typical motor - 
drive applications. specifications on a variety 
of models are listed in tabular form for speedy 
reference. A dimensional diagram of typical 
fan -added enclosed a.c. motors is also appended. 

LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS 
3nEmpire Scientific Corp. has issued a 12 -page 
bulletin covering its line of precision instru- 

ments for laboratory applications. 
Included in this two -color publication are de- 

tails on gaussmetcrs, plategage. demagnetizers, 
hvdrophoncs. and sonar transducers. Complete 
specifications. special features, photographs and 
descriptions are provided On each unit. 

TRANSISTOR REPLACEMENTS 

40 
lemitrmuios (: I.1. has issued a new chart 
listing :gyproxgnlatel 200(1 transistor types 

and the firm's suggested replacements. l he chart includes those transistor types most 
conunonly used in TV. radio, high. fidelity, auto. 
and home entertainment equipment. .4 special 
feature of the chart is a section devoted to the 
company's American -made replacements for Jap- 
anese and other foreign -made transistors. 

The chart. which measures 17" x 22 ", can be 
wall mounted if desired as it is printed on one 
side of a sturdy paper stock. 

HEADERS d MODULES 

41 J ph 
Waldman Rt Sans Epoxy Products 

Division is currentl distributing topics of 
its information bulletin S2 which describes 
nineteen different electronic headers and module 
packages. 

:\ wide randy of pin configurations and 
module shapes are illustrated with photographs 
and engineering drawings. Electrical and me- 
chanical characteristics of four different plastic 
materials arc listed in a table to help the engi- 
neer select the proper material for his particular 
applica ' 

SOLID -STATE COUNTER 

42 
Computer Measurements Company has issued 

a single -page data sheet which supplies perti- 
nent details on its 7268 solid -state counter along 
with a complete listing of its sales engineering 
representatives both in the United States and 
abroad. 

43 

STOCK RELAY CATALOGUE 
Poner & Brumfield has issued a new 10page 
catalogue which lists more than 40 standard 

relays with 500 variations of basic types. Included 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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in the new issue are descriptions. specifications, and prices on the firm's 
recently announced series of mercury- wetted contact relays as well as full 
details on power, general- purpose, plate -circuit, and sensitive relays. 

PLUG -IN CONSTRUCTION KITS 
AA Alders Products Company is offering a 12 -page catalogue which de- 

lft scribes an extensive line of plug -in construction kits which permit the 
assembly of a wide variety of prototype and production items. 

Included are terminal card mounting system. basic chassis system, ex- 

['criminal breadboard assortment. breadboard /prototype assortment, a 

rack module and instrument assortment, instrument cases. etc. 

45 

SIGNAL TRACER DATA 
Ion Bosco Electronics, Inc. has issued a two -color, single -page cata- 
logue sheet covering its "Stethotracer"-a multi -purpose. self-con- 

tained signal tracer for troubleshooting defective circuits and electronic 
components in radios, audio circuits, and electronic equipment. 

CB EQUIPMENT BROCHURE 
4¿ Browning Laboratories, Inc. has issued a six -page. two -color brochure 
U which carries descriptive information and complete specifications on 

the firm's new CB transmitter. the Model 23 /S -Nine. Also included in the 
brochure is a self- contained order form and detailed information about 
the firm's four different purchase plans. 

41 

NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION DATA 
General Electric Company has issued three new single -page data sheets 

.covering nuclear electronic instrumentation. Bulletin GEC -1616 con- 
tains construction and application data and detailed specifications on a 

high -voltage power supply for precision performance with primary nuclear 
detectors. 

Bulletin GEC -1619 provides detailed specifications on a log count rate 
meter while Bulletin GEC-1721 provides information on a versatile flux 
amplifier which provides reactor power level data for visual display. re- 

cording or logging, control and shutdown or scram operations. 

SERVICE TOOL DATA 

Y 
Xcelite, Inc. has just issued a single -page bulletin which illustrates 
and describes a specially designed terminal wrench for removing span- 

ner nuts on the external antenna and earphone jacks of imported tran- 
sistor radios. Specifications are given for the tool in two different sizes. 

PC SUPPLEMENT 

49 
Lafayette Industrial Electronics Division has issue) a four -page 
printed- circuit supplement which lists a wide variety of components 

for prototype breadboarding and production. Included is a series of clad 
and unclad boards, Vector boards of various types, epoxies. printed- circuit 
kits, miniature irons, thermoplastic hook -up wire, solder components. etc. 

POWER TETRODE DATA 

50 
Microdot Inc. is offering a single -page data sheet. Bulletin I.TM -1. 
which describes in detail a new series of high -power tetra de modules 

which can be furnished as individual units or designed into a complete 
transmitter. 

SILICON POWER TRANSISTORS 

5 nii 

Westinghouse's Semiconductor Department is offering a 12 -page tech - 
cal data bulletin covering its 30- ampere silicon power transistors. 

The booklet. illustrated with over thirty charts and graphs. describes the 
electric characteristics, test circuits, and peak pulse power capabilities. 

52 

CONDENSED TUBE CATALOGUE 
Litton Industries' Electron Tube Division has issued a 24 -page. illus- 
trated condensed catalogue featuring 65 new products. Quick refer- 

ence specifications and photographs describe most of the company's 
unclassified microwave tubes and display devices. 

INTERCHANGEABILITY GUIDE 
Tung -Sol Electric Inc. is now offering copies of its conprehensieu- 

Y "Interchangeability Guide for Industrial and Special Purpose Electwn 
Tubes." 

The 16 -page publication lists by per and manufacturers' prefix. the 
tube type, the Tung .Sol industrial designation. and special -purpose re- 
placement. All replacements can be made without socket or wiring changes. 

HALL EFFECT DEVICES 

54 
Instrument Systems Corporation is offering a new bulletin describing 
Hall effect devices, their applications, and specifications. 7 he four - 

page booklet condenses data on more than 25 Hall generators sensitive to 
magnetic flux. The literature discusses measurement and control of mag- 
netic fields ranging from a fraction of 1 gauss to over 30 kilogauss. 

LADDER FILTERS 
Clevite Electronic Components has issued a single-page data sheet 
covering its line of ceramic ladder filters designed for i.f. stages of 

quality supencet radio receivers. 
The two -color bulletin (No. 94012) carries insertion loss graphs, dimen- 

sional diagram. general specifications, and tabular data on ten 431.4. 
center frequency models and two types with a 500 -kc. center frequents. A 
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PAN 
WALTER ASHE RADIO COMPANY 

Dept. R -4.62 

1125B Pine Street, 
Missouri 

s in 

Oh-Woke me up. 

What is the Ashe "Surprise" allowance on 

Name 

Address_ - - - -- Zone -_Stote 
Send New Catalog Send Reconditioned 

Bulletin 

Want to lay awake at 
night? That's what happens to the people 

CitY 

who write for our trade in quote before they are ready to go. 
Don't let our quotes disturb your sleep! Don't clip the coupon 
unless you can stand the best trade in offer in the business. 

PLEASANT DREAMS! 
(Quotes confined to gear made since 1945) 
Anxious? Call us at CH 1 -1125 

WALTER ASHE RADIO CO. 
11258 Pine St., Dept.R- 4-62,St. Louis 1, Missouri 

Now available in kit form ... all the elements from a standard industrial 
electronics packaging system ... complete from terminals to cabinets. 
Organizes and speeds your electronic ideas into reality! Provides standardization 
.. not just an assortment of hardware but a proven, plug -in packaging system of 

integrated components . .. enables you to design and construct snap -in circuit 
planes in half the time; prove out and put printed circuit techniques to work 
quickly, easily; group associated circuit planes into modular, plug -in functions; 
build mobile, rack -mounted equipment with outstanding reliability and servicing 
features built -in. 
Kits range from $11.25 thru S39500 to a complete industrial packaging lab at S3000.00. 

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG AND FULL DETAILS 

A L D E N PRODUCTS COMPANY 
4188 N. Main Street, Brockton, Mass. 
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LORAN APN -4 
' 71.16 FINE QUALITY 

' , - ',VA NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT 
Determine ex -.Ct Ikn,rgt:1m lc position of your boat r 

plane. Indicator d receiver complete with all tube. 
1 ehATOR 

$49.50 INDICATOR comp /APN -4. and BEC. 
R -98 APN . complete with tubes. Exc. wed 
Rccei ver.lndiCater as above. Blinn NEW $88.50 
INVERTER POWER for Loran. Made l.. l -r 

-, \' , c Get lINPUT: i.n mp a 8(10 eyelet.. (5e. 
or l' o'l t 

1 

.ding plugs BRAND NEW 
l2-Volt Inverter Power Supply. Like Ne6 
Shock Mount for above á_ oX 

we carry a eomp'ete une of spar,. Dart. loot 

Tolf:Pi41;--- 
6 

B ̂ . 

°'A 

L /RAN 'PN /4 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

Easily converted for use on 
radio -TV service bench. 
LIKE NEW! Less tubes. but 
including 5" Scope, $14.50 type 5CPI only 

LORAN R -65 /APN -9 RECEIVER 
a INDICATOR 

Mini' in 
,I i 

..d aircraft. Delc ca 
Invs p,i i On by radio .I 

from known f1 Itte rs. ACeura', within 1% of distance. Corr u..e 
Our Price ;79.50 

crr.lal and s, t with 3111'1 
629.!0 

I 
with tubes and crystal..it. 

alue $1200.00. 
U.ed, lea tubes, 
C.11. tube 
INVERTER POWER SUPPLY. INPUT: 24 V DC. OUT- 
PUT: 115 V AC. 800 cy. BRAND NEW $41.50 
12 -Veli Inv Power Supply. Like New ... P.M.R. 

Shock Mount for above. ..$2.95 
Circuit diagram and connecting plugs available 

We carry a complete line of spare parts for above. 

BC-433 RADIO COMPASS REC 
200 to 1750 Kc in 3 bands, 28 V DC 
power supply required. Complet with Qe21.57 O 
15 tubes. BRAND NEW `moi 

ASB -5 '5 OPE INDI AT 
BRAND NEW. inrI.'- 

g II tubes. together ` -5 y 7 with SOPS Scope 
Tube. Originally used 
in Navy Aircraft 
RADAR equipment. 
Easily converted for 
AC operation. 

;C VALUE S250.001 
r- OUR LOW 

1 5.95 PRICE 

BENDIX DIRECTION FINDERS 
FM commercial navigation en boats. 
MN2O1' 150.325 Ke; 7 Sie.519.50 
Complete with tubes. dynamotor, 
BRAND NEW 
3174282 Receiver Control Box ....... ....... S .95 
6142111' ttertl' er II.I: I0 Kc r ntlnuou. 

i. ,toot r l'.e,t. .. 18.95 
4.95 
2.95 

APN -1 FM TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER 
420 to 460 Mc A,rer.elt Radio altimeter r'V 

0 

iprm.nt. 
4 -955. 3.125.07. -12S147. 2.12146. 

1- 1,14150; Complete with tunes, brand new 
APN -1 enc. Used S6 95 

$9 .95 

ARM -S -C Al Equipment. to nit tertical Sun 
251e .luring landings. 11 tube perhet elrc tilt. Tidy,. 
)7. 126117. -12SN7, 7 -6M5. Crystal Controller) 

on 6 channels. Like new 512.95 

BC -906 FRED. METER- SPECIAL 
NW-- Cavity type to 5 Mc 

Complete with 
145 
antenna23. Manual 

and original calibration chart. 
I : Included. 

1 .88 OUR 
PRICE 

Ow 

Umnmlulated 

BC-221 FREQUENCY METER 
frequency 

standard eq d with original 
azi SPECIAL er 

brat charts. and ranges from - 125 Me to 20.000 c with crystal Check 
Points in ail . Excel. 
original Calibratigons Book. Crystal. and 
all tables -LINE NEW! 

... S72.50 Modulated ....$99.50 
Ill ' " a con- 

trolled. Rack mounting. For 110V AC operation. less 
crystals. BRAND NEW $29.50 

SC a V 
3 

e'': 'E 
Complete with tubes, 
Instruction summary, 

TS -1S /APN TEST SET 
For aligning antl calibration of 

ratio altimeter.. May he Mare 
check calibration f cSWC or .111. 
cults and modulator sweep free. 
uri bondwlñlh oang,, matei. 

'7250 gS' :Tin , 
7250 etc lrs. 13/14 \' l' ' 

ennnectinlr able.. $ 
I 1 .95 W 

2 VOLT BATTERY -'PACKAGE" 
1 -2V. 20 Amp. Hr. Willard Storage 

Battery. Model :20.2. 3- x 4e high........ .. . .. ..$2.79 
1 -25'r` 7 prong Synchronous Plug-In Virt .. 
1 -Quart olll : "Bieciroirte ' ¡ter 2 

1 5 
ALL BRAND Nl1Ml C a C 

Combination Price ill 45 

V' 

WILLARD 6 -VOLT MIDGET - 

STORAGE BATTERY :r=rI 
13'113 

I 

;;.4.. I 

I 

3 Amyy. Hour. BRANO NEw. . 

1 

1 

Die s. i. 

104 

ATTENTION: IMPORTERS -EXPORTERS 

of ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
We speClaYre in the expon of electronic equipment. 
Parts. and Electronic Tubes at LOWEST prevailing 
prices. All packing and shipping is made directly n Our warehouses In NYC. to give you s b 
stanllal savings in handling costs! Your Inquiries in- 
sited- 

BC -603 FM RECEIVER ! -1 
20 TO 21.9 MC. 51$95 
Like new 
BRAND NEW t or $22a{O 
10-channel, 

Complete tuning. Comp:e speaker, r 807. 
and ten tubes: 1.8,15, 2.12567, 

EXTRA SET OF 10 TUBES FOR ABOVE 
brand new In original boxes 93.95 
FT-237 

9C004 Xmlttteer. 
EA for Rem 55.95 

12 or 24V Dynamotor for Above. S5.50 Exc. Used 54.25 Brand New C -693 FM Receiver. 17 to 314.0 Me. ;33.33 Complete with all tube.. like New 
4.Seetlon Antenna for MC -803. 883 Reewers. Com - 

'Sete with mounting ba.e. BRAND NEW 94.95 
SC -604 TRAM$MITTIR -Com nion it for BC-603 
Ret'r aho\ -e. With all . ÌtÌ:. \ND NÌ- SS' 96.55 
4.Section Antenna for l BC604, 884 Transmitters. 
= mete with mounting ba.e. BRAND NEW 54.95 

We Carry a Complete line of snare parts for above. 

SPECIALI BC -603 FM RECEIVER 
CONVERTED FOR FRED. RANGE 35 to 50 Mc. 
BRAND NEW Checked out. perfect working con- 
dition. ready for peration. Continuous Push- 
button tuning in 35 to SO Mc. range 

or 

SPECIAL 
AC POWER SUPPLY FOR 8C603. 683 

.; ble. replaces tivnantotor. lim OI,.OR 
0 Itt('Vil CHANGE N I E til:, i. Provide -' Yin' ..ii HO Ma. 24VAC M 2 Amps 910.26 

COMPlet. 240.page Technical Manual for SC.603. 
604 93.15 

SCR -522 2 -METER RIG! 
Terrific burl VHF Transmitterreeelver. 100 -15e Mc. 

hannels. Alai- controlled. Amplitude modulated 
voice. They're going last! Excellent condition. 

SCR 522 pTransmrtaer- 
Receiver, 

complete with all III 
metal Case 

COMBINATION. Exc. Used 329.50 
N, -w ........ $49.50 

FAMOUS BC -645 TRANSCEIVER 
15 Tubes 435 to 500 MC 
Can he TU (i hied tor 2-6aY QDI -1 il'6;' 
ends.. on hamnband 

voice 
420.4511 ll -' ',rt- Illzene radio 400.470 A `7n me 

fixed d mobile 45(! ' 
mental 

e, television - 

m tal 470 -5.0 me. 15 
inbe (tubes alone worth 
inure than sale priceú: 4- -. 
1E7. 4 -7H7. 2 -7E0. 2- 
6F6. 2 -955 and 1 -W'E- MEW .í16A. Now covers 460 to 
490 me. Brand new BC045 weih tubes, leas power 
supply 
shipping n weight y25n lbs. SPECI AEI.... 519.50 
PE -101C Dynamotor. 12/24V input 97.95 
UHF Antenna Assembly 2.45 
Complete Set of 10 Plum 6.60 
Control Sox 2.26 

SPECIAL PACKAGE" OFFER: 
BC045 Transceiver, Dynalnaor and all 

$29.50 above. COMPLETE., BRAND NEW, 
While Storks teat 

N 

TS -100AP 'SCOPE 

OUR LOW PRICE 3 Brand New 1h0 
Can be linear 'Weep 

fit //. ---)¡ EXC. USED (worth $750) 

e 

or general purpose scope. 

O ebs included. Also used with 

S 

ot circular 
a 

p 
calibrator. set metul 

c Se 
x 

,16,-, ^ 

. A - rvrP0 FADr 
. 

O 
tV t 

o 
. 

1 -lk. 
with all tube. including 

crystals and C.R. Tube. 

LIMITED QUANTITY SPECIALS! 
BC 111 MOBILE RECEIVER O bands. 1500 Kt to IR 
Sic. W li 10he5 and 14 V Dynamotor. Like New 572.50 
BC -314 RECEIVER 1501500 Kr Continuous Tuning. 
4-band. for 14 V DC operation. Like New ...559.50 
BC-343 RECEIVER 1.5 to IS Mc. AC only. Excellent 
Used 572.50 
BC-348 SUPERHET RECEIVER 2011 to 500 Kc and 1.5 
to 1500 Mc. Volce, Tone. CW. Self- contained done. 

motor for 24V Ilf Like New 975.50 
ARW -26 RADIO REMOTE CONTROL RECEIVER no to 
73 Me arrier fro Battery Operated. Leas Batts. 
Includes tubes: 0002.. 0003. 4.344.. Brand New 59.99 
AN /APT.! AIRBORNE RADAR SET, with tube.. I.Ike 
New 949.30 
AN /PRC -6 WALKIE-TALKIE Transceiver with 
termal connected handset. for FM voice c mmunic`. 
Don from 47 to 55.4 Mc. 43 hannels 1 preset). 
Operating range 1.5 miles. Uses dry battery. Cont. . 
Mete. Like ew. lees haft. axe Ss1.s0 N 

Tape for atrove. each $2.85.1Set of IS. 
P.0.521.50 

ear 
e 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS ebbCos 

at: 
.qqe. 

uip: ont 0 
P1 include 25./. Depesu tth order -Balance C.O.D.. 
or`Remittan« Full. 50e Handling Cbargea on all order* 
under $5.00. All shipments P.O.. Our Warehouse. N.Y.C. 
Ali Merchandise subject to Prior Sale and Price Change. 

G & G RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
Telephone: CO 7 -1605 

Mali Order Retail Sales 
51 Vesey St. 75 -77 I. d St. 

New York 7, N. Y. New York 13, N. Y. 

ARC -3 
RECEIVER! 
Complete 
with All 
Tubes axe. $1695 
L ike NEW 321.50 

Ì0Ó 
1 te` 1561 C..1 AN.. ..... yet5 pre.Sele from 

Is. 25 -veil OC power nput. Tubes: 1.9002. 
6 -6AK5. 1.125147. 3. 12507, 1.9001. 1.12H5. 
2.125N7. I- . 1.12A6. 

ARC -3 TRANSMITTER 
Companion it for above. tunes 100 to 150 MC nn 

tany 
8 p...selected channels. 9 ltlbes, rystal 

roller, provides tone d voice modulation. 28V 
Dc power Input. Complete with n elm95 
Tubes: 3.6V6, 2.832A. l'ISSU7, 1.625. V 
2.6LO. Esc. Used Only 
Like new Condlllon 3 
ARC-3 3 PUSHBUTTON CONTROL BOX 55.95 

26.50 
' 

R77 /ARC -3 RECEIVER POWER SUPPLY 

`x 
from 110 V 60 cycle A('. OUTPUT: : 275 V 

1111 .1a., anti 12.11 S' AC G .1 .Ain,. Con). 
or. r.hr,kr.. 

$15.00 
S19.95 

AN/ART-I3 100-WATT XMTR 
11 CHANNELS 
200'1500 Kc 

2 to 18.1 Mc }t1 .. : {) 
# $6950 __ 

Complete with Tus s y 

tamouc Collins A nr,tune irSn.,0i0vr. 
l-SL'. 

n1CW. 
Quick c rra.. 00 Si',' AI ten pre.rl el.u. 

rely r al t Speech a 
mplllner /clipper u 

emlmn ors lnaI ton 
nrimike. highly lahle, hnl :hlr am 

\'F0. rRol I in Xtal trolled lihralnr. nrnm r 
APR! is mmhd:rl r RCt 

boy 
land un to ope cO 

Orig. 
coa 

A heel Nor Nam buy at our low peke! OnR cwt 
1.1110. 
AN /ART -t3 XMTR as abrp, LINO New ..669.96 
0.16 Low Frra Osc. Coil for ART -13 7.95 
24V Dynamotor for ART13 11.05 
Same 

Carry a` com'- tetemline gal Saar. parts for above. 

SCR -274 COMMAND EQUIPMENT 
ALL COMPLETE WITH TUBES LIk. 
TYN HMr1aNn Wee NHW 

Bc45:1 Receiver (1)0.550 KC 5 2.85 {14.83 
BC -451 Itemiser 3.0 Me 70.46 12.45 
BC.ar..5 Receiver 6 -9 Mc 11.50 13.95 
Marine ReCeiVM 1500 -3000 EC Brand Nw..515.95 

i 

110 Voit AC rawer Supply Kit, for all 374.5 allil 
ARC.r. 

B e U. Complete width metal 57.95 
case. instructions icory wired. tested. ready to Oberate.. .511.50 
SPLIN80 and ARC-5 
NF('F.IVEItS. Fils RC.453, 8E454 and 490 others. Only 

S C -457 TRANSMITTER -4.6.3 Me. Complete $9.15 with all Dubs 1 crystal, BRAND NEW'.. 
S C-4511 TRANSMITTRR -5.3 to 7 Me. Complete will, 
all tithes and er)slal. $9.15 BRAND 141:\\' . ......... ... 
all lanes and lcrys a6 ±:xc.`UsM "Sae with $9.95 59.95 
R('.450 Modulator .... U91D 3.49 NEW 5.95 
MDT 

ALL ACCESSORIES 
I.Ike New........ 

I_ ALL ACCES AVAILABLE FOR ABOVE 

MOBILE- MARINE DYNAMOTOR 
Model DDM35 

oca1 12V DC. 1: 52Sn 
of 225 Na.n Vto 

talk opera ,On. 
Stipp. pal. 14111 
BRAND NEW - IP.U.R. 

OTHER DYNAMOTOR 
Type input 
DM -32A 28V 1. 
DM -33A 28V SA 

26V 7A 
DM -34D 12V 2A 
DM -53A 28V 1.4A_ 
DM -641 12V 3.1A 

VALUES: Excellent BRAND 
Output Und NEW 

1A 230V .05A 2.45 4.45 
575V .16A 
540V .25A 1.95 3.75 
220V .00A 4.15 5.50 
220V .080A 3.75 5.45 
275V .150A 7.66 

1000V .350A 5.93 14.65 
250V .080* 2.75 3.55 

Input 12 V D(' a 30 Amp. 
\t.r..m.l 1030 V DC ta 260 

36.95 
chi (' 9 9.2 A. Out. 

t SEW, Each $3.25 

PE-73C 20A 
PE.SS 28V 1.25A 
D M -42A DYNAMOTOR. 

Output 51] 5 

Sta. Wt. 3s 1 

D M37 DYNAMOTOR 
nut 025 

8 9 
ExC. AND 
USED 

RNEW 11 

51.5 ....$6.95 
Rand Mike 4.75 I 

HEADPHONES Excellebl 
model Description 

Excellent 
NEW 

NS -23.. High Impedance 42.14.. 44.49 
NS -73.. Low impedance 2.69.. 4.59 I 
HS -30 ....Low Imp. Ifeatherwt.) 
N -16 U... IitOh ts Imp. 12 o! 3.75... 7.95 I 
TELEPNONICS -BBD ohm 

noon. 
Impedance HEAD- 

CD-301A Cords. with PLSS plug and 2X26 Jack 
33.929 

1 
Earphone cushions for above-pair .50 

I/ IM Dm D)-- IM-- tMIWIB915W-- 

MICROPHONES 
Model DesCrtPi,On 
7.17 ..Carbon Hand Alike 
RS.38.... Neer Type Carbon 

I 

AN/ARN-6 RADIO COMPASS EQUIPMENT 
Highly efficient airborne direction finding system. 
Frequency: osi' eetKI 4 sv $19.50 UC Ìer m. IBt: t 

SCR MINE DETECTOR 

Ipaa king. portable n utn:nrten. original 
Nev - 527.50 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE 
RATE: 60C per word. Minimum 10 words. June issue 

ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEERING 

AND INSTRUCTION 
USED Correspondence Courses and Books sold and 
rented. Money back guarantee. Catalog Free. (Courses 
Bought.) Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama. 

"EARN $150 weekly Mechanical, Electronic Drafting. 
Send $2 first lesson, $25 complete home study course. 
PRIOR, INC., 23.09 169 Street, Whitestone 57, New 
York." 
ELECTRONICS! Associate degree -29 months. Techni- 
cians, field engineers, specialists in communications, 
missiles, computers, radar, automation. Start February, 
September. Valparaiso Technical Institute, Dept. N, 
Valparaiso, Indiana. 
BACCALAUREATE Degree Correspondence Course Direc- 
tory: $2.00. College Research, North Highlands 15, 
Calif 

FOR SALE 
TV Tuners -Rebuilt or Exchanged $9.95 complete - 
all types -fast, guaranteed service. Send tuner with 
all parts to: L. A. Tuner Exchange, 4611 West Jeffer- 
son Blvd.. Los Angeles 16, California. 
TUBES -TV, Radio Transmitting And Industrial Types 
At Sensibly Low Prices. New, Guaranteed, 1st Qual- 
ity, Top Name Brands Only. Write For Free Catalog 
or Call WAlker 5 -7000, Barry Electronics Corp., 512 
Broadway, New York 12N, N. Y. 

DIAGRAMS for repairing radios $1.00. Television $2.00. 
Give make, model. Diagram Service, Box 672 -E, Hart. 
ford 1, Conn. 

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snoop - 
erscopes, Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog 100. 
Meshna, Malden 48, Mass. 

GOVERNMENT Sells Surplus: - Electronics: Oscillo- 
scopes; Transceivers; Test Equipment: Radar; Sonar; 
Walkie- Talkie; Boats: Jeeps: Aircrafts: Misc. -Send 
for "U.S. Depot Directory & Procedures"-$1.00- 
Brody, Box 425(RT), Nanuet, New York. 

PROFESSIONAL Electronic Projects -Organs, Timers, 
Computers, Industrial, etc. -$1 up. List Free. Parks, 
Box 1665, Lake City, Seattle 55, Wash. 

BEFORE You Buy Receiving Tubes or Hi -FI Components 
send now for your giant Free Zalytron current catalog - 
featuring nationally known Zalytron First Quality TV- 
Radio Tubes, Hi -Fi Stereo Systems, Kits. Parts, etc. 
All priced to Save You Plenty -Why Pay More? Zalytron 
Tube Corp., 220 W. 42nd St.. NYC. 

PRECISION Resistors, carbon -deposit. Guaranteed 1% 
accuracy. Millions in stock. s/z -watt, 8C. 1 -watt, 12C. 
2 -watt, 15C. Leading manufacturer. Rock Distributing 
Co., 902 Corwin Rd., Rochester 10, N.Y. 

SAVE dollars on radio, TV- tubes, parts at less than 
manufacturer's cost. 100% guaranteed! No rebrands. 
pulls. Request Bargain Bulletin. United Radio, 1000 -W, 
Newark, N.J. 

ELECTRONIC IGNITION, Transistorized improved per- 
formance, saves gas, tuneups. Coils, Kits Conversions 
Literature. Palmer Electronics. Carlisle, Massachusetts. 
SUPERSENSITIVE Directional microphone picks up a 
whisper at great distances. Used by investigators to 
record faint sounds without being detected. Easily 
constructed for about $7. Step by step plans, $1.95. 
Dee Company, Box 7263 -D, Houston 18, Texas. 

CONVERT any television to sensitive big- screen oscil. 
loscope. Only minor changes necessary. Plans $1.95. 
Relco, Box 10563, Houston 18. Texas. 

INVESTIGATORS, write for free brochure on latest sub- 
miniature electronic listening devices. Dept. 4B, 11500 
NW 7th Ave., Miami 50, Fla. 

INDUSTRIAL Tubes Type 5555 $95.00 - CRT 7MP7 
$10.00- ELC -6 -A $6.00. Many others; write your re- 
quirements. Spera Electronics, 37.10 33st. L.I.C. N.Y. 

PROTECT Your Tube Caddies and Test Equipment While 
in Your Car or Truck With a Melco Siren Alarm System. 
This Inexpensive System Which you can Install Yourself 
Costs only $34.95 Complete. Literature on Request. 
ROTO Co., Box 8434, Chicago 80, Illinois. 
1932A. GR. Audio Distortion Analyzer 725.00/300.00 
205AG. HP. Audio Generator 175.00, TS375AU. AC DC 
Lab. VTVM 100.00, LM15. Frequency Meter -115 AC Mod 
80.00, 4 MFD. 10,000 Volt Oil Capacitors 35.00, Met- 
ered 1000 Watt Electronic Load 195.00, 1134 Hazeltine 
Signal Generator Calibrator 105.00, .38 Cal. Ramset 
Stud Driver Sets 25.00, Lewyt -2 %- Voltage Regulator 
230 Volt 2.5KVA 125.00. Write for Details. Harry John- 
son, 200 Woodmont Rd., Johnstown. Pa. 

LORAN APN -9 Receivers. Catalog IOC. Steller, 624 
Drumwood, McMinnville, Oregon. 

April, 1962 

closes April 1st. Send order and remittance to: ELECTRONICS 

ELECTRONIC switches. Heathkit S -2, Eico 488, $14.00; 
Variac 7.5 amps. $15.00 -Pollock, Little Silver, New 
Jersey. 

TRANSISTORIZED Products Catalog, dealers prices, 
$1.00. Intercontinental, CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan. 

REMOTE for citizen band set. Will fit all major brands. 
Very simple installation. Kit form $39.95. 

major 
wired 

$59.95. Send for complete listing of our other big 
citizen band values. Western Communications Com- 
pany, 3285 Mission, San Francisco 10, California. 
"FREE- R.C.A., G.E. etc tubes catalog. Discount to 
75% from list. Picture tubes at 75C inch up. Parts, 
parts kits at 1 10 original cost. Needles, tube testers, 
silicons, seleniums, 7" TV bench test tube: $6.99 -and 
more." Arcturus Electronics Corp., EW, 502, 22nd 
Street, Union City, New Jersey. 

CONVERT any Television to Color. Send $2.98 and size 
-Millers, 874 Ledro Street, Cincinnati 46, Ohio. 

GARAGE Door Operator Kits- Edwards famous KR -50 
kit. Easily assembled and installed. Available with or 
without remote car control. Thousands sold. Priced 
from $59.95. Write for literature. Edward T. Fink 
Co., Inc., 284 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers, N.Y. Dept. EW. 

WANTED 
QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed. 
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Massa- 
chusetts. 
CASH Paid! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Want 
unused, Clean radio and TV receiving, transmitting 
special purpose, Magnetrons, Klystrons, broadcast 
types. Want military and commercial lab test equip- 
ment such as G.R.H.P., AN UPM prefix. Also want 
commercial Ham Receivers and Transmitters. For a 
Fair Deal write: Barry Electronics Corp., 512 Broad- 
way, New York 12, N. Y. (Walker 5. 7000). 

TRIGGER -W91V1 We Buy Shortwave Equipment For 
Cash. 7361 W. North, River Forest, Ill. Phone PR 
1.8616. Chicago TU- 9.6429. 

USED Power Supply. Input; 220 Vac, 60 cycle, Single 
Phase. Output: 28 VDC @ 75 to 100 amperes. Contact 
Connecticut School of Electronics, 586 Boulevard, New 
Haven, Connecticut. 
INVENTORS seeking cash or royalties for patented; 
unpatented inventions or ideas, write: Casco, Mills 
Bldg., Washington 6, D.C. 

TAPE AND RECORDERS 
TAPE Recorders, HI -Fl Components. Sleep Learning 
Equipment, Tapes. Unusual Values. Free Catalog. Dress - 
ner, 1523 EW Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 

RENT Stereo Tapes -over 2,500 Different -all major 
labels free catalog. Stereo -Parti, 811 -G, Centinela 
Ave.. Inglewood 3. California. 
DON'T Buy Hi -Fi components, kits, tape, tape record- 
ers until you get our low. low return mail quotes. "We 
Guarantee Not To Be Undersold." Wholesale catalog 
free- Easy time payment plan, 10% down -up to 24 
mos. to pay. Hi- Fidelity Center, 220NC E. 23 St., New 
York 10. N. Y. 

SELF -Hypnosis. New concept teaches you quickly by 
tape or LP- record. Free literature. McKinley Publishers, 
Dept. T6, Box 3038, San Bernardino, California. 
4.,TR Stereo Tapes -bought, sold, rented, traded! Free 
Catalog bargain closeouts. (Columbia) 9651 Foxbury, 
Rivera, California. 
SAVE 30 °° Stereo music on tape. Free bargain catalog / 
blank tape, recorders. norelco speakers. Saxitone, 1776 
Columbia Road, Washington, D.C. 

PHONOGRAPHS Instantly Become Tape Machines with 
"Tapemate" Adapter. Ross. Dynatel, 38650 Glenbush, 
Palmdale, Calif. 

HIGH -FIDELITY 
PROMPT Delivery, We Will Not Be Undersold. Ampli- 
fiers, Tape Recorders, Tuners, Etc. No Catalogs, Air 
Mail Quotes. Compare. L. M. Brown Sales Corp., Dept. 
W. 239 E. 24 St., N. Y. 10, N. Y. 

DISGUSTED with "Hi" HI -Fi Prices? Unusual Dis- 
counts On Your High Fidelity Requirements. Write. 
Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y. 
Cloverdale 8 -4288. 

RECORDERS, Components! Free wholesale catalogue! 
Carston, 125 -R, East 88. N.Y.C. 28. 

PRICES? The Best! Factory -sealed Hi -Fi Components' 
Yes! Send for free catalog. Audion. Roslyn, N.Y. 

WORLD, One Park Ave., N. Y. C. 16, N. Y. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

JEEPS $278, Airplanes $159, Boats $7.88, generators 
$2.68, typewriters $8.79, are typical government sur- 
plus sale prices. Buy 10,001 items wholesale, direct. 
Full details, 627 locations. procedure, only $1.00. Sur- 
plus, Box 789 -C97, York, Penna. 

PATENTS 

PATENT Searches, $6.00. For free Invention Record, 
and "Information Inventor's Need," Write: Miss Hey. 
ward, 1029 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D.C. 

SHOPPING GUIDE 
CLASSIFIED 

A HANDY GUIDE TO PRODUCTS, NOT NECESSARILY 
ELECTRONIC, BUT OF WIDE GENERAL INTEREST. 

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM, 
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES 

SCIENCE Bargains -- Request Free Giant Catalog 
-144 pages- Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, 
Lenses, Binoculars. Kits, Parts. War surplus bargains. 
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey. 

FREE Photo Novelty Mirror or button with roll, 12 
jumbo prints 40C. EEDY, 5533H Milwaukee Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

STAMPS AND COINS 

GIGANTIC Collection Free! Includes triangles, early 
United States animals. commemoratives, British Colo- 
nies, high value pictorials, etc. Complete collection 
plus big illustrated magazine all free. Send 5C for 
postage. Gray Stamp Company, Dep. Z2, Toronto, 
Canada. 

HELP WANTED 

HIGH Paying Jobs in Foreign Lands! Send $2.00 for 
complete scoop! Foreign Opportunities, Box 172, Co- 
lumbus 16, Ohio. 

EARN Extra money selling advertising book matches. 
Free Samples furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. MD -12, 
Chicago 32, III. 
ELECTRONICS Opportunities. 100 Addresses of Com- 
panies Now Hiring. U.S., Overseas. $2.00 -Box 206W, 
Springfield, Va. 

WANTED: Technicians or engineers to develop minia- 
ture ADF in spare time for personal aircraft. Proposals 
to, Boo 407, Burlingame, California. 

EDUCATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES 

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder, 
phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog 
free! Sleep -Learning Association. Box 24 -ZD, Olympia, 
Washington. 

BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 

SECOND Income From Oil Can End Your Toil! Free 
Book and Oilfield Maps! National Petroleum, Pan 
American Bank Building -PP, Miami 32, Florida. 

FREE Book "990 Successful, Little -Known Businesses,' 
Work home! Plymouth -555W, Brooklyn 4, New York. 
MAKE $25 -$50 Week, clipping newspaper items for 
publishers. Some clippings worth $5.00 each. Par- 
ticulars free. National, 81 -DG, Knickerbocker Station, 
New York. 

I Made $40,000.00 Year by Mail Order! Helped others 
make money! Start with $10.00 -Free Proof. Torrey, 
Box 3566 -N, Oklahoma City 6, Oklahoma. 

1 Os 
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FREE Literature: $50 Weekly Clipping Local Newspa- 
pers." Crystal co 28- CPE -3. Millburn, New Jersey. 

SALES And Service Agencies wanted in choice terri- 
tories to handle Aerotron's complete line of high per- 
formance VHF -FM mobile two -way radio equipment. 
Qualified applicants will be contacted in person for 
interview. For details write Tom Geraghty, Sales Man- 
ager. Dept. E, Aeronautical Electronics. Inc., P.O. Box 
6527, Raleigh, N.C. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
PRINTING Presses, Type. Supplies. Lists 4C. Turn - 
bough Service. Mechanicsburg. Pa. 

WRITERS! -Free list of top -notch USA markets for 
short stories, articles, books and plays. Write for your 
free copy today! Literary Agent Mead, 915 Broadway, 
N.Y. 10. 

FREE "Do.lt- Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy 
Leather Company. Box 791 -A43, Fort Worth, Texas. 

2700 Novelties, Tricks, jokes, science, hobbies. 
World's biggest gadget catalog 10e. Johnson- Smith, 
D -528. Detroit 7. 

INDEPENDENT Thinkers -investigate Humanism! Free 
literature. American Humanist Association, Dept. EW -1, 
Yellow Springs, Ohio. 

HOMEBREWING! Beers, wines. Economical, easy. Com- 
plete Instructions $1. Crystalco 28 -BPE2, Millburn, 
New Jersey. 

PUBLISH Your book! Join successful authors: publicity 
advertising promotion, beautiful books. All subjects 
invited. Send for free manuscript report and detailed 
booklet. Carlton Press, Dept. ZDD, 84 Fifth Avenue, 
NYC 11. 

SEND 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 

EVERY 

MONTH 

name 

address 

1:11'1'i I'111I11's,1111'i 

city zone state 

Check one: 
3 years for $12 2 years for $9 

1 year for $5 
In the U. S., and possessions. 

[7 Payment enclosed Pill me 

Foreign rates: Canada and Pan Ameri- 
can Union countries, add .50 per 
year; all other foreign countries, 
add $1.00 per year. 

Mail to: ELECTRONICS WORLD 

Dept. EW 462H, 434 S. Wabash Ave. 

Chicago 5, III. 
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Answer to ''Math Puzzlers" appearing on page 79 
1. First calculate the times at which the min- 

ute and hour hands are exactly 120 degrees or 
1/3 circle apart. Then calculate the position of 
the second hand at these limes, and choose 
those limes when the difference between the 
hour and minute hands is closest to 120 de- 
grees. The closest difference is 4/11 (.36361 
circle at T = 9 -1/11 hours and T = 2 -10/11 
hours. So the answer is 2 hours, 54 minutes, 
35 seconds. The only other time could have 
been 9 hours, 5 minutes, 25 seconds. 

2. Let AT and BT be the tangents, ACB the 
arc, O the center, OA the radius. Let angle 
AOT = x and AO = r. Then arc ACB = 
(2ç - 2x) r = 1, and tan x = 1 /r; whence 
tan x = 2 (' - xl. By approximation: x = 74 
degrees 46.2 minutes. r = 1 mile /tan x = 5280 
feet /tan x = 1437.45 feet. 

3. Let M = my age in years, S = son's age, 
and F = father's age. My father is five times 
as old as my son, therefore: F = 5S. When I 

am as old as my father, my son will be F -M 
years older than he is now; his age then will 
be S + F - M. Since this is 8 years more than 
my present age, S + F -M =M + 8. The 
third equation is: F + M = 100. Solving these 

equations gives S = 13, and hence M = 35 
and F = 65. 

4. If the prisoner places one white ball in one 
box and the remaining balls (9 white and 10 
black) in the other box, his chance of survival 
would be 11 + 9/191/2 = 0.737 or 73.7 %. 

5. Only one man, Methuselah, who attained 
the record age of 969 years. Solving the equa- 
tion 23217=10x, we have x = 3217 log 2 = 
968.4. The number of digits in 23217 -1 is one 
more than the integral part of x or 969. 

6. He divides the bricks into 3 groups of 3, 
3, and 2 bricks. Then he weighs the 2 sets of 
3 bricks against each other. If they balance, 
then the heavier brick k in the group containing 
2 bricks which another weighing will simply 
tell. If they do not balance, then he weighs two 
of the group that was heavier on the first 
weighing. If these two balance, then the heavier 
brick was set aside. If they do not balance, then 
the scales tell which is the heaviest brick. 

7. The time must have been 43 -7/11 min- 
utes past 2 a.m. 

8. 100 miles, since the odometer reading 
now must be x9899.9 where x is any digit 
from 0 to 9. 

Answer to 

ELECTRONIC CROSSWORDS 

(Appearing on page 81) 
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14 Fisher Radio Company 
22 General Electric Co. 
25 NASA 
26 (left center) Plasmadyne Corp. 
26 (bottom left 8. right) 

Republic Aviation Corp. 
28 (top) Hughes Aircraft Company 
26, 27, 28, 68. Line drawings by George Kelvin 

29, 30 Radio Corporation of America 
38 (left) Philips 
38 (right) Audio Instrument Co. 
39 (left) Motorola Inc. 

39 (right) Electronic Applications 
41 Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 
48, 71 National Radio Institute 
64 .... Minneapolis- Honeywell Regulator Co. 

70 Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
72 Sencore, Inc. 

73 .. Allied Radio Corporation 

TV, Radio Output Drops in November 
FIGURES e piled by the Marketing 

Data Department of the Electronic 
Industries Assmeintion indicate that tele- 
,.is' set production in November 1961 
declined to a total of 582,952, compared 
with the 620,815 recorded for October. 

The total number of TV sets produced 
during Jssnlsar.- November 1961 main- 
tained a precarious lead over the . 
period for 1960. Totals were 5,597,535 
through November 1961 e pared with 

November 
October 
September 
August 
July 
June 
May 
April 
March 
February 
January 
Total to 11 /30/61 
Total to 11 /30/60 

Total TV 
582,952 
620,815 
694,580 
514,674 
383,378 
615,118 
470,399 
405,808 
497,458 
444,418 
367,935 

5,302.877 thr,,i:eii \mensber 1960. 
Total Nosvoibrr radio production nos 

set at I,730,76 I. sonic 66.1100 sets ter 
the 1,796,391 rercisers produced ill Oc- 
tober. Cunuslati.e output of radio receiv- 
er. through \ucensber totaled 15,528,- 
610. The total l'or the .anse period in 
1960 Wass 15,601.791. 

Radio and TV production for the 
period J:usuary through November 1961 
is listed in the table below. 

TV with U.H.F. 
42,743 
43,198 
51,253 
33,946 
23,233 
34,641 
22,782 
19,085 
21,540 
24,514 
25,270 

5,597,535 332,205 
5,302,877 405,838 

Total Radio 
1,730,761 
1,796,391 
2,048,698 
1,385,101 
1,030,399 
1,626,263 
1,1 96,949 
1,124,924 
1,384,052 
1,115,029 
1,090,073 

Auto Radio 
588,343 
576,529 
591,493 
451,374 
320,128 
518,010 
408,875 
375,570 
384,227 
307,973 
387,136 

FM Radio 
125,184 
95,318 

110,174 
69,090 
48,114 
88,808 
49,705 
51,260 
75,044 
41,357 
50,421 

15,528,640 4,909,658 804,475 
15,604,784 5,911,305 852,329 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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Buy Your Tubes Direct ...from RAD -TEL 
The Leading "DIRECT -BY- MAIL" Tube Company 
UP/to 75% OFF..,RAD -TEL'S Quality Brand -New Tubes 
1 -Year Guarantee -One -Day Service - Over 500 Types in Stock 

-TEL 

FREE! 

Send For New Tube 

& Parts Catalog 

Send For Trouble 
Shooting Guide 

NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OTHER MAIL ORDER TUBE COMPANY EACH TUBE INDIVIDUALLY & ATTRACTIVELY BOXED & BRANDED RAD -TEL 

Qty. Type Price Qty. Type Price Qty. Type Price Qty. Type Price Qty. Type Price Qty. Type Price Qty. Type Price 
. 024 .79 5CL8 .76 6817 .79 6EY6' .75 12AE6 .43 12EN6 .78 19C8 1.14 

1AX2 .62 5CM8' .90 6BK7 .85 6F5GT .39 12AE7 .94 _ 12E26 .53 
_ 

_ _1978 .80 
1B3 .79 5C08 .84 6817 1.00 6FE8 .75 12AF3 .73 - _12F8 .66 21EX6 1.49 
10N5 .55 5CZ5 .72 6BN4 .57 6GH8 .80 12AF6 .49 12FA6 .19 _ _25AV5 .83 

__ _1G3" .79 5EA8 .80 6BN6 .14 661(6' .79 _ 12A16 .46 - _12FM6 .43 _ 25AX4 .70 
113' .79 5EU8 .80 6806 1.05 66N8' .94 12AL5 .45 12FR8 .91 __ _- .25BK5 .91 
1K3* .79 516 .68 6807 1.00 6H6 .58 12AL8 .95 12FX8 .85 _ 25BQ6 1.11 
1R5 .62 5T8 .81 6BS8 .90 61567 .51 12A05 .60 __ _12GC6 1.06 _ 25C5 .53 
1S4 .59 __5U4 .60 6BU8 .70 616 .67 - 12AT6 .43 .1218 .84 _ _25CA5 .59 
1S5 .51 5U8 .81 68X7 1.02 61(6 .63 12AT1 .76 __12K5 .65 __. 25CD6 1.44 
174 .58 5V3 .90 68Y5 1.15 616 1.06 12AÚ6 .51 1216 .58 _ -25CU6 1.11 
1U4 .57 5V6 .56 68Y6 .54 6N7 .98 _ 12AU1 .60 _ -12SA7 .92 _ _250N6 1.42 
1U5 .50 5X8 .78 68Y8 .66 6S4 .51 12AV6 .41 

_ 
12SF7 .69 _ _25EH5 .55 

1X28 .82 5Y3 .46 6826 .55 6SA7GT .76 _ -.12AV7 .75 12SH7 .49 _ 2516 .57 
2AF4 .96 6A8G 1.20 68Z7 1.01 6SG7GT .41 12AX4 .67 

_ 
_ 12S17 .67 25W4 .68 

2BN4 .64 6AB4 .46 61328 1.09 6SH7GT .49 .12AX7 .63 12SK7 .74 _ .32ET5 .55 
2EN5' .45 6AC7 .96 6C4 .43 6SJ7 .88 12AY7 1.44 12SL7 .80 _ 3217 .90 
3AL5 .42 6AF3 .73 6C86 .55 6SK76T .14 12AZ7 .86 12SN7 .67 _ _35B5 .60 
3AU6 .51 6AF4 .97 6CD6 1.42 6SL7GT .80 1284 .63 _12SQ7 .18 35C5 .51 
3AV6 .41 6AG5 .68 6CE5' .57 6SN7GT .65 _ 12BA7 .84 _ 12U7 .62 _ _3516 .57 

_ 3BA6 .51 _ 6AH4 .81 _ 6CF6 .64 647 .73 12BD6 .50 __ 12V6 .53 __ 35W4 .42 
__38C5 .54 6AH6 .99 6CG7 .61 

6T8 
128E6 .53 _. _12W6 .69 .60 

__ 313E6 .52 6AK5 .95 6CG8 .77 .85 _ _12BF6 .44 12X4 .38 
_ _3525 

36AM3' .36 
_. 3BN6 .76 6AL5 .47 6CK4' .70 6U8 .83 12BN7 .77 _ _11AX4 .61 _ _ 5065 .60 

3BU8 .78 6AM8 .78 6CL8 .79 6VG6T .54 1281(5 1.00 17606 1.09 _ 5005 .53 
3876 .55 _ 6A05 .53 6CM6 .64 6W4 .60 12816 .56 17006 1.06 50EH5 .55 
3BZ6 .55 _ 6AR5 .55 6CM7 .66 6W6 .71 _ 12806 1.06 .70 5016 .61 
3CB6 .54 6AS5 .60 6CM8" .90 6X4 .39 .12BR7 .74 

_ _17W6 
18FW6' .49 . _ ..7017 .97 

3CS6 .52 6AS6 .80 6CN7 .65 6X5GT .53 12BV7 .78 18FY6' .50 _. .69 
3064' .85 6AT6 .43 6C08 .84 6X8 .80 _ _12BY7 .77 .53 

-7025 
__807 .70 

3DK6' .60 6AT8 .79 6CR6 .51 7A8 .68 .12B17 .75 .83 11723 .61 
30T6 .50 6AU4 .82 6CS6 .57 7AÚ1 .61 _12C5 .56 

_ _19AU4 
1.39 

304 .63 6AU6 .52 6CS7 786 .69 _ 
__19866 

.56 
305 .80 6AU7 .61 6CU5 

.69 

.58 7E78' .73 
.12CN5 

_12CR6 New Tube Types Offered by Rad -Tel .54 
3S4 .61 6AU8 .87 6CU6 1.08 7F8 12CU5 .58 
3V4 .58 6AV6 .41 6CY5* JN7 .90 12CU6 1.06 
4807 1.01 6AW8 .90 6CY7 

.70 

.71 7S7 1.01 12CX6 .54 SPECIAL! New Low Prices 
4BZ7 
48Z8 

.96 
1.10 

._ _6AX4 
6AX5 

.66 

.74 
60A4* 
6085 

.68 

.69 
774 
8AU8 

.69 

.83 
1204' 

_ _120B5 
.69 
.69 RAD -TEL POWER TRANSISTORS 

4CS6 61 6AX7 .64 6086 .51 8AW8 .93 120E8 .75 
SET TESTED' - Family 2N155 _40T6 55 6AX8' .92 60E6 .58 8B05 .60 12018 .85 

5AM8 .79 68A6 .50 6066 .59 8CG7 .62 12006 1.04 2N178, 2N242. 2N255, 2N256. A 9 
5AN8 .86 6BA8 .88 6DK6 .59 8CM7 .68 __.120S7 .79 2N307. 2N554. etc. ea. 

_ _5A05 .52 6BC5 .61 60N6 1.55 8CN7 .97 _ 12075' .76 
5AS8' 
5AT8 

.86 

.80 
6BC7 
6BC8 

.94 

.97 
6006 
6076 

1.10 
.53 

8CS7 
8CX8 

.74 

.93 
120T7* 
12DT8' 

.79 

.79 
j -s SET TESTED'- Family 2N173, T 2N277. 2N441, 2N442, DS501. C 

5AN8 1.01 6805 1.25 60T8' .79 8E88 .94 -12DU7 1.01 i ea. 
5BC8 .79 68E6 .55 6EA8 .79 8SN7 .66 12DW8 .89 

.56 

.69 

.54 

SET TESTED -- General replace- f11Á 
men in ransistor a ios and C t Transistor Radios L ̀, 
experimenters protects ea 

5BE8 
581(7 

_ 5807 

.83 

.82 

.97 

6BF5 
68F6 
6866 

.90 

.44 
1.66 

6E85' 
6E88 
6EM5' 

.72 

.94 

.76 

9C18 
11CY7 
12A4 

.79 

.75 

.60 

12026 
12ED5 
12EG6 

5888 .79 68H6 .65 6EM7 .82 12AB5 .55 12E16 .56 
5878' .83 6BH8 .87 6EÚ8 .79 12AC6 .49 12EL6 .50 Set tested in Amer. Car Radio. 
5CG8 .76 6816 .62 6EW6 .57 12AD6 .57 12EM6 .79 All Transistors PNP Germanium. Factory tested 

to Rad-Tel specifications. 

vv. 
55 CHAMBERS ST_ NEWARK S. NEW JERSEY 

TERMS: 25% deposit must accompany all orders, balance COO. Orders under S5: add $1 
handling charge plus postage. Orders over $5: plus postage. Approx. 8 tubes per 1 lb. Subject 
to prior sale. No COD's outside continental USA. 
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX APRIL, 1962 

Advertisers listed below with code numbers have additional information available on their products in the form of catalogues 
and bulletins. To obtain more detailed data, simply circle the proper code number in the coupon below and mail 

it to the address indicated. We will direct your inquiry to the manufacturer for processing. 

CODE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE (ODE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE CODE NO. 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 

109 
110 

111 

112 
113 
114 

115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 

121 
122 
123 

124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 

130 
131 
132 

Advance Electronics 
Alden Products 
Allied Radio 
Allied Radio 
Allison Electronics Inc 
Anglo American Acoustics Ltd. 
Antenna Specialists Co.. The 
Ashe Radio Co., Walter 
Audion 

B & K Manufacturing Co 

Barry Electronics Corp 
Bell Telephone Laboratories 
Burstein -Applebee Co 

C & H Sales Co 

Cabinart Acoustical Dev. Corp ... 
Capitol Radio Engineering 

Institute, The 90, 91, 
Carston 
Channel Master Corp 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics .. 
Columbia Electronics 
Columbia Products Co 

Commissioned Electronics, Inc .... 
Conar Instruments 

Delco Radio 
Don Bosco Electronics Inc 
Dressner 

EICO (Electronic Instr. Co. Inc/ ... 
Editors and Engineers, Ltd 
Electro- Voice. Inc 
Electronic Chemical Corp 
Electronic Market 
Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc 

Fair Radio Sales 
Fanon -Masco 
Fisher Radio Corporation 

86 
103 

13 
67 
83 

101 
22 

103 
97 

11 

102 
57 
71 

97 
58 

92, 93 
87 
94 

9 

100 
62 
87 
66 

1 

12 
65 

24 
99 
10 
99 
64 
81 

78 
77 

65 

133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 

139 
140 
141 
142 

143 
144 

145 

146 
147 

148 

149 

150 
151 
152 
153 
154 

155 
156 

157 

G & G Radio Supply Co 104 
Goodheart Co., R. E. 74 
Grantham School of Electronics 5 

Grantham Schools, Inc 72 
Greenlee Tool Co 101 
Grommes Div. of Precision 

Electronics, Inc 80 

Harmon Company, Inc., George 4 
Heath Company 60,61 
Henshaw Radio Supply 65 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston 70 

Indiana Technical College 65 
International Radio & 

Electronics Corp 72 

Jerrold Electronics Corporation 20 

Key Electronics Co 94 
Keystone Company, The 78 

Lafayette Radio 21 
Lampkin Laboratories, Inc 76 

McGee Radio Co 102 
Milwaukee School of Engineering 75 
Moss Electronic, Inc 95 
Multicore Sales Corporation 6 
Multicore Sales Corporation 78 

National Radio Institute. SECOND COVER 

National Radio Institute 83 
National Radio Institute 86 
National Technical Schools 7 

Newcomb Audio Products 76 

Oelrich Publications 87 

158 
159 
160 
161 

162 

163 
164 

165 

166 
167 
168 
120 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 

175 

176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 

182 

183 
184 

185 

ADVERTISER PAGE 

PEL Electronics 94 
Peak Electronics Company 88 
Perma -Power Company 87 
Picture Tube Outlet 78 

Quietrole Company 10 

R.A.E. Society 79 
RCA Institutes, Inc 16, 17, 18, 19 

R W Electronics 78 
Rad -Tel Tube Co 107 
Radio Corporation of America 

FOURTH COVER 

Rohn Manufacturing Company 85 

Sams & Co., Inc., Howard W 59 
Sams & Co., Inc., Howard W 82 
Sarkes Tarzian Inc 89 
Saxitone Tape Sales 87 
Scott Inc., H H 15 

Sencore 8 
Sonar Radio Corporation 74 
Sonotone Corporation 73 
Sprague Products Company 2 

Standard Kollsman Industries Inc 
THIRD COVER 

Switchcraft, Inc 94 
Sylvania Electric Products Inc 23 

TAB 84 
Texas Crystals 100 
Transvision Electronics, Inc 96 
Transvision Electronics, Inc 97 
Tri -State College 84 
Tru -Vac 95 

U. S. Crystals, Inc 80 

Valparaiso Technical Institute 62 

Viking of Minneapolis, Inc 63 

Winegard Antenna Systems 69 

The coupon below can also be used to obtain additional nformation on the new 
product items shown on pages 98 through 103 as well as on the ads as listed above. 

N 
VOID 4 
AFTER 

APR. 30, 1962 

NAME 

STREET NO. 

CITY ZONE STATE 

ADVERTISED 

PRODUCTS 

(SEE INDEX ABOVE) 

NEW PRODUCTS 

& LITERATURE 

100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 

120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 

140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 

160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 

180 181 182 183 184 185 185 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 

200 2C1 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 

220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 

MAIL To ELECTRONICS WORLD P.O. BOX 212 

VILLAGE STATION NEW YORK 14, N.Y. 

INDICATE NUMBER 

OF ITEMS REQUESTED 

Make sure 
that your 

name and address 
are printed dearly. 

ELECTRONICS 

WORLD 

READER 

SERVICE 

COUPON 

108 Printed in U.S.A. ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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Higher Gain Lower Noise 

In TV It's Standard 

85% of all TV servicemen 
prefer Standard turret type 
replacement TV tuners. 

1 year guarantee backed by 

the world's largest TV 
tuner manufacturer. 

Trade-in allowance for the 
defective tuner being 
replaced. 

See your local authorized Standard Coil Distributor 
*NI !II 

sitpirtda - 

INDUSTRIES INC. 
FORMERLY STANDARD COIL PRODUCTS CO INC., MELROSE PARK, ILLINOIS 
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OTHER OUTSTANDING RCA KIT VALUES 

Get Extra Value 
at No Extra Cost 

with this RCA WV -38A (K) 

VOLT - OHM - MILLIAMMETER KIT 
Now you can get a professional- caliber V -O -M in kit form. Enjoy the self 
satisfaction and sensible savings that kit assembly offers you. No professional 
know -how required. Clear step -by -step directions to follow. The result years 

of precision service at low cost. 

Whatever your reason for choosing a V -O -M kit, there's one basic eason for 

making that choice an RCA WV -38A 110 extra value at no extra cost. Want 

examples' 

Extra 0.25-volt and 1 volt ranges 

Frequency response of low a-c ranges is flat within 
1 db to 800.000 cycles 

Spring clips on handle for extra carrying convenience 

Jacks below switches keep leads out of way 

DB scale clearly marked no squinting 

Easy -to -read meter measures 5" wide 

Non -breakable. sealed plastic window 

Red test lead has probe and slip on alligator clip 
for added versatility 

RCA WV -38A available factory -wired 

and calibrated 843.95* 

ONLY ;29.95 
Attractive. scuff .resistant laminat- 
ed -vinyl carrying case, $4.95 extra 

RCA WV -77E (K) 
VOLTOHMYST® KIT 
Famous VoltOhmystw quality and performance at a 

low price! Special test features include: separate 
1.5 -volt rms and 4 -volt peak -to -peak scales for accu- 
rate low AC measurements. Tests AC and DC voltages 
to 1500 volts; resistance from 0.2 ohm to 1000 meg- 
ohms. Complete with ultra -slim probes, long flexible 
leads, special holder on handle to store leads. 

ONLY s29.95* 
ICA Ml -77F anllable factory-wired aid callbrald: $43.115' 

RCA WO -33A (K) 

SUPER -PORTABLE 
OSCILLOSCOPE KIT 
Here is a rugged, compact oscilloscope that weighs 
only 14 pounds. Easily portable for In- the -home or 
shop troubleshooting. Ideal for servicing black -and- 
white and color TV, radio, hi -fi components, tape 
recorders, etc. Ample gain and bandwidth for the 
toughest jobs. 3" graph -scale screen and Internal 
calibrating voltage source for direct reading of 
peak -to -peak voltage. 

ONLY $79.95' 
ICA 1111-33A anlable tsaryrad lid calibrated: $121.95' 

RCA WV -98B (K) 

SENIOR VOLTOHMYST® KIT 
A real money and time saver...now available In kit 
form! The etched -circuit -board and Af /DC ohms 
probe are pre -assembled. Separate color -coded 
scales measure DC voltages, 0 to 1500 volts; AC 

voltages, 0 to 1500 volts rms or 4200 volts peak - 
to -peak. Resistance from 0.2 ohm to 1000 megohms. 
200 -microampere meter movement with less than 
1% tracking error. Precision multiplier resistors 
accurate to ± 1 %. 

ONLY $62.50' 
ICA WY -Ill anlable factory-wind aid calibrated: $111.5Á' 

Cali your Authorized 

RCA Test Equipment Distributor 

User Price (Optional) 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 

RCA Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J. 
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